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P.S. 1257 - VOLUME III 

INTRODUCTION 

Welcome to Volume III of "Eagle Talk." With this book MCAJP. continues to 
offer collections of F-15 articles previously published in the Product 
Support DIGEST. Volume I was published in 1984 and was aircrew oriented. 
Volume II followed shortly thereafter and contained the more technically 
oriented articles from the same period. This volume contains all articles 
published subsequent to those contained in the two earlier volumes. In 
addition we have sprinkled some F-15 related "Features" throughout the 
book. 

To repeat the cautions stated with the two earlier reprints, there has 
been no attempt to "update" any of the articles to reflect the latest 
systems or possible modifications to the airplane. The Table of Contents 
contains the issue of the DIGEST in which the article appeared: 88/3 means 
year published/third issue. If you read something that sounds obsolete or 
conflicts with current manual coverage, the official USAF manual applies. 
This book contains good information and is intended to be of use to Eagle 
drivers and fixers alike, but remember it is for information only and is 
not directive in nature. 

In case you have not seen the first two volumes of this series, they 
should be available from the MCAIR representative at your base. If no 
MCAIR representative is at your base, a direct request can be made to the 
address printed with the restriction notice on the inside front cover. We 
have a limited supply of these volumes and will provide copie5 upon request 
until they are exhausted. 

We again apologize for the visual appearance of many of the pages in 
this book. The original test pages and artwork are no longer available so 
reproduction is done from a two-color copy of the appropriate articles in 
the DIGEST. 

Volume II ended with two articles on the "Dual P.ole Fighter." This 
volume ends with the delivery of the first F-15E to Luke AFB. We didn't 
plan it that way but are struck with the coincidence. Who knows what is in 
store for Volume IV? Meanwhile we hope that this volume is a valuable 
addition to your store of Eagle knowledge. 

The Staff, Product Support DIGEST 
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FOREWORD 

Time flies when you're having fun! Ho~, often do we hear that? Sure is 
true though. The 17 years since we got the first Eagle airborne on July 
27, 1972 have gone by very fast, due in part to the interest and excitement 
of this business. There can't be much to equal the fun of seeing an 
airplane and program of which you've been a part since its inception 
progress to such a successful stage. 

For a guy like me, who has lived and breathed airplanes since single 
digit age, how could you top the thrill of being in on the design phase of 
a new airplane; being part of the first test pilot team; helping show the 
airpla~e off at Farnbrough the first time; and finally, watching (and 
hopefully contributing) from a manage~ent perspective as the program moves 
forward through successive stages of improvement. 

In my view, the F-15 program h~s been a classic success. We had a 
great test program back in the 70s in concert with the Air Force test team. 
He've had good and timely mods to the Ea!lle culminating in the present 
F-15E. We've had a fine relationship with our customers. And, its a 
wonderful airplane with great capability and a superb safety recor~. 

The names and faces change - some of you lucky Eagle drivers were 
youngsters when the program kicked off with the first contract award on 
January 1, 1970, almost 20 years ago. Lots of people who were key to the 
activity back then are out of the business now. But one thing doesn't 
change - the MCAIR/USAF dedication to keeping the F-1~ in the pink of 
condition and upgraded, when necessary, so that it will continue to be the 
premier fighter airplane in the world. The multi-stage improvement program 
(MSIP), now underway, and the newly fielded F-15E version are testimony to 
t.hat. 

At MCAIR, we're awfully proud of this airplane. We want to help you 
keep ft shiny, capable, and airborne. I hope the articles in this volume 
will be helpful toward that ena:-

In Burrows 
Eaole Driver #1 
Surrirer 1989 
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WOUNDED 
EAGLE FLIES AGAIN 

"Most people would think fear would have come over me first, but 
mine was a feeling of bewilderment. that this was really happening to 
me. Fear wasn't a player for me because pilots go through extensive 
emergency procedures training intended to desensitize one to fear 
and permit rational, level-headed reactions." 

The words above are by lieutenant 
Steffn W. Schmidt, a pilot with the 
12th Tactical Fi1hter Squadron, 18th 
Tactlul Fi1hter Wln1, at Kadena Air 
late, Japan; and he Will referrina to 
the hectic moments immediately after 
e1:periencin1 a serious lnfllaht 
emeraency with his F-15 Eagle. That this 
llory has a ..... PPY endln■" Is a direct 
tribute to the USAF f,ahter pilot train
ins offered to .,. youns officen like 
U Schmidt and to lhe ruued cleti1n of 
lhe F-15 air superiority flpter aircraft. 
A pilot with lea effective lrainina pro~ 
ably could not hove overcome lhe 
operational problems; ,1.n airplane with 
'- survivability probably could not 
have with1tood lhe mechanical thocb 

which occurred so suclclenly on this day 
bac• in Much of 1981. Written by one 
of the MCAIR repo involved, this article 
presents an Interesting account of 10me 
outst.J.ndina i1irmanshlp which resulted 
la ufe recovery of a badly Injured 
Eaale, loDowed by an equally ln
lere1tin1 report of some outstandlna 
"repalrmanshlp,. which resulted in 
eventual return to full operalioml 
Nhrl of F-1SC SIN 7a-0481. 

Flyina a trainin1 mission out of 
kwan1 Ju Air Base. South Korea as a 
part of Exercise Team Spirit 1911. Se
cond (now First) Lieutenant Steven W. 
Schmidt's F-15 fliaht hrmed rapidly 
from routine to a very serious infli1ht 

emeraency. His first indication of trou
ble was illumination of the master cau
tion liaht. followed almost immediate
ly by a ri1ht enaine oil pressure low 
li1ht and a loud explosion. By the time 
he had retarded the throttle from 
military to idle power, leveled off the 
aircraft, and started to analyze the 
problem. the riaht enaine fire wamina 
light was flashin1 and the aural wam-
in1 system had activated. 

Followina emeraency procedures. Lt 
Schmidt shut down the riaht enaine and 
discharged the fire extinauisher into the 
riaht enaine bay. There were a few 
more anxious moments when thli fire 
li1ht did not 10 ou~ bat his lli1ht 
leader. in an accompanyina F-1S.. 
verified that the fire was actually out 
After maklna c~rtain that the aircraft 
was controllable and could be safely 
landed, the lieulll!nont rehrmed to 
Kwan■ Ju. On the way, fll■ht control 
transients resultina from hvdraulk: 
switchina valves kk:kina in and out 

MCDONNELL AIRCRAFT COMPANY 
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Danua,e plro1ograplu of llp~r surface (lefl) Otfd /owe, surfac-e (abo~J of F-JJ 18--048/ 1i-ve some ind,amon of Ulen/ of prob/e"Lsfllttd - first by pUot of I/us auuaj1 
and /tiler t,y fTJMif arw.s - ,efler 1nfl1glr1 engltfe failure d11ring Exercatt Team Spirit ill PACAF e,ar/y '" IN/. 

shook the aircraft perodically; and Ian-
ding at Kwang Ju was another test of 
flying skill because of a severe cross
wind at the time. Despite engine, flight 
control, and hydraulic problems, he 
eased the dama8ed airplane onto the 
runway for a safe landing (In recogni
tion of his flyin8 skills and systems 
knowled8e, which were instrumental in 
recovery of a valuable Air Force com
bat aircraft, Lt Schmidt received the 
Pacific Air Forces "Aircrew of Distinc• 
tion" award from lieutenant General 
Arnold Braswell, PACAF Commander in 
Chief, durin8 a meeting with Kadena 
pilots in August of 1981.) 

However, notwithstanding all of the 
lieutenant's good work, the Air Force 
now had a badly singed Eagle on its 
hands, some 600 miles from home base 
at Kadena. The aircraft was impounded 
and an investigation of the damage was 
started to determine what might be 
done next. As Lt Schmidt had already 
suspected, things looked pretty bad 
"under the hood;" and as the airplane 
was further checked out, it only got 
worse. It was obvious that 78-0481 was 
not ready for a quick turnaround. 

There were many holes in the air
frame on top of the engine bay and 
through the keel into the left engine 
bay as well as into the right primary 

.. ROOUCT SUPPORT DIGEST 

heat exchanger bay. Some ten inches of 
the bottom of the main bulkhead at FS 
(Fusela8e Station) 712.0 had been com
pletely torn away. The engine bay itself 
had sustained extensive heat damage 
from just under the front of the engine 
all the way aft up on the bay outboard 
side wall. The right engine was so 
severely damaged that it was for all 
practical purposes broken into two 
parts, with only the main engine shaft 
holding them tosether. 

With all this damage, it was obvious• 
Iv a job for a major repair team, but 
Kwan8 Ju was not suitable for such an 
effort. While the right ensine was being 
removed for further damage analysis, 
engineers from MCAIR and Warner 
Robins AFLC were flown to the site to 
develop a temporary repair plan -
something that would at least Bet the 
stranded Easle back to Kadena for per
manent rework. McDonnell engineer 
Ed Booker and WRALC engineer 
Crawford Battle not only came up with 
temporary fixes to make the aircraft 
one-time flyable, but also developed 
permanent repairs for later installation 
by a Depot team! They were joined at 
Kwang Ju by Pratt & Whitney engineer 
James Moore, who supervised removal 
of the damaged engine in what can on
ly be described as an heroic inc~by-

inch epic of make-do and bloody 
fingers! 

As you all know, F-15 engine removal 
is normally a »minute maintenance 
job; this one took five days First, the 
containment shield, which had been 
forced away from the engine so badly 
that it was meshed into the aircraft 



Da"'agM elfgilfe h«J to br llfchrd OMI of a1rfra"'e by eqMip,,,elft available at Kwalfg Ju AB, Korea. 

skin. had to be cut into pieces and 
worked out through ragged holes rn the 
airframe. This is what produced the 
bloody fingers The make-do came with 
actual removal of the engine. through a 
setup of which Rube Goldberg would 
have been proud! 

In order to keep the broken engine 
halves together and not cause further 
damage. the engine was removed an 
"inch at a time" by a novel looking but 
safe and effective combination of 
equipment on hand. A crane with a 
cargo strap was fastened to the engine 

augmenter section, an aircraft jack 
supporting wooden blocks was posi
tioned under the center of the engine; 
and an MJ-4 bomb loader was placed 
under the front After each inch or so, 
all of this equipment was repositioned 
for the next inch - actual removal of 
the engine took ten long, hard hours. 

Colonel Ronald N. Hoelzer, 18th 
TFW Deputy Commander for 
Maintenance, then sent a special 
maintenance team up from Kadena to 
install the temporary repairs. After two 
weeks of steady work, the aircraft was 

considered fit for its one-time flight 
back to home base. Upon landing at 
Kadena Air Base, the first part of this 
major repair effort was now done; and 
a MCAIR Field Repair Team already at 
Kadena working on another aircraft 
assumed responsibility for the next 
part. They removed the temporary 
repairs, made "splashes'' (exact pat
terns made of tooling plaster) of the 
damaged FS 712.0 bulkhead, sent the 
splashes back to St. Louis for fabrica
tion of permanent repair parts, and 
cleaned up the remaining damage. By 
the time the permanent repairs were in
stalled, more than eight months had 
elapsed from the day of Lt Schmidt's in
flight emergency; but on its first flight 
after repair, the aircraft returned with 
no major write-ups and ready to resume 
its duties with the 18th Tactical Fighter 
Wing in defense of the Pacific 

Many dedicated people must share 
in the congratulations for this amazing 
record of "can-do" performance, 
beginning with First lieutenant Steven 
W. Schmidt for getting the damaged 
airplane back to Kwang Ju in the first 
place. Then there were the men and 
women of the 18th TFW maintenance 
organization who worked both at 
Kwang Ju and Kadena; and the 
engineers and technicians from 
Warner-Robins AFLC, Pratt & Whitney, 
and MCAIR. And then there was F-1 SC 
S/N 78--0481 itself - one more example 
of the survivability designed and built 
into the Eagle 

Only w_helf elfJilfe was Off lr~1ler did wmplete e.xtenl of damage b«ome ~is,ble. Nole complete separation in celfler s,ection, betw«II co"'biator and aMIJ"'~lftor. ff!IMI 
pho10 u !Tverse :side of elfllM. 

MCDONNELL AIACRAFT COMPAN't' 



"SPlAS?'4tiS" 
HEAL VIOUNDED EAGLE 

The article you have just read is only 
"hillf the story" on USAF F-15 78--0481 
and ib return to PACAF duty. While 
there were some novel methods used to 
remove the damaged engine from this 
airplane at Kwang Ju and prepare for a 
one--time flight buk to Kaden,1, there 
were some equally novel - and ex
tremely Iona distance - techniques 
used for permanent repair of this Ea1le. 
ken Perciv,11 was .a member of the 
MCAIR field Repair Te.tm at Kadena 
omd w.a.s responsible for the engineerin1 
effort involved. His half of our 
"Wounded Eagle" story summuizes 
these efforts. 

I don't know how many standard 
"part-numbered" parts there are on a 
typical F-15 Eagle, but I do know that 
on F-15 78-0481, there are now some 
decidedly "non-standard" part 
numbers! If sometime in the future. 

By KEN PERCIVAL/UriitChief. Tuhriolo,y 

Lowtr 111board right sidt of F5 711 bulkhNd IES it 
Of)~QfS duri111 mQniifacl11rr tu1d CD1tmbly of 11ew 
'1ircrq/t in SI. Louis. Comparr with photogroplrs 
bdow, tflke11 d11rin1 repair of F-15 78..(),18/ QI 
Kodetu1 AB, }tJ/¥11. 

you should ever do maintenance in the 
right engine bay of this particular 
airplane. you will run across several 
"one-of-a-kind" parts like a 

68R093570-2009 or 68R093566-2017 
Bulkhead F,ttmg No other Eagle has 
them. and all of them resulted from 
what you might call a "customized" 
repair job we did recently on a badly 
damaged F-15 at Kadena Air Base 
Japan. Each of these peculiar parts 
started with a "splash." 

It is usually possible to repair damag
ed or broken aircraft components by 
removing the bad part and replacing it 
with a new one Sometimes, because ot 
the nature of the part or its location, 
that simpler procedure won't work and 
more sophisticated methods must be 
used Such was the case with Kadena's 
wounded Eagle Among other struc
tural injuries suffered during the in
flight incident, major damage occurred 
to the main bulkhead at FS 712. This is 
the mam support bulkhead for the 
engines in the F-1 Sand is so integrated 
with other aircraft structure that its 

Nott amo,1111 of lflllltrud removed from damated bulk.had (left} to prtparr for 1nsta/Jatiott of rrpair jitl1ttg. R11h1 phowgrt1ph sho,."3 rrp<iir /rllUII partilllf) bohed 111 

place. Fit1ittp wtf'f! Stt"l.lred 10 bufkh.Nd with Hi-lok fasltnen attd ~xy bondin1 mat,n{II. For addtd SllTflllh, a re11T/orc1ttg strop was 1ru1a/ltd 01111Uld, cvn,Mf~ 
o/b11lklrat/. 

PRODUCT SUPPORT DIGEST 



removal and replacement was out of 
the question; to restore the bulkhead, 
repair fittings made by the "splash" 
method were the only feasible solution. 

"Splash" is the term applied to the 
use of a wet plaster material spread on 
a surface to obtain a pattern for 

reproduction. It is not a new technique, 
but 1s invaluable in the aerospace in
dustry in obtaining an accurate tooling 
pattern from which repair fittings can 
be machined In our particular case, it 
was the only way, since the broken 
parts were in Kadena, Japan and the 

Thrtt of tht lwdvt "!plruh" fi_llln,s fabritaltd for rrpalf of tllUPlllgtd F-/J s"ow wmtty and intracacy of 
slu,pu trqlltrtd. Top kfl fitt1111 u 11tt1J11/ part M.wd to rrpa11 portion of n 711 blllkllNd shown ;,, 
photo1raphs on p,rwow f}41t. 

repair parts were to be machined 
10,000 miles away, in St. Louis, 
Missouri. 

The tooling plaster used in the splash 
technique is similar to what we all 
know as "plaster of Pans," but is 
specially formulated to have a controll
ed drying time and zero shrink proper
ties. The area of the aircraft compe> 
nent to be splashed is first prepared by 
trimming away the damaged material 
per engineering direction. The splash 
technician then decides whether he 
can make the pattern in one piece or 
must segment it because of its size or 
to facilitate removal after drying. The 
raw plaster is miKed with water to form 
a paste, which is gradually applied to 
fill the damaged area. During this 
stage, reinforcing wires may be used to 
give added strength to the pattern. 
When dry the splash is removed, 
mounted on a board, and then sprayed 
with a plastic hard coat. 

Twelve plaster patterns were re
quired for the Kadena repair job. After 
careful packaging, the splashes were 
airlifted back here to MCAIR. The 
repair parts were then fabricated on a 
milling machine equipped with a 
special sensing device. This sensor 
traverses the surface of the pattern and 
causes the machine cutting head to 
produce an el(act replica of the pattern 
in titanium, aluminum, or other re
quired material. After upedited 
machine shop work here, the blank 
repair parts were returned to Kadena. 
Each part was carefully hand fitted to 
the bulkhead while working to a 
surface-to-surface tolerance of .010 of 
an inch. Attach holes for fasteners were 
drilled as necessary, and the repairs 
were completed. 

F-15 78--0481 is once again as good as 
new and, while it may look a little dif
ferent inside, is fully operational -
thanks to a dozen plaster ''splashes." In 
closing, I'd like to thank the Kadena 
base dental officer, and apologize to 
any dental patients who may have 
been inconvenienced by my own 
emergency "visit to the dentist" during 
our time on base. You see, there were 
so many splashes required that our sup
ply of tooling plaster ran very low. 
There was nothing suitable available 
on the Okinawan economyso we ask
ed the base dental office for help, since 
denture impression plaster is ·quite 
similar to tooling plaster. We took all 
they had available, mixed it with what 
we had left, and got enough of the 
combination to finish up the repair job. 
So, while it may have taken longer to 
get your new dentures back, we hope 
you will be pleased to know that Eagle 
78-0481 is also "flying with a smile" 
again I 

MCDONNELL AIRCRAFT COMPANY 
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Efficient airframe management is 
vital to aircraft weapon system 
readiness. To accomplish such 
management w;th the F-15 Eagle, 
the U.S. Air Force has implemented 
the "Force Structural Maintenance 
Plan" (FSMP) - an important aspect 
of the F-15 aircraft structural integ
rny program (ASIP). Earlier articles in 
the DIGEST have discussed ASIP,* 
and this time we'd like to offer you a 
brief look at "FSMP." Each program 
affects both pilots and maintenance 
personnel and you should be aware 
of and familiar with them in order to 
do your part in making the programs 

~ 
work effectively. 

~ Through a series of improvements over 
the past several years. the current F- 1 S in
spection system has been updated tc 

/ more effectively provide for force safety at 
1 minimum cost Technological advances 1n 

· analytical techniques and non-destructive 
inspection (ND!) procedures have had a 
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great impact on 1nspect1on criteria. The 
end result has been a revamping ot when 
and where inspections are to be perform
ed and a significant reduction in the 
number of inspections required. 

FSMP 1s a maintenance-directed pro
gram used to establish the inspection, 
maintenance, and modrfication or replace
ment of key structural rtems of the F-1 5 
throughout the service life of the aircraft. 
The two most significant aspects of FSMP 
are that rt 1s based on a "damage 
tolerarce assessment" of the aircraft 
structure and that it 1s tied to the F-15 
fatigue damage tracking program. This 
latter program will be used to determine 
1nspect10ns for most of the fatigue-critical 
locat10ns on the F-15 airframe, based up:m 
individual aircraft usage, and thus provide a 
more accurate basis for inspections. 

FSMP consists of a series of steps 
(tasks), the performance of which has 
been delegated to either MCAIR or an 
appropriate arm of the U.S. Air Force. 
While many of these tasks are part of the 
existing maintenance system - USAF 
data collections for the fatigue damage 
tracking program, performance of in
spections, etc., a number of new tasks 
were created spec1f1cally under FSMP: 

• Reviev-1 of existing F-15 fatigue-<ritical 
locations. 
• Establishment of damage computa
tion procedures for determining inspec• 
tion inter.,als. 
• Incorporation of revised damage com
putation procedures into the fatigue 
damage tracking program. 
• Establishment of NOi procedure for 
each location. 
• Revision of inspection manuals to in
corporate the new system. 
• Institution of an inspection feedback 
system. 

FATIGUE-CRITICAL LOCATIONS 

The fim step taken under the FSMP was 
to rf!V1ew known f-15 fatigue<ritical loca-

tions, using three sources of information -
fatigue damage analyses; full scale fatigue 
test results; and repcrted serv1ce failures. 
Locations were classified according to 
whether they were safety-Of-flight critical 
and whether they could be tracked under 
the fatigue damage tracking program. 

INSPECTION INTERVAL 
DETERMINATION 

Pnor to incorporation of FSMP, all air
frame 1nspect1ons had been based upon 
"average" use. This meant that some air• 
craft flew more severely and should have 
had shorter inspection intervals while 
others subjected to milder usage were in
spected too frequently. Under FSMP, 
forty-four "fat1gue-crrt1cal" locations on 
every aircraft will be monitored by the 
damage tracking program, and inspec
tions w1U be keyed off the damage 
calculated at each of these locations. 
"Damage" is defined as a percent of 
crack growth life, where crack growth 
life 1s the life of a part from an assumed 
initial flaw to failure. 

The benefits of such a plan are ob
vious. Fleet safety is improved because in
dividual aircraft inspections are perform
ed based on actual rather than average 
usage. Overall fleet management 1s more 
efficient since aircraft are only scheduled 
for 1nspect1on when necessary. Ordering 
of spare parts, more efficient use of per
sonnel, and rotation of aircraft between 
bases are other aspects of fleet manage
ment that are also improved by FSMP. 

FATIGUE DAMAGE TRACKING 
PROGRAM 

A maier revision has been made to the 
damage computation procedure of the 
fatigue damage tracking computer pro
gram. Originally, the damage analysis ap
proach was based on crack initiation life. 
"Crack initiation life" is defined as the 
number of flight hours required to 
develop a crack. 0.010 inch deep. Signal 
data recorder set (SORS) and exceedance 
counter data from individual aircraft were 
used to determine the fraction of crack in
itiation life expended (i.e., fatigue 
damage) at critical locations for those air
craft. 

The current methodology still employs 
signal data recorder and exceedance 
counter data to predict fatigue damage, 
but now determines the "fraction" of 
crack growth life expended. ''Crack 
growth life" is defined as the number of 
flight hours required to grow an assumed 
initial flaw (usually greater than 0.010 
inch deep) to failure. This philosophy was 
chosen for two reasons -

• tt is easier to monitor the growth of 
the crack during inspections than to 
predict when a crack will initiate under 
actual usage. 

• Analysis per MIL-A-83444 (Airplane 

Damage Tolerance Requirements) now 
assumes that every part has a "rogue" 
flaw 1n the most critical location. A rogue 
flaw 1s defined as any manufactunng 
defect, tool mark, or material defect that 
degrades material properties of the part. 
By 1mplicat10n, presence of a rogue flaw in 
a part eliminates the crack 1nrtiat1on por
tion in the total fatigue life of the part. 

The fatigue damage tracking program 
will continue to track 1nd1vidual aircraft 
usage as SDRS and counting ac
celerometer (CA) data are collected. The 
flight data will be used to increment the 
fatigue damage for each critical location. 
And, as before, information on the in
d1v1dual aircraft damage will be publtsh
ed 1n SAFE (ser.,1ce aircraft fatigue 
estimate) reports for use by USAF 1n 
scheduling 1nspect1ons, repairs, and/or 
replacement of parts. 

NDI PROCEDURES 

Non-destructive inspection procedures 
for new critical aircraft locations have 
been developed, and existing procedures 
have been reviewed. The goal 1s to ensure 
that flaws are detected with the greatest 
possible rehability and in a cost~ffective 
manner All NOi procedures are tested and 
verified by MCAIR for reliability before 
release to the Air Force. lncorpcration of 
the newly developed inspection crrteria 
and NOi procedures in the technical 
manuals is currently being accomplished. 

A new NOi inspection procedure - low 
frequency eddy current - has been 
developed to facilitate 1nspect1ons on 
sub-surface structure. This new pro
cedure makes it possible to perform in
spections on. for example, wing spars 
without removal of wing skin panels, a 
time consuming and costly process. The 
new method will be included in future in
spection manuals. 

INSPECTION MANUAL CHANGES 

The 1 F- 1 SA/C-6 (Inspection and 
Maintenance Requirements) and 
1 F-1 SA/C-36 (Non-Destructive Inspec
tion) manuals will undergo major revi
sions to incorporate fatigue damage 
tracking program changes and imple
ment FSMP. 

Inspection & Maintenance 
Requirements Manuals 

Inspections controlled by the fatigue 
damage tracking program will be removed 
from the -6 manuals and placed in a 
nev-1ly-developed special section con
sisting of a table of required inspections 
for critical locations on individual aircraft. 
Each aircraft serial number will be shown 
at the last known base, and newly-based 
aircraft will have to be cross-referenced 
with their old bases to determine inspec
tion requirements. A sample of this 
tabulation is shown m figure 1. 

MCDONNELL Al RCRAFT COMPANY 
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FIGURE 1 - SPECIAL SECTION INSPECTION MATRIX 
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Inspections will be proJected one year 
in advance. Every six months this ~ct1on 
will be updated to show revised inspec 
t1on requirements as well as those 1nspec• 
t1ons not reported by the Air Force as 
having been completed to date lnspec 
t,ons will be grouped by calendar 
quarters, with a none-quarter early" in
spection provided to allow for conve
nient aircraft docking 

Although a s1gnif1cant number of 1n
spect1ons currently hsted by fhght hours 
1n the -6 manuals will be moved into the 
new section, some inspection require
ments will continue to be spec,f1ed by 
flight hours since they apply to aircraft 
locations that cannot be tracked by the 
fatigue track.mg program. Also, because 
of an inherent lag in the collection and 
processing of data under the trackmg 
system, inspection requirements that oc· 
cur on an average frequency of under 
600 flight hours will be called out by 
flight hours to msure that they are per
formed when required. 

Another major change to the -6 man
uals is the deletion of several locations 
that will now be inspected on a "sampl• 
ing" basis since they have been deter
mined to be not safety-of-flight critical 
(failure would not cause loss of the air• 
craft). landing gear parts in this category 
will be inspected at Hill AFB as they are 
routed through the depot for normal 
mamtenance. Airframe structure will be 
inspected at Robins AFB during analytical 
condrtton inspection (ACI), where eleven 
high-time aircraft from various bases are 
annually given a thorough inspection If 
any fatigue cracking is detected at either 
base, a review of the location will be per• 
formed and mspect1ons conducted on a 
force-wide basis 1f warranted. 

Non•Destructive Inspection 
Manuals 

The -36 manuals will also undergo 
some major format changes. A system 
has been developed to number every 
fastener hole m the aircraft to aid 
maintenance personnel in locating areas 
to be inspected and in reporting damage 
found. Figure 2 shows a typical example 
of the structural illustrations wrth 
numbered holes, as they will be 
presented m a newly created special sec
tion In the first revised manual, only the 
wing, vertical stabilizer, and selected 
fuselage locations will be numbered, but 
eventually all holes will be included In
spection procedures directly related to 
the fatigue tracking program will also 
utilize the hole numbering system 

FEEDBACK SYSTEM 

Information that an inspection has 
been performed (and that repairs have 
been made, if appropriate) must be 
entered into the fatigue damage track.mg . 



FIGURE 2 - NOi PROCEDURES WITH HOLE NUMBERING SYSTEM 
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computer program if the inspection in

formation loop is to be completed. Th1s 1s 
accomplished through an 1nspect1on 
feedback system, using the newly 
created AFTO form shown in figure 3. 

Maintenance personnel will record 
necessary information such as aircraft 
serial number, wing and stabilator serial 
numbers. cumulative flight hours. base 
location, and inspections performed. If a 
fatigue crack has been detected, the 
form has spaces to record the hole iden
tification number, crack length and 
orientation, and any maintenance action 
that may have been performed. This in

spection and repair data is then used to 
update the fatigue tracking program in
spection accounting system. It will also 
be useful as a field report showing poss•• 
ble fatigue problem areas for further in
vestigation. 

This has been a summary of the major 
changes and improvements to the F-15 
aircraft inspection system - changes 
which will help management of the Eagle 
fleet and make your Job more efficient. 
But m order to help you, you must help 
the system. Success of FSMP depends 
upon a reliable data collection effort, 
which means that the quantity and quali
ty of data incorporated in the tracking 
program are directly dependent upon the 
F-15 using commands. It's up to you to 
record and process exceedance counter 
data properly; maIntaIn and process 
SDRS tapes; provide correct maintenance 
on the recorder systems; perform inspec
tions in a timely manner; and accurately 
record feedback of the NOi procedures 
conducted. 

FSMP is a new program. with ii 

specific chain of operations. and you 
are the most important link in the 
chain. Any break in th• chain -
mechainical or humain - will com
promise the system and degrade the 
Eagle fleet. We know the mechanical 
parts of ASIP and FSMP are good, but 
the rest is up to you. Please do your 
part - th• program cain't succeed 
without you. 

anEyeto 
the Future. .. 

Aircraft life cycle costs could be lowered 
greatly if repair measures were to be 
developed which would reduce or 
eliminate the need for structural inspec
tions. McDonnell Aircraft Company has 
conducted tradeoff studies to compare 
the cost of modifying structure versus con
tinuing to perform existing inspections, 
and a summary of this work has been 
presented to the Air Force, with recom• 
mendations on each analyzed location. ■ 
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Servicing 
the 

Eagle's 

Servicing the landing gear 
shock strut is just as impor
tant as rigging the flight con
trol system. Proper landing gear 
servicing cannot be overemphasized. 
Problems resulting from improper 
servicing can run the gamut from 

excessive runway roll when 
taking off to the loss of nose 

gear steering during rollout or 
taxiing. Improper serl'icing has 

been known to cause damage to 
the aircraft structure and/or the 
landing gear struts. 

By STEVE SCHIMSAJ,._,~ /.,m,1111>: c;,,,1r \t'111"r T,-,lm1<<1/ l)u/<1 f11J.:1>11tt'r 

aad 
BRIAN EDWAAOSIF-l'i l<11ull11J.: (,Mr I ml Cht,fOl'SIJ.:11 

Recent field reports have mentioned that land
ing gear malfunctions have been traced to im
proper servicing - not following the technical 
order servicing procedures. The DIGEST dis
cussed this same topic on the F-4 Phantom, 
"Understanding F-4 MLG Strut Servicing," in 
Vol. 19, No. 3, 1972. 

This time our discussions will center around 
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the F-15 Eagle's landing gear struts having insuf
ficient hydraulic fluid and over- and under
pressurized chambers. 

First of all, we would like to explain the reason 
why the Eagle's struts are designed and serviced the 
way they are. Hopefully, through these discussions 
you will gain an insight into why it is so important 
that the landing gear struts be serviced correctly. • 



What the Strut Does 
The Eagle's struts, like all landing gear 

struts, absorb the energy of the aircraft 
during landing or taxiing. The energy 
that the struts must absorb is a function 
of two factors: aircraft gross weight and 
vertical velocity of the arrcraft One of the 
most critical phases of fhght for Eagle 
pilots 1s the landing and rollout phases, 
which hinge upon how you, as main. 
ta,riers, do your job - especially how the 
landing gear shock struts are serviced 

The majority of the landing shock load 
1s absorbed by metering fluid through 
tiny internal orifices as the strut com
presses (See Figures 1 and 2). The ability 

STIUl POil 

CYUNDU 

STRUT EXTENDED 

of the strut to absorb the landing shock 
load directly relates to the strut contain 
mg the proper amounts of hydraulic fluid 
and nitrogen (or air). A properly serviced 
strut will provide plenty of shock 
absorbing capability for all normal cond1• 
t1ons such as towing, tax11ng, takeoff roll, 
and landing roUout 

The strut has one chamber at the top 
of the strut for nitrogen only, and 1t has a 
second chamber at the bottom of the 
strut for nitrogen and hydraulic fluid The 
low pressure (lower) chamber helps ab• 
sorb energy during the m1t1al ,mpact 
upon landing and tax11ng The air 1n the 
low pressure chamber 1s compressed to a 

[:] Fluid 

[3 High Pressure A,r 

~ Low P,essure A,r 

ITPASS fllll HOLU /4) 

ITPASS fHTIANCf HOlU 
(4. ½ INCH .&PAIT) 

SPAH SEAL 

MAIN PISTON 

EXTENSION STROKE 

FIGURE 1. 

higher pressure during strut compres
sion. But 1f the low pressure chamber 1s 
overserv1ced, the air can't compress until 
a higher load 1s achieved, and the shock
absorbing feature is impaired. The strut 
becomes stiffer and acts more and more 
like a ngtd link. The end result 1s added 
stress throughout the airframe and a 
rough landing. The Eagle will feel like you 
are driving a truck and may bounce side· 
IO•S1de 

Up to this point we have discussed alt 
struts 1n general. Now let's complicate 
the s1tuat1on further by landing on 
uneven terrain or a rough surface with an 
overpressurized nose landing gear (NLG) 

COMPRESSION STROKE 

NOSE LANDING GEAR SHOCK STRUT SCHEMATIC 
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strut low pressure chamber The end 
result, e)(cessIve NLG bounce may cause 
the NLG WOW (we1ght•on.wheels) 
switch to energize Whenever this switch 
is energized the pilot will eKpenence loss 
of nosewheel steering With a comb1na
tIon of over.serviced struts, and weather 
that ,s less than ideal, wet runway, cor
nering tail wind, plus on again, off again 
nose wheel steering, the pilot Is in real 
trouble Now that you know the impact 
of strut servIcIng on the Eagle's opera• 
tIon, let's get down to the basic facts of 
how to service landing gear 

To prevent any confusion, we will center 
on the F· 1 SA/B/C/D NLG and MLG shock 

struts In an upcoming issue of the DIGEST, 
our d1scuss1ons will center around the 
changes, functions, and servicing of the 
F-1 SE struts. This article provides an over. 
view on how to serv.ce the landing gear 
Technical order TO 1 F· 15( )-2-12JG. 10·2 
must be followed step•by•step when ac• 
tually servicing a strut 

Servicing MLG Struts 
First of all, with the weight of the a,r. 

craft on the gear, let all of the air charge 
out of both the upper and lower 
chambers (See Figure 2). Then add 
hydraulic fluid through the lower filler 
valve until clear fluid, free of air bubbles, 
flows from the low pressure chamber air 

charge valve 
It is very important that the fluid is free 

of air bubbles, otherwise you will end up 
with the incorrect amount of fluid In the 
low pressure chamber. The only way to 
check the fluid 1s to try to get more fluid 
in, as there is no other 1nd1cat1on of fluid 
level short of an ultra-sound inspection 

Upon completion of hydraulic servIC• 
Ing, close the lower filler valve and attach 
a calibrated air pressure gage to the 10,,,,., 
pressure chamber air charge valve Then, 
inflate the lower chamber to the pressure 
called out In the technical order pro. 
cedure (12•10·20) If nitrogen Is not 
available, air can be used, but It Is imper- ► 1:!-----.. -IS-Su-,-,-GA_G_( ________________________________ -----, 
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tant that only clean dry air, filtered 
through a 10 micron filter with a dew 
point of -65° or lower, be used 

Do not use the small indicator gage 
mounted near the top of the strut for ser
vicing. That gage Is to give the crew chief 
a day-to-day idea of any air leakage in the 
strut - It is NOT a servicing gage 

When you have the right amount of 
fluid and the correct nitrogen (or air) 
pressure in the lower chamber, close the 
low pressure chamber air charge valve, 
then move over to the high pressure (up
per) chamber. This is where you get the 
proper strut extension ("X" dimension) 
during servicing 

Once you get enough pressure in the 
upper chamber to start the strut extend
ing, and until It bottoms out at the fully 
extended position, the pressure inside the 
upper chamber witl remain the same no 
matter how much air you put in! What? 
Yoll keep putting more air into the strut, 
but the pressure does not increase? That's 
nght! Only one thing determines this 
pressure: the weight of the aircraft. 

After the strut receives the pressure 
(ps1g) needed to lift the aircraft, no in
crease m pressure Is required to continue 
lifting - only an increase m volume Is 
needed. When you read the pressure in 

this chamber, you are really weighing the 
airplane (indirectly) so you can tell how 
much strut extension there should be. 
The theory used is that for any given air
craft weight, there must be a 
corresponding amount of extension. 
Remember: you control the "X" dimen
sion through the volume of nitrogen (or 
air) In the upper chamber. 

Due to the climatic extremes en
countered by the Eagle, hydraulic leakage 
of struts in cold weather led to the 
development of oversized inner seals. One 
drawback to these seals is that they great
ly increase the fnction between the strut 
piston and outer cylinder. If pressure (psig) 
Is increased to overcome this friction, it 
will cause you to put more pressure into 
the strut than is needed for actual aircraft. 
weight. To prevent this, bounce the air
craft. wmgs. This allows the struts to adjust 
themselves so they will continue to extend 
under the proper pressure as you add 
more volume. So, as the technical order 
says, extend the strut by adding nitrogen 
(or air) through the air charge valve on the 
upper chamber until the proper "X" 
dimension is reached. 

It is interesting to note that it makes no 
difference where you end up on the 
chart as long as the "X" dimension 
matches the aircraft. gross weight. For a 
light airplane, you will have a low 
pressure and a high "X" dimension. For a 
heavy airplane you will have a high 
pressure and a short "X" dimension. The 
most important thing is that the numbers 
on the chart correspond to the aircraft 
gross weight. 

For example, on an F-15C aircraft. with 
a gross weight of 59,400 pounds, the 
MLG shock struts require 2050 psig in 
the high pressure chambers to support 
that weight. To allow the strut to operate 
throughout its range, we have deter
mined that the proper "X" dimension is 
1-7/8 inches. Once properly serviced, the 
struts should maintain proper pressure 
and "X" dimension for all weights for 
that aircraft from that point forward. 

Let's continue with the same example: 
if we would defuel the aircraft down to a 
gross weight of 48,000 pounds, the 
struts would have an "X" dimension of 
2 ½ inches and the high pressure 
chamber would have 1650 psig. Why? 
Because at the lighter weight (48,000 
pounds), 2050 psig was too high, caus
ing the struts to extend, creating more 
room (cubic inches) in the lower 
chamber. As the volume (room) within 
the strut increases, the pressure subse
quently decreases until it reaches the 
pressure required to support 48,000 
pounds. Of course, while the volume 
within the strut increased, the "X" · 
dimension was getting larger. The "X" 
dimension will now be 2 ½ inches, and 
the strut is properly serviced. No re
servicing is required for the new aircraft 
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gross weight. 
This ts why at any given aircraft weight. 

it is imperative that the struts be serviced 
precisely so they can operate throughout 
the aircraft's gross weight capabilities. 

Servicing NLG Shock Struts 
On the NLG shock strut, the servicing 

process is basically the same as the MLG 
with a few exceptions. The differences 
are that on the NLG (Figure 1), the low 
pressure (lower) chamber controls the 
"X" dimension and the high pressure 
(upper) chamber is serviced to a given 
pressure. Also the NLG gage reads high 
pressure chamber pressure instead of the 
low pressure chamber. 

The h1gh pressure piston inside the 
NLG shock strut must be moved to the 
top of the stroke before servicing. This is 
done to provide room for the correct 
amount of hydraulic fluid. To accomplish 
this, completely deflate the strut and ap
ply nitrogen (air) pressure to the low 
pressure chamber air charge valve as 
stated in the technical order procedure 
(12-10-21). After the piston moves to the 
top of its stroke, turn off air/nitrogen 
trader and remove the servicing hose. 

Attach a drain hose to the low pressure 
chamber air charge vatve. Add hydraulic 
fluid through the lower filler valve until 
fluid, free from bubbles, flows freely 
from the drain hose. Close the lower filler 
valve, then remove the servicing and 
drain hoses. 

Connect the air/nitrogen trailer and 
gage assembly to the low pressure 
chamber air charge valve. Inflate the low 
pressure chamber until an "X" dimen
sion of approximately six inches is obtain
ed. Close the tow pressure chamber air 
charge valve and remove the servicing 
hose. 

Next, connect the servicing hose and 
gage assembly to the high pressure 
chamb~r air charge valve. Inflate the high 
pressure chamber to the pressure listed on 
the inflation table in the technical order 
for the ambient air temperature. Close the 
high pressure chamber air charge valve 
and remove the servicing hose. 

Now connect the servicing hose and 
gage assembly to the low pressure 
chamber. Slowly open the low pressure 
chamber air charge valve and inflate the 
NLG strut to the required "X" dimension. 
Bounce the aircraft. to allow the strut to 

· adjust and overcome seal friction. Close 
the charge valve and remove the servic
ing hose. Here again, as with the main 
gear, the weight of the aircraft deter
mines the pressure required. 

In conclusion, don't take shock strut ser
vicing lightly. A full understanding of how 
shock struts function and are serviced will 
ensure that they will operate as designed. 
A lot depends on the accuracy and care 
you take in maintaining the finest fighter 
aircraft in the world. 

MCDONNELL AIRCRAFT COMPANY 
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has caus«J this tffllht incrw,g," (b) WU/ 
this w,i1ht a/Jttt landin1 f«u mJ,ablJJty.' 
(cJ Don MCAJR r,r1inurin1 Jul It 01' to 
incrttl# DASH ONE wftlht limits, and if 
so, to what valun." 

□ The basic weight of the F-1 SA/B air
craft has increased approximately 750 
pounds over the years as a result of TCTO 
rncorporations and aircraft repairs. 
Weight & balance records must be 
carefully checked to insure that a specific 
aircraft does not exceed flight manual 
forward and aft CG lim,ts and the max
imum gross weight hm1t. If the aircraft 
gross weight exceeds max allowable, fuel 
and/or stores must be removed to bring 
gross weight down to ma,; allowable for 
ground operation and takeoff. 

The F-1 SA/8 was initially designed and 
tested for operation at weights up to 
53,300 pounds. Additional analysis was 
performed to extend max weight limit to 
56,000 pounds. This is the max allowable 
if appropriate margins of safety are to be 
maintained in the landing gear and back
up structure. There are no structural prob
lems related to takeoff within the flight 
manual limits and air refueling to a maxi
mum weight. High gross weight flight 
operation of the aircraft should be within 
the limits of the flight manual. If a waiver 
is required to meet a specific mission re
quirement or for alert aircraft, I suggest 
the squadron contact WRALCIMMEDF. 

(Norm Tupper 
Engineer - APG Group) 
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"GENERAL" MANUALS 
The first of the two "1eneral" man

ual categories is the General Vehicle 
(CV) manual. This single document is 
an invaluable aid to the technician 
who wants to have a good seneral 
understanding of the Eagle. It provides 
an aircraft description and mainten
ance orientation and is designed to 
give the technician a broad view of 
the F-15 and the maintenance manuals 
needed to support it. 

The CV manual introduces the 
"Organizational Maintenance Manual 
Set" by identifvina the various man
uals that make up the set; by designat
ing their structure and arrangement; 
and by explaining how to use the data. 
Explanation of the new Technical 
Order numbering system and the all
important System/Subsystem/Subject 
Number (S/S/SN) concept is also 
given. In addition, there is a record of 
all current Time Compliance Techni
cal Orders (TCTO) applicable to the 
F-15. 

The CV manual next presents a 
general description of the aircraft and 
then focuses in on its individual sys. 
tems, outlining their functions, loca
tions, and components - all of which 
are amplified by illustrations. 

The remaining chapters of the CV 

manual pt'Ovide a list of all abbrevia
tions and symbols used in the main
tenance manual set, includin1 mathe
matical si1ns and symbols; graphic 
symbols used in electrical and elect
ronic diagrams; graphic symbols used 
in fluid and mechanical diagrams; 
general maintenance procedures with 
detailed information on potential 
hazards (e.g. flammable liquids, gases, 
explosive devices, and radiation); and 
information on special torque values 
for fittin15 and tubing. There is also 
general information on dimensions 
and areas, jackina and liftin1, levelin1, 
and aircraft towina. 

The second "general" manual cate
aory is the General Systems (CS) 
manuals, wherein the major aircraft 
systems are searesated into separate 
volumes that include system theory 
and principles of operation. They also 
contain complete lists of consumable 
supplies and support equipment for 
the system and (if needed) simplified 
schematics. 

"FAULT" MANUALS 
The next two cateaories of manuals 

are concerned with how the Eaale has 
performed in flight and with helping 
to achieve improve operations/ 
maintenance communications for the 

TO IP-l!IC•l•JIJG-41·1 

correction of problems. MIL-M-83495 
has placed great emphasis on the 
benefits of cooperaitive problem anal
ysis; and the new "fault Manuals" 
place much more responsibility in the 
debriefing room. These manuals help 
both the pilot and the maintenance 
debriefer develop an efficient, nc> 
guesswork solution to any mainten
ance problem that may have appeared 
during a flight. 

The first of the fault manuals is the 
Fault Reportins (FR) manual and is of 
major concern to both the pilot and 
maintenance debriefer since it defines 
aircraft malfunctions and thereby 
develops the "fault codes." It is the 
careful development of these fault 
codes durin1 a comprehensive and 
conscientious debriefing process 
which will ensure that proper mainten
ance procedure5 are followed. 

The FR manual has a th~art 
Master Symptom Index which corre
lates malfunctions to "fault descrip
tion" tables: 

(1) An alphabetical index with 
precise statements of possible mal
functions for every major aircraft sys. 
tem and subsystem. 

(2) A built-in test (BITI fault indica
tions index keyed to the avionics 
status panel fault indicator numbers. 

.
•.·-~_:,::.~ .• ~.:~;:~:~::::~~ 

;...,,__;·::·:::··:::::::::::::::::: = 
Not~ .\ow ''SIS/SN'' ,11.,nh,(color) trach 11,,01411, varioMs maintenance manMals, and c,oss•references to /PB index 1114mben (blad). 
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FAULT REPORTING 
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(3) A pictorial indeit which is an 
illustrated view of the cockpit with all 
gages and indicators fully detailed. 

All three indexes lead directly to the 
heart. of. the FR manual - the fault 
description tables. Once the pilot and 
~he debriefer identify the system that 
1s malfunctioning (using any of the 
three indexes), they have only to turn 
to the fault description table identi
fi~. There they will find statements 
tailored to direct them to additional 
pilot observations to help pinpoint the 
fault. 
. The second "fault" manual category 
1s the ~aul~ Isolation (fl) manuals, one 
of which 1s provided for each of the 
major aircraft systems. Fl manuals are 
nor.mally used after the pilot and 
maintenance debriefer have develop
ed "fault codes" th(ough identifying 
those statements which most resemble 
~tlfunctions experienced during the 
flight. The shop technicians then work 
with the fault codes, which lead them 
to the appropriate "yes/no" logic 
trees. By following these logic trees 
technicians can troubleshoot the sy;.. 
tem .and pinpoint t'1e specific item 
causing the malfunction. In other 
c~s~s. the fault codes 1,uide the tech
n1cran to a direct fix contained in a 
Job Guide. 

PRODUCT SUPPORT DIGEST 

FAULT lSOLATloN 

, ......... ,-.ft~ 
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OTHER MANUALS 
Two other types of manuals have 

been included in the new Organiza-
tional Maintenance Manual Set, but 
do not represent such major changes 
to format as the CV, GS, and JG T.O.s. 
Schematic Diagram (SD) manuals 
~one for each major system) provide 
int~grat~d electrical/mechanical/ 
hydraul~c sch~matics of varying 
c?mplex1ty to aid troubleshooting the 
aircraft. They have been identified per 
the n~ T.O. numbering system and 
contain troubleshooting information 
such as connector pin numbers and 
notes o~ operating.ranges, values, and 
test points. The Wiring Data (WO) 
manuals have not changed internally 
from their previous arrangement, but 
they, too, have been numbered per 
the new numbering system. 

MIL-M-83495 has not been applied 
to other related manuals, such as the 
IPB, Inspection Requirements, Work 
Cards, etc., except that those docu
ments will be compatible with the 
keyed reference numbering system. 

"fOB GUIDE" MANUALS 
As noted earlier, "last is not least'' 

with the new MIL-M-83495 publ~ 
cations, and we are now ready for a 
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look at the documents whose name 
has become synonymous with the 
new maintenance manual system. The 
J~b Guide (JC) manuals represent the 
biggest ~re~ with ~he past, from every 
standpoint mcludmg size, concept, 
and format. It will be the JC that the 
maintenance specialists will most 
often reach for to "get the job done" 
(see next two pages for examples). 

These manuals are small (5 inches x 
8 inches), compact, and easy to carry 
and use on the flightline. They are 
written i:, easy to understand clear 
and direct language. For evef'Y maiO: 
~enance task written procedure, there 
'! a corresponding "picture" descri~ 
t1on - the words on one side and the 
illustration on the other side of facing 
pa~es. Each numbered step in the 
written procedure is matched by the 
same number on the illustration 
identifying the part or area to ~ 
worked on. Experienced technicians 
may use the illustrations more as a 
"check list," but the combination of 
words and pictures is intended as a 
carefully planned, step-by-step guide 
for performance of a specific job, 
usable and understandable regardless 
of the technician's experience level. 

JC manual procedures can cover 
such flightJine maintenance activities 

► 



F-15 '~OB GUIDES" 
TO 1F·15C•2·21JG·60·1 

REMOVAL. 

NOTE 

Left component is shown, right component is 
similar. 

During normal operation of primary heat 
exchanger ejector valves, a continuous venting of 
air can be detected from vents in base of 
solenoid and should not be cause for 
replacement. 

1. Open door llOL/R. 

2. Remove coupling. 

3. Disconnect line from sensing port. 

4. Remove bolts and washers. 

5. Disconnect electrical connector. 

Two,_,.,, above •rw U1MIU•1ize reprod11ction1 of typical Job Gldth ''ru.t'' paaes end sliow how wrinen (left) a,ul pkhlN ("&'Ill) 
desm'ption, complement ead otlier. (Note SIS/SN at bottom of botli pa1e1.) Otlter red11ced ,ize illHtrati0111 lier« arw atunple, of 
by Ulfo,,,.arion pa1ei of typical Job Guide, incl11din1 ti Ile pose, table of co11te11ts, maintelt&IIN ~tia11, ••fety co,ulirion,. ad • 
typkolfanctitm ''inpMI condin'on1 ·· pa1e. 
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TO 1F-15C-2-21JG-60-l 

DDDR IIOL 
IREFI 

Flcure 25. Sheet 1 

21-60-25 
25-5 

Heart of the New Eagle 
Maintenance Manual System 
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as removal, installation, bleedin1, 
rigging, cleaning, adjustment, calibra
tion, and operational checkout. The 
required work is arranged in a 
"function, task, step" sequence fo, 
each LRU of a system o, subsystem. A 
"step" is a single and separate main
tenance action; a "task" is composed 
of a series of steps leading to accom
plishment of one of the procedures 
noted above; a "function" is com
posed of one or more tasks. 

Each "function" begins with an 
"Input Conditions" page which prc>
vides information needed before start
ing the job - aircraft applicability, 
safety equipment and conditions, 
number of personnel recommended to 
accomplish the job, support equi~ 
ment • and data, applicable torque 
values, and consumable supplies 
which must be on hand. Where there 
are common maintenance activities 
required as a part of all functions in 
a Job Guide (connector capping, line 
plug1ing, lockwiring, etc.,) these 
common requirements are listed only 
once, under the heading of "General 
Maintenance Practices." 

HOW TO "UNLOCK" THE SYSTEM 
The crucial element to your success-

ful use of the new F-15 maintenance 
manuals will be a good understanding 
of thenumberin1 system. MIL-M~3495 
establishes three types of identifi
cation numbers to tie the whole set of 
manuals together. There are T.O. 
numbers, S/S/SN numbers, and FR/Fl 
numbers. Once you unlock the master 
numbering system and see the com
mon-sense numerical relationships be-
tween all the manuals, we think you 
will be pleasantly surprised at how 

usable the system is and how quickly 
you will be able to track down or fol
low a specific part or procedure 
through all the books. 

The "key" to unlocking the number
ing system lies in the fact that MIL-M-
83495 has assi1ned two groups of 
numbers (containing two digits each) 
to identify each of an aircraft's sys
tems and subsystems. These two sets 
of numbers remain with a given 
system/subsystem throughout the 
maintenance manual set, becoming 
the common "clue" digits that are 
immediately identifiable wherever 
they appear. They can be prefixed or 
suffixed or separated by additional 
numbers and/or letters assigned by 
the contractor for various purposes, 
but the two basic number sets remain 
constant. 

let's look at a typical example. The 
Air Conditioning SYSTEM is assigned 
the two-digit number "21" (on the 
F-15, F-16, or any other new aircraft). 
The Bleed Air Temperature Control 
SUBSYSTEM of the Air Conditioning 
system is identified by the number 
"60." 

Those two permanently assi1ned 
sets of numbers (21-60) will follow 
"Air Conditioning - Bleed Air Tern~ 
erature Control" wherever it may 
wander - into the General Vehicle, 
General Systems, Fault Reportina, 
Fault Isolation, Job Guide, Wiring 
Data, Schematic Diagram, IPB, Work 
Card, etc., manuals. Regardless of 
whether you are installing, removina, 
checking, servicing, fault isolating, 
troubleshooting, or cross-referencing, 
"21~' will always identify only the 
Air Conditionin1 Bleed Air Tempera
ture Control subsystem. 

Remember - every system/ 
subsystem in the airplane bears its 
own unique set of four numbers and 
there is no duplication and no con
fusion. So let's look at how those four 
key numbers are used to integrate the 
entire Ml l-M-83495 system as applied 
to the F-15 Eagle. 

• T.O. Number - System/Subsystem 
numbers are built into the identi
fication number of each type of 
manual in the set. 
• Fault Reporting/Fault Isolation 
Number - Identification and trouble
shooting of system/subsystem prob-
lems are aided by this special number· 
ing plan. Called a "Fault Code," this 
number always includes the System 
and Subsystem numbers. It is develo~ 
ed in the Fault Reporting manual and 
utilized in the Fault Isolation manuals. 

• System/Subsystem/Subject Num
ber- this is the famous "S/5/SN" or 
"Triple SN" as you may hear it refer
red to. "System" and "Subsystem" 
portions have already been discussed. 
The "Subject Number" (SN) is a third 
two-digit number assigned by the con
tractor to identify specific subjects 
(component, maintenance practice 
or procedure, etc.) associated with a 
particular system/subsystem. S/S/SN 
is a firm and fixed six-digit number, 
established in the JC (Job Guide) series 
of manuals and usable throughout the 
maintenance manual set for research 
and cross-referencin1. 

let's end with a review of how all of 
these "digits" arrange themselves into 
a typical T.0. number, S/S/SN 
number, and FR/Fl (Fault Code) 
Number-

~---(TO) 1F-15C-2·21JG•II0-1 
.----- (SIS/SN) 21·90-25 

21 . Aircraft syatem (Air Conditioning) 

1 Weapon ayatem Identifier (Aircraft) 
F ... Specific type aircraft (Fighter) 
15 . . Air Force model designation aeries number 
C ... Specific model In aeries (could also be A, B, or D) 
2 . . . Applicable maintenance level (Organizational) 

C1I:) Aircraft ayatem covered (Air Conditioning) 
JG .. Type of manual (Job Gulde) 
~ Aircraft aubayatem (Bleed Air Temperature Control) 

1 . . . Manual volume number 

(]I). Aircraft subsyatem (Bleed Air Temperature Control) 
25 .. Subject or function (Removal, lnatallatlon, and 

operatlonal checkoUt of Left and Right Primary 
Heat Exchanger Ejector Valves) 

r- (FIIIFQ Fault Code 21IOB1C1 

<::TI:). Aircraft system (Air Conditioning) 
(]I). Aircraft subsystem (Bleed Air Temperature Control> 

B ... } 
1 · · · Digits ualgned according to apeclflc malfunctions 
C... Identified 

1 ... 
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/Jefon tl,e F-15 Ea1le ca,r pt ;,. tl,is position i11 tl,e air, a 1rea1 many tilings must tab plaee °" tile 1ro1111d. Mainte111111tt Aas a bt'1 job to 
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Edwards unit establishes unique record ... 

F-15 CTF -10,000 Accident-Free Hours 
(Excerpted from article by Don 

Haley, Public Affairs Office, in 
"DESERT WINGS" newspaper, 
Edwards AFB, California, 5 August 
1983.) 

A sisnificant milestone in the avia
tion test arena was achieved here 
recently when the F-15 Easle became 
the first fighter aircraft in Air Force 
history to log 10,000 hours of flight test 
time without the loss of an aircraft 

The majority of the 10,000 test hours 
were flown by the Air Force Flight Test 
Center's F-15 Combined Test Force 
(CTF) here, along with additional hours 
flown at Eglin AFB, Florida, and by the 
contractor, McDonnell Douglas Cor
porat1on, in St Louis. Missouri. 

"Thts is a great credit to the Air Force 
and contractor personnel with the F-15 
test force, not only now but to 
everyone who has been connected w,th 
the aircraft's test and development pro
gram since it began here 11 years ago," 
said Lt Colonel John Hoffman, who has 
headed the F-15 CTF for the past year. 
"This is an accomplishment based on 
teamwork and reflects the profes
sionalism continually displayed at this 
CTF over the past years " 

First flight of the aircraft was at 
Edwards on 27 July 1972. Since then, 
the majority of Air Force development 
flight testing has been carried out by 
the F-15 CTF, a unit made up of military 
and contractor personnel who work 

side-by-side to jointly test, evaluate, 
and develop the aircraft and its 
systems 

The CTF, presently flying six F-15s 
dedicated to test work, has on its per
sonnel roster - m addition to nme test 
pilots - 20 Air Force and government 
civilian engmeers; 30 uniformed, 
government, and civilian aircraft main
tenance specialists; and about 70 con
tractor employees filling a variety of 
engineering, maintenance, and support 
1obs 

One of the major programs the F-15 
CTF has been involved in over the past 
two years has been evaluating F-15 
potential as a "dual role" fighter CTF 
personnel logged over 340 hours of 
flight time, with nearly 100 hours 
devoted to realistic tactical flying. A 
spin-off from this dual role evaluation 
was the certification of conformal fuel 
tanks for Air Force use. Conformal 
tanks are low-drag external tanks that 
attach to the sides of the left and right 
engine inlets under the wings and give 
the aircraft a greater range, payload, 
and deployment capability 

CTF personnel are currently conduc
ting several other programs to evaluate 
improvements to the F-15. F100 engine 
performance and durability upgrades, 
testing on advanced radar systems, 
refinements in the electronic counter-

Congratulations! 

McDonnell Aircraft Company would 
like to add its congratulations to those 
already offered the F-15 Combined Test 
Force on its achievement of this maani
ficient flight safew record For many 
years, MCAIR has recognized opera
tional squadrons for accident-free flight 
performance, beginnmg at the 20,000 
hour level (and repeating at 10,000 
hour increments thereafter). We have 
presented small plaques attesting to 
these superior performances to one
hundred five squadrons, dating back to 
1968. Illustrated above Is the smgle ex
ception to our own "20,000 hours first'" 
rule. a trophy awarded recently to the 
Eagle CTF team at Edwards, for the rec
ord described at left. If ever there was an 
exception to prove a rule, 10.000 hours 
of accident-free flight test time is it! 

CTF ,,.,,.--,,,Mrs ulrbrt11t ac:cllklft•/fff rttord Ullllfl J111h1 by Col M1kt Hall"' F-HA n-Ol4. (L 10 RJ Chuck Will"'ms•, RAF Sq Ldr N11tl Wood, MGJ GtlfO 
Antofd, MaJ Harry Stn11ma11,,, Karl Rich1tr•. Did Boutr•. LI Col Jo,i,. Hofftnalf, Col (tfow BGtlf) Hall, Capt MtkrDtJo,.ry, MS11 Bob RICt, MQJ Phil F,lbu,,., LI Col 
811/y /lroolu, Col Jt,n Tholffm, MGJ Davr ~"ctr, Ro" Btldo. r• -MCAIRJ ■ 
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a better mouse trap ... 

AIM-9 
:RECYCLE 
1\DAPTIB 

By CURT OBERG/MC.AIR FleldSuviceEnginur, 

Egtin AFB, Florida 

Ask F-15 flightline armament system 
specialists what their biggest head
ache was in maintaining the Eagle 
weapon system and the "AIM-9 Recy
cle Cable" would surely be mentioned 
in short order. 

Use of the locally-manufactured 
recycle cable had become a fact of life 
in the everyday F-1S training environ
ment and the device was considered 
vital for an effective aircrew training 
program when using a captive AIM-
9P/l pilot training missile (PTM) or the 
Cubic Corporation ACMI pod. How
ever, while this cable was a valuable 
training aid, reliability and operational 
problems were reported by virtually 
every F-15 unit. Some of the problems 
were 

• Premature deterioration of ADU-
407/A launcher adapter 531 door in the 
fastener countersink area, caused by ex
cessive door removal and reinstallation. 

• Broken wiring caused by cable 
flexure during installation into the 
limited amount of stowage space for 
the recycle cable beneath the 531 door. 

• Failure to recycle, caused by 
release of Stores Release button prior 
to recycle time out. 

• Recycle cable was compatible 
with captive missile carriage only and 
had to be removed for live missile car
riage. The requirement to recertify the 
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missile station with an A/E 24T-140 test 
set after removal of the recycle cable 
generated a tremendous workload. 

• Recycle cable momentarily inter
rupted prima,y electrical power to the 
launcher power supply during recycle. A 
large number of newer launcher power 
supplies with internal overload protec
tion were found to be incompatible with 
this power interruption and were 
restricted for captive missile carriage 
when a recycle cable was installed. 

• Time delays in the recycle cable 
were not strictly controlled which occa
sionally resulted in a "partial" recycle, 
i.e., the armament control system 
recycled (verified by a "ROY" indication 
on the armament control panel after 
Stores Release button actuation) but the 
LAU-114A/A launcher power supply did 
not. This caused loss of AIM-9 missile 
seeker head control following recycle, a 
condition that could be corrected in 
flight by repositioning the Master Arm 
switch from "Arm" to "Safe" and then 
back to "Arm," if the pilot was aware of 
what had caused loss of head control. 

In an effort to correct these deficien
cies, several new recycle device con
cepts and designs were proposed by in
dividuals from the F-15 community 
After considering pros and cons of all 
proposed designs. representatives from 
the various agencies involved decided 
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to develop the design that offered solu
tions to the largest number of problems. 
The "68D150083-1001 Recycle Adapter" 
is the result of these efforts, and pr<>
vides the following features: 

• Permanent installation, compatible 
with live missiles as well as captive 
missiles and ACMI pod, single or multi
ple store carriaae. 

• Circuit board and wiring are enclos
ed in a compact, machined-aluminum 
housing to prevent wiring damage caus
ed by handling and flexure. 

• "latch in" circuit eliminates need 
to hold Stores Release button depressed 
until recycle time out is complete. 

• Recycles without interrupting 
power to launcher power supply or 
missile/ACM! pod, and compatible with 
all present LAU-114A/A power supplies. 

• Three-second time delay on recycle 
1s compatible with all AIM-9 system test 
sets. 

• Recycle time delays are controlled 
to ensure a complete recycle of all Ar• 
mament Control System (ACS) and 
missile launcher circuit,y. 

• Disassembles easily for repair. 
Validity of the new recycle adapter 

concept was proven operationally dur
ing a captive and live missile firing pr<>
gram conducted at Eglin AFB, Florida. 
Aircrews and aircraft assigned to the 
33rd TFW at Eglin performed the cap-
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tive carria11e testin11; while aircrews and 
aircraft assi11ned to the 36th TFW at 
Bitbur11. Germany and the 32nd TFS at 
Camp New Amsterdam, the 
Netherlands, performed the live missile 
testin11 durin■ a Weapon System Evalu• 
tion Program deployment to E ■lin. Per
sonnel from the 4484th FWS at E11in 
evaluated aircraft and missile perfor
mance during the live AIM-9P/l missile 
launches. The five prototype recycle 
adapters used for the test proaram per
formed flawlessly, recyclin1 reliably in 
well over 100 sorties with captive AIM-
9P/l PTMs/ACMI pods and remaining 
"invisible" durin1 the 10 live missile 
launches. 

ADAPTER UTILIZATION 
Use of the recycle adapter is quite 

simple. Permanently install a minimum 
of one recycle adapter in each F-15 and 
certify the missile station for live missile 
carriage by testing with the A/E 24T-1-10 
test set. After testing, the recycle 
adapter-configured station may be used 
for any live or captive store presently 
cleared for carriage on the LAU-114A/A 
missile launcher. The recycle adapter 
will permit multiple practice launches 
of any captive store and will not in
terfere during live missile launches. 

Aircrew Operation 
When the aircraft is configured with a 

single AIM-9l PTM, in-flight operation 
of the recycle adapter will vary, depen
ding on the type of umbilical cable used 
with the PTM. Two different configur• 
tions of AIM-9l PTM umbilical cables 
are presently 1n use. The first. and most 
common. is the standard trainina um
bilical cable with a blue retaining strap. 
This training umbilical cable has an in
ternal caging relay that positions and 
cages the AIM-9l seeker head to the 
boresiaht position during the three
second recycle interval. Usually, the 
AIM-9l PTM seeker head is off boresight 
in self-track from the radar slaved mode 
during practice intercepts. Because of 
the training umbilical cable internal 
relay, the AIM-9l seeker head will drive 
off-target to boresight position follow
ing recycle time out The AIM-9l seeker 

Job G11uh lllwstrvtio,u Ula• t,,efo,w (•bow) Md 
11/lff' (ri1llt) lttSIOl/otiOfl of l'tt)'C'~ o,daptff', 
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-'·~ AIM-9 R«yclr Adopt,-r i11Sfollrd ifl py/o,, r«ql«k Offd COftff«tffl to /11111'clltr adapltf. Adop1trs wt tw,", 
'"•",ifK1111Td by 49JOrh Test Wi"I (Mod Qfttv) •t Wri1llt•Pottrrso" AFB, Ohio o,id dr/,wry 10 F-JJ ut111s is 
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head must be recaaed manually by 
depressing the Cage/Uncaae button or 
by changing weapon mode. 

The second type of AIM-9l PTM um
bilical cable in use is a modified tactical 
cable (usually painted orange) which 
does not have an internal caging relay. 
When launching in self-track with the 
modified tactical umbilical cable. the 
AIM-9l PTM will actually remain in self
track if seeker head gimbal limits are 
not exceeded during the recycle inter
val, even though the missile seeker head 
position circle on the HUD display takes 
a boresight position. Following recycle, 
the seeker head position circle will give 
a real-time display of seeker head posi
tion and will return to the target heat 
source. 

During the test program, most pilots 
voiced a preference for operation with 
the modified tactical umbilical cable 
since no extra action is required to 
return the missile seeker head to the 
target heat source. following recycle 
time out The disparity in operation be
tween the two types of umbilical cables 
will be rectified eventually; steps are be
ina taken to eliminate the standard AIM-
9l training umbilical cable with the in
ternal caging relay because of a persis
tent moisture intrusion problem. The 
disparity can also be eliminated by con
figuring the aircraft with multiple recy
cle adapters and AIM-9l PTMs. During 
multiple carriage, station priority will 
transfer normally in sequence during fir
ing through all loaded stations; reca1ing 
of the AIM-9l PTM seeker head will 
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take place automatically with station 
transfer 

M•intenance 
The recycle adapter connects in 

series between inboard pylon 60J-W026 
or 60J-W027 receptacle and launcher 
adapter 60P-W004 connector, behind 
the ADU-«l7/A launcher adapter 531 
door. To preclude the poss1b1bty of wire 
bundle chafing against 531 door when 
installing the new recycle adapter, it 1s 
advisible to add a protective wrap of 
silicone rubber tape, covering the 
60P-W004 connector backshell clamp as 
well as the open mesh expando sl~ve 
on the ADU-«l7/A wire bundle The wire 
bundle should then be anchored to the 
recycle adapter with a plastic tie wrap 

SOME QUESTIONS 4ND ANSWERS 
Numerous questions concerning 

operation of the new recycle adapter 
have arisen since its introduction. Some 
of the more commonly asked questions 
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and the answers provided should be of 
interest to all users of the new recycle 
adapters: 

Q. If the recycle adapter is per
manently installed and used for live as 
well as captive missile carriage, how 
does the recycle adapter differentiate 
between captive and live missiles? 

A. It doesn't. When the Stores 
Release button is depressed, recycle 
adapter timer operation initiates 
regardless of the type store carried on 
the LAU-114A/A launcher. When a live 
missile is carried. missile launch se
quence will be completed well before 
the three-second recycle time interval 
has completed. Recycle adapter timer 
operation is terminated and further in
hibited when the live missile umbilical 
cable separates from the missile during 
launch. When a captive missile with an 
inert motor or an ACMI pod is carried, 
timer operation is not interrupted by 
umbilical separation and the recycle 
adapter will return the captive store to 
priority for additional practice launches. 

Q. Will the recycle adapter have to be 
removed from the aircraft during 
maintenance such as ACS BIT checks, 
AN!AWM-75 firing circuit, or Alf 
24T-140 test set checks? 

A. No. The recycle adapter will not 
interfere with or affect ACS BIT 
checkout and is designed to be compati
ble with AN/AWM-75 and A/E 24T-140 
test sets 

Q. ff the aircrah is configured with 
four five AIM-9 missiles and an attempt 
to launch from a station with a recycle 
adapter installed results in a "hang fire," 

will the "recycfed" five missile interfere 
with launching of remaining missiles/ 

A. Durins a live missile "hang fire," 
the "hung" missile would be recycled 
and placed back into firing order. Dur
ing the three-second recycle interval 
however, the ACS will transfer station 
priority to the next missile in firing se
quence. stepping over the "hung" 
missile. The ACS will place all remaining 
unfired missiles in priority before return
ing to the previously "hung" missile. The 
only way the "hang fire" missile could 
be placed into priority before all remain
ing unfired missiles would be in the 
remote case of a fuselage masking situa
tion while in radar-slaved mode 

Q. In case of a "hung" live missile 
with a recycle adapter installed, is there 
any way to deliberately take the "hung" 
missile out of fire sequence permanently 
to preclude the possibility of it being 
placed into priority inadvertently? 

A. There are two methods of 
deliberately removing a store from firing 
sequence when a recycle adapter is in
stalled. The first and recommended 
method is to select the appropriate 
AIM-9 station with the Armament Con
trol Panel Select Jettison switch and 
then depress the red jettison button. 
This procedure is completely safe and 
will not actually jettison the "hung" 
missile, since AIM-9 jettison circuitry 
has been deactivated by TCTO 
11L1-2-14-502 and by interrupting jet
tison voltage at the recycle adapter by 
omitting the feedthrough wire at pin 
"X." 

The second method is to step the ap-

Explodtd vitw show:s inttmal componttnts·during various s1ages of mo,uifacturins. Adopter prototypB Wt:f'P 
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propriate store into priority with the 
AIM-9 Missile Reject switch, depress the 
Stores Release button, and then position 
the Master Arm switch to "Safe" before 
the three-second recycle interval is com
pleted. This method was used suc
cessfully by several 33rd TFW pilots to 
deliberately remove an ACMI pod from 
firing sequence during a multiple cap
tive missile/ACM! pod test. (When carry
ing a mix of AIM-9L PTMs and ACMI 
pods. 33rd TFW pilots normally "hang" 
the ACMI pod deliberately and use AIM-
9l PTMs for running intercepts on the 
ACMI range. The ACMI pod is used for 
aircraft data downlink only; AIM-9L 
shots are called in manually over the 
UHF radio.) During the test, the aircraft 
was configured with a recycle adapter 
at each AIM-9 station, an ACMI pod at 
station 2A, and captive AIM-9l PTMs at 
stations 2B and 8B 

Use of the Select Jettison switch 
would be preferred when attempting to 
remove any live missile from firing order 
because of the possibility that the 
missile could launch when the Stores 
Release switch is actuated, even 
though it may have "hung" during a 
previous attempt. 

Q. There have been a few cases of 
delayed missile launches reported during 
live missile launch attempts from LAU-
114A!A missile launchers. What effect 
would the installation of a recycle 
adapter have in this situation? 

A. The launcher power supply has a 
"latch" circuit that keeps motor fire cir
cuitry energized after a launch attempt 
until the Master Arm switch is position
ed to "Safe." When a recycle adapter is 
installed. launcher power supply motor 
fire circuitry will be "safed" three 
seconds after stores release actuation, 
limiting delayed launches caused by an 
electrical malfunction to three seconds. 
The recycle adapter would have no ef
fect on delayed launches caused by 
slow-burning motor igniters. 

Q. If the recycle adapter reduces 
time during which a delayed launch 
could occur because of a missile/laun
cher electrical malfunction to three 
seconds, wouldn't a shorter recycle in
terval be desirable since an AIM-9 
missile dears the launcher in fess than a 
second during a normal launch? 

A. The three-second recycle interval 
was selected to allow checkout of 
AIM-9 system with the A/E 24T-140 test 
set after recycle adapter installation. A 
shorter recycle interval would create an 
incompatibility with the NE 24T-140 test 
set. which is the primary AIM-9 missile 
system test set. 

If you have additional questions 
about the recycle adapter, contact your 
local MCAIR Field Service Rep or 
call MCAIR's St. Louis office at (314) 
232-9363. ■ 
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ALE-•5 COUNTERMEASURES 
DISPENSER SET ACCELERATED 
RETIIOFIT (TCTO 1F-15-123/ECP 1795) 

This document supports post
production installation of the 
countermeasures dispenser (CM0) into 
F-1 SC/D aircraft. The CMO consists of a 
programmer and four dispensing switch 
assemblies (DSA's). The CMD interfaces 
with the CMD control panel, TEWS 
telelight panel. manual program swit
ches, afterburner ON switch, aircraft 
safety switches, weight-on-wheels cir
cuits, avionics status panel, BIT control 
panel, and aircraft electrical subsystem 
and structure. The dispensing switch 
assemblies interface with GFE AN/ALE-40 
dispensing magazines and associated e•
pendable payloads and with dummy 
magazines. Two magazines are mounted 
on e,ch DSA. 

TCTO 2JA 12-9-507 modifies the throt
tle quadrant by the installation of new 
throttle grips so that the full avionics con
trol capability on the CMD aircraft can be 
utilized. EIKtrical switches and switch 
functions are installed on the new throt• 
tie grips for the imprOYed avionics. TCTO 
8D24-2-513 adds 18 fault indicators to 
the avionics status panel to monitor new 
equipment installed for the CMD. 

CONFORMAL FUEL TANKS WITH 
TANGENTIAL WEAPON CARRIAGE ON 
FIXED ARMAMENT STATIONS (ECP 
115Z) 

Design is currently 1n work to increase 
the weapons carrying capacity of the 
F-1 SE through use of the LCT 4 and 
RCT-4 conformal fuel tanks. Each tank 
can carry and deploy air-to-ground 
weapons from s111. stations mounted in 
two rows of three, or two AIM-120 or 
AIM-7 air-to-air missiles instead of the air
to-ground weapons. The central inboard 
station on each tank can carry a nuclear 
weapon. (The Oash4 tanks are an in
tegral part of the F-1 SE weapon system 
and can be installed on F-1 SC/O aircraft 
with minor kit part changes.) 

With the new Dash4 tanks, the for
ward and aft inboard air-to-ground sta
tions have a combined 2,200-pound 
capacity; the center inboard air-to
ground station has a 3,300-pound 
capacity; and each of the three outboard 
air-to-ground stations has a 1, 100-pound 
capacity. The new tanks are inter
changeable with the current Dash-2 and 
Oash-3 conformal fuel tanks, each of 
which has only one air-to-ground station 
and two air-to-air stations. 
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ARMAMENT SYSTEMS 
(CURT JOHNSON/~11,0, En1111r,r) 

Mixing AIM-9 
Wupons Loads on the F • 1 s 

An AIM-9 m1ss1le ,s an AIM-9 missile 
Or 1s it' The answer 1s ves up to a 
point As all armament technicians 
know. there has been a whole series of 
heat-seekina: missiles with the AIM-9 
des1gnat1on. but w,th d1tferent letter 
suffixes They are all au•tera1r heat 
seeking weapons and have been nick
named "S1dew1nder" They are all lean 
and mean and have four wings and four 
canards But at that pomt the 
s1mdarit1es begin to fade and 
complications to occur 

We'd like to talk a bit about the 
differences between AIM-9s because 
an F-15 unit in the field has asked a 
question concerning the use of AIM-9l 
and AIM-9J/P Sidewinders on the same 
Eagle. There are no physical restric
tions to mi•ing the two types of missile 
and they can be loaded on the same 
weapons stations on the aircraft. 
So, our answer to the question 1s that. 
yes they can be mi•ed together. 
but that, no we don·t recommend 1t. 
Here's why 

The AIM-9L has a "sla'reable" seeker 
head which provides 1t with increased 
ability to "see" airborne targets when 
compared with earlier generation 
missiles. The AIM-91/P is not equipped 
with the slaveable head feature and 
has a limited field-of-view. If the two 
versions are loaded on the same 
aircraft, the non-slaveable seeker head 
of the AIM-91/P has the nearly 
impossible task of trying to duplicate 
its more sophisticated brother missile 

The F-1S armament control set (ACS) 
identifies to the aircraft, the central 
computer, and the radar that indeed an 
AIM-9l 1s loaded aboard and desires to 
be recognized to perform its m1ss1on as 
an AIM-9L This allows the weapons 
intea:ration system of the aircraft to 
give the AIM-9l w1th ,ts slaveable 
seeker head the "authority" to look 
along the radar line-of-sight 1n an 
attempt to acquire and track a target 

' An AIM-9J/P 1n the same load would 
receive the same authority from the 
weapons integration system. but would 
lack the capability to carry out the 
order. The results could be. and most 
likely will be, catastrophic wrth 
damaae to the missile seeker assembly 
if not complete failure. 

We suggest you avoid g1v1ng the 
AIM-91/P the severe headache that 
results from forcini it to r, .. e 1n the 
environment created by an AIM-9l 
Don't use mixed Sidewinder loads on 
the Eaale - your m1551les will show their 
appreciation by perform1n1 as designed 
and the missile build-up folks will 
appreciate their f'Pducrd wOR.load' 



Flying the F-15 at 
By LtCol WILLIAM A. THOMAStF•/J"""T•"""'·"""' T•
Airaqft Dn,in,o11. DwctOf'IIUo/~ Ar Lofidta CM_,., ltobN..tn, ~ 

When I first decided I wanted to 
learn to fly, I had never been in an 
airplane of any sort. From that be1in
nin1 to where I am now - flyin1 the 
greatest fighter in the world durin1 one 
of the most interestina assignments in 
the United States Air Force - has been 
quite a personal experience. The editor 
of the MCAIR magazine seems to think 
some of you miaht like to read a little 
about those experiences, and about 
what we do here at Warner Robins Air 
Logistics Center with their F-15 Ea11le, 
so here goes. 

Flying got into my blood quickly and 
tt's obviously never gotten out And 
where but in Uncle Sam's Air Force 
could a guy fly a multi-million dollar, 
multi-faceted fighter aircraft. and get 
paid for the enjoymentl I've been fly. 
ing for over eighteen years, includinc 
seven in the test business after startina 
with the 4485th Test Squadron at Eslin, 
and have been at Robins for nearly 
three years. I've accumulated some 
4450 flight hours, with 1500 of them in 
one of McDonnell's other fine 
airplanes, the F-4, but the 650 I've log .. 
ed in the Eagle have been the best, by 
far! In my opinion. MCAIR really did it 
right with the F-15; it's the Cadillac of 

the fleet. and nothina can match it on 
either side. I've Iona felt that there are 
only two types of aircraft - fiahters and 
tar1ets, and the F-15 is one sweet 
fiahter. MCAIR aives a shoulder patch 
to F·1 S pilots that says "Ea1le Driver" 
on it, but pilots assi1ned to this 
airplane have been called "Eao 
Drive~" because flyin11 the F-1 S is a 
real boost to your eao. I obviously feel 
e:r.tremely fortunate to have up1raded 
into this marvelous weapons system. 

The flyina here at Robins may not 
have the pure excitement you aet in an 
air-to-air squadron, but our type of 
work means that you do learn your air-
craft from every conceivable stand
point. You soon learn to reco1nize 
symptoms and to accurately evaluate 
to a areater degree what's goina wrona. 
what a malfunction may actually be 
forecastin1, what potential problems 
may be showina up. With the 
assistance of our maintenance people, 
the pilot here can prevent many prob
lems from developin1; and then 
through the excellent rapport we have 
with the MCAIR tech reps there aren't 
many questions on the F-1S that go 
unanswered. We are very hiahly 
maintenance-oriented at the Center, 
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and that takes some gettina used to for 
a pilot. but very worthwhile if you want 
to find out how an airplane really ticks. 

Major Thomas C. Ylikopsa and I are 
assianed to test F-1Ss as they come off 
the Directorate of Maintenance 
"Speedline." With Speedline, the Air 
Locistics Center changes out the foam 
in the fuel tanks, modifies the brakes to 
the pulser system, adds the overload 
wamina system, fuel pressure control 
valves, and about 15 other lesser 
modifications. last year, we put 92 air
craft throuah Speedline, and eleven 
throuah validation and verification 
("validate" is to test a technical order 
for technical accuracy and adequacy; 
"verify" is the actual performance, 
where we test and prove chanaes to be 
adequate for operational use). In add► 
tion. we have been runnina ''Foam Ex
pre5s," just changing out the fuel cell 
foam on the aircraft. There were 73 air
craft proarammed for this year. 

Robins is also tasked with crash 
damaae repair. For example, late in 
1979, aircraft 77-061 was involved in a 
mid-air collision, with resultina exten
sive damaae to the aircraft left side 
fuselaae, wina. flaps, aileron, and ver• 
tical stabilizer. Our people did an ab
solutely outstandina rep.1,ir job, and 
when I flew 061 on its airworthiness 
fli9ht •nd full profile check fli9ht it 
came back discrepancy.free - not bad 
for a rebuild job! The aircraft is now 
back with the squadron, and the Depot 
can be proud of the money the Air 
Force saved with this effort. It never 
fails to amaze me - the amount of tear• 
down an aircraft aoes throuah here, yet 
our civilian work force aets it back 
toaether almost discrep.1,ncy-free each 
time. 

People who are used to seeina a 
fliaht ramp full of Eaafes would pro
bably lauah at the size of the ''Robins 
Air Force" - we h&ve only one F·l 5 
..,;aned lull time he,e, but SIN n-068 
is a pretty unique bird with full in
strumentation to, the various tests that 
occw. It's a typical test airplane in th.it 
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it doesn't have I hi1h number of fll1ht 
hours for its 11e (some 440 houn in 
about 6 ½ years), but each hour has 
been spent doin■ somethin11 different. 
Currently, we are involved in vibration 
tesu on the stabilator and we 1.lso 
check new radar tapes and are doin1 
validation and verifiution of another 
new video tape recorder. I probably 
avera■e 10 to 1 5 sorties a month and 
have the opportunity for more if I 
deliver aircraft back to their home sta
tions. 
~ I remember several years a10 that Irv 

Burrows. (then) MCAIR's chief test 
pilot, said in a DIC EST article that "he 
never met an airplane he didn't like -
that he didn't enjoy flyinL" and that's 
e)lactly the way I feel about the F-4. 
With 1500 hours in "old double u1ly," I 
have a real soft spot in my heart for the 
Phantom, but the F-15 is just so much 
more capable that it's hard to compare 
the two. The Eaale is definitely a prod
uct of its times - a hi1hly complicated, 
very sophisticated technolo1ical 
machine that demands stron1 mental 
a1ility to keep up with. Even so, the 
F-1S is a more for1ivin1 airplane 
fli1htwise than the F◄; you really have 
to "ham-fist" it to put it out of control. 
It has fantastic capabilities at both hi1h 
C and low airspeeds. The radar is ex
cellent now and still beina improved 
upcn continually. Of course, the HUD 
is 1reat - I don't know how we manae
ed without one in the F-4. Human 
en1ineerin1 has produced a lar1e. com-
fortable cockpit with controls such as 
radio and IFF well located for ease of 
chanae. Another major difference bet
ween the Ea1le and Phantom is enaine 
thrust - the F-1S is a real performer. 
without smoke! In fact, I don't know of 
any needs the Air Force miaht have as 
far as fi1hters are concerned that the 
Eaale could not be adapted to meet. 

Every time I 10 out to fly, and li1ht 
the afterburners on takeoff, it's a new 
thrill, re1ardless of how routine the 
mission miaht be. The pilot must be 
alert - you don't 10 out for a sunday 
afternoon drive in the F-1 S; but if you 
feel about airplanes like I do, your first 
fliaht in the Ea1le jet will be the be1in
nin1 of a 1enuine love affair! ■ 
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MAGNETIC AZIMUTH 
DETECTOR SENSITIVITY 

By Bl LL HOLMES/ Etutronic$ E,rgineerandGLEN SEGANFREDO/ Senior Engineer. Avionic$ Laboratory 

Technology, or .applied science, is 
constantly ch.a.nging. This is p,uticul.a.r• 
ly true in the .a.erosp;ace field where the 
changes .a.re rapid .a.nd i1t times over• 
whelmin1. So much so that one m.a.y 
lose si1ht of the fut th•t there ,ue 
batic and often simple scientific prin
ciples behind all the sophisticated 
systems in even the most modern of 
fi1hter aircraft. For eu.mple, the f-15 
nnigation system is .a. highly complex. 
combination of black bous th.1.t do 
wondrous thin11 for the pilot and the 
mission, but buried deep within those 
compleaities lies the simple physic.al 
principle of "urth mi1gnetism." If 
somethin1 is done in mi1inteni1nce to 
upset that principle, your hgle is 
huded, not for the target, but for 
trouble. This is why ... 

Recently, an aircraft maintenance 
unit was confronted with an Attitude 
Headina Reference System (AHRS) 
problem on an F-15 aircraft. An in
vestigation of the components of this 
system led to the discovery of ferrous 

(magnetic) fasteners located near the 
Magnetic Azimuth Detector (MAD) in 
the right tail boom fairing under acces\ 
door 129R. Since the MAD operates 
magnetically, it was reacting to the 
magnetic distortion produced by the 
fasteners, which was much stronger 
than earth's normal magnetic field. 
and the MAD was in effect lost in a sea 
of conflicting magnetic "instructions." 
These MAD errors then delivered in• 
correct heading information to other 
components of the AHRS. 

Replacing the ferrous fasteners with 
non-ferrous (non-magnetic) ones 
remedied the problem. Several other 
aircraft at the same base were check• 
ed, and revealed similar magnetic 
hardware installations. Since this in
dicates that people may be overlook
ina the caution notes in the 
maintenance manuals, let's quote 
from Job Guide 1 F-15C-2-l4JG-22-1 

Do not use magnetic screws or hard
ware to mstall Magnetic Azimuth 
Detector (MAD) or door 129R. 
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Any magnetically operated syste 
in the aircraft requires the sam 
precautions keep (ferrous 
workstands and ground carts awa 
from the work area; use only no 
magnetic adjustment tools; make su 
there are no loose ferrous material 
around. Perhaps some basic inform 
tion relating to operation and functio 
of the Magnetic Azimuth Detecto 
and the effects upon it of ferrou 
materials, will help keep this importan 
little device always "headed in t 
right direction." 

The MAD is an electromagnetic se 
sor used to detect the position of ea 
th's horizontal magnetic field com 
nent with respect to the aircra 
longitudinal axis, thus generating t 
magnetic heading of the aircraft. T 
sensing element inside the MAD ho 
ing is gimballed (suspended) to provi 
two degrees of freedom (30 desrees 
pitch and 30 degrees in roll) so that t 
average position of the element i$ 
the horizontal plane. The unit housi 
is filled with a silicon fluid whi 
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dampens oscillation of the aimballed 
sensina element durina fliaht. 

The interface for the MAD is con
tained in the AHRS Electronic Control 
Amplifier (ECA) which processes the 
maanetic headina and sends it to the 
Inertial Naviaation System (INS). Cen
tral Computer Complex (CCC). and the 
Horizontal Situation Indicator (HSI). 
The INS uses maanetic heading for 
Best Available True Heading (BATH) 
alianment and a one dearee error in 
maanetic heading to an INS (which is 
BATH alianed) can produce as much as 
15 nautical miles per hour navi1ation 
error. Maanetic headin& is continu
ously displayed on the HSI compass 
card and used by the CCC in conjunc
tion with other inputs to provide bear
ina and steerin& information to the 
HSI. In addition, the CCC uses 
maanetic headina for headina display 
on the Head Up Display (HUD) in the 
Attitude Director Indicator (ADI) and 
Air-to-Ground modes and for computa· 
tion of maenetic variation (MAG VAR). 
If the INS is inoperative and/or the 
Navigation Control Indicator (NCI) is 
not in INS NAV or TACAN NAV posi
tion, the CCC uses ma1netic heading in 
computing true headina. 

From the above it is quite evident 
that the MAD-aenerated magnetic 
heading plays a si1nificant role in 
much of the F-15 avionics performance 
and justifies every effort to maintain --

FIGURE 1 

its accuracy. However, the MAD has 
one weakness that must be respected 
in order for it to dispense accurate in
formation - it is constantly allergic to 
anythina that has the slightest tinge of 
maanetism, or that can become 
m•anetized. 

Fiaure 1 shows results of tests made 
in the MCAIR Avionics Laboratory to 
evaluate the effects ferrous metal 
fasteners could have on MAD output. 
Plot A shows a one cycle error. max
imum amplitude of 0.5 dearees. 
resultin& from random placement of 
ferrous fasteners in a full scale mode
led envelope of the MAO access cover 
in door 129R. Plot B indicates a one 
cycle error, maximum amplitude of 1.4 
degrees, caused by ferrous hardware 
which was momentarily placed in con· 
tact with a small permanent magnet 
and then randomly placed in the ac
cess cover model. Finally, Plot C 
displays a one cycle error, maximum 
amplitude of 2.0 degrees, produced by 
randomly picked ferrous hardware. 
macnetized as previously described, 
and placed in the MAD mounting 
bracket. An error of this amplitude 
could be very difficult to compensate 
out. 

If these induced errors were stable 
(would not change in time), there 
would be no problem in compensating 
for them However, aircraft en· 
vironmental conditions (such as elec-
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trical storms, temp@rature. shock, and 
vibration) can cause the magnetism in 
ferrous hardware to chan11P. 
s1anif1eantly This produces unstabl'! 
magnetic errors which allow a com· 
pass cahbrat1on to be effective only 
until a significant change m the 
magnetic state of the ferrous hardware 
occurs Incidentally, 1t is probably th,s 
phenomenon that makes some techni
cians think magnetic hardware w,11 not 
cause system operational problems. 
for they have seen ferrous materials 
used in a correctly functioning system 
What had actually happened was that 
the error induced by the material had 
been compensated for in a calibration 
that would be good only until the next 
magnetic "upset " Using magnetic 
hardware in the MAD mounting 
bracket, access door, or surrounding 
structure is a auarantee of eventual 
AHRS problems. 

If you are in doubt as to whether the 
hardware you want to use 1s aJr 
propriate. the simplest way to differert
tiate between magnetic/non-magnetic 
material is to touch it with a magnet If 
it has the slightest attraction to, or 
adheres to, the magnet. it is ferrous 
and must not be used Your Eagle is 
carefully trained to be attracted by 
Mother Earth's magnetic personality; 
don't let its head be turned by the pass· 
ing fancy of a ferrous fastener! ■ 

(l'lto,i,,,.;;ii) ucA ;ir ·,hio,r.; "''~"'rs :~"~t::/rw/o ;~:-~{Bill Hof,rm (r11llr) ,wr/orm laborwto-;, tau 10 drmo,u,,.i, r//rcU of jffl'T)W fmqnr,,c) lwrd_., 

Cl'I Uq,r,tic Aiilru,r.lt D,1«10,. 
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INERTIAL 
NAVIGATION SYSTEM 
(DON STRAUSS/s..,o, ,.,....,) 

Preventing 
Damage to the F-15 IMU 

Two articles on the F-15 inertial 
navigation system (INS) recently ap
peared in the DIGEST (Issues 2/83 and 
1 /64). Both articles pointed out some 
practical problems with the system and 
areas in which care and caution were 
necessary, including handling of the 
inertial measurement unit {IMU). These 
articles are valuable reading for air
crewmen, flightline personnel. and 
avionics shop technicians, but over
looked a potential problem area when 
it becomes necessary to hand-carry the 
IMU from one place to another. 

The IMU handle (see photograph) is 
NOT intended to be used for carrying 
the unit - its only purpose is to assist 
maintenance personnel in maneuverina 
the IMU when installing it in the 
aircraft. Serious personal and 
equipment damage can occur if this 
handle is used to transport the unit. 
There are reports of the handle 
breaking loose and allowing the IMU to 
fall to the ground. The unit weighs 
approximately forty pounds and. in 
most cases, it requires two people to 
remove it from the aircraft. 

Inside the IMU there are two gyros 
worth about S14,000 each and two 
accelerometers that are also very 
expensive. Internal and external 
damage in excess of S30,000 has 
occurred to IMUs dropped as a result 
of broken handles. A safety hazard also 
exists in that a falling forty-pound IMU 
could cause bodily injury. 

The IMU is very sensitive to shock. If 
the handle is used as a carrying tool. 
the unit guide pins could strike the 
ground, causing shock to the unit and 
damaging the gyros. So, please take extra 
caution when handling this vital unit of 
the INS - better accuracy and fewer 
problems with the system will result. , .. .,.Ill'.,~-..~-..,,. 

fA(iL[ OV[R MILLION MARK 
26 October 1984 was a red-letter day 

for McDonnell Aircraft Company and 
the United SQtes Air Force. It was on 
that bri1ht, sunshiny day at Tyndall Air 
Force Ba,e, Flo,ida. that the F-15 Eaale 
air superiority fi1hter officially became 
a "millionaire" - reached a million 
houri in the air! 

When General Jerome F. O'Malley, 
new commander of the Air Force Tac
tical Air Command, and lieutenant 
Colonel Paul Hester, 94th Tactical 
Fi1hter Squadron operations officer. 
landed F-150 SIN 80-057 at Tyndall, 
they were fifteen minutes into the 
second million hours, after ,. one hour 
fifteen minute fli1ht from lan1ley Air 
Force Bue, Vi,ainia. With more than 
800 aircraft operatin1 from 14 loca
tions around the world, Ea1le lli1ht 
hour# one million could actually have 
occurred at any number of places, but 
what more appropriate location and 
symbolic situation than Tyndall AFB 
and the condudin1 ceremonies for 
'William Tell 1984"1 

F-15's haw been operational at Tyn
dall for approximately a year, and are 
beina flown there by the 325th Tactical 
Trainin1 Wina. F-15'1 from around the 
-1d _,., temporarily at Tyndall to 
participatl! fa, just the sec- time in a 
WIiiiam Tall air-UHiir weapons competi
tion. Attentiml al the entire fiahter air
craft community was therefore focUHd 
on the aerial ewnt underway at this nor-
them Florida base; and on this particular 
clay all - at Tyndall - on tho bia 
Nd "apple" painted on tho '""'P as 
General O'Mallev eope,tly brouaht hit 
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Eqle to a 5top at that exact point, for a 
formal color auard reception. 

It took just one month short of ten 
years of operational service for the F-15 
to reach its millionth fli1ht hour; 
November 1974 Sllw the .1irplane 
dedicated to squadron service with the 
555th TFTS at Lulr.e AFB, Arizona. In its 
first deca.de of utilization, the Ea1le 
has become the "safest'' fiahter in avia
tion history - only four aircraft have 
been lost per 100,0(K) fli1ht hours. In 
acceptin1 a pl1.que from MCAIR in 
recoanition of its accomplishments, 
Ceneral O'Malley said. "The F-15 a 
super performer. It N.s exceeded every 
1oal we set for the airpl1.ne and is the 
safest fi1hter aircraft we·ve ever flown. 
It is a testament to the hiah state of Air 
Force readiness today. and a center
piece of american technololY and 
know4\ow." ■ 

iiiii.. 0..,..,,. .o,pa '...U.. ltotU'' pklqw 
,-,. .... &. a-. JICA/a NCI'~ -4 
___ ,..,, ___ 



When the Wright brothers made 
their first powered aircraft flight on 
17 December 1903 at Kitty Hawk, 
Nonh carolina, they had concern for 
just thrH fluids - gasoline to 
power a twetve honepower engine. 
oil to lubricate its internal parts, and 
water to keep it cool. Since that 
eventful day ain:raft have come a 
long way, and to keep pace with that 
progress fflilny special fuels, lubri-
cants, and fluids have been 

developed for various system func
tions. Keeping track of the 
characteristics. hazards, and proper 
use and handling of these sophis-, 
ticatecl ain:raft "'consumables .. can 
be a COnfusing task to personnel in
volved with maintenance and sup. 
port. 

The DIGEST has published 
several articles over the years to 
help make that task easier. For ex
ample, in issue 3/77 we gave you a 

Let's Look at ... 

look at that fascinating fluid. liquid 
oxygen. In issues &/77 and 1184 we 
examined jet fuels and their inter
changeabilities. And in issue 6179 
we looked at the consumable that 
makes so much happen on an air• 
plane - hydraulic fluid. Now, in our 
continuing effort to help you better 
understand the consumables used 
in aircraft manufactured by 
McDonnell Aircraft Company, 

Heat Transfer Fluids 
Since the dawn of aviation, a prime 

and constant objective of aircraft design 
engineers has been to lessen the weight 
of an aircraft. Development of miniaturiz• 
ed electronic e~uipment was a big step in 
that direction. However, with the in
evitable increase in power output of 
miniature electronic units, more heat was 
created which had to be dissipated for 
safe and reliable operation of the units. 
With more electric power being designed 
into less space, electronic components 
had to function effectively even though 

exposed to widely fluctuating, often ex
treme environmental conditions. Because 
of the high and low temperature ex
tremes involved, air and petroleum and 
water-based fluids were no longer effec
tive as efficient coolants. For these ad
vanced electronic packages, the search 
was on for a reasonably stable cooling 
fluid containing acceptable lubricating 
and dielectric (high voltage insulation) 
propenies. 

The fi~ to appear was a synthetic fluid 
(originally known as 0S-45 but later nam-

ed Coolanol 45 dielectric heat transfer 
fluid), developed jointly by the Douglas 
Aircraft and Monsanto Chemical com
panies in 1954 (see editor's note).• 
Though developed originally as a 
hydraulic fluid operable in a temperature 
range of -65°Fto +400°F, it was soon 
found that OS-45 ftuid had excellent heat 
transfer characteristics. This, combined 
with good electncal propenies, led to its 
use as a dielectric coolant in advanced 
weapons systems. MCAIR's first emplo~
ment of an electronic cooling fluid 

•Edi'tor's No~: "Coolanol" SN'lnS to haw bKomP t,,,. standMd rwm by w#11di to id«lttfy ,,,,. hear rransfw flwd used ,n rn. F-15 and F/A-18 radilr ~ems. ~
''Coolanol" 15 a ,eg,sterf!d rratna,t oft,,,. Monsanto Ch«nicill Company. and "Coolanol ZSR" ,s rhe sp«,flc. Monsanto brand us«1,n t,,,. Eaglt and HornH ~"°' 
180 .. ,s th~ rrgistf!tftl r,~ ass,gn«I by~ lntwnat~ 0d Comp111y to idMl'if)' ,a brand of hNI transfer fluid us«J ,n the IMnP ~ratr 
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(OS-45) was in 1959 when it was used in 
the APQ-72 XN1 radar system of the first 
Phantoms for the U.S. Navy. 

During the early space programs, 
another fluid known as Coolanol 15 was 
developed. Because of its capacity to pro
vide efficient, precise, and safe 
temperature control, Coolanot 15 fluid 
was used in the heat transfer system of 
the NASA/McDonnell Gemini space cap
sule. This same fluid was also used as the 
hydraulic medium for hatch actuation on 
the Spacelab. Today the Monsanto family 
of Coolanol dielectric heat transfer fluids 
consists of five fluids numbered 20, 25R, 
35R, 40, and 4SR. Monsanto also 
manufactures another electronic coolant 
fluid called 0S-59. These fluids are used 
as cooling agents in components for fire 
control systems, missile guidance 
systems. atr navigation systems, and com
munication systems. 

After introduction of Monsanto's 
Coolanol. several other dielectric heat 
transfer fluids began to appear in the 
market place Bray 011 Company produc
ed Brayco 760 fluid. The Commeroal 
Chemical Division of 3M Company turn
ed out a series of dielectric coolants 
known as Fluorinert Brand Electronic l1-
qu1ds. E.I. DuPont DeNemours & Com• 
pany manufactured a fluid known as 
Freon E-2 General Electric Company pro
duced a coolant called SF 1050 fluid 
Chevron International Oil Company pro
duced Or::mite 8786 D1ebctric Fluid, 
which is known today as Flo-Cool 180. 
Because Cootanol 25R and Flo-Cool 180 
are the only authorized coolants for use 
in aircraft currently manufactured by 
MCAIR, this discussion will be confined 
to those two fluids. 

FLUID DESCRIPTIDN & 
CHARACTERISTICS 

Coolanol 2SR and Flo-Cool 180 are in
ert, non-corrosive liquids. They are dear 
to light amber in color as manufactured 
and have a slight, characteristically sweet 
odor. The base fluid in each is tetra 
(2-ethylbutyl) orthosilicate which may 
contain additional amounts of other con
stituents to improve viscosity index and 
stability to oKidation. The results are low 
volatility fluids having eKceltent viscosity
temperature characteristics and outstan
ding thermal stability. Silicate ester base 
fluids have good lubricating features and 
are rated fair in their resistance to fire. 
(As such, they should not be considered 
fire-resistant fluids.) 

Silicate ester base fluids, without ad
drtives, have only a fair oxidation stability. 
They are similar to hydrocarbon fluids in 
their susceptibility to attack by oxygen. 
The silicate esters respond well to oxida
tion inhibitors added to the finished 
fluid. The major disadvantages of these 
fluids are that they are "hygroscopic" 
(open containers can absorb water from 
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ambient air) and have marginal 
resistance to hydrolysis (decompasition 
of the fluid by reaction with water). 

Silicate esters will chemically react with 
even minute quantities of moisture to 
form a black., jelly-like (silica gel) contami
nant known in avionic maintenance 
circles as the "black plague." Con
taminated with water, the orthosilicate 
molecules can undergo total hydrolysis, 
and this process is accelerated with the 
addition of heat. The hydrated silica gel 
(Si02 - 2 H20) can act as a .sponge to 
absorb some of the parent fluid. If an ex
traction is done to the gel, the results will 
show approximately 80% parent fluid 
and 20% hydrated silica gel. If the 
original gel contaminant is recovered 
from an operating system, the solids that 
can be filtered may be dark gray to black 
due to wear debris particles from the 
system. 

The contaminant acts as a thermal in
sulator and prevents optimum heat 
transfer. It clogs coolant passages and 
causes thermal interlock switches to 
stick, thereby causing system overheat 
and shutdown. It is a cause in the reduc
tion of volume resistivity where system 
electrical properties are degraded by an 
order of one to three magnitudes. Con
tamination decreases the dielectric 
strength of the coolant, which 
preopItates high voltage arcs. This can 
damage vital system components and 
even cause piercing of metal housings 
and system plumbing 

Another by-product of coolant 
moisture contammatIon and exposure to 

high voltage is an alcohol 
(2-ethylbutanol). Because it is a flam
mable substance having a much lower 
flash point than the silicate esters. 
2-ethylbutanol can contribute to fire 
hazards. This alcohol has a COC 
(Cleveland Open Cup) flash point of only 
137 °F. Under extreme thermal and/or 
oxidative stresses, the alcohol can oxidize 
or dehydrate to form other molecular 
fragments with even lower flash points. 
The combination of metal puncture from 
high voltage arcing and alcohol then 
leaking through the hole to impinge on a 
hot surface has been the cause of 
substantial damage to aircraft systems. 
Obviously, contamination of silicate ester 
base cooling fluids cannot be taken light
ly and must be avoided. 

FLUID QUAUTY 
Coolanol 25R and Flo-Cool 180 are 

both manufactured to the requirements 
of Military Specification MIL-C-47220 
(Dielectric Cooling Fluids). This spec iden
tifies five types (t. II, Ill, IV, V) of silicate 
ester cooling fluids, atl of which are 
suitable for a low temperature range 
beginning at -65°F. The high 
temperature range for Type I is 350°F, 
Type 11 400°F, Type Ill 550°f, Type IV 
300°F, and Type V 700°F. Coolanol 25R 
and Ffo--Cool 180 are Type IV cooling 
fluids. 

In addition to the requirements of the 
general military specif1cat1on governing 
quality of the heat transfer fluid as 
originally manufactured, there are 
several military and contractor specifica-

Q1u1fily of lrNt transf~r fluid m a1rcraf1 radar iystrms is 11SSur«i rllrousll pamC11"11t ond moisturr contamma
tion ltsliflg of samples from rocll n~w Horntt or Eagle. /,i plloto o,i opposite past. MCA/R Flight Ttst n«-
1rical & tire ironic mrchanic Gf~n Flollghtr cll«ks lrou con,i,ction from coo/an/ s"pply Cflrl 10 F-15 Ea1k. In 
photo abo~, Anntllt Scllwlz, ~u1ont rnginttr in MCAIR Quality Control Laborau»y, wu.s o "Karl Fislrtr 
Trl/Qmtlu" 10 test coolant wmplt for moisturr content. 

► 
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tions applicable to the fluid after it has 
been installed in a radar sY5tem and used 
to cool the system. For example, Mil• 
C--47220 requires originally delivered 
fluid to contain no more than 1 00 ppm 
{parts per million) of water. USAF T.O. 
33D7-35-39-1 (F-15 Antenna Tffi: Station 
Operation Instructions) stipulates that 
coolant supplied to the radar transmitter 
by the AIS (Avionics Intermediate Shop) 
antenna test station may contain no 
more than 150 ppm water content. 
Neither the McDonnell (aircraft manufac
turer) nor the Hughes (radar system 
manufacturer) internal specifications per
mit water content of cooling fluids in in
stalled radar systems to be above 150 
ppm. Limitations in the various specifica
tions are equally specific concerning the 
amount and size of particulate con
tamination permissible. USAF T.O. 
1 F-15-2-21 JG-80-1 (Avionics Liquid 
Coolant System Servicing) cautions that 
liquid coolant deteriorates quickly when 
exposed to contamination. USN A1-F18-
LMM-O00 (Line Maintenance Procedures) 
requires that flushing and bleeding of the 
radar liquid cooling system be performed 
when coolant contamination is 
suspected. USAF T.O. 12P2-2APG63-22 
(Radar Transmitter Intermediate Mainte
nance Instructions) contains the listing 
above of "properties and requirements 
applicable to liquid coolant to determine 
its useability in the unit." 

From all of this it can be concluded 
that "quality" of the installed cooling 
fluid is very important to satisfactory 
functioning of the radar system and that 
the system servicing advice presented 
below be followed closely. 

Earlier in this article, it was noted that 
these heat transfer fluids were clear to 
light amber in color as delivered in 

Properties 

Volume Resistivity 
Dielectric Strength 
Water Content 
Particulate Contamination 
(100 ml sample) 
10 - 200 microns 
Over 200 microns 

original containers. Several inquiries from 
the field have questioned the significance 
of a change in this color, after the fluid 
has been in an operating radar system for 
a while. When fluid has been removed 
from transmitters, it has been noted as 
being everything from a light yellow, 
"dingy" yellow, light brown, to an 
almost dark gold. Why is this, what does 
it indicate, is it a problem? Some shops 
have also noted that the fluid can be 
"unusually" dark when changing out a 
transmitter that has failed or when a 
coolant low fault was flagged. According 
to the fluid manufacturer, these changes 
in color are caused by an amine additive 
contained in the fluid. This discoloration 
does not affect the performance of the 
coolant. Fluids currently being manufac
tured do not contain the additive and will 
discolor only slightly with use. So don't 
worry when you see fluid colors of the 
shades noted. 

Coolanol 25R and Flo-Cool 180 are 
compatible and interchangeable with 
each other, and may be inter-mixed in 
any proportions (Revision B to Mil
C-47220 deletes a previous prohibition 
against mixing fluids of the same 
"type"). However, under no cir
cumstances should either of these fluids 
be mixed with any of the other four 

Requirements 

4 • l 0'4 ohm cm (min) 
300 volts/mil (min) 
150 ppm {max) 

28,000 particles (max) 
60 particles (maJt) 

"type" dielectric coohng fluids; the 
Hughes APG·63 radar system In the F-15 
Eagle and the APG·65 radar system In the 
FIA-18 Hornet will not tolerate heat 
transfer fluid other than Type IV 

You may receive either Coolanol 25R 
or Flo-Cool 180 when ordering under the 
assigned National Stock Numbers (NSN) 
There are three NSN's. according to the 
size and shape fluid container required 
for servicing units. The 2001 MC flwd 
make-up unit used In the FIA-18 system 
requires a one•gallon rectangular con
tainer. The 680240006-1001 servicmg 
unit used m the F-15 system accepts 
round contamers of either one.quart or 
one-gallon size. Applicable stock order
ing numbers are -

• NSN 6850·00-935•9774 one 
gallon rectangular can 

• NSN 6850·00· 1 38-9794 one 
quart round can 

• NSN 6850-00- 139.9799 one 
gallon round can 

RADAR SYSTEM SERVICING 
When servicing or purging the radar li

quid cooltng system on the F· 1 5 or 
F/A-18, several common•sense precau• 
tions will guarantee a satisfactory job 
Compliance will assure that dielectric, 
thermal, chemical, and physical proper-

(Repnnted wrth perrmssion from Avgust 1985 rssue of TAC ArTACK magazme I 

SSgt Bruce C. Schreiber 
1 AGS, 1 TFW 

L3ngley AFB, Virginia 

SSgt Bruce C. Schreiber was 
servicing an F-1 5 accessory 
drive with oil. While checking 
the oil level, he noticed that 
the new oil was almost clear 
and had separated from the 
old oil. A further check reveal
ed that the oil from the cart 
was very thin and had a sweet 
smell. Sergeant Schreiber im
mediately declared the air
craft unsafe for flight due to 

oil contamInatIon and in 
formed the production super
visor.• 

Remembering that the 
same oil cart had been used 
on another aircraft that was 
about to begin an engine run, 
he ran over and informed the 
crew chief before the engines 
were started. Acting on his 
own initiative, Sergeant 
Schreiber then visually check-

ed the oll in all aircraft on the 
flying schedule including four 
with pilots already present at 
the aircraft. He then checked 
every other aircraft in the 
AMU. 

Sergeant Schreiber found 
five aircraft with con• 
taminated oil; one aircraft 
was within minutes of engine 
start for a practice functional 
check flight {KF). ■ 
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ties of the heat transfer fluid are main
tained, thereby avoiding damage to cost
ly radar system components. 

• Be absolutely positive you are servic
ing the radar system with only Coolanol 
2SR or Flo-Cool 180 dielectric heat 
transfer fluids. Read the labeling on the 
fluid contamer carefully and verify the ex
act NSN prior to instalhng It In the servic
ing unrt. This point cannot be over
emphasized Because of a similarity In 
packagmg (one quart round cans) of MIL
C-47220 coohng fluid and Mll-L-7808 
turbine engine lubricating oil, both pro
ducts have been m1stak.enty used in place 
of each other. (See "Crew Chief Safety 
Award" on previous page.) Putting 
engine oil in the radar system or coolant 
fluid in the engine and/or an airframe 
mounted accessory drive is a costly 
m1stak.e, with dangerous and potentially 
catastrophic results. Sad experience has 
proven that Jet engines and accessory 
drives do not run well when "lubncated" 
by radar coolants and radar systems do 
not function well when "cooled" by 
engine oil. Store these two products in 
completely separate areas. 

• Use only servicing equipment 
designed for the particular radar system 
being serviced. Mak.e-shift bowsers or 
standard servicing equipment used for 
hydraulic, fuel, and engine lubricatmg 
systems cannot do the job properly. 

• All servicing equipment must be 
clean. Servicing equipment and aircraft 
quick disconnects, couplings, caps, and 
servicing unit receptacle (particularly the 
receptacle piercer) must be free of 
moisture, dust, dirt. gnme, lint, or any 
other particulate matter. 

• Prior to installing the coolant con
tainer in the servicmg unit, wipe off the 
container with a soft, dry, clean, lint-free 
cloth. 

• Small cans of cooling fluids should 
be emptied completely after opening and 
any excess disposed of as noted below. 
Do not use fluid from a previously open
ed can. 

• Because heat transfer fluids have a 
high coefficient of expansion when hot, 
a hot radar transmitter should be allowed 
to cool down for at least thirty minutes 
prior to final service. Servicing a hot 
transmitter will result in a low coolant 
state when the unit cools down. (An ex
panded discussion of this important ser
vicing point is presented in the article on 
page 16.) 

HEALTH AND SAFETY ASPECTS 
Both Coolanol 25R and Flo-Cool 180 

heat transfer fluids are classified by the 
U.S. Department of Transportation as 
non-hazardous materials. There are no 
restrictions to their transportation by air 
or other means, as long as they are in 
sealed containe~. However, as with any 
other industrial chemical, standard safety 
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practices should be followed when work
ing with them. Eye protection and rubber 
gloves should be worn. Adequate ventila
tion should be provided in enclosed 
areas. Fluid spills should be contained 
and picked up by vacuum or absorbed 
onto clay or sawdust, which should then 
be incinerated. Do not dump, spill, rinse, 
or wash these fluids into sewe~ or public 
waterways. 

These fluids are only slightly irritating 
to the eyes and skin (the eye irritation 
"score" in tests with rabbits was only 1.8 
on a scale of zero to 110.0). If eye irrita
tion does occur, ft can be eliminated by 
flushing with large amounts of water. 
Prolonged or repeated contact with un
protected hands can remove natural oils 
from the skin and can result in chapped 
hands or "irritation dermatitis." This sk.in 
effect can be avoided by using nitrile 
gloves. If prolonged skin contact does oc
cur, wash the contaminated area im
mediately with soap and water. 

The vapor pressure of these fluids is 
quite low and usually presents no inhala
tion problem at room temperature. 
However, when working with the fluids 
at elevated temperatures or in areas with 
restricted ventilation a respirator should 
be used if a strong odor is detected or if 
irritation occu~. 

The flash point of these fluids is 325°F 
and hot vapors from burning fluids may 
be harmful. Breathing apparatus should 
be worn during exposure to these 
vapo~. Burning coolant is considered as 
a Class "B" fire, and should be ex
tinguished with water spray. foam, dry 
chemical, or a carbon dioxide fire ex
tinguisher. 

It is important to repeat that Coolanol 
25R and Flo-Cool 180 fluids as received 
from the manufacturer and stored in 
sealed containers will not present vapor 
inhalation problems during storage, 
transport, or actual use conditions in pro
perly operated aircraft electronic equip
ment. (Your attention is invited to the ar
ticle titled "Cargo Care is Critical." on 
page 1 7 which discusses a recent inci• 
dent in this area of concern.) 

Coolanol 25R and Flo-Cool 180 are 
products born of the space age. As a 
heat transfer medium they work well 
over a wide range of operating 
temperatures. However, it must be 
understood that with exposure to 
moisture or humid air and particulate 
contamination. both fluids 
deteriorate rapidly. The more they 
deteriorate, the less effective they 
become. A final point to keep In mind 
is that due to their chemical nature. 
these fluids begin to deteriorate the 
moment their container is opened 
and they are exposed to the at
mosphere. Don't accelerate their 
deterioration by contamination. 
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Total amount of heat transfer fluid car

ried aboard the F-15 Eagle is 2.77 
gallons, which weighs approximately 22 
pounds. For the F/A-18 Hornet, the 
figures are 3.46 gallons, 26 pounds. How 
come - for something which tak.es up 
such a small amount of space and adds 
so little to the overall aircraft weight. we 
are asking you to read a six-page discus
sion about the stuff? Two reasons: 

• A finely tuned and satisfactorily 
functioning radar system is vitally impor
tant to successful operation of both the 
Eagle and the Hornet. High quality, 
contamination-free radar liquid coolant is 
vitally important to successful operation 
of the radar system. Sort of like the old 
''for want of a nail'' story, it isn't so much 
the size of our subject as it is its critical 
nature. In other words, the importance 
of radar coolant is far larger than its pure
ly physical attributes. 

• The more we looked into this sub
ject of radar cooling fluids, the more 
questions were uncovered and points of 
confusion revealed. And the more this 
occurred, the more we realized that addi
tional help and technical expertise were 
required. What started out to be a minor 
bit of editorial research into a couple 
pieces of tech data soon developed into a 
major investigation involving MCAIR 
engineering, safety, and materials 
specialists; product vendor represen
tatives; and government specification ex
perts. Therefore, much of the credit for 
the final scope and depth of the resulting 
discussion is due to the following people: 

Department of Defense - George 
Morris, materials engineer at Wright
Patterson AFB, Ohio. 

Monsanto Industrial Chemical Com
pany - Dr. Craig Farr, toxicologist; 
Charles Fartey, product acceptability 
manager; Anders Johnson, hydraulics 
and specialties business manager; David 
McCollum, senior research engineer; 
Ronald Zielinski, technical services 
manager. 

Chevron International Oil Company -
Mark Keller, aviation fuels and functional 
fluids manager; John Laurent, functional 
fluids manager; Frank. Mandel, supply 
specialist. 

Hughes Aircraft Company - Robert 
Harding, F-15 radar systems resident 
representative at MCAIR; Walter Lang, 
F-15 radar physical design program 
manager; Donald Smith, materials ap
plication department consultant. 

McDonnell Aircraft Company - Frank. 
Bruey, Bob Dickey, and John Simmons, 
technical support group enginee~; Terry 
Bartels, laboratory unit chief; Mark Clay, 
design engineer; Bruce Dumont, lead 
electronics engineer; Marybeth Easley, 
laboratory engineer; Richard Evertowsk.i 
and Robert Majesky, technical specialists; 
Wayne Matthews, field service engineer . 



Effeclsot 
Temperature 

on 
Heat Transfer 

Fluids 
BY BRUCE DUMONT/Ulld Ei«tron10 En1mftr 

Both the F-1 5 and the F / A-18 contain 
coolant reservoirs that permit thermal ex
pansion of coolant fluids under extreme 
temperature changes. Coolant reserve 
capacity includes enough volume for 
thermal expansion over a temperature 
range of - 65° to + 165°F, plus an addi
tional reserve. On the F-15, this addi
tional reserve is 15 cubic inches, to allow 
for minor leakage. 

The radar transmitter in the F-15 pro
vides a coolant volume capacity of 640 
cubic inches. Coolant will ellpand (or con
tract) by approximately 7.3 cubic inches 
for every 20°F rise or fall in ambient 
temperature. For example, if an RF! 
(ready for installation) radar transmitter Is 
removed from the AIS (Avionics In
termediate Shop) station, and the 
temperature at the aircraft is 40°F lower 
than at the AIS. the coolant in the 
transmitter will have contracted by ap
proximately 15 cubic inches, enough to 
cause a partial vacuum and partially dra,n 
the coolant reservoir. Under these condi
tions. coolant system servicing will likely 
be necessary. When temperature dif
ferences are even greater, or transmitters 
are repeatedly changed, the coolant 
reserve becomes excessively over-taxed 
and servicing becomes even more critical. 

In most situations such as described 
here, checkout of the radar system will 
result in a coolant low flow indication. 
This occurs because the flow sensor is 
located near the ''RETURN" (exit) of the 
transmitter. Coolant flowing into a cold, 
partially evacuated, transmitter may take 
some time to fill all the voids. Flow will 
not exit until the transmitter is full and 
pressurized. This condition would be cor
rected by coolant servicing. Without ser
vicing, the low flow condition will likely 
dear itself as the coolant warms and ex
pands, temporanly allowing normal radar 
operation. However, the reservoir will 
not contain enough reserve to allow nor
mal contraction when the system cools 
down again. This condition will likely 
cause repetitive low flow failures, and 
the failures will likely be mislabled as "BIT 
FALSE ALARMS." 

Coolants should never be subjected to 
extremely high temperatures, even In 
storage. Due to temperature alone, 
coolants begin to degrade at 
temperatures above 400°F. Thermal ex
pansion could cause containers to rup
ture and leak. or to bleed through 
pressure relief valves In radar transmit
ters. Leaks in cans of new coolant will 
allow moisture contamination to enter, 
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due to contraction of the fluid as it cools. 
Also, the "Open Cup" flash point in new 
fluid Is 324°F but can be lower In used. 
degraded fluid. In unusual cir
cumstances, this could become a hazard 

To conclude this brief analysis, let's 
look at an example scenario on the F-15 
If a radar transmitter Is remo..-ed from the 
AIS station after passing all tests, its 
coolant temperature Is likely to be 120°F 
Upon delivery to an aircraft parked on a 
ramp where the temperature Is 30°F, 
there will be a coolant deficiency of ap
proximately 33 cubic inches (approx
imately 0.15 gallons). When the transmit· 
ter Is installed and the Sy<jtem checked, 
this volume will be filled by the reserve 
fluid in the aircraft. If the same cold air
craft had received a transmitter that had 
been subiected to a high temperature of 
192°F during storage. the drain of the 
a1rcraft coolant would be doubled. In 
either case, the aircraft coolant would be 
deficient. Since the reservoir, heat ex
changer, etc., have a total ..-olume of ap
proximately 1 55 cubic inches, repeated 
transmitter replacements under these 
conditions could effectwely drain the en
tire aircraft reservoir ■ 

Tem,:w,01u1Tt/f~11011 f1Kiorsvr1em 
htat 1ra,ufrr _flwd vor_v fl'ffll(1 brr
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sltop 1es11111 of r-adar tfOIUfflll/t'T 

slrow11 above ~11d 111# "ltoodrd 
parka"" Jet/1111 a/ rM F-15 €4# il-
/141ratrd 01 le/I Cooltml wiH upa,td 
/or (OllltVC/J b~ oppronlltfllti• ~.J 
,·ubic 111Cltn/or ~ 10"F l"T:!W or Jal 
Ill a11rM111 trrrrperv/MIT 
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Whose maintenance job is most 
important to upkeep of a fighter air
craft? Yours, mine, his, or hers? 
Deciding might lead to an argument 
that would never end, so instead of 
deciding on one, we'd prefer to say 
that "everybody's" job is important, 
and look at a typical task for an ex
ample. How about the radar techni
cian? Airborne electronics provides 
much of an aircraft's "intelligence," 
and the radar technician's job is very 
important to maintaining these 
avionics systems. Technicians in this 
field must work extensively with 
special RF (radio frequency) con
ductor materials known as coaxial 
and triaxial cables and with 
"waveguides" (special metal con
duits for propagation of elec
tromagnetic wave signals). What are 
some of the problems a radar tech 
faces with these special materials 
during day-to-day performance of his 
or her assignment? 

Before a recent special exerose, MCAIR 
was asked to evaluate the condition of 
the radar hardware ,n some of the F-15 
Eagles scheduled to partIopate Our in
spection revealed a surprising level of 
physical damage to coax/tnax connec
tors/cables and waveguide sections in a 
majority of the aircraft Broken or frayed 
shields, broken conductors, missing 
parts, cracked flexguides, bent clamps, 
and internal contamination were found 
Conditions like these could have caused 
intermittent radar operations, perhaps 
even complete failure of the AN/APG-63 
radar set. Fortunately, the inspectron and 
associated repair corrected the problems 
and helped these Eagles attain very high 
scores during the exercise 

Our conclusion from this inspection 
was that the importance of high quality 
waveguides, coax;tnax cables, and con• 
nectors to successful radar operation Is 

By BAUCE DUMONT!Leud Engmur, Elecrron-,n-
CHAIS LAFATAISen,orEng1nrer. Elenrorucs 
BOB STEVENS/semor Engineer. Log1mn 

not very well understood. The first, and 
probably most important, thing to under
stand is that these installations are not 
like ordinary srgnal wire harness 
assemblies used elsewhere in the aircraft 
Coax;triax assemblies are by design not 
as mechanically strong as interconnect 
harness assemblies They require special 
care and handling, whether you are 
working in comfortable cond1t1ons in the 
avionics shop or in the cold, rain, and 
dark out on the flight line. 

Any avionics wiring with loose or Inter
mIttent connections or shields, or dirty, 
arced, pitted, or corroded waveguides 
w1JJ allow false data or signals - even dur
ing BIT (built-in test). BIT will use these 
signals and data (good or bad) In its fault 
isolation logic. With bad inputs, BIT will 
very likely isolate the fault to a good LRU 
(line replaceable unit). In order for BIT to 
assure accurate LRU fault isolation, all air
craft coax;triax connectors, cables, wir
ing, and waveguides must be carefully 
and properly maintained. Which brings 
us back to the original point in the begin-
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ning of this article - to offer some advice 
on problems experienced by radar techn1-
cIans And by the way - while we're talk
ing here spec1f1cally about F-1 5 radar 
field operations, the checks and Inspec
tIons descnbed are in many cases ap
phcable to other aircraft and avionic sub
systems, so we hope you Hornet, Hamer, 
and Phantom radar techs will follow 
along with us also 

All of the radar set;1nd1cator group 
maintenance manual procedures 
concerning installation and removal 
specify that coax;triax and electrical con
nectors and waveguides must be "clean, 
dry, and undamaged"' prior to being con
nected. Inspections to insure this should 
be accomplished during the LRU removal 
sequence as well as pnor to LRU 1nstalla
tIon. After LRU 1nstallat1on, all connec
tions need a quick recheck for proper 
alignment In amphf1cat1on of the pro
cedures in the technical manuals, there 
are several things the technician can do 
to detect and 1dent1fy damage, and thus 
improve cable, connector, and 
waveguide maintenance and repair 

As with any other visual check, you've 
got to be able to see what it Is you're 
looking for - sufficient lrght Is required 
Good flashlights or drop lights are very 
helpful. There are almost 30 coax/tnax 
connector sets for F-15 radar LRU's and 
cables. Each connector Is sub1ect to some 
or all of the problems 1dent1f1ed below. 
Any of these problems can be the cause 
of intermittent radar operation and must 
be corrected properly. What do we mean 
by properly'} Taping the connector to the 
cable, for example, Is not a fix for a 
frayed, loose, or broken shield - this 
might stiffen the 1oint superficially, but 
will only disguise the failure symptoms 
caused by the incomplete shield. 

MCDONNELL AIRCRAFT COMPANY 
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• AU metallic contacts must be "shin
ing" clean. Connectors with finger 
grease, dirt, metallic particles, or dust 
must be cleaned or repaired. 

• Center pin must be straight and 
centered (sockets must also form a circle 
of tight contact for the pin). Many of the 
radar coax connectors are 90° "dogleg" 
types, allowing easy screw-on replace
ment of the contact end. Simple care 
must be taken to assure proper align
ment of the center contact. 

• Inner shield of triax must have a full 
circle of contacts. 

• Outer shield of a cable must form a 
full circle of tight mechanical contact 
with the connector. M1sunderstand1ng in 
this critical area is very common, and 
loose shields are suspected as one of the 
most frequent causes of intermittent 
radar operation. There is a simple meth
od to visually check the integrity of a 
cable shield - gently try to twist the cable 
in the connector; any relative movement 
is an indication of a shield failure 

• Cables must not have any sharp 
bends, kinks, or deformations set into 
shield,Ajielectric casings. Any of these dis
crepancies can cause a variety of intermit
tent radar operational problems. All re
pairs must be tested for continuity and 
proper isolation of the conductors. Repairs 
involving shields should also be tested for 
proper SWR (standing wave ratio). 

• Most coa)(/triax cables are assem
bled with enough length to allow two or 
three connector repairs. However, the 
radar IF cables (Vv52022 and WS2002) 
have a special length tolerance and extra 
effort is required to maintain each length 
wrthin 2.5 inches of the other. All cables 
must also be maintained with enough 
length to provide sufficient strain relief. 

\',"l..\"EGL'mE VIS'JA:. CH~(KS 
Since waveguides appear sturdy and 

therefore not prone to failure, they are 
often overlooked as the real cause of a 
radar problem. Therefore, a good radar 
technician will learn to look for several 
things during waveguide removal and 
installation. 

Before disconnecting a waveguide 
clamp, check that the waveguide is flush, 
properly aligned, and fits snuggly against 
its mate. Similar checks should be made 
after the waveguide is reconnected 

After a waveguide Is removed and 
the ends are open, inspect the interior of 
the wave channel. It must be clean and 
free of corrosion, black arcing residue, or 
other contamination. Any contamination 
could cause problems. Flexguides should 
be inspected for cracks, which will cause 
pressure loss, RF leakage, reflections, and 
arcing. Waveguide arcing causes degrad
ed performance and/or destruction of 
components. After inspection, be sure 
ends are capped to keep them clean and 
dry until ready for reconnection 

PRODUCT SUPPOfH DIGEST 

Waveguide sealing devices 
(preformed packing, gaskets, interface 
seals) must be only those authorized by 
the technical manuals, and must be free 
from nicks, cuts, or breaks. Unauthorized 
substitutions (red o-rings, cardboard 
cutouts, and similar strange items have 
been discovered) can only cause trouble 
- first in the inevitable pressure leaks and 
reflection problems they will cause, and 
second In ferreting them out because 
they were hidden In the system 

(O/..YTPIAX Ml..TiNG 
Coax/triax connectors are easier to 

connect and disconnect than all other air
craft wiring, but as with all connection 
devices there are some peculiar mating 
problems to be aware of Handling 
coax/tnax connectors with care will sig
nificantly reduce replacement mainte
nance and improve overall radar system 
performance. For example, 1f the center 
pm and socket are not properly aligned, 
the mismatch will usually cause enough 
resistance to be felt by an experienced 

technician If this resistance Is ignored 
and the connector Is engaged anyway, 
connector damage could result in mter
m,ttent failures and subsequent repairs 

Keying baskets (used to assure each 
connector mates only with its correct 
r~ceptacle) are secured with retaining 
nngs Before instalhng the LRIJ, the 
technician must visually check these 
rings, which must be below the end of 
the threads and tight around the recep 
tacle body. Occasionally, these rings 
become spread and lodged in the 
threads of the receptacle. If the connec
tor mates in th,s situation, the connector 
threads will Jam on the ring, causing It to 
feel and look satisfactory, but it will not 
be properly engaged 

To wrap thrs up, we'd like to quote 
from a recent activity report by Ralph Day, 
MCAIR field service engineer with the 
1 59th TFG of the Louisiana Air National 
Guard in New Orleans. They are flying 
high time F-1 SA/B aircraft, but even sc 
Ralph reports that " radar sysrem 
operation continues ro improve, pnmar,ly 
due ro the concerted effort of radar shop 
maintenance personnel One-by-one, each 
F-15 w,11 have all of rm? coax and tnax 
cables and connectors changed betvveen 
each LRU. We have already done this on a 
few aircraft, and have seen a marked im
provement in both sr-;tem operation and 
troubleshooting time We also continue 
inspection of all waveguides, and replace 
all that are pitted, corroded, or 1usr 
"suspicious. · This proceS5 is time consum-
ing, but it is really paying off " 

To us here in St. Louis, the key phrase 
in the rep's report Is the "concerted ef
fort of radar shop personnel " Well
tra1ned, conscientious, and highly 
motivated technicians are required to 
bring out the best in the Eagle radar 
system It's happening down rn Louisiana 
- how about where you areJ 

Smaller pho1ograplu on 1hese two poge11how typical coax fir/tu cables and conn«:1ors and ,.a,·e,:,.,,de 1ns1al/a11om 
111 the F-IS radar sys1em p1C1L1red al 1op of oppome page. Importance of careful ha,idfmg pracuce, a,id d.11/ed 
ma1111enance lt>chmques art> obwousfrom lht> densely fXJCkt>d componenl< and amo!.lnl of .. ,,111~ 111 a,,onics com 
partmenls. Good commun,ca/1ons be1wttn fl1ghl//ne and A IS ~rso11r,e/ are also reqL11rt'd 



Cooxiol/Trioxial 
Cable Maintenance 

Sometimes even the simptest of aircraft 
maintenance procedures can cause I lot of 
frustration - part1cularty when working in 
t,ght places The coaxltnax cables used on 
the MCAIR F4, F-15, FIA-18, and AV.Sare 
no exception, especially when secunng 
these cabte5 wrth clamps and stnng ties. Or
dinarily a routine task., incorrect hanc:U!ng 
and installation techniques can result 1n im
proper bend radii, twlSted and kinked 
cables. insufficient rain dlip loops, and 
overly tight stnng ties and clamps. The 
shield of the cablf can then be forced into 
the conductor, resulting in degraded 
system operation. To help you avoid these 
maintenance problems. here are some 
helpful tips on coax/tnax cable clampng 
and spot (string) tieing procedures. . 

Clamping 15 usually not a drtficult Job; 
however. there are some basic techniques 
to keep 1n m1nd: . 
• When installing a clamp (after making 

sure you're using one that IS approved), 
take care rt does not compress or pinch 
the 1nsulat10n on the cable. If this is 
about to occur. stop right then and in
stall the ne,n; larger size clamp. Clamps 
with a rubber ,nsert must be snugged up 
Just enough to prevent the cable from 
being pulled through the clamp. In ap-
01icat1ons calhna for clamos with a nvlon 
insert, a small amount of slippage can be 
expected (less fnc:toon from nylon thin 
rubber) and is permtSSible. 

• During clamp,ng, always maintain suffi
cient slack in 1he cable to allow for a pro
per bend radius or dnp loop. When • 
bend is made after coming through a 
clamp or bulkhead opening, the bend 
radius must be a minimum of six tunes 
the diameter of the cable. tt the bend 
radius is not observed. the cable will in
dent when pulled taut, resulting 1n inter-

nal dam~. Make sure each dnp loop IS 

oriented toward the bonom of the air
craft to prevent water intrus10n 1nto the 
connector. 

• Component 1nstallat1on/removal 
"envelope" sl'IOuld be strictly obstMd 
during clamping of • now cable. A trio~ 
fit check prior to completion of 111 clom
ping will ensure that componenu can be 
installed and removed wrt.hout . ex
ceeding the bend radius. 
String ties can be an effective preventive 

maintenance tool when working with 
numerous wire bundles and cables. When 
several cables are routed through the same 
aru, stnng ties aid 1n cable retention and 
reduce the mechanical strain on cables 
w~hin a bundle. They also help prevent 
chafing (frictional contact) between the 
cables and componenu or aircraft struc
ture. However, as with improper clamping 
techniques, poor spot t1t1ng procedures 
can create havoc with systems you are 
maintaining. 
• A stnng tie should be snug but never ex

cessively tight. Any time the outer sur
face of the cable begins to deform 
(crush), the string s too tight. 

• String ties should nt'Jer be used as a 
pnmary support or device to attach the 
cables to the aircraft structure. They can 
not support the cable correctly ind will 
create a high stress area. eventually cut• 
ting into the cable. 

• When stnng ties must be removed. 
always use caution to prevent a hidden 
break 1n the cable insulation. Sharp tools 
(such as pocket knives) are very likely to 
cause ths type of damage to the cable. 
Diagonal wire cuttel'5 should be used for 
removal of tlt5. ■ 

F-15 Pitot Static Tub,s 
~ In rlrnr dtsin ro hllvt • ,rit, loold111 air

craft. som, of our,,., ... ch;.Js Uw sran«/ 
• p,,Ktict whkll don not •PPff' to mt to 
i,, "">' ,ootJ. 11u1,· .,. -• ond 
polishinl tlr, U.41/5754 pilOl !iMli< IIIIH. 
111, tuba polish up to • nlu 1111M Md 
loo/, ..,,. nltt. but I /HI this is not • rood 
/J""litt. a/Jho111h I lullY not Mn obit to 
f,nd on,·thinf about it in tht T. O.s. Hott· 
don .-.,cA/R /ttl obout this p,o<litt~ 

!J In a word • "5-T -0-P"1 80th MCAIR 
engineenng and the manufacturer of thee 
tubes strongly disapprove of the practice of 
sanding and polishing them P1tot stat,c 
tubes are macruned to extreme accuracies 
for the pan1cular aircraft and position on 
the aircraft, and n. 1s very 1mpcrtant to 
ma1nta,n that specific profile 

Contam1nat1on from the sanding and 
pohsh,ng process 1s very hkely, w11l'I dust, 
gnt and who knows what else f1lhng the 
sta\1c pon:s and drain holes 1n the tubes 
Tube material propert,es are such that 
pohsh1ng and sanding will have an 
adverse impact. and the pohshed surface 
would tend to change dimensions as the 
probe heater raises the temperature of 
the tube: 

Finally, and d the ab<M """°"' are not 
sufficient, all warranties on the tubes are 
negated d changes such as these are per• 
formed So once again, tell your wet1-mean1ng 

but moguided crew chefs to ;6;~~::toor 
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F-15 ELECTRONIC FUGHT CONTROLS 
Rogtr L. Smith 
11 TFW, Kaden■ Al, Japan 

Two CAS (control augmentation 
system) problems caused many hours of 
work th1s month. In the first one, aircraft 
78-S6S flew numerous m,ss1ons w•th 
pitch and roll CAS falling off hne 
repeatedly. After each flight, FLTS (flight 
line test set) checks failed to indicate any 
problem Actuator resistance checks 
were performed and numerous LRUs 
were changed out. 

The aircraft was finally 1m0ounded. 
and after a complete check-out still 
revealed no obvious problems. we decid
ed to let our FCF pilot fly with a checklist 
to aid in ma,ntenance. The pilot perform
ed many maneuvers. but reponed no 
subsequent CAS failures. Then, on final 
approach as soon as the gear was ex
tended. CAS dropped off The pilot then 
went around, and took the aircraft back 
out for some more experimentation. 
With the gear retracted. CAS would 
never fail. With the gear extended and 
CAS off line. he was only able to reset 
CAS with pitch ratio 1n emergency. 

After the aircraft was ,n the shop, the 
PTC (pitch trim controller) was swapped 
and the gear handle logic was checked 
out. No further problems have been 
reported to date 

The second CAS problem proved a lit
tle less obvious. On aircraft 78-564. the 
pilot reported that he was ''slammed" in
to the canopy on a right roll because of 
an apparent uncommanded dearee of 
roll or an increase ,n stick authority 
Again. the aircraft FLTS checked good. 
All LRUs were remowd and sent to AIS, 
where the rate gyro package checked 
out bad 

On the subsequent FCF, the p1tot 
repc,rted no sign of increased stick 
authority or uncommanded inputs 
t-towever. 1t was n0ted that at high angles 
of anack th,s particular aircraft l'las a 
tendency to roll to the r19l'lt at a much 
higher rate than normal The r1g checlts 
(ground and 1n-fhght) 1nd1cate that the r1g
g1ng 1s good The a,rcraft has been releas
ed and has subsequently flown w1tn no 
further fhgl'lt control problems 

- ~,~~ 
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F-15 RADAR FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM 
Thomas E. Follr:n•r 
JI TFW, lltburg AB, Germany 

The new radar and central computer 
OFPs (operational fhght programs) were 
finally 1n place this month so that mcor
porat1on of the update TCTO could com
mence. The normal procedure here is to 
load two aircraft and fly them before 
loading the rest of the fleet. This lets us 
determrne if there is a problem with the 
new tape that would affect combat 
capab1llt1es of the aircraft The only prob
lem that appeared was an apparent ,n
abihty to lock on in the new slewable 
supersearch scan pattern. The radar 
would lock on with no problem in the 
normal (old) pattern, but only intermit
tently and after long delays when "nod
ded" to its upper and lower positrons in 
the new pattern. 

A query to St. Louis provided an 
answer to our problem. Both the pilot 
and I had overlooked the scan centers for 
these modes. The pilot was placing the 
targets in the area above the combining 
glass and below the canopy bow, while 
the actual scan volume is above the 
canopy bow, centered at + 34°_ The 
lower scan volume is centered at -19° 
which resulu in most of the scan velum~ 
being obscured by the nose of the air
craft. The elevation scan hm1ts are ap
proximately 20 ° about those centers· 
and to asssure lockon after slewing up o; 
down, the pilot needs to be sure the 
target Is within the scan pattern limits. 

Once we understood this. the system 
worked with no faults and permission 
was given to load the rest of the aircraft. 
Over 20 aircraft have been loaded so far 
with no problems. ■ 

F-15 UHF/VHF COMMUNICATIONS 
Donald J. Brooks 
11 TFW, Kadona AB, Japan 

One of our aircraft has had a history of 
intermittently weak reception and 
transmission on the No. 1 radio. Techni
cians here were of the opinion that dur
ing the modification for TCTO 1 F-15-857, 
several wires were run improperly. After 
operational checks of the system. it was 
determined that the radio worked cor
rectly with the upper antenna selected 
but that reception was weak and garbled 
in the lower position. 

Technicians assured me that the anten
na and cable "ohmed good" with a 
meter so the "antenna and coax were 
correctly installed." However, this check 
only tests for continuity between LRUs, 
not for transmIssIon losses. The lower 
No. 1 antenna was removed, and we 
found that the coax cabte had been 
sphced by separating the shield and inner 
conductor and crimping the ends 
together. This would be satisfactory for a 
DC voltage, but 11: just doesn't work for 
RF energy. At this point, several 
demonstrations of power loss were made 
(holding a small neon light near the 
antenna). but our technicians already 
had the message 

f.15 AVIONICS INTERMEDIAlE SHOP 
Larry P. Baugher 
111 TFW, Dobbins AFI, Georgia 

~u~. AIS was located In an "Agile 
Aerie (Portable) bu1ld1ng located 1 OS 
feet from a "hush house." This did not 
present a problem at first. because the 
hush house was not being used much. 
However, they recently started running 
engines several hours a day, and we 
started to notice unusual problems with 
our stations. 

We began to. have numerous wmng 
problems, transistors vibrated out of 
plug-,n sockets, circuit boards were com
ing loose. etc. (The v1brat1on was 50 bad 
that the clock on the wall literally did a 
dance when _they ran engines in after
burner!) Looking In the facilities manual 
~e were able to find no minimu,r; 
d1stanc~.f~gures between AIS and engine 
test fac1l1t1es. Howe_ver, the book did say 
t~at c~mpressors. a,r handlers. and other 
vrbrat1on-generating equipment should 
~ shock-~ounted so as not to transmit 
vIbrat1on_s into the building. From this. it 
~as ~bv1ous that we were experiencing 
v1brat1ons from these engine runs far 
beyond any acceptable limits. 

w_e contacted facilities specialists in St. 
Louis an_d got the opinion that an AIS 
located In an Agile Aerie should be no 
closer than 2500 feet from a hush house! 
They also r~commended that no engines 
be run until all AIS stations and equip
ment could be moved. to prevent further 
dam~ge. ~ew F-15 bases should give 
cons1_derat1on to our expenence when 
locating AIS-type test faciht1es. 

F-15 011,rload Warning 
System 
~ W, "" ,xp,ri1ncin1 occa1iont1I 

ov,rlOtldl in till mas it1m1 (MIT), with 
most ov,rloads ran1in1 from 9.1 to 10.2 
G ud IOI to ltJ P"'lnt. W1 b,/l,,11h1 
MIT ov,rloads ar, valid. Most of th, 
MIT 0111,loads ar, th, only on,s lilt,d in 
th, OWS mt1trlx - t/wr, an no accom
p,,n>·in1 ov,rloads In ony oth,r ar,o, For 
,xampl,, hist wu* w llod t1n otnro/t 
with 9. 9 G, I 10 p,rc,nt, llvtrity cod, 2. 
Allot,,,, ol'IIIS w,r, 11111rlty cod, u,o. 

w, hvt bun "'*"' /low tll,r, could 
bt a 11111,lty todt of two on th, MIT, 
and not hvt ot lltllt a cod, on, on tll, 
wln11. Should not wln1 ovtrloads at• 

comp,,ny MIT ov,rloads! 

rJ The mass items are limited at 9.0 G for 
a severity code of 1.0. Aircraft loading is 
the only factor that will impact mass 
items. However, a fuselage overload may 
also exist under certain conditions. MIT 
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overloads do not relate to wing overloads 
because other factors impact the wing 
computational algorithms. 

This might be a good time to present 
some add1t1onal 1nformat1on on certain 
character,strcs of OWS operation and the 
resulting data displayed on the VSO <ver
tical situation display). Two areas of confu
sion on the VSO seem to be the ACC (ac
celeration) column and the OVL /percent 
design hm1t load or warning ratio) column 

The numbers in the ACC column in
dicate the G loading experienced by the 
aircraft at the warning ratio number dis
played in the OVL column. The G loading 
and/or warning ratio are based on com
binations of variables such as mach 
number, altitude, gross weight, aircraft 
configuration, profile parameters. at
titude rate inputs, aerodynamic effects, 
etc. As the variables change, the 
resulting VSO output data could also 
change. For instance. at 10.000 feet 
altitude, a specific aircraft configuration, 
gross weight, mach, etc., will provide a 
certain G load or warning ratio. At a dif
ferent altitude. the same other condi
tions would result in a different G load or 
war!1ing ratio. This ,s the basic principle 
behind an overload warning system. 

As an example, the wing is designed 
for 7.33 Gata mach number of 1.05, an 
altitude of 20.000 feet. with an aircraft 
weight of 37.400 pounds. If load factor 
or weight is reduced or the mach number 
or altitude change, wing load will be less 
than the design value of 100 percent. 
Also. a lateral stick input will reduce the 
allowable load factor. Conversely, if the 
mach number and/or altitude change but 
the weight stays at 37,400 pounds, the 
load factor could be raised above 7.33 G 
before 100 percent wing load would be 
achieved. In fact. In some 
mach/altitudeAveight combinations. the 
allowable load factor could be greater 
than 9.0 before 100 percent wing design 
limit load is reached. This same basic 
principle is used for all components of 
the aircraft except the mass items, as 
noted above. 

The prime function of the F-15 OWS 1s 
to allow the pitot to maneuver his aircraft 
at its maximum operational capab1lrty 
without subjecting it to structural 
damage. To determine OWS operational 
integrity, primary emphasrs should be 
placed on the severity codes and the 
warning ratios of the OVL column. Infor
mation there will provide sufficient data 
to determine maintenance actions or 
specific inspectrons required. 

(Dale Canoor 
Technical Speciahst - Avionics Group) 
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F-15 Radar LRU Operating 
Temperatures 
~ Dtficitncy analysis ptrsonntl htrt are 

intertsttd in trying to corrtlatt what 
se,ms to bt improved radar system 
operation following tht rtplaumtnt of 
secondary htat uchan1ers, Is thtrt any 
data ro subsrantiatt thtir opinions? 
Also, can you providt tht optimum 
optratin1 ttmptraturts for tht htad•up 
display unit and tht ctntral computer? 

~ There 1s no data available relating only 
to improved radar system operation 
tollow1ng replacement of the secondary 
heat exchanger. However, replacing a 
defective exchanger would certainly im
prove radar system rel1ab1lity along with 
all other av1on1cs systems, since the ex
changer supplies cooling air to all 
avionics units requ1nng 1t 

There has never been an optimum 
operatIn9 temperature established for 
these units since they are designed to 
operate over the full military temperature 
range In accordance with Mll-E-5400, 
para 3 2 5 The CC requires coohng a,r 
but the HUD unit does not The critical 
area for units requmng cooling air Is the 
ability of the ECS to maintain the proper 
flow rate/temperature within the various 
operating ranges of the avionics units. 
Generally, the cooler an avionics unit Is 
maintained (within reason), the more 
reliable It becomes 

Starting with F-15C 85-0126, F-15D 
86-0181, and F-15E 86-0183 (No 1), the 
avionics delivery temperature set po,nt 
changes from 82.5° F below 11K feet 
and 35° F above 34 SK feet to 40° F 
below 25K and 0° F above 42 SK 

(John Simmons 
Senior Engineer - Avionics Group) • 



F-15 Inertial Navigation Set 
(!) An Air Guard squodron Is sclrtdul,d 

to transition Into th, F•/5 shortly. and 
111, OPS 11nd mainttnann p,oplt ar, dt• 
vourl111 '""J' pi,c, of F-15 llt,ratur, 
thtJ' can la1· honds upon. In on, of th, 
MCAIR "EAGLE TALKS" /DIGEST 
r,prints) that has bttn prol'idtd to rlr, 
squadron for plannint purpos,s, th,r, 
was on artidt about th, INS (ln,rtia/ 
Na,·i1ation Stt), in wlliclr tht followin1 
stattmtnt was mad, " ... IMV {lntrtial 
Measur,m,nt Unit) ali1nmtnt ,,quirts 
tht aircraft to bt parhd in a rtlativ,ly 
In~/ 11r~~ durin1 tht alignm,nt 
p,nod ... 

Tht words ''r,/ativ,11· l,v,t aru" 
botlt,r tht ANG ttthnicians. As thty 
point out, ,,.,,,,rhing is ··r,llltivt, " and 
tltt)' would Uh to ,,, somt s,ucific 
numbtrJ for ust when tht)' g,r into tht 
full-I/mt Elult fl1·in1 business. Thty ask 
wlr11t Is tit, muimum t1mount of 
"pltclt" (/or,..,,d--oft dop, or 1rod,) 
,nrmissibl, in tit, porltin1 ar,a wh,r, 
aircraft INS 1W1nm,nt is conducr,d. 

rJ A very good ciuestion, and one which 
reminds us that we always need to be as 
specific as possible when discussing design 
and operational details of fighter aircraft. 
Words or statements that seem perfectly 
clear to a sender may not always be so to a 
receiver. Therefore, our Av10n1CS Integra
tion & Miss10n Systems Department {Ralph 
E. Hemdon. Unit Chief, Electronics, and 
Carmon 0. Thiems, Lead Engineer, Elec
tronics) has prOVlded the numbers re
ciuested. Actually. the basic data was 
generated several years ago, but in the con
text of a "roll'' (side-tMide slope or grade) 
aspect. However, the roll and pitch 
allowable ground slope figures are the 
same, so we are able to give you even more 
information than asked for! In the data 
below, the maximum permissible degrees 
"off-level" (height drfferent1al) between the 
main landing gear wheels for roll also apply 
between the main landing gear wheels and 
nose landing gear wheels for pitch. 

The onginal situation developed back In 
1 981, when a problem was rdent1f1ed 
wherein the INS IMU would not align when 
the unit had an 1nrt1al roll of two degrees or 
more. As a result of th,s probtem, MCAIR 
and the unrt vendor (Lmon Systems, Inc ) 
determined the hm,ts of operation wh1ch 
could be expected The allowable 1nrt1al 
roll/prtch Is related to the time the IMU re• 
mains In the coarse level mode 

With early versions of the IMU 
(683420-23 and •24), the time In the 
coarse level mode was temperature• 
related At low temperatures, these units 
had a short coarse level profile and 
would not align 1f rolled or pitched above 
approximately three degrees. tf the unit 
was hot, alignment could be accom
plished with roll or pitch up to approx• 
1mately ten degrees The three degree 
roll translates to a 5 7 inch maximum per
missible off.level (height d1Herent1al) be• 
tween the main gear wheels. The three 
degree pitch translates to an 11 1 inch 
maximum permissible off.level between 
the main gear and the nose gear 

With the 683420-25 lMU, which was 
modified to provide rapid ahgn mode, 
the coarse level mode was a fixed time 
and independent of temperature This 
version will not align with an initial roll or 
pitch of approximately four degrees or 
more. The four degree roll translates to a 
7 .4 inch maximum permissible off-level 
between the main gear wheels. The four 
degree pitch translates to a 14.8 inch 
perm1ss,ble off-level between the main 
gear and nose g~ar. 

tn conclusion, It should be noted that 
the originally reported alignment prob• 
lem at two degrees of roll could not be 
duohcated 1n our tests with anv of thP 
IMU versions. However, MCAIR did venfy 
the condition at three degrees of roll - a 
cond1t1on verified in analysis by Litton 

By GLYN BOWEN 
Senior Engineer - Avionics Group 
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Note: This Arr National Guard uM will 
be rece1vIng A and 8 versions of the F 1 5 
transferred from an active Air Force 
squadron The USAF INS depot has been 
upgrading the INS from the 683-420-23 
and -2-4 !MU to the 683-420-25 In a pro• 
gram which Is currently about 80% com• 
plete Although there are still some .23 
and •2-4 units In the field. It rs most liii:ely 
that the -25 will be installed by the time 
this ANG unit receives its aircraft, thus 
reflecting the four degree roll and pitch 
figures discussed above 

The F-1 SE. which Is scheduled to begin 
arriving m the field m early• 1988, con• 
tains an entirely new and different iner
tial navigation set The INS In the E model 
contains a fully automatic Ring Laser 
Gyro (RLG) system. The RLG Is a rate· 
integrating gyro which does not use ~ 
"spinning mass·· like the convent1ona I 
gyroscopes contained 1n the IMU in 
earlier Eagles. and Is less susceptible to 
the off.level cond1t,ons of earlier Eagles. 
and is less susceptible to the off•le,,.el 
conditions analyzed In this article RLG 
system spec 1f Icat,on rs for operation with 
a 10 degree off-level (pitch 37 3 inches 
and roll 19 inches) 

The f-1 SE RLG INS has also been 
designed for Installat1on into the 
f. 1 SA/8/CID aircraft, simply by unbolting 
and removing the 683420 unit and bat
tery and bolting In the RLG INS and bat• 
tery. The NCI display will be a lrnle d1f• 
ferent during align, but· otherv.1se the 
RLG INS will operate the same as the 
683420 USAF has initiated a plan to ac· 
complrsh this backf1t. Details on the RLG 
INS will be provided In a future article Hi 

the DIGEST ■ 



METS - Evolved for Air Force use with 
the F-15E avionics intermediate shop 
from earlier McDonnell Douglas EETS 

development for the Marine Corps. 
Lighter in weight, a smaller cube, and 

more reliable than the replaced stations, 
METS will join the USAF in 1988. 

1980's Technology 
Microprocessors 
Bubble Memory 
Interactive Plasma Display 
Modular Calibration Standards 

• Short Test Times 

Smaller/Lighter Weight 
- Each Unit 20.5" x 14" x 22.5", 

152 lb Max 

Higher Reliability 

f·151 
Supportability 
leaps Ahead 

Ease of Operation 
and Maintenance 

With 

METS 
By WILSON D YATES II II Lead Elfginttr. Reliab,litJ• 

The Mobile Electronic Test Set (METS) is a revolutionary new 
approach to F-15 avionics 1ntermed1ate shop (AIS) automatic test 
equipment. In a typical F-1 5 wing there are three sets of 
automated test equipment and two sets of manual test equip
ment Each of these two types of equipment contains three sta
tions. Two of the new man-portable METS w,11 replace three 
automated F-15 Computer Test Stations and two manual Fl 5 CNI 
Test Stations at more than triple the hardware reliability of ex-
1st1ng A!S test stations. This 1s accomphshed by a combination of 
utilizing state-of-the-art technology and incorporating a change 
1n testing philosophy 

The F-15 AIS Today 
E.-1sting AIS test stations were designed to ut1hze primarily 

"parametric'' testing. This type of testing philosophy was 
or1g1nally required because the line replaceable units (LRU), which 
Nere to be tested, had been designed with very limited or no 
built-in-test (Bin capab1l1ty Many 1mt1al F-15 LRUs were of the 
1950s and early 1960s technology and contained virtually no BIT. 
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FIGURE 1 
F-15E MOBILE ELECTRONIC 

TEST SET (METS) 

Newly developed LRUs had some limited BIT capab1ht1es, but at 
this early stage of development, BIT was still an emerging 
technology. The F-15 AIS test stations needed to test these LRUs 
evolved from later 1960's technology, and at the time they were 
developed were advanced state-of-the art test stations. The inter
nal architecture of the test station was designed based upon the 
testability requirements of the LRUs 1t would be supporting 

With "parametric" testing, appropriate signals are applied 
systematically and measurements are made at many points 
throughout the unit under test (uun. These measurements are 
1ndiv1duaUy evaluated to determine 1f out of tolerance cond1t1ons 
exist. Normally, each step in the testing sequence ,s dependent 
upon the previous steps. In this manner, malfunctions can be 
isolated to specific small groups of parts on a c1rcu1t card. This 
type of testing is very precise, but slow, with several hours re
quired to fault isolate being commonplace 

The "parametric" testing philosophy ignores any self-test capabili
ty the UUT might have. For this reason, the test station must p~ov1de 
all the stimuli required for testing each UUT, and the testing must 
start at the beginning and proceed end-to-end. This approach might 
be compared to a doctor who automatically schedules an expensive. 
thorough series of lab tests for each patient without asking the pa
tient what's wrong or where does it hurt. 

After fault isolation, the test station notifies the operator of the 
malfunction and directs him/her to change a suspected faulty cir
cuit card. The testing sequence must then be repeated to ensure 
that the repalT was successful. UUT repair at the 1ntermed1ate 
maintenance level 1s normally limited to removal and replacement 
of circuit cards, which are then sent to the depot facility for repair 

MCDONNELL Al RC RAFT COMPANY 
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LRU Advances 
LRU technology has dramatically changed since the development 

and f1eld1ng of the fi':St f. 1 5 aircraft. Testabihty of each succeeding 
generation LRU has increased LRUs are now compartmentalized 
with functionally isolated circuitry. BIT has been greatly improved, 
both from a rehabihty and a capability standpomt. Because of the ad• 
vances m LRU testability, the intermediate level testing philosophy 
has been shifted from one dependent on primarily "parametric" to 
one of primarily "functional." 

shows a physical comparison of METS to the equipment 11 
replaces. This directly impacts mobility A complete wing METS 
system to support 26 F-1 SE LRUs can be packed onto one stan 
dard mobility pallet, with room left over There are many benefits 
from this downsizing of the support equipment There Is less 
teardown, packaging, and setup time for deployment, thus the 
METS will be ready to test UUTs in much less time than the equip
ment it replaces In addition, there is less need for spares and sup 
port equipment for METS itself. An F-1 SE AIS with the current 
METS will require two less C-141 B loads than an equivalent 
F-1 SC/D conventional Wing AIS which can reqUtre from 6 to 8 arr• 
craft. A direct increase m F- 1 5 supportability is the result 

The internal AIS test station architecture, however, has 
prevented significant advances in AIS testing capabilities. The ad
vent of the microprocessor and evolution of small, inexpensive 
peripheral devices, such as rigid disk drives. have been heralded 
as the ma1or advances needed to produce a leap forward in 
testing capabilities. v·-=-·============== 

METS Technology 
The METS Is a new, man-portable "test station" which takes 

advantage of the new technologies (Figure 1 ). New internal ar
chitecture now allows multiprocessing which means the METS 
can perform several testing sequences at the same time. Also, 
with the advances in the testability of LRUs, the METS testing ; 
philosophy is different from the equipment it replaces. · 

The extensive BIT capability of each UUT is utilized by METS to 
assist in the fault isolation. A "functional" testing philosophy is used 
which greatly reduces fault isolation times in comparison to existing 
AIS test stations utilizing the "parametric" testing philosophy. With 
"functional" testing, several input stimuli for a total UUT function 
are applied simultaneously. The resulting output is monitored by 
functionally equivalent aircraft circuits located in the METS. If th_e 
output Is correct, the total circuitry between the input and output Is 
considered as functioning properly. 

Fewer measurements are necessary, thereby speeding up test and 
fault isolation times. Table 1 provides a comparison of the testing 
times between METS and AIS for selected UUTs. After repairs are 
complete, a retest of the affected circuitry is required to ensure suc
cess of the repair action. As before, the defective circuit cards are 
sent to the depot faciltty for repair 

METS - Mobile and Compact 
METS is much smaller than conventional test stations. Figure 2 
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UUT IIETS Te•l TlmH AIS THI TlmH 
IH...,.I (HOU'9) 

Engine Monitor Dleplay 1.10 ,.ao 
Flight Control Computer 2.15 7.80 

Intercom Set Control Panel 1.30 5.80 

1.55 3.20 

AIS Of The Future 
METS will reduce the support equipment required for the F- 1 5 

community. In early 1988, when this equipment is fielded, a 
revolution in intermediate level support equipment will have 
begun. Sometime in th~ future, a compl_ete AIS may be mobilized 
and transported on a single C-1418, with room to spare ■ 

f 
• ;~::':y ~~~;iu£;:~r,~~~b::111~i~ =i;;si::::~~~ 

by forklift. rurthermore, Ht'.TS Is flue limes more 
reliable. processes ·broken systems six times faster. 
and doesn't require stringent environmental con
trols. As a result, better support Is provided by 

~ more mobile equipment. H _ r -BGen FRANKS. GOOOEL(lJSAF, Air~~ M•~azine. October 1987 
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Thl1 lnlorm1tlon 11 luml1h1d upon 
the condition that It wrn not be r1l111• 
ed lo lnolher nlllon wllhoul 1peclllc 

O~\~':'~ ol ~!,. ~,,j•C.~:~~~•t ~: 
wlll not be used lor olh1r lhln 
mllU1ry purpo, .. : that lndlvlduat or 
corpo,al1 right1 Oflgln1llng In th• ln
torm1tlon wh1thar p1t1nt1d or nol 
will be r11p1cted; ■nd tll■ t the ln
fonn1Uon wltl be provldld lhl 11ml 
degrM ol IICUrily 1ttorded In Iha 
D1putment ol DefanM of th• Unll•d s,., ... 
Thl1 pubUc1Uon 11 lor lnlorm■Uon 
purpoM1 only and doll nol rwpl1c1 
or 1up1rHd1 any lnlorm1Uon l11ued 
through military ch1nn1l1. Allhough 

'r.:hl~ !i~~~U~~ln1h:~~1i~~•~:J~~J~: 
orm1tlon must bl ob11!"f1d. R1prinl• 

~~1t:ir=.1°P~J~:: :::i~!·~::.: 
m1n~ot2}, McDonnell Dougl11 Cor• 
raf,4j'~~~'.9~ 1.Lou11, Mt11ouri 83188, 
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MSIP EAGLE 
"our part 

of the bargain" 

The f.15 Eagle has proven to be the 
finest air superiority fighter aircraft ever 
built. It was designed 1n the 1960's, first 
flew m mid-1972. and became opera. 
tional in late 1974. In US Air Force ser• 
vice through August of this year, 1t had 
accumulated almost one million one hun• 
dred thousand flight hours and a loss 
rate of 3 6 (aircraft per 100,000 flight 
hours). The Eagle ts, by these numbers, 
the safest fighter ever flown by the Air 
Force. It is undefeated in actual aerial 
combat, by a fifty-eight to zero margin 
An Eagle can operate with loads aboctrd 
that add up to more than its own (un
loaded) weight. It has accomplished 
every task and successfully earned every 
tank, store, or load assigned by the mis
sion planners What more could be asked 
of this airplane? According to the m1l1-
tary/industnal team responsible for the 
weapon system, more. much more 

Exactly how much more was demon
strated for 2,000 guests assembled in the 
MCAIR Flight Test hangar in St Louis on 
20 June 1985 for the unveiling of F- 1 5 
aircrah serial number 84-001, a '"D'" 
model and the first to be produced in the 
Multi-Stage Improvement Program 
"MSIP'" 1s the latest phase in a continuing 
plan to keep the Eagle ahead of 
whatever threats may evolve in the 
future 

"If you do not think about the future, 
you cannot have one." Sanford N 
McDonnell, Chairman and Chief Ex 
ecutrve Officer of McDonnell Douglas 
Corporation, used this quotation by John 
Galsworthy, English novelist and 
playwright, to open his remarks at the 
largest rollout ceremony ever staged by 

Sanford _,._._ McDo1111dl 



Grnera/RoberrD. Russ 

the corporation. In taking his listeners 
back more than sixteen years ago, Mr 
McDonnell noted that "the Eagle has 
always had a future because the U S. Air 
Force and McDonnell Douglas team has 
always had the future in mind." Many of 
the people 1n hrs aud1~nce, which includ
ed representatives of government, 
military, and industrial organizations, had 
been participants m the F-1 5 program 
from the very beginning. They were 
reminded of the remarkable history 
behind the Free World's top fighter and 
were provided a glance into the future, in 
the form of the F-1 SC/D MSIP and the 
F-1 SE dual role fighter {which Is sche
duled for first flight in December 1986) 

"Thinking about the future" was the 
overall theme of the rollout ceremonies. 
And the Air Force, because of MSIP, can 
look ahead to the 1990's and beyond 

with assurance that it has an air superi
ority fighter aircraft with greatly en
hanced combat capabilities. After being 
introduced to the audience by Don 
Malvern, MCAIR president and master of 
ceremonies, Air Force Lieutenant General 
Thomas H. McMullen, Aeronautical 
Systems Division commander, remarked 
that "General MacArthur once character
ized the common element in all military 
failures as being 'too late' - that is, 'too 
late' in recognizing a developing threat 
and 'too late' In doing something about 
it. The F-15 developed under MSIP is a 
calculated step forward to ensure that 
the 'too late' trapdoor doesn't get sprung 
in the tactical arena. MSIP will add the 
precious gift of increased capability and 
survivability for the F-15 as we move into 
the 1990's It will allow us to compete 
more effectively if we are called upon to 
fight." 

On hand to accept the MSIP Eagle on 
behalf of the Tactical Alf Command was 
its new commander, General Robert D 
Russ. From its inception, General Russ 
has been a major partIcIpant in the pro
gram to improve the F-1 5 in carefully 
planned multiple stages. From past posi
tions in the Air Force, he watched the 
program grow, nurtured it in the Pen
tagon, and justified its cost to various 
committees and conferences on Capitol 
Hill. In accepting the aircraft, the general 
noted that he had now come "full circle" 
with the program and emphasized his 
pride in being part of a team effort - a 
team _of military turning out quality pilots 
and a team of civilians turning out quality 

L/Gen Thomas H. Mc\1ul/en 

aircraft. In conclusion, he put a challenge 
to the men and women of MCAlR to 
"hold up their end of the defense 
bargain" by continuing to provide the Air 
Force with quality products 

After the general's remarks. the 
hangar doors were raised to reveal the 
real star of the show and guest of honor 
- the first production MSIP Eagle. Park
ed quietly on the flight ramp and resting 
on a large blue and white armed forces 
rondel carpet, USAF 84-001 looked exter
nally just like ,ts predecessors and con
temporaries. However, MSIP advanced 
internal systems now provide USAF pilots 
greatly enhanced ability to manage air 
battles without any increase in cockpit 
workload Many manufacturers, in
cluding Pratt & Whitney, Hughes, IBM 
Federal Systems D1v1sion, Dynamic Con
trols, Magnavo1t, Tracor, Northrop. Loral, 

Air Foru Band uf M,d-America (MaJor Roger Sebby, Commander} /ram Seo/I AFB, 11/,nou entertained al F-/j MSIP rol/oul certman.~. 
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Scott AU' Fam B~ HOiiar Guard /Sgt. H. Cart«. NCO/CJ posttd c-olo/"$ 10 OfHn ~many staglll at MCAIR. S1. louo. 

and Speny Corporation, have been 
senior members of the MSIP team with 
major responsibilities for these internal 
improvements. 

A programmable armament control 
system includes a five-inch color TV 
screen surrounded by buttons with 
which to select and arm various 
weapons. This new system will accom
modate advanced versions of the AIM-
7M, AIM-9M, and the new AlM-120 
AMRAAM (advanced medium range air
to-m1ssile). The screen can also be used to 
display command and control informa
tion from the Joint Tactical Information 
Distribution System OTIOS). A new cen
tral computer stores four times more in
formation, processes data three times 
faster, and is 20 percent more reliable 
than the old computer. The APG-70 radar 
has greater data processing capabilities and 
a larger memory, whteh increase perfor-

mance and improve reliabrlity. New 
Fl00-220 turbofan engines incorporate a 
number of modifications which will also im
prove reliability and performance. 

Air supenority and rapid deployment 
capabilities have been basic characteristics 
of the F-15 since its inception. MSIP Eagles 
build upon these capabilities and add stag
ed improvements designed to maintain 
supenonty over increasingly soph1st1cated 
threat aircraft such §IS the Mig-29 Fulcrum, 
Su-27 Flanker, and-,fyiig-31 Foxhound, as 
well as nevvJy developing cruise m1sSJles and 
low earth orbrting satellites. Conformal fuel 
tanks (with tangential air-to-ground 
weapons carriage) now add a ne-.v dimen
sion for ut1lizat10n of the Eagle 1n long 
range rapid deployment missions, thus 
creating tactical advantages to comple
ment its short-range weapons and agility in 
dose-in engagements. MSIP capabilities will 
be induded in new F-15C/D production air-

craft over the next three fiscal yea~. will be 
selectively retrofrtted into earlier model 
F-1 SA/B and F- 1 SC/D's, and will become 
the foundation for the next generation of 
Eagles - the F-1 SE dual role fighter. 

Initial MSIP aircraft are being assigned 
to the 60th Tactical Fighter Squadron of 
the 33rd Tactical Fighter Wing at Eglin 
AFB, Florida. After the "Fighting Crows·· 
are fully equipped, the wing·s two other 
squadrons, the 58th and 59th, will be 
assigned MSIP Eagles. Upon arrival of the 
first two new F-1 S's at Eglin, Colonel 
George J. Foster, commander of the 33rd 
TFW, remarked that "the impro\lements 
incorporated m these aircraft have en• 
sured that the Eagle will remain the most 
capable all-weather air superiority fighter 
1n the world for many years to come."' 

Agreed. For all of us at MCAIR, that 
was our intentron - "our part of the 
bargain!" 

F-1$ 01 IU--00I altd UfJOl, flnt two MSIP Eosln, arr duxbd a/ttr arr1110J at £g/it1 AFB. FJond4. ··read.~ for bwintss. 
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F-15 Electrical Generator 
Malfunction 
~ Tht lt/t IDG (inu1ra1td drivt 

gen,rator) on on, of our F-15s has bun 
dropping off the lint when tht right 
,,,,,.,,, ts shul down. This has occurred 
both dMrln1 taxi ond ln/ll1h1, and 
r,crntly has changed from an inttrmit
unt condition to a hard failure. 
/1,lainttrranc, has repaired damaged wir
ing on tht CED (constant speed drfrtJ 
spud sensing lint and r,upraclt, 
tighttntd the Bl urmirral on the left lint 
contactor, and chtclud all ttt·iring bt
l'14'Un the GCU (gtntrator control unit) 
and left IDG for opens and shorts. U-,. 
verified by using a Me11er mettr that all 
14:irin1 is correct from current 1rans
/ormtr to GCU - wire 10 i.·ir, as i.·e/1 as 
to tround. So problems can be found, 
and we lra'llt uhausttd all of our 
ttchnical proudures. Can you tfrt us 
some ideas.' 

rJ From the information available, It Is 
pos.sible that the discrepancy Is being 
caused by an over-voltage conoItIon or by 
a problem In the current differential pro
tection ~IrcuIt. Since the IDG Is dropping 
off the hne very quickly, Eng1neeering sug
gests looking at the latter possibility tim 
Jumper small u and small p on the aircraft 
wire bundle side of the connector to the 
GCU Install a switch In the 1umper to per
m,t bringing the protection circuit In and 
out of the system during engine opera
tion. If the system operates normally with 
the circuit Jumpered out, your problem Is 
isolated to that area, and It w,11 be a mat
~er of tracking down the bad wiring Since 
the system operation Is marginal when 
your problem occurs, use of the Jumper Is 
sate and this check will have no adverse 
impact Mak.e sure that the iumper wires 
are insulated when installed 

By DALE CA TTOOR 
Technical Specialist - Avionics Group 

Not•: The squadron performed the 
Jumper procedure recommended with 
results as predicted by MCAIR En91neer
Ing With both engines running and the 
protection circuit iumpered out, system 
operation was normal. As soon as the pro
tection cIrcuIt was switched back In the 
left IDG immediately dropped off thf:, line 
The problem was then traced to some
where In wires X25C22. X26C22, 
X27C22. and X28C22 between Bay 15 
and the GCU After a replacement wire 
bundle was installed, an operational check. 
was performed with both engines running 
and every1h1ng possible turned on. 

The right generator was shut off the line 
approximately 50 times, and the left 
generator 1mmed1ately took. over the load 
as advertised With both engines running, 
the rrght generator was shut off and the 
left generator turned off and reset 25 
times. again with successful results Final• 
ly, with both engines running and both 
generators on line, the right engine was 
shut down three times. Each time. the left 
generator did the Job property. The 
··ultimate" test occurred shortly 
thereafter, with an operational check 
flight. The aircraft returned Code One! 

This fault isolation procedure resolved 
a perplexing problem for the F-15 
squadron. saved considerable 
maintenance manhours, and got a 
valuable airplane back In commission ,n 
much Iess time than ongrnally 'eared 
Special thanks were expressed by the 
squadron and our company reps In the 
f 1eld to the St Louis engineers responsi
ble for the procedure - Al Feldman, Unit 
Chief, Design, and Ed Sandoval, 
Technical Spec1altst, Engineering 
Laboratories. Their idea ,s a great one to 
keep In mind for the next time you find 
yourself with an electrical generator 
problem that seems to defy resolution 
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aircraft are not new However, the design 
characteristics necessary for effective short 
takeoff and landing capab1ht1es have been 
considered generally incompatible with 
superior up-and-away maneuvering per
formance. While current STOL a1rcrah are 
quite good at what they do, next genera
tion fighters will require optImIzat1on at 
both ends of the performance spectrum 
S/MTD is planned to get us moving 
strongly toward that goal Using an ex
isting air superiority vehicle, the F- 1 S 
Eagle, as the baseline fighter, this program 
intends to break the current 1ncompat1bil-
1ty relat1onsh1ps by development tech
nology that contributes equally to up-and
away performance and short takeoff and 
landing performance 

tIatIve Is to assure that aircrah perform 
ance in up-and-away flight will be equal 
to or better than the unmodified F-15 
(baseline aircraft) Also. we intend to pro
vide design options for derivatives and 
future fighter aircraft 

Lieutenant Colonel Richard A. i:il!l;liJprf 

Selection of the F-15 tor the prograrri 
was natural because of the record this 
model has accumulated thus far - four 
teen years of operational service. over 
1,000 delivered, more than 1 2 million 
flight hours by U S and foreign 
operators, best flight safety record of any 
USAF fighter, and design proven in train
ing, operational, and combat environ
ments The first two-place Eagle built by 
MCAIR, F-15 aircrah serial number 
71-290, has been selected for mod1f ca
tion into the SIMTD aircraft It was one 
of our first R&D birds, made its 1nit1al 
flight in July 1983, and currently has log-Borowski (AFWAL/FIMX), from the 

Aeronautical Systems Division at 
Wright•Patterson AFB, Ohio, is the 
U.S. Air Force F·15 STOL/Maneuver 
Technology Demonstrator (5/MT0) 
Program Manager. William H. "Bill" 
Brinks occupies the equivalent posi
tion at McDonnell Aircraft Company, 
St. Louis. Recently, both individuals 
talked briefly about the aircraft 
("Agile Eagle") which is the subject 
of that program, and whose in
novative shape is presented in the 
photo shown at right. & 

IC•ll•I '1#1-!ll·Oi', t:i , ■ 4' 
The environment of the future tactical 

air battlefield will be very different from 
that experienced by U S air forces In the 
past. The air base will no longer be a 
"sanctuary," and any air base In the 
theater w,11 be subject to intense attack 
The most vulnerable aspect of an a,r base 
Is its runways. Experience in the 
Falklands, Pakistan, and other recent bat
tlefields has proven that runways can be 
closed by enemy action and that reopen
ing them can be d1ff1cult It Is probable 
that the development of improved run
way repair techniques will be matched by 
the development of more effective antI
a1rf1eld munItIons - a standoff situation 
at best In future conflicts, a determrned 
attacker will be able to overcome 
defenses suff1c1ently to deliver effective 
ordnance against an attractive target 

The U S. Air Force recognizes the above 
sItuat1on and Is investing in systems to 
support operations from air bases that 
have been attacked. These systems in
clude runway repair techniques. mobile 
aircraft arresting equipment. ski 1umps (in
clined takeoff structures), and aircraft 
that reqwre less runway for takeoff and 
landing It Is this latter system which forms 
the basts for the USAF-MCAIR proJect 
known as the F-15 STOL/Maneuver 
Technology Demonstrator Program 

"STOL" - short takeoff and landing -

PRODUCT SUPPOAT r'lll>EST 

In October 1984, the United States Air 
Force (Aeronautical Systems D1v1s1on), 
selected MCAIR as the winner of a com--

--· 

,, 
Ila "Agile &lgle" _ 

~" the shape of the future. 
pet1t1on to design, develop, and 
demonstrate advanced technologies 
related to providing improved maneuver
ing and short takeoff/landing capab1l1t1es 
for current and future high performance 
fighter aircraft Among the key 
technologies to be investigated in the 
program are -

• Two-dimensional thrust vector-
1ng/reversmg exhaust nozzles 

• Fully integrated fllght/propuls1on con
trol system 

• Improved landing gear for rough/soft 
field operation 

• Advanced p1lot/veh1cle interface 
(cockpit) 

A basic aircraft design requirement of 
the program Is development of a 
capability to take off with 6,000 pounds 
of payload and to land with a ground roll 
(including dispersion tolerances) of 1,500 
feet or less under adverse cond1t1ons 
(such as at night in wet and gusty 
weather) In add1t1on, a contractor inI• 
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ged over 2,200 flight hours Shop 
modif1cat1ons of the aircraft are under
way now, and first flight Is scheduled for 
March 1988 Five in1t1al checkout flights 
are planned in the St Louis area, after 
which the aircrft will be ferried to Ed
wards Air Force Base, California. for ap
proximately 95 add1t1onal flights 

I am pleased to repart that the program 
Is on schedule, and proceeding satisfac
torily through the design and develop
ment phases. All maier milestones have 
been met to date, including the prelim• 
inary and critical design reviews relating to 
systems design and analysis and Pratt & 
Whitney (our maier subcontractor) engine 
development The suppart of subcontrac
tors and suppliers who have iomed wrth 
us on the program has been outstanding 

Because of the widespread interest In this 
advanced technotogy program and its crrtical 
Imp:,rtance to future fighter weap:,n sys· 
terns, we plan to keep you p0Sted on our 
progress through penodic articles m the 
DIGEST, as the proJect develops ■ 
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f-15 AMAD OIL SERVICING 
By FRANK H. BRUEY/~1t1orEn,tnur-Prodllcts«rvtu Tet:1111lc"1SupportGroup 

The F-15 AMAD (Aircraft Mounted 
Accessory Drive) is a vital component 
in the Eagle and has been the subject 
of several discussions in pa.st issues of 
the Digest. This time, I want to take a 
look at "servicing" aspects of this 
system, and otter you a few tips on r~ 
ducing problems caused by insuffi• 
cient maintenance attention to this 
expensive piece of aircraft equipment. 
A little review of proper AMAD 
servicing procedures. includin1 some 
warnings, cautions, and special notes 
of interest, can pay off in improved 
operating life and better MMH/FH 
numbers. 

Servicing, by definition, means 
preparations to make fit for use, 
adjust, repair, and maintain. This 
article will examine "preparation of 
the AMAD to make it fit for use," and 
more specifically AMAD "oil 
servicing." Adjustment, repair, and 
maintenance of the AMAO are all 
much easier if proper oil servicing P,f> 

cedures are followed. Before we get 
into details, let's take a general look at 
the basic design of the AMAD oil 
system, which will underscore the 
importance of careful attention to 
proper servicing procedures. 

The F-15 AMAD contains a gear 
train that transfers Central Gear Box 
(CGB) rotational power to the engines 
and accessories (hydraulic pumps and 
integrated drive generator) during 
en1ine start and limited duty mode, 
and transfers engine rotational power 
to those same accessories during 
en1ine run. The AMAD gear box has 
an integral, highly compartmentized, 
"wet sump" lubrication system with 
many passages and other features that 
restrict free movement of oil durina 
static conditions. Functional features 
of the oil system include a reservoir 
and sump that accommodates thermal 
expansion and contraction, a quantity 
sight gage, fill and drain facilities, 
standpipe, and C factor and inverted 
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flight provisions. Oil capacity of the 
right AMAD is 6.8 pints; the left con
tains 7.4 pints. Despite all of these 
built-in design features, the system is 
susceptible to human error, and that's 
where this article comes in. 

When properly used as a surface 
coating between moving parts, oil per
mits smooth, efficient, and wear-free 
operation of these parts. Too little lub
ricating oil causes restriction of 
movin1 parts, excessive friction, and a 
build-up of heat that deteriorates the 
lubricating qualities of the oil itself, 
resultin1 in premature wear and/or 
more serious damage. Too much oil 
produces excessive churnin1, im
paired lubricating qualities, and a 
rapid build-up of heat, resulting in 
undue stress on the movin1 parts 
which can cause failure and breakage. 
Proper oil servicina means not too 
much and not too little. 

Official AMAD servicing procedures 
in the F-15 technical manuals are 



Cold weather conditions like those pictured above con complicate oil urvicins proced11res. If ambient temperat1Jres drop below :ero. lol.ff' ~ portable 
pre-heater to ovoid prolonged servicing. 

thorough and accurate. However, 
each step in those procedures must be 
followed to assure proper operation; 
any deviation or shortcuts will cause 
problems or malfunctions. Improper 
servicing (either under or over filling) 
has caused too many AMAD failures, 
as well as about 25% of the failures of 
the Constant Speed Drives returned to 
Depot. Some of the things people 
often fail to take into consideration 
prior to AMAD oil servicing are 
position and attitude of the aircraft 
(uphill, downhill, sideways across an 
incline); and temperature {both 
ambient and of the AMAD itself). All 
of these things have a critical effect 
upon oil servicing, and all are covered 
in the T.O. 

The manual discusses three AMAO 
gearbox oil servicing procedures -

(1) Initial Servicing - Performed 
on a newly installed AMAO, or one 
which may have been drained of oil. 

12) Oil Servicing Check - Per
formed after AMAO operation. 

(3) Routine Oil Servicing - Per
formed on an in-use AMAO that does 
not meet the requirements for an Oil 
Servicing Check. 

Before starting any of these prer 
cedures, check the attitude of the air
craft. For proper oil servicing, the 
aircraft should be parked level ("level" 
is defined in AFM 86-8 as an O.S to 
1.5% grade on aprons, hardstands, 
and pads). If local terrain does not 
permit this, the aircraft should be 
headed uphill with the wings level. so 
that servicing according to the sight 
gage indications will not result in an 
over-filled condition. 

PAOOUCT SUPPOAT DIGEST 

If ambient temperature is 0°F or 
below, you can avoid prolonged oil 
servicing by pre-heating the AMAD 
bay, AMAD, tank, and pump reservoir 
unit prior to servicing. Thermal ex
pansion/contraction of the oil in the 
AMAO itself can have an effect upon 
the sight gage readings; when the 
AMAD is hot and the oil level shows 
near the middle of the gage, additional 
oil servicing may be required after 
cooldown. 

There are several other key servicing 
details in the T.0. that bear repeating-

• If it becomes necessary to drain 
oil from the AMAO during any of the 
servicing procedures, remember that 
the gearbox is pressurized during oper
ation and depressing the overflow 

For proper servicins. three utemol A.MAD 
component, are important· (top)ftlle, valve 
witl, dust cover butoUed; (center) overflow 
drain valve: (bottom) AMA.D sisht sase. 
Note that locorion of overflow drain va/Ye 
above sislrt ,ase con offect IGMe reodinss. 
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drain valve button may release a 
sudden spray of pressurized oil. Be 
careful that the overflow drain hose is 
not pointed at you or anyone else. 

• During the Initial Servicing prer 
cedure, the engine dry motoring cycle 
must be maintained for at least 90 
seconds after oil has been serviced, to 
assure that all components and 
compartments have been adequately 
supplied with oil and that any voids 
within the AMAO have been 
eliminated. 

• Because the overflow drain 
valve is located above the sight gage, 
the oil level within the AMAD may be 
above the top of the sight gage. This 
condition is satisfactory so long as no 
oil flows from the overflow drain valve 
when the button is depressed 

• Keep the overflow drain valve 
button depressed during servicing and 
until all draining stops. This assures 
correct sight gage indication and pre
vents AMAO damage from over
servicing. When servicing is complet
ed, make sure the button returns to 
the extended position. 

• Last but not least, always make 
sure that the oil servicing unit con
tains only Mll-L-7808 engine oil, and 
that the supply tank sight gage indi
cates a minimum of four quarts of oil. 

Let me conclude by reminding you 
that servicing of any piece of equip
ment is undoubtedly the most im
portant aspect of maintenance. The 
time you devote to proper oil serv1c1ng 
of the AMAD saves much more time 
that will not have to be spent by some
one else in repair or overhaul of a 
damaged unit ■ 



~ eagle engnes where they beb,g, with .. 

expandable, quick release 

ENGINE MOUNT PINS 
By JOHN M. Kl LLORAN Jr./ UnJt Cid•/. D•-•""' JOHN A. MEYER/ S•nJor E""""'• Dutz,, 

The only tool required is a 5/8 inch 
socket wrench to rotate the lockin1 
cam. 

You do not need a bi111er hammer, 
brute force, stron1 words. or sweat to 
remove or install the ens1ne mount pins 
in the F-1 S - just one socket and some 
awareness of the enaineerins desi1n 
beh;nd the ABC5722 and ABC5723 
Quick Release Expandable Engine 
Mount Pins. These pins are designed to 
save you turnaround time and temper, 
but if you treat them as if they were old 
fashioned. clos~tolerance bolts in tiaht 
fittina bushinas, you are defeating our 
best desian efforts . 

Trouble reports on these pins have 
been generated periodically, almost 
since proaram inception. They are 
mainly nuisance problems which focus 
on "improper'' operation of the pin 
(failure to latch or unlatch, loss of lock
ina capability, etc.), with two reports of 
pins which failed on infli11ht aircraft. In 
every incident investi11ated, the "im
proper'' operation was traced to pin 
damaae from around handlina abuse. 
or failure as a result of improper i~ 
stallation. Obviously, there is some 
misunderstandin11 aJ to how these pins 
are desisned to work. With this 
back11round of field experience, we 
think it's worth a closer look at the 
desian behind the F-15 enaine mount 
pins and an explanation of how well 
thPy will work if handled properlv. 

One of the primary reasons for the 
rapid turnaround times achievable 
when chan11in1 F-15 engines is the use 
of "expandable, quick-release" pins in 
the enaine mounting system There are 
two of these unique pins used with 
each enaine, on the enaine forward up
per mount and on the lower side link at
tach point. They not only facilitate 
enaine removal/installation, but 
simplify aeneral enaine maintenance 
compared to other mountin11 methods. 
In some earlier systems, it is necessary 
to drive close tolerance bolt.5 in and 
out of tight fittin1 bushinas - a time
consuming job that often produces ex-

tra maintenance because of hi1h 
bolt/bushing mortality rates. 

Unfortunately, some enaine 
maintenance people are brin9in11 alona 
outmoded procedures and attitudes 
when they beain to work on Eagle 
engines. These procedures are causina 
hardware and operational problems 
which are completely unnecessary with 
F-15 engine mount pins. Unlike their 
predecessors. F-15 quick-release pins 
are dest11ned to be installed and remov
ed without usin11 force. 

As noted earlier, the only tool re
quired with these pins is a S/8 inch 
socket wrench, which is used to rotate 
a hex-shaped cam device which ex
pands or contracts a series of internal 
rinIs and bushinas to create a lockina 
or loosenina effect. These pins weiah 
only a few ounces and are worth their 
weiaht in aold to enaine mount security 
and F-15 maintainability. When proper
ly installed, these quick-release pins 
will resist loosenina or backina out of 
the mountina hole durina all 
enaine/aircraft operatina conditions. 
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When properly handled. the pins 
should remain serviceable through 
many engine replacements; but 
because of their unique nature, im
proper or brute-force handling can only 
cause problems. 

You can follow our discussion of 
desian and operating details by referr
ina to the photographs of typical F-15 
ena;ine mount pins at right. The heart of 
the pin is its center shaft, threaded on 
one end and attached to a cam 
mechanism on the other. This shaft is 
surrounded by an alternatin11 series of 
ramp rtn11s and split-expansion 
bushinas. This entire assembly is held 
to11ether by a bullet-shaped cap nut 
which is permanently pinned in place 
on the threaded end of the center shaft. 
The cam mechanism contains a sprina 
/atchina arranaement to secure the 
cam when the pin is installed in the 
enaine mount. 

To expand the pin {tighten it in the 
mount), the cam is rotated clockwise, 
causina the center shaft to retract. As it 
retracts, the cap nut compresses the 
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split expansion bushings between the 
cap nut and thrust washer, causing 
them to expand as they ride up on the 
ramp rings. At the same time. the split 
lock ring rides up on the end ramp ring 
and expands beyond the diameter of 
the hole in the engine mount The pin 
has now expanded to make an 
interference-fit 1ornt with the engine 
clevis and the airframe link Under this 
cond1t1on 1t takes 600 to 800 pounds of 
axial force to move the pin In add1tron 
the split lock ring now exceeds the 
clevis diameter and thus acts as an add
ed 3afety feature to prevent the pm 
from backing out When the pm 1s fully 
e11.panded in the bore. the belleville spr• 
mgs (wave washers) allow further cam 

rotation so the cam latching prn can 
engage the hole rn the locking spnng 

To contract the pm (loosen it In the 
mount). the process 15 reversed The 
thumb ts used to push the locking 
spring back to disengage the latch prn 
With the lock spring back, the cam 1s 
rotated counterclockwise until ,t stops 
(about 1/2 turn). This reverses the prn 
expansion process described above. 
and once again makes the p1n1clev1s 
Joint a loose fit To assure a loose pm 
fit during engine removalr1nstallat1on It 
Is important that the pin be completely 
contracted If completely contracted. 
and vou still encounter pin b1nd1ng (pin 
does not slide into or out of the 
clevis link easily)_ don t start banging 
on the pin I Rather. ad1ust the ap
propriate roller on the engine installa
tion rad to better align the engine 
clevis with the airframe lrnk 

Job Guides 1F-15A-2-71JC-01-1 (AiB 
models) and 1 F-1 SC-2-71 JC-01-1 (CID 
models) contain complete InstructIons 
for using quick release expandable 
engine mount pins Because of the uni
queness oi these pins here are a few im
portant points for you to remember -

• Never use force or strike the pins 
• Make sure the pin wrenching cam 

Is fully rotated counterclockwise to 
assure that the pm Is "relai.;ed" before 
inserting or removing 

• Release the latching spring fully 

5! tit: 
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Cam latch spm,g"' locked c~ndmo,i; P'" v1s1blt"' 
/a1chmgsprlflgholt. 

before rotating the cam counter
clockwise Use finger pressure only to 
release the cam latch If necessarv. 
rotate the cam slightly clockv-.1se to 
relieve side loads between the latching 
springhole and the locking pin 

• Adjust appropriate engine rail 
rollers as required to relieve pin bind
ing, do not use force or strike the pin 

• Fully insert the pin Assure that the 
thrust washer is bottomed out and the 
end cap nut and lock ring are pro
truding 

Finally It would be a good idea to 
make a quick visual inspection of the 
completed installation each time an 
engine is installed. Iust to make sure 
that everything Is fl1ghtworthy 

Ii ·-JTi· ~~•o• 
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f-15 OV[l!N[AT 
& 

fll![ Pl!OT[CTIO~ Sl'ST[~ 
By JOHN A. MEYEA/Srn,or Drs11rt En1inttr 

Safety and surv1vab1htv have played 
important parts 1n the F-15 design since 
mcept1on of the aircraft To be most 
effectrve. safety features should be in

corporated in an aircraft as early as 
possible in the design stage, and this 
was done with the F-15 fire protection 
svstem An analysis of potential ftre 
hazard areas of the airplane 1nd1cated 
that both engine compartments and 
the interconnected AMAD/IFS com
partments should be designated as 
·fire zones," and a simple but effective 

overheat and fire protection system 
was designed for these areas This 
article explains how the system works 
and provides some maintenance tips 
on how to keep 1t as trouble-free as its 
vital mission requires 

PRODUCT SUPPOFH DIGEST 

A "fire zone" on an aircraft 1s so 
designated when 1t contains the three 
elements necessary to start or sustain 
fire - air, a ·'combustible" (oil or fuel). 
and a possible means of ignition (such 
as tailed electrical components or 
malfunctioning engines) Every effort 
was made during design to keep these 
areas as free as possible from com
bustibles. and where fuel lines pass 
through the engine bays, they are 
f abr1cated of titanium and covered 
with self-sealing matenal Ignition 
sources such as hydraulic pumps and 
generators. and all components not in

terfacing with the engines. have been 
separated from the engine compart
ments. The compartments are isolated 
from the rest of the aircraft by highly 
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fire-resistant titanium walls (designed 
to withstand a 2000°F fire for ten 
minutes). Tight fitting structural seams 
and metal seals are used at all pass
throughs Compartment ventilation 
prevents a build-up of combustibles In 
add1t1on to these design features. the 
fire zones are provided with overheat 
and foe sensors and are protected bv 
an on-board fire ext1ngu1sher Louvers 
and doors are located in convenient 
positions for ground f1re extinguisher 
access 

DETECTION SYSTEM 

Overheat and fire detection cover
age 1s provided by an electronic detec
tion system designed to detect fires 
that can raise AMAD/IFS and engine 
compartment temperatures above sate 
limits for structural integrity In the 
area of the engine bleed air lines. a hot 
a,r leak sens1t1ve system will detect 
local leaks which could damage air
craft structure The pilot thus has time 
to shut down systems which may be 
causing overheat or fire problems 
before the aircraft sustains disabling 
damage 

The fire detection system consists of 
sensing elements. interconnecting 
wires, three control boxes with a ··tran
sient signal" suppressor. an aircraft
mounted ground maintenance test 
panel. and a cockpit control panel The 
sensing elements are thin tubes that are 
routed throughout the hre zones Ell
cept for the bleed air elements. thev 
are composed ot an outer tube which 
protects two electrical wires that are 
separated by ceramic 1nsulat,on A con
stant low voltage current ,s applied to 
these sensor circuits and 1f the 
temperature of anv bay exceeds a 
preset value. the ceramic 1nsulat1on 
changes electrical characteristics the 
electncal resistance m the loop 
decreases, and the resulting increase 1n 
electrical current 1s detected by the 
controller monitoring circuit Accord
ing to the temperature level sensed. a 
flashmg or steady red light then 
illuminates on the cockpit tire warnmg 
panel. 1nd1catmg an overheat or fire 
cond1t1on in the left/right er,g1ne bay or 
AMAO/j FS compartment A warn1n8 1s 
also heard 1n the pilot's headset 
Depressing the lighted switch "arms 
the fire extmgu1sher and shuts off fuel 
flow to the affected (engine) compart
ment. At this point. the pilot may ··test" 
the system or he may discharge thee,
t1nsu1sher 1mmed1ately Placing the 
panel-mounted lever switch 1n the 
DISCHARGE position automatically 
deploys the e11.t1ngu1sh1ng asent into 
the proper compartment 

To save we1&ht. a single fire ex
t1nsu1sher bottle 1s used to service all 

• 



FIRE DETECTION ELEMENT ROUTING IN JFS/AMAD BAY (LEFT) AND ENGINE BAYS (RIGHT) 

three fire zones Because of this. the 
detector system must indicate the loca
tion of the fire and provide a means of 
directing the extingu1sh1ng agent to the 
affected compartment This is done by 
using a pyrotechnic charge to rupture a 
disk on the container that leads to an 
appropriate discharge line and the 
agent 1s thus routed directly into the 
proper compartment. Bromotr1fluoro
methane ((Br F 1), commonly called 
Halon 1301. 1s used as the eKtingu1shing 
agent because 1t is non-toxic, non
corros,ve. and a very eff1c1ent fire 
fight,ng compound When discharged, 
the agent c 1rculates throughout the 
compartment to reach any fire source, 
and then 1s sent overboard by the nor
mal ventilation svstem Because Halon 
1301 Is a gas which evaporates. no com
partment clean-up is required after use. 

MAINTENANCE TIPS 

The F-15 Is a very "survivable" 
airplane The use of fire suppressant 
foam in the fuel tanks, 1dent1fication 
and isolation of fire zones, early fire 

detection capability, and a responsive 
fire extinguishing system help make it 
that way Care and attention to detail 
when mamtain,ng and servicing hre 
protection components will keep it that 
way. Job guide TO s 1 F-1 SA (and C) -
2-26JG-10-1 provide complete step-by
step maintenance information for the 
fire detect,on/protection systems ,n the 
eng,ne and J FS/AMAD bays, but there 
are several points worth emphasizing 

There is a system operational check 
switch located on the cockpit fire warn
ing panel This is a dual-mode sw,tch. 
normally spring-loaded to OFF. but 
with DISCHARGE and TEST positions 
Selecting the TEST position illuminates 
all fire warning lights on the panel if 
the system ,s "dispatchable" Before 
any subsystem compartment warning 
light fails to illuminate on test, there 
must be a failure of both sensor loops 
in the affected compartment This 
feature can lead to a problem when the 
cockpit TEST switch is used ,n place of 
the BIT checkout panel in Door 6l for 
system maintenance. It can happen 

TYPICAL ELEMENT CONNECTOR 

that the system has been function,ng 
for some time with one failed loop. but 
the cockpit light will still 1llum1nate 
upon cockpit TEST switch activation 
Eventually, the bad loop w,11 be 
discovered durmg scheduled 100-hour 
BIT check, but In the meantime. sub
system failure could be Immment 
There Is an effort in progress to in
crease the BIT check frequency to 
basic postfl1ght (end of day): mean
while, it would be prudent practice to 
BIT check the system frequently 

Durmg manufacture of the fire 
detection sensing elements. the 
cei'amic insulation 1s crimped. so that 
when assembled it will break into 
"beads" and thus permit sufficient flex
ibility for routmg the element tubes 
through the t,re zones The tubes are 
sealed to exclude moisture. but a crush 
washer is required to seal element-to
element or element-to-wire connec
tions The lnconel metal tub,ng, while 
quite strong for its diameter. must be 
handled carefully during removal or in
stallation Dents and k,nks are to be 



avoided. but if thev occur should not 
be stra,ghtened If a section of tubmg 1s 
crushed so that tube diameter 1s 
decreased bv more than 10 percent, the 
damaged section must be replaced 

Some element failures have 
occurred in the AMAD compartment as 
a result of improper 1nstallat1on tech
nique The elements terminate 1n a 
coupling which has an extended 
bad.shell that 1s intended to provide 
protection to the tube-connector weld 
101nt If the element tube 1s pulled 
sideways against this backshell exten
sion and then held there by one of the 
installation clamps, the tube may chafe 
through and cause degraded system 
operation To prevent this. make sure 
the tube comes straight out of the con
nector backshell tor a halt-inch before 
bending 1t to ftt in the installation 
clamps Upon completion of the 1n
stallat1on. especially 1f ad1ustments 
were required to get the tubing to fit 1n 
the damps, check to make sure the 
tube has not been pulled up against the 
backshell 

PRODUCT SUPPORT DIGEST 

Broken and damaged w,r1ng on the 
outboard side of the AMAD compart
ment, at the electrical interface. has 
also been creating some problems 
Although 1t may be hard to see because 
of the tight installation. this problem 1s 
caused by a portion of the "parent" 
wire bundle being pulled up against the 
branch wire where 1t exits from the in
terface connector V1brat1on then 
causes chafing and produces excessive 
loads on the branch wire. which in turn 
causes the protective sheath around 
the wire to break and eventually pull 
out of the connector To prevent th,s 
problem. be sure that during 1nstalla
t1on there 1s at least a half-met, 
clearance between the branch wire and 
the parent bundle This may require 
some adrustment of the wire bundle. 
but 1t was designed to provide at least 
this much clearance 

One other problem continues to 
occur. mvol111ng the loss of what are 
called "hooded contacts These con
tacts are hollow cylinders with internal 
fingers that act as grippers They are 
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~•mply pushed over the small pin that 1s 
in every connector and serve to convert 
a pin type to a receptacle type connec
tor where required Occasionally the 
hooded contact 1s pulled out and lost 
It may also hang onto the mating pin as 
1t 1s pulled apart and subsequently 
become misplaced If the connection 15 

reassembled without this contact. 1t 
will cause a system malfunction re1ec
t1on of the element. and considerable 
extra maintenance time Be careful 
when removing fire detector elements 
and watch for loose or m,splaced 
pieces 

Editor's Note: This •rticle hu em
phuired maintenance aspects of the 
F-15 fire/overheat protection system, 
and u such provides • good badi,. 
ground for revie-...in1 aaain •n uticle 
on the Hme system published in 
DIGEST Issue S/80. "f-15 Enaine Fire. 
No Foul Systems in the hsle" discusses 
the pilot's side of the picture, including 
the DASH ONE enaine fire emersency 
procedure. • 



How to Increase F-15 JFS Life 
JOE HAYS/s.,,.,o, £,qutr,rr- "Home OH1ce" T~ltntcaJSMPpo" Gro1,p 

TCTO 1F-15-637 provides tor 
a change to the F-15 Iet tuel 
starter {JFS) and the JFS ex
haust duel to prevent buckhng 
damage resun1ng from thermal 

upans,on or the ducts Produc
t10n elfect1111ty tor this change 
was F-1 sc 79-0073/F-150 
80-0054 and up. with retrohl et
lectIvIry tor all F-15 aircrat1 ex-

~&NuatS.,.....,,. i,.ngt,.,......,,.,,br_lndl 
lo~ additional~ 

J'111Jl+I JFS (Aft., TCT0 IF-/j.(,J7J 
JFSIJFS ~ Dwt ,,,,.,_,, 

ceot early lhght test models 
Completton ol the retro11t pro-
gram Is scheduled tor late June 
ol th,s year 

The TCTO lengthens the JFS 
plenum exhausl seal assembly 
by one inch: replaces the JFS 
exhaust bolt circle special short 
head bolts with standard MS 
2127~10 bolts. decreases the 
length of tl'le JFS exhaust duel 
connector slip sectlOl'I t,y one 
inch: eliminates the top center 
chp wtuch relaIns !he seal 
assembly to the JFS plenum; 
and shortens !he anach bolt by 
one grip length. The JFS part 
number Is changed from 
38•2838-3-1 to 384238-4·1 
(Mocht1ca11on or the JFS 1tsed Is 
accomplished by TCTO 
2JA3-50-503 I 
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During JFS main1enance 
operations, there have been 
some recent cases ot a JFS 
that has been mod,heel by TCTO 
1F-15-637 being replaced In an 
aircraft by a JFS that has not 
yet been mod1l1ed This not only 
causes problems with the air
craft records. but several 
operation■t discrepancies c■ n 
occur. A stiort exhaust duct can 
be paired with a short JFS seal: 
a IOnQ exhaust duct connector 
can be used with an aJCtended 
(IOng) JFS seal, the exhausl 
duct connector clamp c■ n be 
lnatalled in the wr()('IQ IOCatlOn; 

and the JFS exhaust duels can 
be 1mproperty sea1ed 1n the JFS 
louvers These discrepancies 
can resun 1n excessive JFS 
compartmen, temperatures 
'Nh1ch w1U reduce life ol lhe JFS 

The oost-TCTO appearance 
ol the JFSJJFS exhaust duel in
terlace 1s shown at left 

-
' 
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Servicing an Eagle's 

Recently, several field reports have mentioned that some con• 
fusion exists among maintainers concerning central gearbox 
(CGB) servicing on the F-15 Eagle Proper oil level 1s vital to the 
operation of both the jet fuel starter (JFS) and CGB, since both 
components share a common oil sump. H1stoncally overserv1cing 
of the JFS/CGB lubrication system has been and std! is the primary 
problem Overserv1cing can cause the JFS/CGB to be severely 
damaged, thus necess1tat1ng the replacement of both com
ponents. Also, oil migration contributes to this problem because 
it creates a need for more frequent servicing and, therefore, 
more of an opportunity to overservIce the CGB 

The best way to assure proper servicing of the JFS/CGB is to 
understand how the lubrication system Is designed to function. 
So first, let's review Figure 1, a schematK presentation of the 
JFS/CGB. The oil reservoir Is internal to the CGB and located at 
the top of the unit. It Is important to note that the sight glass 
"only" indicates the oil level In the reservoir, not in the sump For 
an accurate ad level in the sump, one must depress and hold the 
overfill drain button until all od stops flowing from the dram port 
during the servicing procedure. For the lubrication system to 
function properly, both the reservoir and sump must be servKed 
correctly 

When the CGB is serviced, lubrication 011 enters the reservoir 
through the oil fill servicing port and begins filling the reservoir. 
When the reservoir has approximately 1700cc of 011 in it, oit will 
be at the top of the standpipe which connects the reservoir to 
the sump. Oil will then spill over the standpipe and splash fill the 
sump. Once the oil level in the sump reaches the sump overfill 
drain port, 011 will flow out the drain port only if the overfill drain 
button Is depressed. The essential ingredient in ensuring that the 
JFS/CGB are properly and fully serviced is to depress and hold the 
drain button until the 011 flow stops completely. 
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BY JOHN KILLORAN/F./5 'lec(mdu')' Pou."t'r ~)'Sfem \uhsys/em .W,muger 

Because of the path the od must follow inside the CGB, a t,me 
lag will be experienced between the time 011 enters the reservoir 
and when it finally finds its way to the sump dram. Also, one 
pump of the handle on the ground servicing oil cart provides 
about one-half to one pint of oil to the CGB. So It is quite possible 
dunng normal servicing that an extra one-half to one pint of oil 
can be added to the unit. It takes a relatively long period time to 
drain a ptnt of oil from the overboard drain port, especially if you 
are the one holding the drain button and it's cold, late, and 
you're tired. Obviously, the temptation Is to say, "Nutsl Good 
enough!" and move on. WRONG! The JFS/CGB lubrication 
system holds less than five pints of 011 when fully serviced 
Remember, just one extra pint and your lubrication system is 
grossly overserviced. Excessive oil, plain and simple, Is detrimental 
to system operation. So the bottom hne Is that the only way to 
ensure a properly serviced system is to '"hold the button until all 
oil stops flowing." (See Editor's Note at the end.) 

Oil migration also plays a role In this overservicing 
phenomenon. Simply stated, migration is what happens when 
the oil in the reservoir finds its way into the CGB sump while it is 
sitting static. This occurs because there are several possible inter-

The most important aspect of main
taining a system which requires 
lubrication is proper servicing. A 
thorough understanding of how the 
JFS /CGB lubrication system /unctions 
will certainly prevent overservlclng. 

nal leak. paths which can develop as a gearbox accumulates 
operational hours. The net result is that the reservoir (sight glass) 
shows an "add" oil condrtion, but the oil is actually all still there, 
only now 1t Is In the sump. 

The temptation (once again) is to JUSt top off the reservoir to 
bring the sight glass level up to the proper level wilhout holding 
in the button. WRONG again! Overservicing would be the 
end result, so let's take a look at the 011 migration illustration in 
Figure 2. 

Whenever migration is severe enough that the oil level drops 
below the "add oil" mark in 48 hours, a entry should be made in 
the aircraft forms to monitor the system for oil migration. A com
ponent which experiences chronic migration (continuously drops 
below the add oil level in a 48 hour period) should be removed 
and returned to the depot for overhaul as soon as practical. 

Operating a JFS/CGB which is overserv1eed will cause excessive 
chur_n_ing of the lubricatio~ oil, thus impairi~g the lubricating 
qualities of the 011 which wilt lead to rapid build-up of heat and 
result in the failure of both the JFS and CGB. By the time the 
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problem is recognized (brown gearbox. excessive smoke), both 
the JFSfCGB have sustained seriou5 damage which usually costs 
between $20,000 and $50,000 to repair. It really does pay to 

Just one extra pint and your lubrlco• 
tion system Is grossly overservlced. Ex• 
cesslve oil Is detrimental to system 
operation. 

make sure you understand how the servicing system is designed 
to operate. Figure 2 provides sketches of a properly and im
properly serviced lubrication system and of a system which is ex
periencing oil migration. 

Here are some general tips and recommendations on CGB 
overserv1cmg: 
• A CGB can be serviced hot or cold as long as the servicing pro
cedures outlined in the technical order are followed. 
• NEVER add oil without continually holding the sump overfill 
button in the depressed position. Always continue depressing 
the drain button until all oil stops flowing out the overfill port. 
This is the key to ensure that the CGB is properly serviced. 
• When servicing, pump slowly and even wait a few seconds 
between pumps when the sight glass is full. Remember, just one 
pump of the servicing cart handle adds one-half to one pint of oil 
to the CGB. Adding oil slowly will minimize excess oil servicing 
and minimize time required to hold the overfill drain button. 
• Once the oil level has been determined to be within the black 
band (whether it be after flight or during servicing), then, after 
an extended non-operational period (48 hours) if an "add" oil in
dication exists, the system should be serviced again. First check 
the system for a leak. If none exists, monitor the JFS/CGB for 
possible oil migration associated problems. 

One last thought - a properly serviced oil system ensures there 
is a proper lubrication (surface) coating between all moving parts, 
thus permitting a smooth. efficient. and wear-free operation of 
all moving parts. Proper oil servicing means domg it by the book. 

Oil Fill 
Servicing 
Adapter 

Sump 
Overfill 
Drain Port 

FIGURE 1. JFS/CGB CROSS SECTION 

PRODUCT SUPPORT DIGEST 
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Reaen,olr 
19 Full DI 

0111700cc 

0v1rnrvic1d SyS11m 

FIGURE 2. SYSTEM SERVICING 

EDITOR'S NOTE: In the fast issue of the Product Support DIGEST 
(Vol. 34, No. 3, 1987), we discussed how "Working Groups" of 
the 405th TTW (Tactical Training Wing) at Luke AFB, Arizona 
solved several maintenance problems through some innovative 
ideas. These resolutions to mainrenance problems ulr,mately im
proved the overall reliability of their Eagles. One of the items 
discussed in the article relates to this subjecr. The group designed 
and locally manufactured a "clip" to hold the overfill dram but
ton in the depressed position whenever the CGB required servic
ing. This not only ensured that the unit was correctly serviced. 
but also reduced a safety hazard when servicing the unit w1rhin 
30 minutes aher engine shutdown because the overfill dram bur
ton was normally too hot to touch. 

Since this tool is locally manufactured it cannot be included in 

your mainrenance manuals. but usage of the tool could be 
covered in a local MO/ (mainrenance operating instruction I for 
your AMU (aircrah maintenance unit) 

If you have not seen a copy of the last issue, conract your 
MCAIR Field Service Engineer for a copy of the article ■ 



F-15 ECS Effects Upon 
Engine Operation 

(!] On, of our ,un:rvft /and,d wilh th, 11ft 
ram air inln ~p of tht primary hml u
changer jomm«I cloW. w, prild the 
door o,wn and found tlrt 6IAIJ0917-1005 
outboord Ttflon guult mtll«l and di.s
placffl. 1"111 primarJ· h«u uchanger was 
also llaking, lh think the Teflon pudt 
jamm«J tht door and that OU from ,,., 
heat uclumger parriaOy m,11«1 tht ports. 

Our conurn is that, in this particular 
siluation, if tht ram air check 1111/111 was 
bad, tht hot air from the leaking heat tx
chongtr would enter tht front of th, 
tngint ~·UI the plenum. Would this bl,ed 
air advtrsely o//tct tht tngint? 

r.., Turbine engines are extremely sensitive 
to conditions at the compressor inlet. At 
any given thronle position, thrust varies 
with air density - the density being in
versely proportional to air temperature 
and directly proportional to air pressure. 
The outside air temperature and the 
temperature rise due to ram air deter
mine the inlet temperature which, 
together with altitude and airspeed (ram 
pressure) at which the engine Is 
operating, wilt affect the amount of 
thrust the engine will be able to produce. 

On a cold day, the engine will develop 
more thrust than on a hot day. Fuel con
trols are designed to compensate 
automatically for varying compressor In• 
let temperatures and inlet pressures In 
flight to maIntaIn the percentage of 
rated thrust the pilot calls for when he 
adiusts the thronle On a hot day, the 
high pressure compressor (N2) RPM on a 
dual compressor engine for any given 
thrust cond1t1on will be higher than on a 
standard day. On a good day, RPM for 
the same thrust cond1t1on will be lower 
than on a standard day. This change In 
speed with varying compressor inlet 
temperatures (which, In turn, vanes with 
the ambient air temperature) ts known as 
··speed bias temperature vs RPM." 
Atthough this Is a normal characteristic of 
dual compressor engines, the amount of 
bias desired Is a built-in feature of the 
1uel control on military engines 

If hot bleed air from a leaking heat ex• 
changer was able to reach the engine via 
a bad ram air check valve and plenum, 
the eng,ne fuel control would simply re
schedule fuel flow to the corresponding 
inlet air temperature increase, with no 
adverse effect upon the engine 

By CARL MILLER 
Engineer - Field Service 

F-15 ECS Cabin Airflow 
~ ECP /6/0 iracorporates a new hith 

pressure K"Oter separator (HPWS) en
i·ironmental control system configura
tion in the Eagle. Aircraft affected are 
F-l5C Sl,V J68 and F-15D SIN 6/ and 
up, and all F-J5Es. There was a brief 
description of the new corafituration in a 
recent issue of the DIGEST (No. /187, 
pa1e 6), and K"e understand that detailed 
data should become a,:ailable soon. 
However, we M·ould appreciate a little 
more information now on the "cabin 
airflow priority reverse" feature of the 
new S)'stem. 

□ This new feature reduces the cabin 
airflow schedule when an avionics coohng 
airflow shortage is detected. When 
avionics cooling airflow falls to 90% of t~e 
scheduled flow requ1rements, the cabin 
airflow is reduced as required to keep the 
avionics airflow from falling below the 
90% value. The cabin coohng and 
pressurization system will continue to 
operate In this manner until the cabin flow 
reaches a preset low limit. Any add1t1onal 
cooling shortages will result In avionics 
airflow reduction below the 90% level 
and a probable ECS light illumination. 

High ambient temperatures and 
humidity increase the hk.ehhood for actIva
tIon of the priority reverse feature. The 
cabin airflow control switch Is disabled 
when cabin airflow Is In the pnonty 
rever5e mode of operation. The resulting 
notable difference in cabin cooling 
schedules may not be too well understood 
or received by a1rcrews 

By CARL MILLER 
Engineer - Field Service 
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INCREASED ECS CAPACITY - HIGH 
PRESSURE WATER SEPARATOR 
SYSTEM (ECP 1610) 

The avionics cooling capacity of the 
f. 1 S environmental control system (ECS) 
has been increased to permit installation 
of new electronics equipment The low
pressure water separator system Is replac
ed with a high pressure system to deliver 
dry air at low~r temperature~, boosting 
avIonrcs capacity by approximately 18 
kilowatts. The pilot's 1ndicat1on of this 
change Is the addition of a cabin airflow 
selector switch which provides for selec
tion of one of three airflow settings. 

An airflow prionty reversal system 
automatically diverts cooling air from the 
cabin to the avionics system 1f avionics 
airflow drops to approximately 90% of 
the needed volume. However, cabin air
flow will not fall below predetermined 
hm1ts - 13 pounds per minute In the 
F-1 SC and 20 pounds per minute In the 
F-1 SD. These ECS changes deliver av,on
Ics cooling air at 40°F from sea level to 
25,000 feet, dropping at a linear rate to 
ooF at 42,500 feet and remaining the 
same above that altitude. .... 

A~::@ 
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"How it?" goes .... 
A Status Report on the 

NEW F-15 
MAINTENANCE 

MANUALS 
By WILLIAM A. WARO/St>ction MaN11er, Techriical Da'4 

In luue 3/11 of the DIGEST, we a.ave 
you a prewiew of the U.S. Air Force's 
new F-15 Technical Order system -
hiahliahtina the benefits and 1h1in1 a 
aeneral idea. of what to expect when 
the time came to implement "MIL
M-8349S" (Oraaniutional Mainte
n.1nce Manual Set). On 1 January 198.J, 
the USAF officially beaan the chanae-. 
o'ler, and on 18 June decb11red the tru~. 
sition complete - after that date, the 
old-style DASH TWO m.tintenance 
publiation, could no lonaer be used. 
In the opinion of those who reseuched 
and established the new system, this 
wH a milestone in the history of the 
hale, and MIL-M.&349S is destined to 
hne an enormous imp.ct upon the 
USAF/F-15 operatina environment. 

When the new system hit the field, 
lhe following MCAIR techniu.l data 
specialists \lisiled F-15 bases to help e• 
sure a smooth lransition and complete 
underslanding of the new publiu.tions 
- Charles Chandler, Harry Egleston, 
lim Hallowell, Leon Haralson, Rob 
Koeneman, Paul Luebbers, Edgar 
Sanchez, Pete Urbanski, Andy Ward, 
Gary Wuso, Barry Witmer, and John 
Williamson. This article, by one of 
those specialists, re\'iew1 the phasing 
from the old to the new manuals, re
counb some user reactions, and ad
dresses some of the questions raised 
durin1 the transition period. 

Initial reaction bv military personnel 
to the new manuals appears to be over
whelmingly positive. Durina our recent 
introductory trips around the F-15 
world with MIL-M~3495 pubs in hand, 
we found an encouragina willingness 
on the part of Ea11le keepers every
where to meet the system much more 
than half-way! What they were being 
asked to do was certainly no small mat
ter - a complete chan11eover from one 
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technical data system to another, from 
a system many of them had worked 
with for years to one that looked good 
"on paper" but had yet to be proven m 
the field. Everythmg about the MIL
M-83495 books was different - dif
ferent numbers, different formats, even 
some different sizes. If approached 
negatively, this major change in USAF 
maintenance philosophy had all the 
earmarks of "bi11 trouble" across the 
board - for MMH/FH, mission readi-
ness rates, and especially for relation
ships between the ops and mainte
nance sides of the house. None of this 
happened; implementation of the "Job 
Guide" approach to Eagle mamte
nance has been smooth; and we as the 
contractor responsible couldn't be 
more pleased at the way things turned 
out. It has been a big and cooperative 
job effort between contractor and 
customer, and some interesting thin11s 
occurred along the way 

Upon learnin11 the system, each per
son seems to have acquired a fa1,orite 
feature and the overall winner seems to 
be the improved numbering method. 
The System/Subsystem/Subject Number 
(S/S/SN) allows quick access to any 
data, and is perhaps the feature that 
best reflects the lo11ical, common-sense 
approach to aircraft maintenance pro
vided by the new manuals. 

Another favorite is the Job Guide 
"Input Conditions" page. This allows 
the technician to select all the equip
ment, supplies, and data needed to 
complete the assigned task before leav
in11 the shop. It also provides man
power recommendations and safety 
precautions to be taken while perform
ing the specified maintenance activity. 
Other elements praised by those intro
duced to the new system are the im
proved access to the Illustrated Parts 
Breakdown manuals and the handy 



size of the Job Guide manual, with , 
their improved illustrations. 

The most consistent comment heard 
was that the new Fault Reportin1 (FR) 
pilot debriefing manual promises to be 
the bigeest maintenance manhour 
saver of all. This new debriefin1 pro
cedure is a radical departure from 
previous methods and requires adjust
ment on the part of pilots and mainte
nance personnel alike. Both parties 
now need to spend a few extra minutes 
in debriefing, but the benefits should 
far outweigh any inconvenience. More 
aircraft will be made available for 
flights because the time spent 
troubleshooting and the demands 
made on the supply system will be 
reduced. 

Conscientious completion of AFTO 
Form 2-41 (noting any system failure in
dications such as caution lishts, BIT 
lights. and fault indicator latches) prior 
to debriefing, will enable the session to 
proceed more smoothly and quickly. 
To ensure that the maintenance 
debriefer is "getting the whole story," 
the pilot must not only report the 
cockpit indications but also any fault 
indications found on the avionics 
status panel in the nose wheel well. The 
pilot may also need to have the crew 
chief open quick-release access panels 
for additional indications. These extra 
efforts add valuable information and 
are tremendous timesavers in the 
debriefing and fault isolation process. 

The FR manual should be used as a 
"shopping list or menu.'' and responl>-

in1 to the statemenu or questions with 
• "YES" or "TRUE" will pf'O\'ide enough 
data to develop a fault code and 
ultimately direct the technician to the 
correct fault isolation procedure. Once 
the fault code is developed, the pilot 
writes up any squawks (as indicated in 
the FR manual) and can add supple
mental information at his discretion. 
This relieves the pilot of the burden of 
over-detailing problems and tryina to 
indicate which component is defective. 
Proper use of the FR manual means 
that it will do the work for youl 

It is essential that the pilots and 
debriefers become thorouahly familiar 
with the FR manual. Knowin1 how to 
use the manual means fewer problems 
with it and a quicker and more reliable 
finish to your debriefins session. One 
final suggestion to pilots and debriefers 

· - for the benefit of the maintenance 
technicians, when the FR manual ide~ 
tifies a squawk as a normal indication, 
please trust the manual and don't write 
up the squawk. A squawk written up in 
spite of the "Normal Indication" fla1 
will mean hours spent looking for a 
problem that doesn't exist and may 
even end in replacement of a perfectly 
good component. 

The primary area for concern 
resulting from the implementation of 
the new T.O. system relates to the large 
number of "little" books. The adjust
ment to this can be made a lot easier 
with a little ingenuity on the part of the 
maintenance squadrons. Since most 
references are to the around handling 

.1nd servk:lna Job Guide manuals (Air
craft System Numbers 05 throush 12}. 
they should be made readily available 
at the aircraft Several methods have 
been proposed, includina carryin& the 
manuals in I roving van or placing 
them in a metal box mounted to 
1tr1t.esicaltv"11laced crew chief stands. 
If these basic manuals are made avail
able, the problem of carryin1 many lit
tle books to the job is greatly diminish
ed because most specific maintenance 
tasks will require only one specific Job 
Guide. 

The cooperative effort of the USAF 
and MCAIR to ensure that the transfer 
of the new T.O. system went as smooth 
as possible is evidenced by the adjust
ments made by all parties. For exam
ple, in order to facilitate any changes 
made to the technical manuals during 
the conversion, Publication Change Re
quests (PCRs) were handled via tele
type exchan1e or telephone confer
ences. CorrecttOns could then be im
mediately incorporated, distributed to 
all concerned bases, and "business as 
usual" could resume. 

And so, the tough job of transitioning 
from the old to the new system has 
passed and so too have most of the i~ 
itial problems. The e"normous tasks of 
printina, distributina. trainina, and 
familiarization are behind us all now 
and the full advantaaes of the new T.0. 
specificaUon can be realized. Please 
let us hear from you if any new prob
lems come to liahL ■ 
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ON THE ROAD (AGAIN) 
By PAT HENRY/Dl,ecto, of Fll1tit Operation,, MC.AIR 

(reprinted from USAF FLYING SAFETY moguine, December, 1982) 

McDonnell Aircraft Company is 
"takins the show on the road!" Well, 
not ellactly the whole company, just a 
few of the F-1 S pilots. 

A few years ago, company pilots 
routinely traveled to military organiza
tions that flew the F-4 for the purpose 
of pro"Viding insight and information 
from the perspective of a company test 
pilot Now we have begun a new series 
of visits, this time for the F-1 S. 

Our purpose in conductinli these 
briefings is twofold: To provide 
squadron pilot5 with in-depth informa
tion on the airplane and its systems, 

and to gain feedback from the wing 
le..-el on the strona or weak points of 
the aircraft. 

The briefings currently cover eight 
general subject areas that cover 16 
specific topics plus a condensed brief
in1 that lasts about •s minutes and 
touches very briefly on all the topics. 
Before makin1 a presentation at a 
win&, we will be in touch w:ith the 
Safety and Ops officers. The staff saf~ 
ty officers may be interested in accom
panyina us durina the individual brief
inp in order to see the material first 
hand. judae reception, and hear the 
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feedback. We plan on at least a two- or 
three-day visit at each F-15 wina, if r~ 
quired, and will be presenting informa
tion at two (or more) sessions a day. We 
will be happy to cover all the informa
tion we have formally prepared; if 
another topic is of concern, just let us 
know, and we'll aather as much infor

·mation as we can. We want to be flexi
ble and responsive to the needs of the 
entire F-15 community. 

Introduction/Safety 
The introduction reviews some basic 

design aoals of combat survivability 
and takes a brief look at safety records. 

MCDONNELL AIACAAFT COMPANY 
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By GLEN LARSONISMio,E:cperi'"entoJ Te,rPilot 

True to Mr. Henry's word, as in-
dicated across the page, MCAIR has 
been "on the road" for the past year, 
with a series of F-1S briefin1s directed 
specifically at Eaale pilots. In this case, 
"MCAIR" means me in that I presented 
all the briefinas. I have appreciated the 
opportunity to become the "voice of 
the Ea,le," so to speak: and am proud 
to have been assi1ned to carry on a 
Iona tradibon at McDonnell Aircraft 
Company. Nobody has been around 
here Iona enouah to remember whether 
a "contractor pilot brief in■ team" went 
out in 1945 with the compa.ny's first 
fiahter, the FH-1 (I wasn't even born 
thenl), but for many yHrs it has been 

P,.ODUCT SUPPORT DIGEST 

standard policy for our flight test 
oraanization to share what we know 
about our airplanes with the customer 
Somebody from St Louis is almost 
always "on the road (again);" and now 
that I am "off the road (for a while),'' 
I'd like to tell you a little about my 
year-lon11 adventure with the F-15 road 
,how, 

This pro1ram differed somewhat 
from previous ones; in that my intent 
was not so much to focus on specific 
issues, as to provide insiaht into some 
of the enaineerina and development 
that has gone into the F-1 5 since iU in
ception in 1965. I structured my brief
inp in "s.eamenU" (the eiaht subjects 
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and 16 topics noted by Pat in his arti
cle) to allow each individual unit tor~ 
quest specific presentations according 
to their particular needs and interests 
As it turned out, each unit requested all 
ei1ht subject areas. which indicated 
that the contractor and the customer 
look at the Ea1le pretty much the same 
way. 

The best pm of the trips was renew
in1 old acq1,1aintances; and making new 
friends in the vast F-15 community (if I 
could have flown on the same airline. 
I'd have enou1h milea1e credit to 10 
around the world twice - free!). And 



OFF THE ROAD (AWHILE) 
(CONT'D) 

without exception, the hospitality I ex
perienced at each base was superb -
interest In my material was high; ques
t10ns asked were relevant and 
penetrating; and the pride we here at 
MCAIR have m buildina the F-15 was 
just as evident out there with you who 
are flying rt. Here's how things went. 
command by command. with some ei1:• 
amples of the types of questions I en
countered at each location. 

My tour of TAC actually started out
side TAC. at the USAF Safety Center at 
Norton AFB. Californ1a. Smee one of 
my primary goals was to help improve 
an already ekceptional safety record, it 
seemed appropriate to visit first with 
the USAF safety experts and discuss the 
overall program. 

The next stop was at HQ/TAC Safety 
and 00 offices to explain our goals; 
and the inaugural show was then 
presented at Langley AFB 1n Noll'ember 
1982 to the 1st TFW and 48th F1S. This 
was followed by trips to Eglin, Nellis, 
Luke. and Holloman for discussions 
with the people at the 33rd. 57th, 
405th. and 49th Wings. 

One of the most interesting parts of 
each trip was the exchange of informa
tion, and I learned a great deal about 
problem areas in the f,eld. Some of the 
subtects brought up were. muting of 
the UHF by the 1/'oice warning system; 
secondary power system; canopy; and 
OWS anomalies. These problems and 
others you brought up have been pass
ed on to our engineering staff and 
where possible, solutions will be forth
coming. 

Also, I have been able to work direct
ly with se\leral indill'idual pilots. Major 
Dave Perron from Langley has given us 
some great information on INS and 
OWS problems, as well as some 
weapons problems. Major Dave 
Greschke of HQ(TAC, Captilins Paco 
Getsler from Nellis and Neil KaceM 
from Luke, and I spent many houn 
discussing stall and spin characteristics 
of the airplane. Hopefully, some revt
s1ons to Section 6 of the DASH ONE 
will result 

ON THE ROAD (AGAIN) 
(CONT'D) 

fngineslPerfor~ncelJFS 
Engines have always been a high 

interest item, and this presentation 
explains how the top speed of the 
airplane 1s affected by engine trim 
levels. ambient temperature, and 
aircraft configuration. Included in 
this presentation is a brief look at 
engine trim in terms of past, present. 
and future trim levels. The J FS is 
presented in a brief review of 
airstart envelopes. Fuel leaks are 
discussed in terms of where they 
happen, the causes. and pilot ac
tions. 

High AOA 
High angle of attack is a subject 

of continuing mterest. Here we 

i J 
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Alaska in March was outstanding! 
Most of the snow was gone, except for 
some huge mounds left over from snow 
clearina operations. The 43rd TFS at 
Elmendorf ("Top Cover for America") 
play for real since they frequently look 
the "opposition" in the eye during Air 
Defense scrambles, not to mention the 
excitement of short runways made icy 
slick by the Iona Alaskan winters. Ful
filling nisht flyins requirements when 
sunset is at 2200 must be agonizing! 

Incidentally, it was here in AAC that 
I was first struck by the incredible 
variety of climatic, aeoaraphic, and 
situational challenses faced by the 
Eaale and its pilots. Most USAF 
assignments are at one location for one 
to three years, so "global" operational 
complexities only come across when 
one makes a rapid around--the--world 
tour as I dk:I - in Alaska the harsh 
climate; typhoons and immente fliaht 
distances in PACAF; rains, foa,. and ex• 
ceptionally conaested airspaces in 
USAFE; the mixture of oll of these cOt>

. ditions and more resultina from F· 1 S 
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cover the biggest contributor to loss 
of control and how to recognize the 
signs of impending control loss. We 
also explain the autoroll; and as an 
extension of autorolls, the roll 
coupling phenomena. which is 
especially relevant to "jink out" 
maneuvers. 

C-L .. ds/OWS 
G-loads, especially over·&!>, have 

plagued fighter aircraft for years. 
and the f-15 is no different. In this 
presentation, we take a look at how 
g loads affect the aircraft and how 
we integrated the OWS (overload 
warning system) to open the g limits 
to 9.0 gs symmetrical. 

Fli1ht Controls 
The flight control system isn't 

really a deep, dark mystery; and in 
this brief mg, we go back and explain 

basing at TAC sites all around CONUS. 
All of this must create mind-boggling 
''management'' problems. 

Many of the questions and com
ments at Elmendorf were similar to 
those in TAC, but one was unusual -
Captain Phil Skains had noted an ap
parent discrepancy in the flight manual 
takeoff performance chart with regard 
to max abort speeds. It appears that the 
chart is "backwards," i.e., abort speeds 
for heavyweight airplanes are higher 
than for lightweight airplanes! Guess 
whatf The chart is right. {The last issue 
of the DIGEST contains an excellent 
discussion of this pecular phenomenon 
and explains why the chart is correct) 

My Pacific tour started with a visit to 
HQ/PACAF in Hawaii, where I talked 
with the PACAF staff and then spent 
half a day on the beach. What a areat 
way to start a briefina tour, even 
though the beach bit may not have 
been what my boss had in mind when 
he sent me out there! The next stop was 
HQ/5th AF at Yokota for a staff briefina 



some basic desi1n 10o1ls and how 
they were implemented, i1lon1 with 
a discusstOn of malfunctions. Also 
included is a sectton on c.1. position 
and how it affects turn perfor
mance. 

Maneuverin1 Performance 
One question we are asked con

stantly is: 'What is the AOA for an 
optimum turnf" This briefin1 
answers that question in terms of 
maximum and optimum turn perfor
mance and also explains the best ac
celeration profile. 

Lindina GHr 
Landini sear problems have been 

with the F-15 for some time, and a 
final chan1e has been implemented 
that eliminates all single point 
failures and adds some extra 
features to warn of any gear not be-

and a mandatory tour of the local elec
tronic emporium. My final stop in the 
Far East was with the 18th TFW at 
kadena. where Colonel "Mac" Mac
farlane of "Streak Eagle" fame is Vice 
Commander. The term "cross-country" 
takes on entirely new meaning at 
Kadena since they routinely travel vast 
distances on deployments to such 
places as Australia. They also logged a 
non-stop marathon to Eglin in Florida 
for their very successful William Tell 
competition last year (Conformal 
tanks anyonel) 

Questions and comments here were 
again similar to TAC and A.AC, but they 
have had some special problems with 
the vertical tail structure. This one has 
our full attention and will be resolved 
in the near future. Captain Rick Carrier 
had some good questions on the "dual 
gradient" stick force design. On paper, 
it would appear that a design which re
quires 3 3/4 pounds/g up to 3 g's and a 
change to 2 pounds/1 above 3 g's 
would cause problems. In fact, the 
reverse is true. Early testina indicated 
that stick forces at higher I levels were 
unacceptably high, and a design 
chan1e was nttded to get the forces 
down to a reasonable level. In daily 
operations, the pilot won't even notice 
the difference in stick force levels. (Cot 
to 10 a Ions way back to 1et this one. 
but an article in Issue 4n973 of the 
DICEST has an excellent analysis of 
the en1ineerin1 and simulation work 
which went into resolution of stick 
force per & and other fli1ht control 
system complications.) 
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ins extended. The pulser brake 
system is currently enterin1 service, 
and this new system is explained 
from a pilot's viewpoint. Late 
rotatin1 airplanes are still a pro
blem, so a review of the causes, 
solutions, and pilot techniques for 
slow or late rotatine aircraft is pro
vided. 

New Proarams 
Several new programs are coming 

down the pike, and this final presen
tation covers the latest information 
on the MSIP (Multi-Stage Improve
ment Program) effort, the Dual 
Role Fighter (F-15E), and yet to be 
approved design studies such as 
new engines, electronic flight con
trols, integrated flight and fire con
trol. drag chute, and several other 
items. 

Europe in June. Fantastic! First stop 
was Ramstein/Sembach to visit with the 
HQ/USA.FE and 17th AF staffs, then 
back to Frankfurt for a flight to Amster
dam and a short drive to Soesterburg. 
Four days with the "Wolfhounds" of 
the 32nd TFS were delightful. Again, 
similar problems were brought up here, 
and Leiutenant Colonel Mike Francisco 
asked some good questions about the 
OWS. {The latest in a series of DIGEST 
discussions on the overload warning 
system is presented on page 14 of this 
issue. The article addresses several 
points relating to OWS parameters and 
interfaces that were the subject of 
questions durina my briefings, and is 
worthwhile readin1.) 

The next lea of the trip took me back 
to Frankfurt for a drive down the Mosel 
River to Bitburg for sessions with the 
36th TFW. Comments again were 
similar to other bases, but Captain Stub 
Henderson had 50me 1ood questions 
about INS ali1n times - can they be 
reducedf The answer is yes and no. No, 
the current system can't really set 
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much better than the rap,d ali~n 
_fe•ture; and yes, a new INS can b~ 
made to align somewhat faster (Thf' 
last issue of the DICEST had the first of 
a two-part series of aood art,cles on 
INS characteristics and CND problem; 
the next issue will offer some cod:p1t 
INS ali1nment tips and a preview of 
some new ideas 1n inertial nav,gat1fJn 
systems.) 

Now that our first F-15 world tour 1s 
completed and this article published I 

can sit back and relax - but just for a 
while. Because of the success of the 
program, we are planmng on cont.nu 
ing this type of presentation. with 
changes and updates as appropriate 
And as a follow-up to this program. a 
special pilot~riented Product Support 
document will be coming out soon 

Our company aircrews and technical 
specialists have been writing articles 
about the F-15 for publication in the 
DICEST for more than ten years. but 
many · of the past issues of the 
magazine are no longer available. If 
you are fairly new to the Eagle. you 
probably aren't aware of just how ex
tensive a storehouse of ops-type 
knowledge has been accumulated 
through these articles. so we're putting 
together reprint collections of them all 
Several volumes of "EAGLE TALK 
(P.S. 12S7) are to be published Volume 
I is in work now and will be composed 
of general interest articles arranged in 

chronological order - sort of a pilots 
history of the F-15 from first flight up to 
the present. Volume II (and subsequent 
volumes) will contain the more 
technically-oriented article reprints. ar
ranged in subject order, such as flight 
controls, enRines, systems, avionics. etc 

As for myself. I plan to follow up this 
summary DICEST article with several 
detailed ones, based upon those areas 
in my briefings that seemed to be of the 
most interest to you - turn and accel
eration performance, out of control 
and spins, landin8 gear, etc. Also, with 
the assistance of our en8ineering peo
ple, I plan to include answers to man'!
of the questions you all threw at me so 
make sure to reserve your copy of the 
next few DICESTS. 

If your unit would like one of our 
pilots to visit and present a briefing on 
a specific subject, please let us kno-... 
In the me;ant1me, remember that we 
also encoura1e individual pilots to call. 
write, or stop by St. Louis to discuss 
problems ot off~r sulJllestions for the 
F-15 pro1ram. You can call us at (314) 
232-3456. write us at Department m 
or stop by our office in Building 42 on 
the MCA.JR fli1ht ramp Our door 1s 
1,lways open, and I'd personalh 
welcome the opportunity to return 
your super hospitality of the past year' 



ANGLE OF ATTACK aj 

Of the many questions about the 
F-15, • few seem to be asked repeated
ly, and one of the most frequent is -

''What are the angle of attack guide
lines for turn performance, .1ccelera
tion, cruise, and endurance?" 

This .irticle, in •ddition to develop. 
in1 AOA guidelines, provides a pilot's 
perspecli..,e on turn performance. It i1 
the result of several months' effort and 
was a p•rt of the briefin1s recently 
1iven to F-15 pilots worldwide. Like the 
f-15 ibelf, this discuuion is the result 
of a team effort ,and my special thanks 
and .1ppreciation are offered to several 

individuals. Dne Thompson, Chief 
Technolon Engineer, w.as a special 
source of technic,al advice and 
guidance; and without the help and 
engineering es.pertise of Clarence 
Mongold, F-15 AerodynJimics BrJinch 
Chief, CJirl Miller, LHd Technology 
Engineer, Jind Drew Niemeyer, 
Technolon Engineer, this Jirticle could 
never hJive been written. 

Ever since aircraft were first used in 
air-to-air combat. pilots have been con
cerned with how to get maximum turn 
performance out of their machines. 
Aerodynamicists have developed equa
tions that explain the turning perform-
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ance of any aircraft; but until recently, 
few guidelines existed to aid the pilot. 
Early fighters had control systems and 
aerodynamic characteristics that pro
vided a wide variety of clues for turn
ing performance. lumped together, 
they provided what was often called 
the "feel" of the aircraft; and with that, 
the pilot could maneuver his fighter 
very effectively. With the advent of 
hydraulic (irreversible) controls and ar
tificial feel systems, these guidelines 
became unusable, and other guidelints 
such as airspeed or angle of attack 
were used. Before moving on to 
specific guidelines for the F-15, we 
need to review some basic theory. 

AN ENGINEERING PERSPECTIVE 

Angle of attack is used by the Navy 
as a landing aid because unlike 
airspeed, the AOA value for final a~ 
proach remains constant, regardless of 
gross weight or altitude. AOA is also 
used as a reference for turn perform
ance Angle of attack is simply the 
angle between the chord line of the 
wins and the free stream airflow, which 
is usually presented to the pilot in ac
tual degrees, as in the F-18, or in non
dimensional units. as in the F-15 or F-4. 
For the F-15, an approximation of the 
actual angle of attack in degrees can 
be obtained by subtracting ten from 
the indicator reading. {For example, at 
40 cockpit units. the wing is at approx
imately 30° AOA.) "Corner" velocity, 
which is the minimum speed at which 
the aircraft can reach (but not sustain) 
the maximum allowable g load, and 
"on speed" turns are also common 
references 

let's review F-4 "on speed" turns for 
a moment. The "on speed" reference. 
or 19.2 units for the original F-4, 
developed as a landing aid for the 
Navy, happened to work out as a 
reasonable reference for maximum per
formance turns in ACM. It is often 
assumed by F-4 pilots that the 19.2 unit 
reference is at maximum coefficient of 
lift (Cl) - not true, it actually occurs 
just below the peak in the Cl curve, as 
shown in Figure 1. This is a good 
reference for ACM because above 19.2 
units, induced drag is so high that the 
rate of energy loss is unacceptable; and 
more importantly, the handling 
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By GLEN LAASON/.stnior bptri"""ntal Ten Pl/01 

1d TURN PERFORMANCE 
qualities degrade markedly. Unplea
sant characteristics such as nose rise, 
nose slice, and departure/spins can 
develop rather quickly at higher angles 
of attack. 

What about the slatted F~'s? How 
come 23-24 units are used instead of 
19.2 units? The basic reason is that the 
slats keep the airflow attached to the 
wing at higher AOA's, improving the 
high AOA handling qualities of the 
airplane. The addition of slats to the 
wing extends the lift curve, as shown in 
Figure 1. allowing the aircraft to fly to 
higher AOA's. 

What are the limiting factors for turn 
performance? The turn equations 
shown below have only two variables: 
g's and true airspeed. 

Turn Radius = 

Turn Rate 

V2 
----feet 
11.3..fnPf' 
1092.Jni7f 
--V-- 0 /sec 

Where V = True Airspeed in Knots 
n = load Factor or G's 

The physical limits that apply to 
these equations are: structural limits, 
aerodynamic limits, and thrust (power) 
limits. let's examine these three limits 
and how they apply to the equations. 

• Structural limits - In order to get 
the radius as small as possible and the 
rate as high as possible, it's necessary 
to operate at the highest possible g 
level at the lowest possible true 
airspeed. The g limit is determined by 
the aircraft structure, and the g 
capability of the aircraft is determined 
by the aerodynamics of the aircraft. At 
high speeds, loads on the aircraft struc
ture are the limiting factors; while at 
low speeds, aerodynamics limit the g 
level attainable. 

• Aerodynamic limits - This can be 
thought of as a lift limit, control sur
face deflection limit, or a handling 
qualities limit. depending on the type 
of aircraft. In the F-15, the effective 
aerodynamic limit occurs at full aft 
stick. large lateral asymmetries (one 
wing heavy) in any aircraft can cause 
some unpleasant handling qualities at 
high AOA's which will force the pilot to 
operate the aircraft at a lower AOA, 
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thus limiting the g capability. Whatever 
the effective aerodynamic limit is caus
ed by (handling qualities, maximum 
lift, or weight asymmetry), it has the ef
fect of limiting the g's the aircraft can 
pull. which lowers turn performance. 

Up to this point, we've been discuss
ing instantaneous turn performance. 
For sustained or optimum tum perform
ance, the third limit (thrust) becomes a 
major consideration. 

• Thrust limits - This one isn't quite 
as straightforward since energy
maneuverability (E-M) must now be 
considered. E-M considerations 
become important since maneuvering 
flight is a dynamic situation. E-M can 
be broadly defined as the "total 
energy" of the aircraft at a given point 
in time, and is made up of a combina
tion of kinetic energy (speed) and 
potential energy (altitude). The excess 
thrust available (thrust minus drag) can 
be thought of as the ability to change 
total energy, resulting in a gain in 
speed or altitude if thrust exceeds drag. 
E-M concepts are usually presented in 
the form of a graph known as a V 
(velocity) and H (altitude) diagram, 
with contours of constant Ps, or 
specific excess power. Ps is a number 
that quantifies aircraft capability to 
change energy at a given flight condi-
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tion and is usually expressed in terms 
of feet per second When the V-H 
diagrams for different aircraft are 
calculated for the same g level, a pilot 
can tell quantitatively how much ad
vantage (or disadvantage) he has 
relative to an adversary. Referring back 
to the turn equations, it becomes ap
parent that the more g's the aircraft 
can sustain at a given speed. the better 
the turn performance. In E-M terms, 
this means that the higher g levels at
tainable at Ps=0, the better the tum 
performance. 

As a review, here's a specific exam
ple: A 6-52 at 520 knots true airspeed 
and 5 g's would have exactly the same 
turn rate and radius as an F-15 at the 
same conditions. Obviously, the 6-52 
couldn't get to 5 g's (structural limits), 
would quickly reach Clmax and stall 
(aerodynamic limits), and couldn't sus
tain 5 g's (thrust limits). The F-15, 
however, will easily sustain 5 g's 
without exceeding structural or 
aerodynamic limits. These concepts 
are excellent for understanding relative 
turn performance, but don't provide 
any readily available guidelines 

A PILOT'S PERSPECTIVE 

Now that theory is out of the way, 
let's explore some practical applica-

► 



RBURE 2 - F-15 un COEFFICIENT VARIATION 
WITH ANBLE Of ATTACK 

ons. For purposes of this discussion, 
1ere are really only two kinds of turns 
> be concerned with: maximum and 
•hat is sometimes known as optimum 
Jrns. A "maximum" turn is defined as 
1e best rate and radius possible 
•ithout regard to energy loss. Oefinin1 
n "optimum" turn is not quite as easy 
ecause pilots have used that term to 
escribe a turn that was actually a sus
ained turn. A "sustained" turn is one 
,at is performed at a single set of con
itions that results in a specific sustai~ 
'i g level. The exact combination of 
OA and speed will vary, depending 
pon gross weight and altitude. Rather 
1an develop exact AOA's for each 

combination of conditions, we will 
determine a range of AOA's that en
compass most sustained turn cond~ 
tions but since some enerey will be 
eained or lost. this ranee does not 
represent an optimum. 
MIJl.imum Performance Turns 

Intuitively, a maximum performance 
turn would be at the point where the 
wine is producine maximum lift or 
Clmax• The F-15 is somewhat unusual 
in that it won't reach Ctmax in a sus
tained turn because it is prevented 
from reaching that point by available 
stabilator authority, which limits lift, as 
shown in the lift curve in Figure 2. This 
is an intentional desien feature of the 

FIGURE 3 - F-15C TURN PERFORMANCE 
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F-15 which keeps the loads on the tail 
structure at a manageable level. and 
which also has the added benefit of 
preventing the aircraft from reaching 
very hi1h AOA's where unpleasant 
handlina qualities can develop. This 
implies that the F-15 wina cannot be 
stalled; and in a gradual 1 1 decelera
tion, it really doesn't stall. The aircraft 
ends up in a full aft stick, high sink rate 
condition that resembles a stall (wing 
rock, buffet, etc.). but it isn't truly stall
ed (i.e., above CLmaxl- In an abrupt 
tum, the AOA will overshoot the value 
for a steady Ct, but will return to a 
steady value of CL max· 

Cuidelines for maximum perform
ance turns can be determined from 
Fiaure 3, which is a plot of turn rate and 
radius without reaard for energy loss. 
Two general conclusions can be drawn: 

• These tum rates generally cannot 
be sustained; therefore, it's better to 
operate above 300 KCAS in order to be 
able to use the maximum available turn 
rate. As the speed decreases, turn rate 
increases until reaching a maximum at 
300 KCAS; thereafter, the turn rate 
decreases as speed decreases. 

• Since the wine Clmax can't be 
reached, the best auideline is to simply 
pull to the stick stop (full aft stick) or 
the a limit, whichever occurs first. For a 
9 I airplane (symmetrical). the 
crossover speed is 305 KCAS. Above 
305, stop pullin1 when you hear the 
OWS tones; below 305, pull to the aft 
stick stop. (For a non-OWS equipped 
aircraft, the crossover speed for 7.33 g's 
is 275 KCAS.) This speed, 305 KCAS. is 
the comer velocity of the F-15. 

-Incidentally, there is a modification 
to the control augmentation system 
that sianificantly increases the instan
taneous pitch rate at low speeds. This 
chance (which has been tested by the 
USAF at Edwards AFB) is in the pro
posal stage for retrofit, and is included 
in the Dual Role Fighter proposal. 

A word of caution for non-OWS 
equipped aircraft: The classic 
academic definition of corner velocity 
is the lowest speed at which the aircraft 
can reach its structural limits. This im
plies that you can snatch the stick full 
aft and not exceed the structural limits; 
however. any time you are rolling the 
aircraft or are at high gross weights, 
the g limits are lower, so be careful. In 
any event, the OWS is smart enough to 
allow for these factors. Also. observe 
the asymmetric load limits and stay 
below 30 units AOA if the imbalance 
exceeds allowable limits. 

Sustained Turn Performance 
The most sianificant limit on sustain

ed level turn performance is thrust 
minus draa, or Specific Excess Power. 
Eneray-Maneuverability considera-
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tions, discussed earlier, become impor
tant since we are dealing with dynamic 
maneuvering fli11ht 

The chart in Figure 4 is similar to 
Figure 3, but with one significant dif
ference: it is for sustained performance 
or Ps=0. This chart defines turn 
performance for a specific set of condi
tions (altitude. weight, and thrust). 
Generally speaking, a pilot wants the 
best rate possible without losing 
energy. Therefore, the area around 500 
KCAS is best for this type of turn since 
the rate is maximized. The radius isn't a 
significant consideration since you are 
trying to turn as quickly as possible and 
still sustain energy. Unfortunately, this 
chart doesn't provide enough informa
tion to develop AOA guidelines. 

Figure 5 is a pilot-oriented chart 
designed to more clearly e)(plain op
timum turn performance; it may ap
pear slightly confusing initially, but 
with some e)(planation, should become 
quite clear. The chart is designed to be 
pilot-usable. The vertical axis is the g 
level read in cockpit, and the horizon
tal axis is angle of attack in units. The 
lines fanning out from the origin are 
airspeeds read on the A/S indicator and 
plotted across the airspeed lines are 
lines of Ps = 0 for mil and ma)( power. 

From Figure 4, we determined that 
500 KCAS is the speed for ma)( sustain
ed turn rate for the given conditions. If 
that's true, then the Ps=0 line for max 
power should reach almost 9 g's just 
above 500 KCAS on Figure 5, which it 
does. The effect of thrust on turn per
formance is clearly illustrated by the 
difference in sustained g between mil 
power and max power; in this case, a 3 
g advantage in max power. The speed 
at which a given g level can be sustain
ed can be thought of as an "ultimate" 
or "sustained" corner velocity. This is 
in contrast to classic corner velocity 
mentioned earlier where the aircraft 
can reach the maximum structural 
limits, but cannot sustain that g level. 
In fact, the "classic" corner velocity of 
the aircraft can be determined from 
this chart. The upper right hand corner 
represents the lowest speed (305 KCAS} 
that the aircraft can reach, but not sus
tain 9 g's. 

By referring to the AOA scale, the ex
act AOA for a given speed and power 
combination can be determined for 
sustained turns. For example, at 405 
KCA5. you can sustain 6 1/2 g's at 19 
units in max power or 5 g's at16 units in 
mil power. The best sustained turn 
points for a 37,100 pound aircraft are at 
500 KCAS, 13 units at mil power for 5.8 
g's and 507 KCAS, 16 units at max 
power for 8 g's. It is possible to draw 
lines of Ps =0 for an adversary aircraft 
on this chart and get an instant com
parison to your own. 
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It's difficult for a pilot to remember 
precise values of AOA for all the com
binations of speed and power settings. 
To make things easier, a range of 
AOA's that encompass most sustained 
turns can be determined by defining a 
range of airspeeds generally flown in 
air combat. You can, of course, pick 
your own speed ranges; but for the 
general case, 300 to 600 KCAS is 
reasonable. The range of AOA's that 
correspond to this speed range is 12-22 
units. This is a fairly wide range and, 
with experience, you may want to 
shade it one way or the other, depend
ing on the tactical situation. This range 
of AOA's will not 1ive true sustained 
turn performance, but is a good "rule 
of thumb" guideline that will result in 
some energy gain or loss. For example, 

mil power at 22 units and 350 KCAS 
results in a loss of energy; and max 
power at 12 units and 450 KCAS will 
result in a gain. 

Another guideline for sustained turns 
is the beginning of aerodynamic buffet. 
Since there are no lights, tones, bells, or 
whistles to tell the pilot when he is in 
the range of 12-22 units, the beginning 
of light buffet can be used as an air 
pro-imate guideline to determine when 
you're in the 12-22 unit range. Table 1 is 
a summary of the AOA's at which 
'/arious aerodynamic buffet levels 
begin. The distinction between light 
and moderate buffet is somewhat sub
jective, but the point at which light buf
fet begins is usually apparent. 

Figures 4 and 5 are for 10,000 ft MSL; 
but since energy maneuverability is 

ABURE 5 - f.15C TURN PERFORMANCE 
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dependent on altitude, what happens 
to this 12-22 unit reference at hisher 
altitudes? Figure 6 is identical to Figure 
5 but 1s at 20,000 ft As expected, for a 
given power setting, the g capability is 
reduced You can't sustain 8 g's, but 
can sustain 6 g's in max power. The 
ranse of 12-22 umts, as shown on Figure 

6, remains valid as a guideline at 20,000 
feet, or for that matter. any altitude. 
The 1's that the aircraft will sustain will 
be different. The point at which the air
craft will sustain the most g's at 20.0CMl 
ft in max power is at 424 KCAS, 16 % 
unit5 AOA, resulting in 6 3 g's; and for 
mil power, 131/i units AOA, resultina m 
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4.4 g's at 424 KCAS 
The effects of weight are similar to 

the effects of altitude. The guideline of 
12-22 units AOA still applies. but the g 
level that the aircraft can sustain will 
change Figure 7 for max power and 
Figure 6 for m,I power, show how sus
tained g will drop as weight increases. 
The vertical axis 1s the load factor or g 
level the aircraft will sustain, and the 
horizontal axis 1s gross weight; and for 
clanty, an additional scale shows fuel 
on board. To use the charts. enter with 
the gross weight (or fuel on board) and 
go up to the speed you are interested m 
and then across to read the sustamed g 
level. If a diagram s,m,lar to Figure 5 
were developed for a high gross weight, 
the AOA would std1 fall 1n the 12 to 22 
unit range 

Smee you may enter combat at 
speeds other than corner or susta1n':!d 
corner velocities, other lines on the 
charts illustrate the sustained g level 
possible for a given speed and weight 
combination. For example, a CFT
equ1pped aircraft weighing 52,000 
pounds (17,000 fuel), 1n max power at 
400 KCAS, can sustain 4 1/1 g's, and at 
40.000 pounds (7,900 fuel), 51/J g's In 
any case, the guideline of 12-22 units 
still applies The configuration of the 
aircraft has little effect on sustained 
turn performance, however. weight has 
a dramatic effect The charts are for a 
CFT equipped aircraft, but apply to 
other configurations as well Simply 
calculate the gross weight for your con
figuration and use that -value rather 
than fuel on board to determine the 
sustained g. 

Acceleration 
What's the best technique for ac

celerating the F-151 The answer 
depends on what you are trying to ac
c ompl is h, because the F-15 is 
somewhat unique with respect to ac
celeration charactenst1cs. Aircraft ac
celerate best when the total drag on 
the aircraft is at a minimum This usual
ly occurs for most fighters at the point 
where the wing isn't generatina lift, 
which happens when the flight path is 
near ballistic and the g load 1s ap
proaching zero However, with the 
f-15, minimum drag does not occur at 
zero lift. The reason for this is its 
sophisticated wing camber design, in 
which the f-15 wing can be thousht of 
as having a leading edge flap that is 
permanently extended to meet a design 
requirement to sustain high g's at high 
altitudes. 

Precise values of AOA can be deter
mined for use as a guideline to ac
celerate at minimum draa: below 1.2 
Mach, 6 units, and above 1 .2 Mach, 9 
units, results in minimum draa. In the 
ranae of 4 to 1 .0 Mach, 8 units AOA 
will be at 1 1 or sliahtly less; but at 



higher Mach numbers and lower 
altitudes, 9 units AOA results in a 2 to 3 
g turn Rather than attempt to fly 
precise values of AOA, a more 
reasonable method is to pick a range of 
AOA which will result in a slightly 
longer time to reach a given speed or 
energy level, but allows the pilot to in
itially set the AOA in a range and then 
pay attention to the target. The range 
of 5-10 units represents a reasonable 
compromise 

One final point: the F-15, like other 
aircraft, will accelerate downhill using 
the added acceleration from gravity. 
However. because of the wing design, 
the F-15 gains less from pushing over 
during an acceleration than do most 
fighters. so don't spend a Jot of time go
ing downhill. Depending on the tactical 
situation, level off or climb back to 
Eagle country! 
Cruise •nd Holding 

To wrap all this up, guidelines can be 
developed for best cruise and best 
loiter. Since the AOA reference for best 
cruise or loiter is nearly constant for all 
altitudes and weights, it can be used in 
place of airspeed. For max range cruise, 
the numbers work out such that 12 
units gives the best range; and for 
holding, 14 units gives the minimum 
fuel flow for max endurance 

In summary, you might want to tape 
the following information to your 

You have just finished reading the 
first installment of a promise I made to 
many F-15 pilots during my initial 
round of Eagle briefings last year. This 
article on turn performance is based 
upon presentations of that subject 
during the briefings; and articles on 
out-of-control/spins, conformal fuel 
tanks, engines, and other topics will 
follow (if I can find time between trips 
to do the writing). Our goal is to publish 
one article in each issue of the DIGEST, 
until we have made available in "hard
copy" form all of the data provided in 
our personal visits to operational units 
Also, Volume II of "EAGLE TALK" is in 
work and should be available later this 
year. 

The second round of F-15 briefings 
(or "Road Shows," as they have come 
to be known) was kicked off at 
McChord AFB, Washington earlier this 
year. This series of presentations con
tains extensive new material as well as 
revisions and updates of some of the 
old standbys, such as engines and out
of-control/spins. New information is in
cluded on the brakes/anti-skid system, 
hot brakes. CFTs, and the JFS. New 
engine performance data has been add-
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kneeboard for quick reference during 
those moments of doubt ... Sustained 
turn performance is generally in the 
r•nge of 12-22 units AOA; •nd mu
imum performance turn guidelines ue 
the stick stop or g limits (whiche ... er oc
curs first), For uceleration •t minimum 
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drag, use 8 units below 1 .2 Ma.ch, 9 
units aboOJe. Best cruise is at 12 units 
and best endurance is at 14. While 
these guidelines ue unique to the F-15, 
similar ch•rts can be de,..eloped for any 
aircraft and associated guidelines 
determined. 

ed to the turn performance segment 
The discussion on ballast has been con
densed and the section on OWS is now 
more relevant to the operational world 
Incidentally. a new dimension was add
ed to the program when I began flying 
with the units during my visits This has 
proven beneficial to both TAC and 
MCAIR as it is helping keep us up-to
date on F-15 operations and should 
lead to better aircraft - now and m the 
future 

looking back over what has been an 
exceptionally busy year of almost con
stant travel, I can't recall a period in 
my life which has been more person
ally challenging and rewarding And I 
look forward to the prospect of seeing 
many of you again this year to continue 
our discussions about Eagles 

Our schedule for "Road Show 11·· is 
totally flexible. We will be happy to 
respond to requests from F-15 units 
anywhere in the world for the entire 
series of briefings {allow two days) or 
for any specific subject. In the mean
time, if you have any questions, give us 
a call at (314) 232-3456; and if you're in 
St Louis. be sure to stop by and sa.., 
"hello." 



-=MANEUVERING CHARACTERISTICS============= 

STALLS, SPINS, a1 

-triele berween Q1rcrafr and con1,arll '" 1h15 pho,ogrop,. 1al<t11 (i1mng Co1eson I spm 1e11 program se~eral.,tors 
<1M drama111:a/l, 1/li,J1ra1es high angle of a/lad; cap<.1rd111es of f.fJ 

An article of the length o11nd detail of 
this one and which addresses such a 
complex subject requires a great dHI 
of •ssistance from the engineerin1 com
munit-,. Special thanks ue due to 
se\feral individuals who were key con
tributors to \Nhat ','Ou are about lo read. 
Jack Krings, currently Director of 
Marketing for Nav, and Marine pro
grams in Washington, O.C., flew the 
original F-15 spin tests and deserves 
special credit for his pioneering effort 
in the progr,1m. Oa..,e Thompson, Direc
tor of Progr.am Engineerin1 for the 
F-1SE; and Clarence Mongold, Branch 
Chief, F-15 Aerodynamics, were of in
ll'aluaible assistance. Edra recognilion 
goes lo Pal Wider, lead Engineer, F-lS 
Aerodynamics, who pailiently reviewed 
multiple rough dr.afts for engineering 
accuracy. These gentlemen m.ade this 
uticle possible; .and they, along with 
the rest ol the MCAIR tum, have pro
duced the finest flying fighter in the 
world. 

Aircraft loss of control and spins 
have been with us since shortly after 
the Wright brothers· flight at Kitty 
Hawk and by 1916. spins had become 
fairly common events For a while. they 
were used as detens1\le maneuvers 1n 

air combat. but as such were of l1m1ted 
value. an attacker s,mply waited for his 
target to recover and then resumed the 
attack Aircraft design theory evolved 
to more modern designs and for the 
first time. pilots encountered the flat 
spin which proved difficult to stop Air
craft with weight concentrated 1n the 
fuselase (such as the century-series 
fighter) will flat spin. and also exhibit 
some exciting gyrations during spin en
tries 

Spins should not be feared -
understood and respected. yes. but not 
feared. Our purpose here 1s to impart 
some general understanding of loss-of
control and spins and, spec1f1cally, how 
the F-15 behaves during h1gh-angle-of
attack flight The F-15 has successfully 
demonstrated numerous spins and spin 
recoll'eries. The spin characteristics are 
well known, and with sufficient 
altrtude, the recoll'ery procedures are 
reliable - there aren't any deep dark 
secrets or h1dderr surprises 

Spins in any aircraft share some com
mon characteristics For example, spin 
entries at high speeds will be more 
violent and spins entered at high gross 
weights tend to be h1gher-ener11y spins 
from which 1t takes longer to reco\ler. 
Also. the character of a spin entered at 
40,000 feet doesn't differ s1gnif1cantly 
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from one entered at 20.000 feet Cur
rent generation aircraft such as the F-15 
have design features that make 1t d1f
f1cult to spin If you do manage to enter 
a spin. other design features make 
reco\lery easier 

The F-15 flight control system 1s 
designed to proll'1de comfortable, 
predictable response throughout the 
flight envelope, and the aerodynamics 
proll'1de honest, straightforward hand
I 1ng characteristics. D1rect1onal stabili
ty remams pos1t1ve at any angle of at
tack normally attainable m flight, 
which makes enterina spms difficult In 
add1t1on, the control system has 
features that prevent inadvertent pr~ 
spm inputs at hiah angles of attack As 
a result, 1t isn't necessary (as it was with 
other systems) to "fly with your feet" 
when at high AOA The F-15 system lets 
the p,lot do what comes naturally - fly 
with the stick. Nothma maaic about 1t 
The mechanical fliaht controls s,mply 
blend rudder and aileron tosether to 
provide coordinated fl1aht using very 
little rudder at low angles of attack. but 
rudder almost exclusively at high 
AOAs 

Rudder rolls are really uncoor
dinated maneuvers Some aileron 1s 
needed durina a rudder roll; but in the 
heat of battle, it's tricky to use 1ust the 
right amount of aileron Usma too 
much aileron can result in adverse yaw 
which can lead to a departure. Your 
flight control system blends the proper 
amount of aileron and rudder for 
relatively coordinated fliaht durina all 
flight cond1t1ons The system doesn't 
eltminate aerodynamic phenomena 
such as adverse yaw or the dihedral ef
fect {roll due to yaw); it uses the 
dihedral effect to your adll'antaae and 
keeps adverse yaw under control 

To help understand the complex 
world of h1gh-AOA flight, we need to 
es tab I ish some definitions for a com
mon frame of reference; review the 
causes of departures/spins and 
autorolls. as well as briefly explore 
aerodynamic, k1nemat1c, and inertial 
couplma. 

DEFINITIONS 
Exactly where a stall occurs 1n a 

modern high-performance aircraft 1s 
difficult to determine. In some older 
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AUTOROLLS 
fighters, a stall is an exciting event. The 
AOA gets high enough that as the wing 
quits producing lift, directional stabili
ty breaks down and yaw rates can 
develop rather quickly As a result AOA 
limits are often imposed in an attempt 
to prevent departures or spms. These 
are artificial limits, since high AOA 
isn't the source of the problem. The 
real cause is the breakdown in direc
tional stability, which makes the air
craft susceptible to developing a yaw 
rate. However, a stall in an F-15 is a 
"non-event." It's not possible to exceed 
the point of maximum lift (i.e., the 
"classic" stall) even with full aft stick 
A stall Is characterized by moderate 
wing-rock and buffet and a high sink
rate. Accelerated stalls behave much 
the same way, assuming a 
symmetrically-loaded airplane The 
most important thing Is that total d1rec
t1onal stability remains posIt1ve 

Departure and out-of-control aren't 
as easily defined As an aircraft pro
gresses from controlled flight to a spin. 
several events occur For the purposes 
of this d1scuss1on. we will use 
operationally-related definitions of 
out-of-control and departure Simply 
put out-of-control Is the point at which 
the aircraft no longer responds in pitch, 
roll, or yaw to pilot inputs With this 
definition. it's possible to be out of con
trol for some time before actually 
departing since we define departure as 
the point where the aircraft flight path 
changes drastically from the expected. 
1n case there is any doubt. ,f the yaw
rate tone is steadily beeping, the air
craft has departed 

Causes of out-of-control or departure 
can be the result of a combination of 
circumstances Traditionally, a spin is 
encountered after increasing AOA to 
the point that directional stability is 
weak enough that a yaw rate develops 
As AOA increases. the aircraft will stop 
responding since the controls will lose 
effectiveness If directional stability is 
weak. a yaw rate will develop and the 
aircraft will seem to have a mind of its 
own At this point, you are not 
necessarily in a spin You have 
departed controlled flight since the air· 
craft Is doing something you didn't 
command, but it hasn't necessarily 
entered a spin Generally speaking, 
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neutralizing the controls at this point 
will allow the aircraft to fly itself out 
This phase of flight between a depar
ture and a spin can be very brief, 
depending on the dynamics of the 
maneuver. The gyrations the aircraft 
goes through in this phase can be mild 
or eye-watering, depending on speed or 
energy level at departure. 

The first of two spin modes en
countered bv the F-1S is the oscillatory 
mode which. as the name implies. ex
hibits large variations in pitch. roll, and 
yaw You can expect to see ± 30° pitch 
ose1llat1ons. some bank oscillat1ons, 
and yaw-rate hesitation with intermit
tent spikes as high as 100°/second The 
good news Is that this mode is generally 
recoverable with neutral controls. but 
may take some time and altitude to 
recover. 

The second spin mode is the flat 
spin, also referred to as a "smooth" 
spin A flat spin has very little oscilla
tion in any axis and the yaw rates will 
be fairly steady (generally higher than 
m the oscillatory mode - somewhere m 
the neighborhood of 66° to 130° per 
second) These high yaw rates can 
result in "eyeballs out" g-loads of 1 to 4 
g·s, which is uncomfortable to say the 
least During the spin test program. at 
least three-dozen flat spins were per
formed, all of which recovered with 
full anti-spin aileron and stab1lator It's 
not necessary to first be m an 
oscillatory spin to develop a flat spin, 
under certain circumstances, the air
craft will go directly into a flat spin In
verted spins were also tested and found 
to recover with neutral controls 

DEPARTURES AND SPINS 
The contributors to spins and out-of. 

control conditions can be divided into 
major and minor categories A signifi
cant contributor can be flight control 
inputs. even though the flight control 
system is designed to control adverse 
yaw or other inputs that can induce 
yaw rates at high AOAs During the 
spin test program, it was necessary to 
"trick" the control system in order to 
enter a spin It's also possible to trick 
the system during ACM and apply pro
spin controls inadvertently IL for ex
ample, in a hard or "break" turn, the 
aircraft rolls out on its own (perhaps 
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due to weight asymmetry or something 
else), the natural reaction Is to unload 
and counter the roll with opposite 
stick If the stick Is near neutral when 
applying aileron opposite the roll. the 
result w,II be yaw away from the stick 
input and is In the same d1rect1on as the 
yaw that was present with the m1t1al un• 
commanded roll This combination Is 
pro-spin. Don't misunderstand this 
discussion as meaning that you're go
in11, to instantly spin out of a hard turn 
That's not true. but pay attention to 
what the airplane is telling you Any un
commanded motion is cause for 
neutralizing the controls and taking a 
few seconds to see what's going on 

During the sp,n test program the 
"trick .. used to enter a spm was to pul I 
into high AOA. develop some s1desl1p 
and yaw rate with rudder, then sudden• 
ly move the stick to neutral and appl..,. 
full opposite lateral sttck while AOA 
was still high This action. In efrect 
bypassed the aileron washout feature 
and the technique was successtul in 
getting into a spin about 50% at the 
time Power settings and longitudinal 
cg position have relatively minor er
f ec ts on departures and sp,n 
recoveries The flight cond1t1ons 
altitude. and Mach number were also 
players, but of relat1velv small conse
quence 

AOA, on the other hand. does ha\e 
some importance Ceneralh. as 4-0~ 
increases. directional stabil1t\ 
decreases: but as long as the dihedral 
effect remains strong there·s no prob
lem ln the range of 30-3S units. the 
static d1rect1onal stab1l1ty has gone to 
zero or less. but the dihedral effect 1s 
very strong Static d1rect1onal stab ii 1!\ 
and dihedral effect make up the total 
d1rect1onal stability of the a,rcratt In 
the 40-45 unit area. the dihedral effect 
contribution to stability is reduced but 
still positive. and since the static direc
tional stability has gone negatI\e total 
directional stability is weake5t Its d1t
ficult to quant1fy this reduction in 
stability In pilot terms. but the impor
tant thing Is that the total d1rect1onal 
stability Is still posItIve. whereas in 

earlier century-series fighters total 
directional stab1lltv went to zero or 
negative at h111,h AOA 1'n\· t,me dire.::· 
t1onal stability 1s reduced. the a1rplJ.n: 



Is more sub1ect to developing sideslip 
and yaw rate The source of this yaw 
rate can be pilot input. inert1al coupl
ing, or anything that causes the nose to 
mo ... e s1dewavs 

A.1rcratt conf1gurat1on also has some 
ettect on departure resistance When 
the aircraft Is flown with centerline 
tank onlv. the total directional stability 
I~ slightly reduced. resulting in lower 
departure resistance When loaded 
with wIrig tanks. the directional stab1li
tv Is essentially the same as a clean 
airplane. but the longitudinal (pitch) 
stabil1tv Is slightly reduced The biggest 
contribution that the airplane makes to 
loss of control at high AOA Is in lateral 
cg or lateral weight imbalance 

LATERAL ASYMMETRY 
The airplane will probably always be 

out-or-balance laterally to some 
degree. therefore. limits need to be 
established because the flight 
charactenst1cs can change dramatical
Iv as a function of asymmetry The 
aerodynamic charactemtics of asym
metric external loads have little effect 
on the departure resistance of the F-15, 
>\eight Is the brg factor Incidentally, 
this lateral cg sh,ft affects a// aircraft 
Since fighters carry wing tanks and 
bombs,m1ssdes on the wing, they are 
sub1ect to the etfects of a lateral cg. 
shift caused by wetght asymmetry I 
suspect that many F-4 stall/spin ac
cidents may have been due to a large 
weight imbalance. either fuel or wing 
>tores (Expenence In Southeast Asia 
with the F-4 bears this out. Large weight 
differences between left and right 
bomb loads were not uncommon) 

The Category II test program deter
mined that operational loadings of up 
to 10,000 foot-pounds were acceptable, 
although the handling qualities at high 
AOA were somewhat degraded. The 
l1m1t of 5.000 foot-pounds was recom
mended for training in order to avoid 
degraded handling qualities. Testing 
has shown that with an asymmetric 
load of 5.000 foot-pounds. the aircraft 
1s still very departure resistant Above 
10.000 foot-pounds, departure suscep
t1b1lity increases to the point that fully
developed spins can be generated in as 
little as 3 to 4 seconds with only full-aft 
stick 

Since 5,000 foot-pounds may not 
mean much to you, let's put it in terms 
of equrvalent loadings. The rolling mo
ment in foot-pounds Is calculated by 
mult1ply1ng the distance from the 
centerl Ine to where the weight is 
located times the weight Jf the exter
nal load Is balanced, 650 pounds of in
ternal wing-fuel imbalance equals 
5.000 toot-pounds (650 pounds times 
the 7 7 foot distance from centerlme 
equals 5,000 foot-pounds). With two 

FIGURE 1 - LATERAL ASYMMETRY DUE TO WING FUEL AND MISSILES 

Totat Asymmetry /Lefl w,ng Heavy) rt lb x 103 

AIM-7s on one side. only 200 pounds of 
internal wmg-fuel imbalance is needed 
to add up to 5.000 foot-pounds In any 
case, below 30 units AOA, the aircraft 
will generally not depart at any level of 
asymmetry That's where the 30-umt 
Dash One l1m1t comes from when the 
internal wing fuel imbalance exceeds 
600 pounds (200 pounds for im
balanced missile loads) 

Figure 1 Is a graphic representation 
of the preceding d1scuss1on The 
horizontal axis is total asymmetry In 
thousands of foot-pounds. the vertical 
axis is internal wing fuel imbalance. 
left wing heavy The div1s1ons defining 
the points of departure. resistance. spin 
resistance. etc. are based partly on test 
data and partly on analytical data. 
Configurations up to one full external 
wing tank were evaluated up to 30 
units tor stalls and departure suscep
tibility 

The departure characteristics of a 
symmetrically loaded airplane are 
relatively straightforward There's ade
quate warning In terms of buffet and 
wing-rock; but for an asymmetric load. 
these warnings may be reduced, and 
the first indication of departure may be 
the departure warning tone. If you 
don't back off (reduce AOA) at the first 
warning tone, the next event could be a 
fully developed spin - especially with a 
large asymmetry 

Just because you begin an ACM 
engagement with balanced internal 
wing fuel doesn't mean you can't get 
into trouble. Figure 2 shows how quick
ly an imbalance can develop if one of 
the wing fuel transfer pumps fails 
Total fuel flow in thousands-of-pounds 
per hour is on the horizontal a)(iS, and 
rate of wing fuel imbalance in pounds 
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per minute Is shown on the vert1cal 
axis For example at a fuel flow of 
30.000 pounds per hour per engine. the 
imbalance w,II increase at a rate of 480 
pounds per minute. which means that 
after a two-m mute engagement In 
burner. the imbalance will be 960 
pounds (equating to nearly 7.400 foot
pounds of asymmetry) Asymmetry can 
ruin your whole day by quickly putting 
you In a high-rate flat spm. which will 
require a great deal of altitude to 
recover 

RECOVERY PROCEDURES 
The recovl'!ry procedures m the Dash 

One were developed to cover all out
of-control:sp1n events In a logical and 
rational manner At the first sign of an 
out-of-control cond1t1on (the airplane 
quits responding correctly to your in

puts). neutralize the controls and let 
the basic stability of the airplane 
straighten things out If the aircraft 
fails to recover. It may be in an autoroll 
or a spin; the ne-..;t step Is rudder op
posite the roll direction which is the 
best recovery from an autoroll (more 
on autorolls later) It really doesn't 
matter 1f you misidentify a rolling 
departure as an autoroll since the rud
der Is the appropriate control to reduce 
s1deslip and yaw rate (assuming you 
use the correct rudder} Rudders alone 
have little effect on getting In or out of 
spins. A word of caution here don't use 
aileron opposite the roll in an autoroll 
or rudder roll. That's one of the 
quickest ways to enter a spin! 

Dunng any out-of-control event, 
listen for the departure warning tone as 
it's designed to give you specific warn
ings. It first comes on at 30°/second 
yaw rate. Except for autorolls. It was 
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found during testing that the airplane 
would always self-recover 1f the pilot 
neutralized the controls at yaw rates of 
30°/second Above 60°/second. the 
"beep" rate of the tone reaches a max• 
,mum and positive pilot act,on (ant1-
spin controls) will probably be required 
to recover The control augmentation 
system (CASJ 1s shut down at 
42° 1second yaw rate to prevent pro
spin CAS inputs and the spin-recovery 
mode is engaged at 60°'second, allow
ing full a1leron/stab1lator deflection 
regardless of fore and aft stick posit1on. 
If the beep rate has reached a max-
1mum, you're probably approaching (or 
are in) a fully-developed spin The last 
step in the procedure - lateral stick full 
In direction of yaw - requires a bit of 
thought Spend a few seconds deter
mining which way you are spinning 
before putting in any aileron (In fact. 
any time the departure warning tone Is 
on. be very careful with aileron -
especially with the stick near neutral 
longitudinally) 

The best way to recover from a spin 
is to decide which way you re spinning, 
put the aileron in the correct direction 
(the wrong way accelerates the yaw 
rate}, and wait It can take up to 10 
seconds (and two turns) before any 
change In yaw rate Is noticeable Be pa
tient, you may not be able to detect 
any change in yaw rate until just before 
recovery. The exact time-to-recover 
depends on several variables If the 
yaw rate hasn't exceeded 6()0 /second, 
you need to have the stick centered 
fore and aft or you won't get full 
aileron deflection and recovery will 
take longer Large weight asymmetry 
will lengthen the recovery time. as will 
cycling the recovery controls in and 
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out Finally, if you're still spinning at 
10.000-feet AGL, get ready to eIect 
because there probably isn't enough 
altitude left to recover. 

During the recovery phase of a flat 
spin, the aircraft will remain in a fairly 
flat attitude until the yaw rate stops 
The nose will then drop. sometimes 
past 90°. to a slightly inverted position 
At this point. it's much like the 
recovery from a tail slide The airplane 
will do a couple of rolls while regaining 
flying speed These are rolls due to 
s1deshp. not autorolls 

AUTOROLLS 
The autoroll Is a special case and is 

one of the most misunderstood 
phenomena in the F-1 5 The autoroll is 
not unique to the F-1 S, other aircraft, 
such as the F-111. autoroll very easily 
An autoroll can be stopped with very 
little energy or altitude loss. but before 
discussing recovery. let's review the 
causes of autorolls The technical 
reasons are a little deep. but an 
autoroll can consistently be entered 
from a spec1f1c set of flight conditions 
and control inputs 

• Airspeed in the 200-300 KCAS 
range 

• 20-30 units AOA 
• Roll and yaw 1mt1ated with a rud

der input 
• Rela-.ing of aft stick to induce 

coupling 
The aerodynamics of all this are 

complew.. The first principle is the 
dihedral effect which causes the initial 
roll due to yaw; then easing of aft stick 
inertially couples pitch and roll to pro
duce a yaw acceleration During an 
autoroll. the airspeed ,swell above the 
stall speed and the AOA is held in the 
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20-30 unit ran11:e through 1nert1al pitr:.h 
coupling The roll rate will be pretty 
fast. approK1matelv 150°/second, and 
the flight path will be ball1st1c 

During the entry to the autoroll iner 
t1al coupling will appear to the pilot a~ 
an increase In the roll rate ,H the ~t,ck 
1s eased forward Although the prIm,HY 
motion apparent to the pilot Is rol I 
there Is a vaw rate present (around 
30°/second) The yaw rate warning tone 
may be on or off during the autoroll 
The CAS aileron rudder interconnect 
gets m the act during the entry phase 
because It works as a funct,on of AOA 
and roll rate and applies rudder to 
coordinate the roll This rudder deflec
tion is in the d1rect1on to get into an 
autoroll. but fades m a few second> 
and will not keep the aircraft in an 
autoroll If friction In the rudder cables 
is high. the rudders will tend to stay 
slightly deflected in the d1rect1on ot the 
roll and that will tend to keep the 
autoroll going An aircraft with little or 
no rudder friction or rudder displace
ment from whatever cause will not stav 
in an autoroll In any event. It seas', to 
recover 

The best way to recover from an 
autoroll ,s to apply rudder opposite the 
roll Techmcally speaking. the rudder Is 
being applied to eliminate the s1desl1p. 
however. it's easier for the pilot to 
determine roll d1rect1on so referencing 
recovery procedures to roll direction 
makes more sense As soon as the roll 
stops. neutralize the rudder and be 
ready to come in with a little aft stick 
to counter the "nose tuck that 
follows This nose tuck 1s ver-.,· mild and 
,s caused by mertral coupling 

Other recovery techniques do exist 
but are of academic interest onl\. For 
example. doing nothing at all ...... 11I \.\Ork 
An autoroll will eventuall\. stop 
depending on rudder cable fr1ct1on 
Time and altitude loss ma',' be ex
cessive. therefore this technique Is no~ 
recommended Moving the stick fore or 
aft may possibly work through coupl
ing. but Isn t recommended since It 
doesn't directly affect the -,.ay,. rate and 
can lead to extreme AOAs Aileron ap
plied with the roll (an unnatural 
tendency) will break the autoroll 
phenomenon. but the transIt1on from 
an autoroll to an aileron roll Is ImpossI
ble to detect. Aileron against the roll 
(normal reaction) 1s def1n1rel't nor 
recommended since 1t Is a pro-spin con
trol and it is possible to get into a spin 
in as little as three or four seconds 
There 1s plenty of warning from the 
departure tone and aircraft motion that 
things are going from bad to worse 

Aircraft conf1gurat1on has no eHect 
on getting in or out of autorolls Weight 
asymmetry doesn't affect autoroll en
try or recovery, but does make It easier . 



to spin out of an autoroll 1f the wrong 
recovery techmque is used. Warntngs 
are somewhat reduced so your best in
dication that things are getting worse is 
the departure warning tone 

COUPLING 
Several times I've referred to 

aerodynamic and inertial coupling, 
both of which are complex 
phenomena. The good news is that 
coupling can be reduced to some fairly 
simple concepts. The term ··coupling" 
simply refers to the response of the air
craft about one axis due to a distur
bance about another An example of 
uncoupled aircraft motion is the 
response of the aircraft to the 
stabrlator Pulling aft on the stick in 
straight and level flight causes a collec
tive motion of the stab1lator, resultmg 
in a nose-up motion. The pilot has com
manded a pitch motion. and only a 
pitch motion has resulted. An example 
of a coupled aircraft motion is the 
combmatron of roll and yaw that 
results from rudder deflection. The 
pilot has commanded a yaw with rud
der and the aircraft also rolls. This par
ticular tvpe of aerodynamic coupling is 
the dihedral effect. 

"Kinematic" coupling occurs 1f an 
aircraft is rolled rapidly about the 
longitudinal axis, as shown in Figure 3 
What was AOA (a) becomes sideslip (i'l. 
triggering roll due to yaw. Aircraft 
don't roll purely about their 
longitudinal axis. so the results are mix
ed with 1nert1al coupling. To under
stand inertial coupling, Imagme an air
craft represented by a system of 
weights. as shown in Figure 4. The 
fuselage 1~ represented by large masses 
near the nose and tail, the wing by 
smaller masses near the wing tips. If 
the aircraft is rolled rapidly about the 
fhiht path (veloc1tv vector). the masses 
In the fuselaie will overpower the 

FIGURE 3 - KINEMATIC COUl'I.INI. 

smaller wing masses and wdl pull the 
nose and tail away from the flight path. 
This is an example of roll couplmi into 
pitch and Is dominant at high speeds. 
and is the reason many fiihters are pro
hibited from continuous 360° rolls. (A 
more in-depth explanation of this 
whole subject Is presented in an article 
titled "Whifferdills. Diveriences, and 
Other Roll Couplini Phenomena" by 
MCAIR project test pilot Larry Walker 
m DIGEST Issue 6/1979.) 

There are some important things to 
understand about couplins: 

• Aerodynamic, kinematic. and iner
tial couplins never operate in
dependently 

• It's very difficult for a pilot to 
judge what degree or type of coupling 
Is present. 

• It's possible to get away with a 
coupling-prone maneuver several 
times; but on the next one, you could 
break the airplane 

Every airplane in the world Is subject 
to coupling to some degree. and 
several examples of coupling were en
countered during the F-15 spin test pro
gram. Other than entering from an 
autoroll, they were successful in 

FIGURE 4 - INERTIAL C0Ul'UN8 
EQU1Yalent Masses 
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senerating a spin with a clean con
figuration aircraft only 50% of the 
time. Occasionally, instead of spinning, 
the aircraft was inadvertently inertially 
coupled into a maneuver that saw 
g-excursions of up to + 9 g's. 

Another maneuver subject to coupl
ing is a negative g "guns jink-out" 
(rapidly moving the stick forward and 
to the right or left corner). You're walk
ing on the raHed edlile with this 
maneuver and 1f the aircraft couples 
up, it'll water your eyes At hish speeds. 
structural damage is a very real 
possibility and at lower speeds, out-of
coritrol may result. These things won't 
happen every time. so be careful and 
remember that the stick doesn't have 
to be against the forward stop to trigger 
coupling. 

A third and probably the most signtfi
cant example of coupling is the spin 
itself. Without inertial coupling, the 
F-1S couldn't spin. As in the autoroll, 
simultaneous yaw and roll rates iner
tially couple with the pitch ax,s. 
preventing a reduction m AOA. Reduc
ing the yaw rate with recovery controls 
lessens the magnitude of the coupling, 
allowing the nose to drop 

The world of departures. spins. 
autorolls. and coupling ,s a complex 
one. However, total understanding of 
the dynamics of it all isn't necessary; 
an awareness of the causes (condi
t1ons/conf1guration) is desirable. but 
the most important point of this discus
sion Is to pay attention to your 
airplane. It will "talk" to you and by its 
"response (or lack of response). tell you 
how it feels about what's going on. The 
Eagle is the most stable and forgiving 
fighter ever built; but It can chanlile 
character rapidly and become 
downright unpleasant if you don't pay 
attention to what It is telling you! 

Please note: My article "Angle of At· 
tack and Turn Performance" in the last 
issue of the DIGEST contained two in
advertent errors. The first one is 
relatively minor - the text referring to 
Figure 7 equates a gross weight of 
52.000 pounds to 17,000 pounds of 
fuel, which should actually be 19.000 
pounds of fuel. The second error is a lit
tle more interesting. Figure 6 and the 
other similar figures were originally 
calculated for full thrust or 102% 
thrust engines, and the text indicatin1 
that the aircraft will sustain 6 3 g·s at 
20,000 ft was based on the orisinal 
charts. later. to make the charts more 
relevant. they were redone to the 
97% % thrust level, but not all the text 
got changed. (Murphy strikes again!) 
The correct numbers can be read from 
the charts and the sustained g-point at 
Max power is 16 umts and 5 6 g's, and 
at Mil power, 12 units and 3.5 g's. ■ 



1VING-FUEL IMBALANCE 

A large wing-fuel imbalance can ruin 
your whole day by making ,t easier to 
get into a high yaw rate flat spm due to 
degraded h,gh-AOA handling 
characteristics The causes of these im
balances can be traced to sources such 
as the fuelioil heat exchanger. a failed 
transfer pump, indicator malfunctions. 
and others. 

The malfunction that will cause an 
imbalance to develop the fastest 1s a 
faded wmg transfer pump The rate at 
which an imbalance will develop 1s 
dependent on total fuel flow (A rough 
guideline 1s one-half your total fuel 
flow) For example. on a cross-country, 
total fuel flow 1s m the 5500 pounds per 
hour range. and an imbalance caused 
by a failed transfer pump wtll develop 
at the rate of 2750 pounds per hour or 
46 pounds per mmute In ACM, where 
60.000 pounds per hour isn't unusual, 
the rate Is 500 pounds per mmute. The 
rate will also be affected by a failure of 
one of the three electrical phases that 
power each pump. The failure of one 
phase 1s, In effect, a partial pump 
failure and may result m asymmetries 
of 400 to 500 pounds 

A transfer pump failure can be m
s1d1ous If you have external tanks. they 
will transfer to any internal tank that 
will accept fuel; therefore, 1t's impossi
ble to detect a failed wmg transfer 
pump by reference to the fuel gauge 
until the externals are dry An im
balance that becomes apparent dunn11 
ground operations may be normal and 
the result of something other than a 
transfer pump failure. For example. 1f 
the o.1rcraft isn't reasonably wmgs-level 
during refueling, one internal wing tank 
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may not fill completely An internal 
wrng-fuel imbalance on the ground 1s 
not necessarily a valid mdicat1on of a 
transfer system problem 

The heat exchanger can cause o. 
wrng-fuel imbalance due to a fa tied 
thermal bypass valve This valve Is 
desrgned to control the fuel recircula
tion to the wmgs as a functron of 
temperature It's designed to begin 
opening at a fuel temperature of 185°F 
and Is fully open at 200°F These valves 
do not require any power source. and 
the predominant failure mode Is Joss of 
cahbrat1on resulting In rncorrect 
temperature scheduling. The result Is 
that the valve on one side isn't opening 

If you find yourself In an 
airplane with a large fuel asym
metry, stay below 30-units AOA 
and you won't have any prob• 
lems. Testing has shown that 
the aircraft is departure resis
tant at any level of asymmetry as 
long as you stay below 30 units. 

and closing at the correct time. wh1eh 
will cause an imbalance If one valve 
was fully open and the other closed. 
the imbalance would develop at a rate 
of 30 pounds per minute; however, the 
actual rates are somewhat less since 
it's unusual for one valve to be fa1Jed 
fully open while the other remams 
closed Since the functioning of these 
valves Is dependent on fuel 
temperature, imbalances will tend to 
develop at low total fuel flows since 
that is where fuel temperatures wdl 
tend to be higher Presently, the only 
way to fix a failed thermal valve Is to 
remove the heat exchanger 

Another source of imbalances can be 
malfunct1onmg level control valves. A 
problem with these valves will usually 
become apparent at low power settings 
(low transfer rates), and the rate of 
asymmetry development Is relatively 
slow. All aircraft have been modified 
with what are known as "snap action" 
level control pilot valves These allow 
the feed tank fuel level to decrease 
(about 150 pounds) before "snapping" 
open to refill the tanks This has the ef
fect of ensuring that both wing transfer 
pumps will transfer fuel to the feed 
tanks by creatmg adequate volume m 
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the feed tanks to accept fuel 
One ot the often overlooked sourr:f's 

of asymmetry Is the tuel ~dui.;:rng 
system At times due to IntermIttPnt 
ground mg and loose wires or grounding 
between the inner and outer probes In 
the tank. a sudden asymmetry may ap
pear to develop Normally this would 
appear durmg acceleration. decelPra· 
tIon. or heavy maneuvering In any 
case. troubleshootmg for any asvm 
metry problem should beg,n w,th the 
fuel gauging system 

The fuel system should maintain o.n 
imbalance of no more than 200 
pounds. 1f operatmg correctly The 
wing transfer pumps have ·trimmer 
valves installed to match output 
pressures at transfer tlow rates Current 
"Dash One" procedures allow an asym
metry of up to 600 pounds with a 
balanced external load. however. 1f 
the asymmetry consistently e-.:ceeds 
200 pounds mflight. wnte ,t up smce 
there Is a problem somewhere In the 
system. 

If you find yourself m an airplane 
with a large fuel o.symmetry, ~tav 
below JO-units AOA and \OU v.on t 
have any problems Testmg has >hol'<n 
that the aircraft Is departure resistant 
at any level of asymmetry as long as 
you stay below 30 units 

Clear. concise write-ups are essent10.! 
to getting a fuel imbalance problem 
solved Mamtenance needs to know e,
actly when the imbalance appeared 
and how quickly It developed It time 
and workload permit. o. chronological 
record of the fuel readings w,II help 
trace the problem. and a short discus
sion of your tl1ght conditions prior to 
notmg the imbalance will also be 
helpful All of this mformat1on "ill help 
maintenance get vour Eagle rullv mIs
sIon capable as soon as possible ■ 

As w.u the case in my pre\lious 
DIGEST articles, the two discussions 
you ho1Ve just read could nol ha\le been 
developed without the assistance of the 
MCAIR en11ineering community. Jim 
Pousson, lead Desi11n Engineer, .1nd 
Walt Beck, Design Specialist, supplied 
innlu.1ble technical e:..pertise on the 
f-15 fuel system. Bill Bath, lud 
Engineer in the Systems Safe!) group, i.s 
due special recognition for his techn1-
c,1I .1nd operation.11 ad\lice in the- flight 
wfety .upects of fuel system problems. 



FUEL LEAl(S 

Fuel leaks in the F-15 are infrequent, 
but the potential for losing your entire 
fuel load in just a few minutes does ex
ist (In fact, not long ago an f-15 flamed 
out approximately 20 minutes after 
takeoff because of a massive fuel leak.) 
While the magnitude of a leak can 
range from very minor to severe, it 
usually can be controlled by following 
checklist procedures. Before getting in
to causes and corrective actions 
however, we need to review the basic 
layout of the fuel system. 

Figure 1 is a simplified sketch of the 
F-15 fuel system. The left side repr~ 
sents the feed tanks and the com
ponents on the right side of the 
diagram lead to the engines, which are 
just downstream of the fuel flow 
transmitters. The various components 
located in the feed tanks aren't of 
much interest since a leak in that area 
isn't a threat to your fuel supply. The 
plumbing, external to the tanks and 
located in the heat exchanger and 
engine bays, is the main area of con
cern. Figure 2 is a photograph of the 
plumbing from the heat exchanger and 
airframe mounted shut-off valve to just 
before the fuel flow transmitter. 
( Because these components are 
located in an area that is difficult to 
photograph, we assembled the various 
parts on the hangar floor so you could 
clearly see what the components ac-

By GLEN LARSON/.stnio, Ex~rimen1at res, Pilot 

tually look like.) 
The fittings highlighted on Figures 1 

and 2 are Wiggins couplings that con
nect the fuel/oil heat exchanger and 
the airframe mounted fuel shut-off 
valves to the plumbing. These couJr 
lings are very reliable, but if incorrectly 
reassembled during maintenance, leaks 
can result. Your primary indication of a 
leak is a rapid, unexplained decrease in 
fuel quantity. Although a better in
dicator would be fuel streaming from 
the fuselage, it won't always be visible 
from the cockpit, and your wingman (if 
you have one) may not be able to see 
the fuel vapor at night or in heavy 
weather. As usual, there's a "gotcha" 
-failures within the indicator or quanti
ty measuring system may indicate a 
fuel quantity decrease without actual 
fuel loss. In most cases, your wingman 
will be able to confirm the actual 
presence of a leak; but, single ship, at 
night, in the weather, you can't tell if 
it's real or not. Your best bet is to head 
for the nearest suitable base. 

The flight manual contains two 
emergency procedures to control fuel 
loss. Which one you use depends on 
where the fuel is being lost. If it's com
ing from the wing dump masts, then the 
procedure for UNCOMMANDED FUEL 
VENTING (pages 3-22 and 23 in TO 
1F-15A-1) is the one to use This pre> 
cedure will stop the loss of fuel through 
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the plumbing to the wing masts, which 
are actually vent (both sides) as well as 
dump masts (right side only). Fuel loss 
from both sides indicates a fuel system 
pressurization or transfer malfunction, 
and the loss rate will be less than the 
maximum fuel dump rate of about 900 
pounds per minute. This procedure will 
usually stop fuel loss through the 
vent/dump masts, whatever the cause, 
including failure of the dump system to 
stop when you turn the switch off. 
Remember that your feed tank fuel 
(about 2700 pounds) will never be lost 
through the wing vent/dump masts, 
even if the dump system can't be shut 
down for some reason, since fuel in the 
feed tanks can't b~ dumped. Fuel loss 
through the vent/dump masts is at a 
low enough rate that you should have 
enough time to sort things out and get 
to the nearest base or tanker. 

Potential for massive fuel loss exists 
in the plumbing to the engine bays. The 
fuel lines from the feed tanks to the 
engines are capable of sustaining flow 
rates of over 100,000 pounds per hour, 
which can deplete your entire internal 
fuel load, including feed tanks, in 
about eight minutes. Fortunately, loss 
rates of that magnitude are rare and, 
while exact rates are difficult to 
predict, will generally not e11.ceed 
20,000 pounds per hour except for a 
catastrophic failure. 

The most likely source of a massive 
leak in the plumbing is the Wiggins fit
tings and the loss rate depends on how 
loose the fitting becomes. Little 
maintenance is required in these areas 
e11.cept for the fuel/oil heat exchangers, 
which are often changed as a result of 
internal wing-fuel imbalances. Some 
other causes of an imbalance could be 
a failed wing transfer pump or other 
components within the fuel system, 
which are discussed briefly in my ac
companying article. Removing and 
reinstalling the heat exchanger is dif
ficult; if one of the Wiggins fittings is 
incorrectly reassembled, a massive, un
controllable leak can result. 

The flight manual procedures for IN
FLIGHT FUEL LEAK (page 3-23 in TO 
1 F-1 SA-1) recommends increasing 
airspeed to maximize your range. Don't 
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confuse this s1tuatIon with the tradi
tional concept of slowing down to ma,-
1mum endurance speed to conserve 
fuel The idea here Is not fuel conserva
tion - the fuel 1s running out the bot
tom of the airplane anyway so vou 
might as well use 11 to get to the nearest 
a1rf1eld And remember the warning 
.... hich tells you not to use afterburner to 
get home. Lighting the atterburner will 
almost certainly ignite any fuel leaking 
from the fuselage 

The most d1ff1cult part of the pro
cedure rs deciding e,actlv which side 
of the arrcraft 1s the source of the fuel 
loss Referring to Figure 1. ,f fuel is 
being lost downstream in the engine 
plumbing. for example, then the 
associated fuel flow indicator would 
show a higher than normal fuel flow 
Since the fuel flow transmitters are 
located downstream of the heat ex
changers and because of the relatively 
high pressure m the Imes. the fuel flow 
indicators won't be much help 1f the 
leak Is upstream of the transmitters -
the readings will be normal 

Engine operation will probably be 
normal as well. A leak will fill the 
various cavItIes m the engine and air
frame mounted accessory drive 
(AMAD) bavs. and fuel will vent from 
panel areas all over the bottom of the 
airplane Your wingman may be able to 
make an educated guess as to which 
side seems to be leaking so you can 
shut that engine down with the FIRE 
button Keep an eye on the fuel gauge 
If the fuel loss rate decreases, great -
vou picked the correct engine If not. 
reset the FIRE button and restart the 
engine and shut down the other engine 
with its FIRE button Remember, even 
1f you get the leak stopped. fuel will 
continue to run out the bottom of the 
airplane until all the cavIt1es In the 
engine and AMAD bays have run dry 

If the fuel loss cannot be stopped by 
shutting the engine down with the FIRE 
buttons. 11 wasn't vour day because the 
most likely source 1s the f1ttmg 
upstream of the fuel/oil heat exchanger 
and airframe mountf'd shut-off valve A 
leak from this f1tt1ng will deplete your 
entire fuel suppl\ since It won't stop 
when the associated feed tank runs dry 
The fuel crossfeed valve in the feed 
tanks will open and allow the other 
feed tank to supply its fuel to the open 
coupling Testing ha\ determined that 
the maximum loss rate from the Wig
gins coupling upstream of the airframe 
mounted shut-off valve Is approxImatP-
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FIGURE 1 - LEAK AREAS 

Iv 350 pounds per minute You can't 
stop t~is leak. but the remaining steps 
of the INFLIGHT FUEL LEAK procedure 
will help reduce the loss rate Selecting 
STOP TRANS{FER) may save some fuel 
from being lost overboard, and reset
ting the FIRE button and starting the 
engine will allow you to head to the 
nearest suitable field as fast as possible 
without using afterburner 

Finally, get the emergency generator 
on-line. confirm emergency boost 
pump pressure, and place both mam 
generator switches OFF. like in the last 
portion of the UNCOMMANDED FUEL 
VENTING procedure This stops the 
transfer pumps and turns off the mam 
boost pumps The emergency boost 
pump can't pump as much fuel as both 
main boost pumps. which should 
reduce the loss rate to about 250 
pounds per minute if the leak is In the 
fitting upstream of the heat exchanger. 

It is very important to closely 

monitor the feed tanks With the 
generators oft. fuel will gravity-transfer 
into the feed tanks, but not fast enough 
to keep up with engine demand plus 
loss rate To refill the feed tanks 
simply turn the generators on and 
select NORMAL TRANSFER and 1! s a 
good idea to turn the main generators 
back on for landing 

Maintenance procedures have been 
revised to help ensure the heat ex
changer Wiggins coupling Is properl\ 
installed each time the heat e~changer 
1s replaced. and starting v. 1th F-15( pro
duction number 335 and F-15D number 
55. the v.Ing fuel recirculation s\stem 
w,1I utilize the electricall\ controlled 
solenoid valves instead of the current 
failure-prone passive valve Fleetv.1de 
retrofit Is av.a1ting approval 

In the meantime. keep an eye on the 
fuel gauge, if it begins to decrease 
rapidly. follow checld1st procedure; 
and head for the nearest airfield 

FIGURE 2 - FUEL FLOW PLUMBING 
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CENTER OF GRAVITY 

Aircraft center of gravity concepts, 
handling qualities, ,1nd ballast con
siderations would ,i,ppear to be rela• 
tively simple subjects to discuss. In 
rHlity, and as I found after deciding to 
look into these aspects of f-1S opera
tions, they ;ue not simple and writing 
this article was possible only with the 
contributions of several members of 
the MCAIR engineering team. My ap
preci.ation is expressed to Dan knewitz, 
Section Chief, and Bob Hahn, Lead 
Engineer Weights for cg data. Cl.t1rence 
Mongold, Branch Chief, and Bill 
Nelson, Section Chief Technology, pro
vided urodyn.1mic data. Bill Holl
ingsworth, LHd Engineer Technology, 
did the perform.ance comp.uisons. 
Speci•I thanks 10 to Bill Cr.iiwford, 
Technical Specialist F-15 Guidance and 
Control, and Bill Bath, Lead En1ineer 
Systems Safely, for their careful re\liew 
of multiple drafts of this article for ac
curacy. 

By GLEN LARSON/s,,11,or ~rimtntof Test Pi/01 

The position of the center of gravity 
(cg) has a dramatic effect on the way 
an aircraft behaves in flight. Aft move
ment, for example, usually produces 
the most challenging flight 
characteristics and to retain reasonable 
handling qualities, ballast is needed to 
keep the cg within predetermined 
limits. Ideally, no ballast would be re
quired, but with the wide variety of 
bombs, missiles, and fuel tanks carried 
on fighters today, ballast is inevitable. 
Usually, the combination of external 
stores and internal fuel that produces 
the most aft cg determines ballast re
quirements. During testing, an aircraft 
is flown with different center of gravity 
positions and aft limit is established in 
terms of handling qualities. 

The following article is an introduc
tion to the technical aspects of center 
of gravity management. It includes a 
discussion of the changes in aircraft 
response as cg changes and a review of 
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cg travel in the F-15 with some perfor
mance comparisons. 

ENGINEERING PERSPECTIVE 
The general relationship between the 

cg and aerodynamic center (ac) is 
shown in Figure 1 The closer together 
the two points are located, the less 
stable the aircraft will be in the pitch 
axis; however. these points are not con
stant, fixed reference points. The 
aerodynamic center will move as a 
function of AOA and Mach number. 
For example, high Mach numbers tend 
to move the ac aft and high AOAs can 
move it either way. Burning and dumir 
ing of fuel or weapons release will 
move cg fore or aft, depending on the 
specific aircraft design. {For instance, 
cg in the F-4 normally moves forward 
with fuel consumption; however, if fuel 
is dumped immediately after takeoff, 
cg will move aft and if not manaiied 
properly, can change aircraft stability 
from positive to negative.) 

The cg position influences the static 
stability of an aircraft, as well as 
dynamic response. There can also be a 
lateral shift of cg, but we will limit this 
discussion to fore and aft cg changes. 
(For a discussion of large lateral weight 
imbalances, see my article in DIGEST 
issue 3/1984 "Stalls, Spins, and 
Autorolls.") Longitudinal stability of an 
aircraft is expressed in terms of four 
reference points: stick-free neutral 
point, stick-fixed neutral point, stick
free maneuver point, and stick-fixed 
maneuver point. 

Stick-fixed stability is indicated by 
stick movement, whereas stick-free 
stability is indicated by the force the 
pilot applies to the stick. For example, 
the stick-fixed neutral point is the cg 
position where changes in stabilator 
deflection approach zero for an in
cremental speed change; and the stick
free neutral point is the cg position 
where stick forces do not change when 
speed changes. Stick-fixed and stick
free maneuver points are defined 
similarly except that the variable is nor· 
mal acceleration (g's) instead of speed 
In any cd.se, unaugmented, irreversible 
hydraulic control systems with a simple 
spring-feel system have the same stick
fixed and stick-free neutral points. For 
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the purposes of this general discussion, 
we can consider the neutral point and 
aerodynamic center as essentially the 
same pomt 

PILOT PERSPECTIVE 
Precise definition of these points is 

not of much concern to the operational 
pilot What is relevant is that the air
craft does not immediately become un
controllable if cg is aft of the neutral 
pomt However, the aircraft will be 
hard to control and tasks such as gun 
tracking v.ill be very difficult to per
form 

As cg moves aft, static stability 
decreases. When cg reaches the neutral 
point, control forces {without some 
type of flight control augmentation 
such as the F-15 CAS or the F-4 stability 
augmentation system) essentially go to 
zero. Strictly speaking. the difference 
between cg position and neutral point 
Is the stat,c margin For example. imagine 
an aircraft stabilized and trimmed for 
one-g flight at JOO knots If cg is at 
neutral point and the aircraft Is slowed to 
250 knots. there will be no change In stick 
posItIon or force Without augmentation, 
a neutrally stable aircraft wilt be difficult 
to tnm A longitudinal stick pulse will 
result m the aircraft not returning to the 
trimmed cond1t1on. and close attention Is 
necessary to control the aircraft 

When cg 1s aft of the neutral pomt. 
the aircraft becomes unstable, and if 
changed from a given trim condition in 
flight will require forward stick 
pressure when slowed and aft pressure 
when accelerated. Iust the opposite of 
what Is normally experienced. Further 
aft movement results 1n the cg and 
maneuver pomt becoming coincident 
The d1fferencP between the manPuver 
pomt and the cg position Is the 
maneuver margin If these points are 
coincident. an aircraft can theore11cal
ly be stabilized at a constant g and 
speed with no change In stick force or 
posItIon The aircraft will be very dif
ficult to trim. control forces w,II be 
ver\· light. and there will bf' a tendency 
to over-control Also there will be little 
need to change trim as speed changes. 
which 1.-. actually a desirable 
character1st1c for tasks such as ground 
attack Howe\er. without flight control 
augmentallon, an excessively high 
v.orkload ,s created. f'spec1ally for m· 
strumPnt flight 

Although the d1scu~.-.1on has centered 
on aft movemPnt of tht· cg. there 1s a 
forward llm,t as well. which I~ u.-.ually 
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FIGURE 1 - AIRCRAFT STABILITY RELATIONSHIPS 
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the result of structural loads or nose 
wheel liftoff requirements rather than 
handling quality problems Moving the 
cg well forward will make the aircraft 
very easy to tnm Stick forces will be 
relatively high and the aircraft will 
have a "heavy" feel Moving the cg aft 
to a mid-range location reduces control 
forces and does not make trimming 
more difficult. 

A pos1tIve static margin allows a 
pilot to fly aircraft without art1f1cial 
control augmentation For example, 
the F-15 can be safely flown and land
ed using the mechanical system alone. 
and although the F-18 has a four
channel digital flight control system, It 
can be flown through a mechanical 
backup system in the event of com
plete electncal failure since both air· 
craft have positive static margins All 
current operational aircraft have a 
posItIve static margin except the F-16. 
which has essentially neutral stability 
An aircraft with neutral stability re
quires high levels of concentration and 

flight control augmentation is 
necessary to reduce workload 

{Future aircraft may have large neg· 
ative static margins, such as those be· 
mg tested m the X-29. since there are 
significant improvements possible m 
performance Spectacular garns in turn 
performance, as well as reductions In 
aerodynamic drag. result from a large 
negative static margm) 

F-15 CENTER OF GRAVITY 
The d1scuss,on so far has been 

directed toward aircraft ,,., 1th 
unaugmented control systems The 
F-15 basic mechanical fltght control 
system contarns devices such as the 
pitch trim compensator (PTCl and pitch 
roll changer assembly (PRCAl that are 
designed to provide neutral speed 
stability (no trim change wtth speed 
changes) and change the gearing bet 
ween the stick and stabilator to keep 
stick forces nearlv constant throughout 
the flight ehvelope The control 
augmentation system (CAS) contain~ 

FIGURE 2 - BALLAST LOCATIONS (F-15C) 
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FIGURE 3 - CENTER OF GRAVITY TRAVEL 
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the devices necessary to damp 
undesirable motion in the various axes, 
as well as authonty to move flight con
trol surfaces in response to pilot inputs 
These systems work together to fme
tune the aircraft to provide constant. 
predictable aircraft response by com• 
pensatmg for cg or ac movements as 
much dS possible 

The majority of the ballast in the 
F-15 1s carried on the bulkhead Just att 
of the radar antenna bulkhead Figure 2 
<;hows location and approximate 
amount of ballast 1n certain C models 
The A model carnes 270 to 290 pounds. 
the B model Oto 38 pounds, and the D 
model carries zero ballast MSIP air· 
craft will carry 0 to 39 pounds In C 
models These ballast amounts are pre
TCTO 818 (Mod1f1cat1on of ICS Ballast 
Adjustments) and vary according to In
d1v1dual aircraft differences 

With some minor eJ1:ceptIons, cg in 
the F-15 moves aft as the aircraft gets 
lighter Figure 3 is a greatly simplified 
cg movement chart. which does not in
clude external tanks or weapons 
release Ir ,s intended ro generally 
if/usr,are rhe cg movement due ro fuel 
consumption in various models of the 

F-15 and should not be used to deter
mine the cg of a specific aircraft. The 
vertical axis Is the gross weight of the 
aircraft. and the horizontal axis is a per
cent of mean aerodynamic chord 
(MAC) The MAC is an imaginary line 
drawn between the leading and trailing 
edges of the wing, near midspan 

Distances along th1s line are expressed 
as a percentage. with leading edge as 
zero and trailing edge as 100% Each 
line on the chart illustrates cg move
ment for each model of the F-15 At 
first glance, tt appears that the C model 
en,oys a cg that is farther aft than other 
models That I~ true only when all air
craft are compared at the same gross 
weight However. 1f two models such as 
a C model and an A model were to take 
off together and begin an ACM engage
ment soon after entering the area. the C 
would actually have a cg up to 1/i % 
ahead of the cg in the A. (For example, 
an A model at 39.000 pounds has a cg 
at 25.5%. but a C at the same point in 
the mission would weigh about 42.000 
pounds and have a cg position of 25%} 

The forward cg limit for the F-15 Is 
established by various structural loads 
and nose wheel liftoff speeds 

FIGURE 4 - PITCH RATE RESPONSE 

Time - Seconds 
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However. the aft l1m,t Is not as easily 
defined The neutral point for an F-15 
moves as a function of eJ1:ternal stores 
For example. neutral point for a clean 
F-15 is at 32 'i% MAC. but add1t1on of 
conformal fuel tanks moves it to 31 0% 
MAC The aircraft has been safely 
flown and landed in a three-tank and 
e1ght-miss,le configuration w,th cg at 
30% MAC or a 5% static margin 
Testing has shown that the CAS can 
handle a negative margin as large as 
1 %. however. the current aft l1m1t of 
29% MAC for most store loadings was 
established during USAF testing to 
determine handling qual1t1es for close 
formation and air refueling During 
flight tests. the cg was varied from 
24.5% to 30% MAC In several in
stances with the CAS off. a low fre
quency pitch oscillation developed 
caused by the pitch tum compensator 
(PTC). The g on the aircraft typically 
changed by plus or minus 5 over a 
period of 7 to 10 seconds because the 
PTC respome to pilot inputs was out of 
phase. which resulted in a m,ld pitch 
oscillation Although easily compen
sated for by the pilot. it was deemed 
unacceptable for high gain tasks such 
as air refueling and close formation 
Consensus of pilot opinion was that a 
cg aft of 29% would result in marginal 
flying qualities for atr refueling with 
pitch CAS off 

HANDLING QUALITIES 
Handltng qualities are determined 

during the development phase of an 
aircraft A sub1ect1ve pilot evaluation 
determines if the aircraft has level I. 11. 
or Ill handling qualtt1es as spelled out 
In Mll-F-8785(ASGJ Level I Is defined 
as being completely acceptable for all 
mIssIon elements with a reasonable 
pilot workload At level II. the mIssIon 
can still be accomplished but pilot 
workload Is higher, and at level 111. the 
aircraft can be controlled but pilot 
workload is excessive and mIssIon ef
fectiveness Is impaired The F-15 in the 
air-to-air configuration has level I 
handling qualities throughout its flight 
envelope with CAS on and. in small 
parts of the envelope. handling 
qualities degrade to level 11 with CAS 
off. (Handling qualities of the F-4. by 
comparison, do not remain at level 11 
throughout its fltght envelope - most 
notably at low altitude and high speed) 

For the F-15. the loading requiring 
maximum ballast was. 1100 pounds in
ternal fuel. two empty external wing 
tanks, centerline pylon, four AIM-7F 
missiles. 20mm ammunition fired 
(cases retained), and a SO-percentile 
physical profile pilot. The amount of 
ballast for this loading was based on 
results obtained dunng handlmg quali· 
ty tests 
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Loading four AIM·9 m1ss1les. an emp
ty centerline tank, downloading the 
four AIM-7 missiles, or addmg internal 
fuel moved cg forward. which resulted 
m a more stable static margm. For ex
ample. increasing internal fuel to 3700 
pounds moved the cg forward 1.5% of 
the location with 1100 pounds of fuel 
m C/D models and approximately 1.0% 
m A and 8 models 

PERFORMANCE EFFECTS 
To illustrate the effect of cg position 

on turn performance, let's compare an 
A model with a D model at the same 
point m a mission 50% internal fuel. 
four AIM-7s. and full 20mm ammo for 
each aircraft. In this configuration. cg 
position of the A will be at 261 % and 
at 25 0% for the D (The configuration 
for both aircraft must be the same; the 
fact that tanks or AIM-9s are not in
cluded doesn't make much difference) 
In order to allow s1mulat1on of rapid 
full-aft stick without exceeding aircraft 
load limits. 220 KCAS at 10.000 feet 
MSL was used as a starting point 

These conditions were used in a six
degree-of-freedom s1mulation. the 
results of which are shown in Figures 4 
and 5 The aircraft were assumed to be 
straight and level at time zero A roll to 
approl(1mately 90° of bank was com
pleted in two seconds and full aft stick 
was applied Pitch rates peaked at ap
proximately 35° per second for both 
aircraft in about four seconds Six. 
seconds into the run. two seconds after 
full aft stick. pitch rates were 12° per 
second for the A and 11° per second 
for the D. as shown in Figure 4 Plots of 
actual degrees of turn against time are 
shown m Figure 5. After eight seconds 
of running time. the A will complete 4° 
more turn than the D. which Is essen
tially the same as a 4° nose position ad
vantage in six. seconds The same com
pamon with both aircraft at the same 
weight results m smaller performance 
differences 

BALLAST MANAGEMENT 
Prior to TCTO 818. no ballast was 

removed from the aircraft when the in
ternal countermeasures set (ICS) was 
installed m the equipment bay aft of 
the cockpit This TCTO is intended to 
eliminate the performance penalty caused 
by carrying approl(1mately 200 pounds 
of unneeded ballast with ICS installed 
When ICS is installed. ballast must be 
removed. which keeps the cg in the 
range it would be in without ICS 

A word of caution about nose strut 
serv1cmg Is m order at this point. Mov
ing weight around in the aircraft 
changes the load on the nose gear and 
,t Is very important that the strut always 
be correctly serviced An F-15 unit el(
penenced loss of nose gear steering 
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FIGURE 5 - TURN COMPARISON 

F-15A--
F-15D---

Time - Seconds 

during taxi after TCTO 818 was incor
porated Initially, it was thought that 
removing ballast for the JCS mstalla
tIon caused the nose to be "light," 
resulting m loss of steering during tax, 
The problem was eventually traced to 
over-serviced nose struts which ex.tend
ed the strut far enough to engage nose 
wheel centering cams during taxi The 
result, no steering To properly service 
the strut. the full T.O. procedure must 
be followed smce correct strut d1men
sIons with full fuel does not md1cate 
c.orrect servicing 

TCTO 818 is an excellent form of 
ballast management since it allows 
maintenance to manage ballast for the 
conf1gurat1on of the aircraft. However. 
to operate at cg·s near the neutral 
point ma1or and perhaps unreasonable 
changes would be needed For ex.am
ple. an electronic fly-by-wire system 
would allow the F-15 to operate at or 
near the neutral point That sounds 
good. but the gaIm may not offset the 
cost The CAS-off refueling problem. 
discussed earlier. can be minimized by 
installing a pitch damper not 
associated with the CAS or by simply 
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installing a device to allov. the pilot to 
disable the PTC. E 1ther or both of these 
options would mmImIze the pitch 
oscillation encountered during CAS-olf 
refueling, but these options ha\e not 
been fully evaluated to determine their 
effectiveness An · active" cg control 
system would keep the cg a5 tar aft a~ 
possible by controlling internal fuel 
transfer: however. a sy~tem of this t\pe 
would add weight and complex1tv and 
be of l1m1ted value 

Ballast in one form or another\\ 111 be 
earned in fighter aircraft for a long 
time A great deal of time and energ\ 15 
ex.pended during the design and 
development process to keep thE' nE>ed 
for ballast at a min1mum Hm\e\er the 
final dec1s1on on handling qual1t1es 
and therefore ,aft cg l1m1t,. rest5 \\ 1th 
the pilots who e\·aluate aIrcratt during 
the development pha~e 

As you can see. cg posItIon and its el
feet on the aircraft is a comp!e\ sub
Iect There are no clear-cut ans\,ers. 
but TCTO 818 is a maIor step in the 
direction of ta1lorini; ballast to c0n
figurat1on and ensuring that perfor
mance losses are minimized 



In the tactical aviation world, the 
majority of a pilot's time and attention 
is concentrated on fighter tactics, 
which is only appropriate. However. 
the phase of flight from touchdown to 
clearing the runway is also important. 
often overlooked, and not dearty 
understood. Knowledge of the most 
effective braking techniques for any 
situation which might be encountered 
should be an integral part of your 
Eagle "bag of tricks." Mr. Ray Ehle, 
Senior Design Engineer and our 
recognized expert on F-15 braking 
systems, deserves credit for making 
this article possible through contribu
tion of his technical expertise. Mr. Bill 
Bath, Systems Safety Unit Chief, is due 
special appreciation for his patient and 
careful review of multiple drafts for ac
curacy. Thanks to the efforts of these 
gentlemen and other members of the 
MCAIR team, all of your landings and 
rollouts should be routine events. 

Your F-15 mission has been a long one -
multiple ACT engagements inter..pel'5ed 
with several refuelings, and to top it off 
the weather at the home drome isn't all 
that great. A weather approach, perfect 
landing, and now it's time to relax. Hold 
it - you still gotta get that 33,000 pound 
jet, rolling at 120 knots. stopped! 

The laws of physics that describe how 
airplanes stop aren't really deep, dark, or 
mysterious. In fact, they are fairly exact 
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By GLEN LAASON/Stnior Ex,wrimrntal Tar Pilot 

and straightforward - it's the application 
of these laws that's sometimes tricky. 
Before developing pilot procedures for 
landing and rollout. we need to review 
some basic concepts of braking and how 
the anti.skid system fits into the picture. 
The objective is to (safely) maximize the 
drag on the aircraft during landing and 
maintain directional control at the same 
time. There are only two sources of drag 
during the landing roll: that produced by 
the rules of aerodynamics and what you 
get from the wheel brakes. 

AERODYNAMIC BRAKING 
Aerodynamic braking is quite 

straightforward - the amount of drag 
force varies directly as a function of 
airspeed and wing angle of attack. The 
higher the speed and the higher the 
angle of attack, the more drag produced. 
Most Eagle drivers use aerodynamic drag 
to one degree or another by holding the 
nose up during rollout. This means of 
slowing is relatively effective during the 
high speed portion, and there's nothing 
to wear out. 

The amount of drag produced by 
holding the nose up can vary, depending 
on pilot technique; if the nose-high at• 
titude is less than about 1 o0 some drag is 
lost, and at 15° the tails will contact the 
runway. Holding the nose up at about 12 
to 13° is a comfortable attitude that pro• 
duces reasonable aerobraking without 
scraping the tails. This angle is not AOA, 
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it is the angle between the -w- symbol 
and the horizon line on the HUD. 

Aerodynamic braking (as well as 
aerodynamic directional control), 
decreases as speed decreases; and before 
losing stabilator authority at around 70 
KCAS, it's a good idea to lower the nose 
to the runway. Flaps position or speed 
brake position doesn't seem to add much 
drag, but because every little bit helps, 
speed brake out and flaps down is what 
we recommend. (A word of caution: 
when the flaps are up, stabilator effec• 
tiveness is increased and you can easily 
drag the tails.) There is a point around 70 
knots where aerodynamic braking with 
the flaps up is no longer effective; and 
although the nose is between 12 and 13° 
pitch attitude, the aircraft will not slow 
down. The aircraft is in equilibrium, 
therefore, it's possible to go off the end 
of the runway with the nose still in the 
air! Eventually, you have to get on the 
brakes. 

WHEEL BRAKING 

As usual in the world of physics as 
applied to fighter aircraft. nothing 
operates independently and everything is 
related to some degree. Drag produced 
by the wheel brakes is really made up of 
three components - weight on the 
wheels; available friction coefficient; and 
slip rato. The drag available from these 
components varies as a function of 
several major variables - aircraft weight, 
speed, aerodynamic lift, runway 
condition (wet or dry), runway surface, 
and tire wear. 

Friction coefficient is used to express 
how much of the weight on a wheel can 
be converted into drag. For eltample, if 
the friction coefficient is .8, then 80 
pounds of drag can be produced for 
every 100 pounds of weight on the 
wheel. A value of 1.0 is theoretically 
perfect, and 0 describes a frictionless 
environment. On a dry runway, the 
friction coefficient stays fairly constant 
regardless of speed; but in reality, 
braking effectiveness is less at high speed 
because weight on the main gear is less 
due to the aerodynamic lift being 
generated by the wing at high speeds. 
Runway surface also impacts how much 
brake drag can be produced. A grooved 
and brushed concrete surface will allow 
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the tire to get a good "grip" during 
braking and keeps water from 
interfering. A smooth, oily surface will 
have a much lower drag capability. Add a 
little water, and it's like glare ice! Tire 
tread also has some effect on producing 
drag. Smooth tires actually produce more 
drag on dry runways; but on wet 
runways, they "hydroplane" easier and 
don't produce as much drag. Be sure to 
follow T.O. guidance for tread wear 
limits. especially on a wet runway. 

On wet runways, friction coefficient 
decreases a great deal with increasing 
speed. One reason is hydroplaning, a 
pAenomenon which is always present to 
some degree on any wet surface. 
Hydroplaning is best described as the tire 
"floating" on a thin film of water. Under 
extreme conditions of standing water 
and high speeds, the tire is lifted 
completely off the runway surface. Since 
friction coefficient, by definition, implies 
that the tire must be in contact with the 
runway, little or no drag force can be 
generated through friction. As a 
guideline, you can expect to experience 
total hydroplaning in the F-1 S at a 
ground speed roughly equal to the 
expression 9 x v'T.ii. (where T.P. is tire 
pressure). or 149 knots for the F-lS. 

Don't interpret this as meaning that 
you can't have problems at speeds below 
149 knots. There are other kinds of 
hydroplaning such as viscous (sometimes 
referred to as reverted rubber) 
hydroplaning, which can reduce friction 
coefficient at much lower speeds. The 
concept is similar to classic hydroplaning, 
except that the lifting mechanism is 
steam generated by heat from a skidding 
tire. The speed at which you can expect 
to encounter this is very hard to precisely 
define. Generally speaking, it will be at a 
speed equal to around 7 x v'T.ii., or 
approximately 116 knots. Be careful. 
however. Once viscous hydroplaning 
starts, you may stay in it for awhile. 
Incidentally, viscous hydroplaning leaves 
distinctive skid marks. Instead of long 
black streaks, there will be long streaks 
of spotless runway surface, a 
phenomenon explained by the "steam 
cleaning" action between the tire and 
the runway. 

Figure 1 ties all of the above 
discussions together. This chart is based 
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Figure 1 - Friction Coefficient 
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on actual test data up to approximately 
100 knots; beyond that point, it is 
predicted data. The curve for a dry 
runway clearly shows the reduction in 
effective friction coefficient at high 
speeds. Even more impressive is the 
reduction in effective friction coefficient 
on wet runways at high speeds. From 
this chart, it's obvious that there isn't 
much friction coefficient to convert 
weight to drag at high speed, especially 
on a wet runway. The anti-skid system 
does a pretty good job of maximizing 
whatever friction is available, but 
remember that under some conditions 
there isn't much available. 

ANTI-SKID 

Earlier generation anti-skid systems 
used a variety of concepts to prevent 
skids. Some simply controlled wheel 
speed, while others controlled optimum 
deceleration rates. The Mark Ill anti-skid 
system used in the F-15 (also in the F-4, 
F-18, and space shuttle) is designed to 
maximize braking effectiveness by 
maintaining an optimum "slip ratio." A 
wheel must rotate at some speed less 
than the free-rolling speed in order to 
produce any kind of drag. The tire is 
actually skidding to some degree, and 
the amount of skid is called the slip ratio. 
Analysis shows that the F-15 gets its best 
braking effectiveness at a slip ratio of 
approximately .2 to .3. 

Figure 2 shows how braking 
effectiveness changes as a function of 
slip ratio. It's important to note that the 
vertical axis represents maximizing 
whatever friction coefficient is available, 
which. in some cases, may be very low. 
The upper curve, showing how drag 
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force goes down as a skid is approached. 
explains why the aircraft seems to 
accelerate as it enters a skid. There really 
isn't any acceleration causing a speed 
increase. Instead, the rate of deceleration 
decreases. giving an illusion of 
acceleration. At high speeds on a wet 
runway, there isn't much friction 
coefficient available; so even though the 
anti-skid is working, little deceleration 
will be apparent. 

The Mark Ill system contains several 
interesting features in addition to 
preventing skids. Touchdown protection 
prevents hydraulic pressure from 
reaching the brakes for five seconds after 
the proximity switches tell the system 
that the aircraft has touched down. This 
ensures that the brakes will not be locked 
at touchdown. In order to provide 
braking immediately after landing, a 
wheel spin-up override feature allows 
normal braking as soon as the wheel 
speeds up to 50 knots or greater and the 
ARI is defeated at the same time to 
enhance lateral control for crosswind 
landings. Crossover protection compares 
the speeds of both wheels and reduces 
pressure to both brakes if one wheel 
speed is 50% less than the other wheel. 
In order to ensure that braking is 
available at taxi speeds, the anti-skid is 
cut out below 15 knots. 

DIRECTIONAL CONTROL 

A related and equally important 
concept is cornering force. Cornering 
force is what keeps the airplane traveling 
in the desired direction (main gear 
contribution) and steers it (nose gear 
contribution). The lower curve in Figure 2 
shows how the force changes with the 
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Figure 2 - Braking Eflecliveness 
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CoeH1c1enl 
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slip ratio. In full skid, there 1s no 
cornering force available on the main 
gear D1rect1onal control Is poor; braking 
effectiveness Is at a minimum; and to 
make matters worse, it's hard on tires 
Once the aerodynamic power of the 
rudders 1s no longer effective, you're 1n 
trouble~ no d1rect1onal control and little 
braking effectiveness. 

NORMAL PROCEDURES 

With al! of the 1nnovat1ve technology 
Just discussed, the pilot still has the most 
important role to play when it comes to 
"stopping the Eagle." To quote from an 
article written 1n 1965 by McDonnell Test 
Pilot, Don Stuck: "Above all, remember 
that rhe most important facer of your 
landing occurs before the aircraft is even 
on rhe ground - the final approach." 
Those words, written for early F-4B 
operations, are every bit as true today It 
Is very important to fly a proper, on
speed approach. The energy that must 
be dissipated after landing is simple 
kinetic energy given by the equation. 

K.E.=1/2mv2 where m=mass 
v=velocity 

Every extra knot of speed on f,nal ap
proach increases kinetic energy as the 
square of velocity. Every extra pound 
adds energy in a 1 to 1 ratio. but also re
quires extra speed, hence a double 
whammy. That's where the guidance 
"don't land heavy or fast" came from. 
This isn't meant to imply that you should 
fly or land slower than the fllght manual 
dictates. It simply means that you will 
have a lot of excess energy to deal with if 
you land faster or heavier than 
necessary.The amount of runway used 
dunng landing roll depends not only on 
runway condition, but how much energy 
you land with and how far down the run
way you touch down. 

Once on the runway, kinetic energy 
must be dissipated through aerobraking 

lock Up 
Slip Ratio 

or wheel braking. Aerobraking Is generally 
the best choice 1nit1aUy since It mmImIzes 
brake wear and tear After lowering the 
nose, get on the brakes with smooth, 
steady pedal pressure The system Is 
designed to operate with a full 3,000 psi 
of hydraulic pressure at the control valve 
Full pedal deflection, carefully applied, 
provides the best wheel braking 
Remember, at high speed httle decelera
tion from the brakes will be appparent, 
especially on a wet runway. It's not a good 
idea to use d1fferent1al braking for direc
tional control since this results In longer 
landing rolls. Besides, the full-time nose 
gear steering does a better job of steering 

Once your speed is under control, go 
ahead and clear the runway at a taxiway 
before the end of the runway (local pro
cedures permitting). It's pretty scary to 
discover little or no braking at 100 knots 
with 2,000 feet remaining Get slowed 
down early and keep as many options 
available as possible! 

MINIMUM RUN LANDINGS 

The technique for minimum run land
ings depends entirely on the runway con
dition. For dry runways, fly an on-speed 
approach, lower the nose immediately 
after touchdown, and apply full ant1-sk1d 
braking. On a wet runway, you must use 
aerobraking initially. Attempting to use 
wheel brakes immediately after 
touchdown on a wet runway will result 
in landing distance more than double 
that possible if you aerobrake first In 
both cases, be sure to plan your ap
proach to land at the proper distance 
down the runway 

COMPLICATIONS 

Aerobrak1ng always works, but wheel 
brakes do occasionally fail. Remember, 
you have five mechanical ways to stop an 
F-15: normal anti-skid braking; pulser 
brakes; non anti-skid brakes; emergency 
brakes; and the hook. (And further 
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remember that the pulser brakes work 
either automatically a:; a backup to normal 
anti-skid or upon pilot activation of the 
PULSER switch on the miscellaneous con
trol panel ) 1f you are absolutely convinced 
that the brakes have failed, I recommend 
putting the hook down before doing 
anything else It's retractable and a 
reasonably reliable device If you're still 
convinced that the brakes aren't working, 
try the pulser switch 

The pulser system Is spec1f1catly design• 
ed to prevent blown tires, 1t "pulses" 
whatever pressure you appty to the brakes 
at a frequency that allows the tire to spin 
up and roll roughly two-thirds of the time 
instead of skidding full time. This ratio 
allows some braking action and retains 
directional control at the same time If you 
don't have the pulser, or It doesn't work, 
non anti-skid braking Is next Be careful! It 
is nearly 1rt1poss1ble to detect a skid, and It 
only takes a few seconds to blow a tire. If 
you're still not getting any brakmg, go to 
the emergency brakes 

In my opinion, the emergency system Is 
misnamed, It should actually be called an 
"alternate" brake/steering system. The 
emergency system has gotten a bad 
reputation, and to become more comfort· 
able with It, I recommend e)(erc1sing the 
system frequently. During taxi, pull the 
handle and get used to the feel of the 
system. If the brakes "grab" when you 
pull the handle, there's excesswe fnct,on 
in the cables and the system needs 
maintenance Loss of steering when you 
pull the handle means that the hydraulic 
shuttle valve Is sticking. H1tt1ng the pad• 
die switch w11! cut out the normal system 
and allow the emergency steering system 
to do its Job 

If all of your braking efforts have been 
to no avail and you are sttll sailing mernly 
(more or less) down a rapidly d1m1n1sh1ng 
runway, prepare to take the cable. The 
hook is already down, and your attention 
should now be devoted to getting your 
direction of travel pointed straight down 
the runway. It you've begun to drift off 
the runway, don't try to get back on the 
centerline. Trying for the centerline is ac
tually aiming for the other side and will 
compound your problem. Accept an off
center cable engagement; the system 
can handle It. 

As noted in the beginning of this arti
cle, stopping the Eagle is usually a 
routine event. During landing and 
rollout. the name of the game is to stay 
ahead of your airplane and keep as many 
options available as possible. Fly the ap• 
proach correctly touch down at the 
proper point use aerobraking/wheel 
brakes as appropriate. . be ready to go 
to back-up systems. For those rare occa
sions when "routine" suddenly turns into 
"spectacular," I hope this discussion will 
h,;tve given you some ideas with which to 
handle the situation. ■ 
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By GLEN LARSONIStnior £:/qMrimen1•I Test Pilot 

Ni1vy JOC John htenon dMS some Crru5•rountry skiin1, not on a far off slope;,, the mountauu o//c:e/and, but right 011 the NATO 8GU al Keflavi/r., home of the 57th 
Fighter Interceptor Squadron 1,nd their F-JS E'1gfes. htenon, bast auutant public effoirs officer, helps make the point es1abfishtd in the arm:le ~/oi.,. Jc:e. snow, and 
wind m'1y be JWSt part oft~ sport/or o skier, but these harsher elements of nature t1dd se~n romp/11:,mo,ufor fighter p1l01s a11emp1ing to landfighltr airpla11es QI places 
/,Ice Kefla11ik. (Photograph by JOI Howard W. Wat1tn, Editor of THE WHITE FALCON, bose newspaper.) 

Combinations of icy runways, 
crosswinds, low ceilings, snow, and 
darkness can generate pucker factors 
that are right off the scale! However, it's 
an unfortunate fact that the pilot has lit
tle control over these adversities, and the 
best he can do is minimize their effects 
upon his approach and landing. Since in
strument and night flying advice is not 
the purpose here, let's hmit our discus
sion to crosswinds and low RCR's (run
way condition readings). 

Crosswinds, up to the recommended 
limit of 30 knots, aren't a major problem 
in the F-15. There is plenty of directional 
control available from the rudders and 
nose gear steering, and the flight control 
system is designed to minimize direc
tional control problems. The ARI, which 
normally coordinates the rudders and 
ailerons in flight, is cut out when the 
wheels spin up to SO knots on 
touchdown. Without this lockout 
feature, applying aileron to keep the up
wind wing from rismg in a crosswind 
situation would also deflect the rudders 
upwind. This would add to any weather
cock tendency and the net result would 
be exciting (•?•@!) to say the least. In
cidentally, the ARI will cut back in when 
the wheel speed drops below 50 knots 
during the landing rollout. The SO-knot 
signal is supplied by the anti-skid system. 
If this system is off, ARI will be cut out 
any time the gear is down. 

The key to an uneventful crosswind 
landing is to estabhsh a wings-level crab 
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with your flight path straight down the 
runway. The velocity vector may be 
unusable since it could be at the limits of 
the HUD field of view. Hold the crab 
through touchdown and gently raise the 
nose for aerobraking. If the crosswind is 
more than 25 knots, an aerobraking at
titude of more than 10° may be uncom
fortable since the upwind wing will pro
duce a great deal more lift than the 
downwind wing; and nearly full stick 
may be needed to keep the wings level. 
In any case, if it gets too uncomfortable, 
or you begin to drift toward the side, 
lower the nose to the runway, and use 
the nosewheel steering as necessary. 

Extremely low RCR's present their own 
problems. The aerodynamic controls 
such as rudders, etc., will do a fine job of 
keeping you going straight. . up to a 
point. Once below about 100 knots, they 
lose their effectiveness; and you have to 
depend on the tires to keep you straight. 
Unfortunately, the maximum available 
tire cornering force is quite low, which 
means that steering effectiveness from 
the nosewheel and the stabilizing effect 
from the main gear are greatly reduced. 
The possible extreme result - little or no 
directional control, ground loops, etc. 
Add in high idle thrust due to low 
temperatures, poor braking effec
tiveness, and things can get exciting real 
quick! 8y now, the best choices should 
be obvious - divert or take an approach 
end cable! If no cable is available, and the 
entire runway is a sheet of ice - diven! If 
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diverting isn't a viable alternative, be 
prepared to shut down an engme after 
touchdown and lower the hook for the 
departure-end cable. If you miss the 
cable, be prepared to roll off the end 
since the landing roll can exceed seven to 
ten thousand feet in e,;treme cases. It's 
better to roll into the overrun at 20 knots 
under control then go off the side at 80 
knots out of control 

Combine crosswinds with very low 
RCR's and the only choice is to take a 
cable - approach end is your best option 
or a mid-field at least. Hold the crab 
through touchdown and use aerody
namic controls to keep your direction of 
travel straight down the runway. Accept 
a crab angle during rollout and cable 
engagement. If you drift to one side, 
don't worry about getting back to the 
center. Get things under control and 
stabilize the aircraft direction of travel 
straight down the runway before trymg 
to correct your runway position. An off. 
center, crabbed engagement won't hurt 
anything. Finally, don't be any heavier 
than absolutely necessary, and don't fly a 
fast final. 

Flying jet fighters is great fun - most of 
the time. However, crosswinds and icy 
runways can be a tough combination in 
any aircraft anywhere in the world. The 
key to safe operations under difficult 
conditions is to fly smart! Avoid heavy 
weights and fast landings, use cables, 
and think well ahead of your aircraft! ■ 



F-15 O'vJS RE\HSITED* 
By JIM HAKANSON LeadEngin«r, T~hnoJogy& MARK RINEHART StniorEnginttr, syst~msSa/~ty 

VERIFYING OWS OPERATION 

The overload warning sys1em 
provides a display on the HUD ol 
current and max.imum allowable 
G's II the current G versus max
imum allowable G display ,s not 
present on the HUD. lhen OWS is 
nor operational (see TO 1F-15A-1, 
pages 1-65 and 5-8) II OWS Is In
c>pera\1ve. the HUD w,11 reverl lo 
1he non-OWS display (only the 
current G will be displayed and 
this number wItr contain a 
decimal point). Since this 1s the 
pII01·s only automatic cue ol 
whether or not OWS 1s operating. 
the HUD should be monitored lre
Quently during maneuvering 
When OWS 1s mopera!1ve. the 
tones and voice warning will be 
deact1va1ed. therefore. the pilot 
will have no warning o! an impen
ding or aclual over-G 

The VSD ground-1mt1ated BIT 
checks The accuracy of the 
Ia1eral stick and total luel inputs 
to !he central computer (CC). but 
11 does not check OWS operation 
Theretore as noted above. the 
pilot must monitor the HUD to 
verily OWS operation 

COMPONENT MALFUNCTIONS 
Failure 01 systems which sup

ply data 10 OWS can cause OWS 
to mallunct1on Since these 
sys1ems are also ol prime impor
tance tor thght, a failure would be 
apparent to the pilot (!or example. 
GAS drop-oil, ADC BIT. fuel Quan
lily malfunc11on. current G's 
unreasonable) It 1he pilot delects 
a mal!uncr,on in one o! these 
systems. he should consider 
OWS Inopera1tve and observe the 
!tight manual non-OWS G hm1ts. 
even though the HUD G window 
may sl1U IndIca1e thal OWS ,s 
operating 

Certain failures can result In a 
continuous .. over-G" voice warn
ing Logic was therefore incor
porated to shut down OWS alter 
30 seconds of accumulated voice 
warning Thus the pilot should be 
aware that 11 the voice warning 
comes on !or 30 seconds and 
then stops, 11 Is not because the 
system has corrected ilsell 
Checking the HUD In this situa
tion will verily OWS shutdown. 
and the non-OWS G hmI1s must 
be observed 

TEMPORARY ERRORS 
OWS Operation al Power-Up 

When the CC Is turned oil at 
lhe end ol a mission. 11 stores the 
last luel quanhty ,n 1ls memory 

OWS HUD DI.Splay 

When the CC 1s powered up alter 
ground refueling, 11 does not in

stantaneously reInItIallze to the 
new total luel weight Instead. It 
begins at the shutdown fuel 
weight and adds luel at a rate 01 
40 lb/sec until it gels to the total 
fuel weight as current Iy displayed 
on the luel Quanl11y gage 

The purpose for this logic Is to 
mImmIze the ellects ol fuel slosh 
during the computations tor max• 
Imum allowable G Depending on 
the amount ol fuel at shutdown 
and the number of external tanks 
being caffled, this incremental 
fuel addIt1on can take up to 1 O 
minutes A typical time. however. 
Is sI~ minutes assuming the aIr
cralt lands with 3000 lb and 

refuels to lull inlernat tanks plus 
the centerline tank. During this 
lime. OWS will 1nd1cate opera
tional (via the HUD), but will be in
accurate 

ACP Conflguretlon S.ltlng 
The correct external fuel tank 

and armament configuration 
must be entered on the arma
ment control panel (ACP) tor pro
per OWS operation (see TO 
1F-15A-1. page 5-8) OWS must 
determine how many e1t1ernal 
tanks are being carried and 
where lhey are installed m order 
to calculate !he fuel locat1o'n pro
perly. Failure to se1 up the ACP 
properly will result in an m
operat1ve or unreliable OWS 

Non•OWS HUD DI.Splay 

For example, if a lull external 
fuel load 1s being earned but all 
tanks are not entered on the ACP. 
OWS will shut down when it com
putes more external fuel than is 
possible with 1he external tank 
configuration recognized by 
OWS OWS will become opera1Ive 
again when the lotal luel depletes 
to an amount that agrees with the 
internal capacity plus the number 
ol external tanks reflected by the 
ACP. 

LIMITATIONS 
(WITH FULL-UP OWS) 

Slore Ower-G 
lnd1v1dual store G llm1ls are not 

programmed In OWS. therefore, 
OWS will not warn ol a potenhal 
store over-G 

Prohibited Maneuvers 
Logic 1s not programmed m the 

CC to compute maximum 
allowable G's !or prohibiled 
maneuvers: lherefore, OWS can
not provide over-G warning dur
ing lhese maneuvers 

High G OnHI Rain 
At row alhtudes and high 

airspeeds, raprd stick inputs (full 
all shck in less than 112 second) 
can cause very high G onset 
rates OWS will work as designed, 
but lhe high G onset rate can 
cause a serious over-G before 
the pilot can react 10 the OWS 
warnmg 

The potenllal tor slructural 
overload lfom abrupl stick inputs 
increases as gross weight in
creases bocause al higher gross 
weighls. less G is reQuired 
10 overload the airframe. During 
low al11tude/h1gh speed !light, 
large. abrupt slick inputs must be 
avoided 

THE BOTTOM LINE 
The overload warnmg system 

has proven to be a very reliable 
aid to the pilot in deriving max
imum maneuvering perlormance 
lfom his F-15 Eagle. II does not 
compensate !or or restrict pilot 
action, nor does it reheve the pilot 
of his responsibihty to be familiar 
Wllh lhe DASH ONE hmils. The 
pIlo1 can verily thal OWS 1s 
opera11onal by observing thal -

• Allowable G's are displayed 
on the HUD and current G's are 
ol reasonable value: 

• The ACP displays the actual 
airplane configuration. 

• The systems supplying 1nlor
matIon to OWS are up (no GAS 
hghls. no AOC BIT light. reasonable 
fuel quantity indicalions) • 

•n,1.5 arriclr is on ""pdatr" loKffrol prtwously publishrd disowioru 011 tht F-15 ovtrfoad 'M'Qrrtmg :systrm, all of wh,ch how bttn rtprinrtd in MCAIR book.In P.S. IJll. 
Ask your rtp on~ or wrllt us d1r«tlyjor o copy. A thrtt•part color ~ideo /apt' on OWS /CVT F-15( )·I/KOO-I/ is also availoblt thro14h nonrial USAFchonndJ. 
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Overheated brakes and tires are not 
part of normal training operations - they 
usually result from aborted takeoffs or 
heavy-weight landings. neither of which 
are daily events. "Hot brake" definitions 
could easily be established in terms of 
measured temperature of the aircraft 
brake discs after landing. but since the 
Eagle do_es not have a temperature in
d1c_ator installed, some more general 
guidelines need to be developed. With 
the able assistance of Glen Kirk.land, Sec
tion Chief, Des,gn; Ray Ehle, Senior 
Design Engineer; and Steve Meyer, 
Systems Safety Engineer, this article has a 
go at the task.. Incidentally, what you are 
~bout to read is a follow-on to my article 
in the last DIGEST on F-15 landing and 
rollout characteristics (i.e., overheated 
brakes can result from less than desirable 
land1ng/rollout situations). 

First of all, it is important to under-

BOT BRAKES 
By GLEN L.AASON/y,,,or £x,wr1m~ntal Ttst P,101 

stand that "all'' brakes - in the family sta
tion wagon, a Greyhound bus, an F-15 
air superiority fighter - heat up to some 
degree. That's how they work - by con
verting kinetic energy into thermal 
energy. The pomt at which brakes 
become overheated is a function of their 
heat-absorbing capacity. That simple 
statement takes us into the not-so-simple 
area of materials technology. 

The brakes in your Eagle are made of 
advanced carbon material. This material 
has several advantages over steel, one of 
which is ,ts ability to absorb large 
amounts of energy without overheating. 
Carbon brakes can tolerate operating 
temperatures of nearly 4000°F, while 
conventional steel brakes can't go much 
above 1200°F. This tremendous increase 
in temperature capability has led to some 
misunderstanding about when F-15 
brakes are really overheated. The 
"overheat" limits for the F-15 are 
established by the limits of the wheel and 
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axle materials, and to better understand 
the situation let's look back at the 
basehne design criteria for this airplane 

The original stopping performance 
spec1f1cat1ons for the Eagle were based 
upon steel brakes and required the 
following performance -

• 45 "normal" stops - equivalent to 
braking at 133 knots (1 .1 times the 
stall speed) and 35,000 pcunds gross 
weight for the A/8 model; or 138 
knots and 38,600 pounds for the CID: 

or 
• 5 "overload energy" stops -

equivalent to braking at 137 knots 
(1.0 times stall speed) and 45.000 
pounds for the AJB; or 143 knots and 
47,000 pcunds for the CID; 

or 
• 1 "rejected takeoff" (high speed 

abort) at 151 knots (stall speed) and 
53,000 pounds for the A/B; or 165 
knots and 68,000 pounds for the CID 
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The carbon brakes currently installed 
on the aircraft exceed these re
quirements, including the high speed 
abon. However, the energy level of a 
high speed abon is so high that even car
bon brakes are good for only one stop 
and the brakes will be dangerously hot. 
The brakes can be considered to be 
overheated at the point at which the fuse 
plugs melt, releasing pressure in the tire, 
which will have built up to 600 psi. The 
fuse plugs are designed to release the 
pressure in the tire before temperatures 
in the tire or wheel flange reach the point 
where the materials are weakened 
enough that they may fa,f explosively. 
There is, however, a large safety margin 
built in since the tires and rims are 
capable of withstanding 1190 psi 
pressure. 

While overheated brakes are easy to 
define, the question remains - when do 
F-15 brakes begin to get hot? The answer 
to that question lies in determining how 
much energy has been put into the 
brakes during landing. That energy is 
"kinetic" energy, which is equal to one
half the mass times velocity (ground 
speed, In this case) squared, or 

K.E.= 1/2 mv2 
The pilot has two primary ways to get 

rid of that energy - aerodynamic braking 
and wheel brakes. (Since braking tech
niques were discussed In detail in my iast 
anicle, we'll concentrate now on just the 
energy absorbed by the brakes.) Because 
the temperature the brakes eventually 
reach depends entirely upon the energy 
they must absorb, the two primary 
variables involved are the aircraft speed 
and gross weight when the brakes are 
apphed For example, good aerobraking 
before applying the wheel brakes will 
reduce the energy put into the brakes 
s1gn1f1cantly The pilot ts the only one 
who really knows how fast he was going 
and how much the aircraft weighed 
when he applied the brakes 

Trad1t1onal indications of hot brakes -
smoking or glowing brake discs - are not 
reliable 1nd1cators for the F-1 5. It Is a 
character1strc of carbon brakes that they 
can .. glow" v1s1b!y and not present any 
dangerI Smoking brakes are usually caused 
by contamInatIon of the brakes by 011 or 
hydraulic fluid, and in fact, hot brakes 
will smoke very little because any con• 
taminant will have been vaporized by the 
intensely hot brake discs 

Since you as the pilot are the key to 
determining if the brakes are hot, figures 
1 and 2 are designed to help you tn that 
determination for the A/8 or the CID 
mode! F-1 s·s 
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FIGURE 1 - F-15A/B BRAKE OPERATION 

Aircrafl 
Velocity -

Knots 

150 

' rNormal 
' / Stop 

125 Zone~ ......... , Zone A 

Note .....,, 

Planned operation in zonee...._,......,......, 

100 
Band C Is no! recommended ......, .._ ....._ 

30 40 50 60 
Aircraft Weight - 1.000 Pounds 

"Velocity" on the vertical axes Is 
ground speed at which the brakes are ap
plied, and the curved lines represent the 
specifications discussed earlier and 
assume full stop landings. The dotted line 
labeled "Normal Stop" is where the air
craft Is operated routinely. "Zone A" Is 
defined as the general area where 
routine operations are carried out, and 
no danger to equipment or personnel 
should exist. To keep the energy levels in 
the brakes reasonable, a one and one
half hour cool-down period is suggested 
between events. The line labeled 
"Overload Stop" represents the dividing 
line between normal and overload stops 
(defined earlier) "Zone B" can be de
fined as the area where the brakes will 
get hot and where repeated operation Is 

not recommended. As the conditions ap
proach "Zone C," the brakes will become 
hot, fuse plugs may blow, and fires could 
result. Caution should be exercised, and 
a minimum two-hour cool-down period 
is required between events. 

The "RTO Stop" (reiected takeoff 
stop), or high speed abon line represents 
the point at which you will have extreme
ly hot brakes. Routine operation in Zone 
C Is definitely not recommended, and 
you can expect to damage wheel, brake, 
and tire assemblies. The possibility of per
sonnel inJury also exists. You should en
counter Zone C only during high-speed, 
heavy-weight aborted takeoffs. 

The differences in gross weights and 
braking capabilities between the A/B and 
CID Eagles are obvious tn the two 

FIGURE 2 - F·15C/O BRAKE OPERATION 
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Normal _J ,......_ 
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frgures It's nearly 1mposs1ble to heat up 
the C/D brakes during normal training 
operations With a two-pylon and 
centerhne tank configuration, there isn't 
enough energy available to get hot 
brakes dunng normal landings However, 
add CFT's, three tanks, ar-d an extensive 
tax,. and it's another story - an abort at 
170 knots and 68,000 pounds puts you 
in Zone C Not only are you going to heat 
things up, but getting stopped m the re
maining runway may be difficult. 

Few Eagle drivers routinely operate 
their airplanes at high gro,s weights, but 
the advent of conformal fuel tanks will 
change that Not only will hot brakes be 
a potential problem, but stopping 
distances will become cnticaL Figure 3 
shows how much runway 1t w,11 take to 
stop at max gross weights on a dry run
way from the point of brake apphcation. 
Using the previous example of 170 knots 
and 68,000 pounds gross weight, it: will 
take about 7,500 feet to stop. Pilot reac
tion time will eat up another 1,000 feet, 
and pretty soon the runway isn't long 
enough, and to complicate things, the 
brakes will be extremely hot. A high 
speed abort at high gross weights is a 
potentially dangerous situation. Since ex
perience with CFT's and three tanks is 
lim,ted, get into the books and know the 
numbers before you start to roll! 

Other variables can also heat up the 
tire and wheel assembly, creating addi
tional problems. Malfunctions such as 
dragging brakes will add heat, as will 
long taxi distances because of added 
braking requirements and higher tire 
temperatures due to tire sidewall flexure. 
In fact, rolling to the end of the runway 
and a long ta,ti distance adds more heat 
to the system than an early turn-off and a 

FIGURE 3 • F-15C/0 STOPPING DISTANCE 
IDry Runway, Maximum Anti-Skid) 

Ground 
Spnd -

Knots 

Stopping Distance (From Brake Applicat1on)- 1.000 feel 

direct taxi route. Don't interpret this as 
meaning that maximum anti-skid brakrng 
for an early turn<>ff is better than con
trolled aero braking. In general, hard 
braking or easy braking at speeds under 
90 knots will create about the same 
brake temperature. Below 90 knots, zero 
drag is replaced with engine idle thrust. 
The point here is to avoid taxiing long 
distances where possible, and don't taxi 
around trying to cool the brakes. 
Remember, the brake discs reach their 
maximum temperature immediately 
when the wheel stops rolling, and the 
structure and wheel and tire assembly 
reach maximum temperature about 15 
to 30 minutes after the wheel stops since 
it takes a while to conduct the heat from 
the brake discs. 
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In summary, F-15 brakes based on car
bon technology present significant ad
vances in energy absorption capabilities, 
and we can no longer depend on visual 
clues to evaluate hot brake situations 
You as the pilot are the key element in 
the process. and need to be aware of 
airplane speed and weight when the 
brakes are applied. Routine operations in 
Zone A wtll not produce hot brakes. 
When speed and weight are high 
enough to get into Zone B, the brakes 
can be considered hot, but not necessari
ly dangerous. In Zone C, things are ex
tremely hot, and extra caution 1s definite• 
ly in order. ■ 



'"~,It: ~"'~~ ~"Fi.YING CONFOI 
Flight characteristics of any fighter 

aircraft always generate a lot of 
discussion among aircrews, and the 
F-15 is no exception. Today, several 
squadrons worldwide are flying 
F-1 SC/O aircraft configured with 
"conformal fuel tanks" (CFTs). Any 
time there is a major change to an 
aircraft configuration (and the addi
tion of a 32-foot, 1200-pound confor
mal fuel tank under each wing root is 
unquestionably a major change), 
pilots are going to have a lot of ques
tions. The intent of this article is to 
provide some answers through flight 
performance comparison data and 
figures for aircraft equipped with a 
centerline tank or with CFTs. (In
cidentally, even if you are not flying 
C or O aircraft with conformal tanks 
right now, you probably know that 
the F·15E "dual role fighter" on our 
production line today also has them, 
so there is quite likely a "CFT Eagle" 
in your future and your close atten• 
tion to this anicle is encouraged!) 

After genIng into some of the finer 
aspects of this subJect, I realized the facts 
were not as simple as they first appeared, 
and wrItIng this article was made possible 
only with contributions of several members 
of the MCAIR engIneerrng team My ap
preciation Is expressed to Jrm Agnew and 8111 
Nelson, Section Chiefs Technology, Drew 
Niemeyer, Senior Engineer Technology, and 
Bob Anderson, Chief Technology Engineer, 
for providing the aerodynamic data and per
formance analyses presented herein 

One of my earliest presentations in this 
lengthy series on flight characteristics of 
the F-15 discussed angle of attack and 
turn performance While the data 
presented In that article back In 1984 
touched upon the effects expected from 
the add1t1on of conformal fuel tanks to 
the airplane, my emphasis then was on 
the basic Eagles most of you were flying 
at the time. Today there Is a "new kid on 
the block" - CFTs are one of the most re
cent add1t1ons to production F-1 Ss - and 
it's time for a detailed look at what's in 

store for the Eagle driver whose next 
assignment may be to a (FT-equipped 
F-15 squadron 

You may also have heard these fuel 
tanks referred to as "'fastpacks" or 
pallets, but by any name, they mean 
s1gnif1cant expansion of capabilities for 

By GLEN LARSON/S.-11mr t:,,,.,,,,,,,_,,uu/ T,,,11 p,1,,, 

Single and Multiple Carnage 
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I!dL FUEL TANKS 
the airplane. The addition of nearly 
10,000 pounds of fuel in CFTs increases 
combat radius dramatically, and provides 
unit commanders with unprecedented 
flex1bil1ty in combat tactics and strategy 

As you might expect, all these good 
things aren't free without charge; some 
compromises are necessary. Speed and 
turn performance are affected, and since 
these are two topics of great interest to 
all Eagle drivers, we will examine exactly 
what effect CFTs have on F-15 top speed 
and on both instantaneous and sustained 
turn performance But first, a llttle 
background about these strange looking 
obJects that are appearing on more and 
more of our Eagles these days. 

HISTORY 

Conformal fuel tanks originated as a 
MCAIR advanced design concept shortly 
after the original F-15 contract was 
awarded and well before first flight of 
the airplane in 1972. 

The CFT prototype program was in-
1t1ated and funded by the company as 
one of the ways to take advantage of the 
Eagle's inherent versatility and growth 
potential The tanks are "wet" (no blad
ders) and are made of conventional 
aluminum skin, frame, and stringer con 
structIon Each tank rs d1v1ded into three 
compartments, with electric transfer 
pumps 1n the aft and center compart 
ments The CFT fuel system Is connected 
to the aircraft manifold through a single 
quick-disconnect probe The aircraft fuel 
system permits transfer, refuel, normal 
defuel, and dumping of CFT fuel (At a 
rate of 145 gpm, It takes a little over ten 
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minutes to dump a full CFT fuel load ) 
F-158 5/N 71-291 (a pre-production two

seater) was modified to carry the CFTs; and 
the first prototype tank set was flown on 
27 July 1974. This prototype set was used 
on a transatlantic flight in August 1974 - a 
nonstop, unrefueled, 2,650 nautical mile 
tnp from Lonng AFB, Marne, to RAF Bent-
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waters, England.* Seven more transatlantic 
flights and one transpacific flight were 
subsequently flown In mid-1978, the 
Government of Israel placed an order for 
CFTs. The first set, delivered in June of 
1980, was used for hea\.')"'Ne1ght testing 
and certification for 68,000 pounds gross 
weight operations. 

Go-ahead was received in June 1982 
from the US Air Force for initial produc
tion of the -2 CFTs The F-15 multi-stage 
improvement program (MSIP) provided 
several maior updates and changes to 
tl:le aircraft, particularly a programmable 
armament control system (PACSl This 
weapon system update also requirea ► 

*ff you have a copy of "'EAGLE TALI< 
(Volume O. there are two 1nreresr1ng arricies 
therern. repnnred from the 1974 DIGEST a'"':> 
trtled "Fast Pack to Farnborough." on the ea" 
ly engrneenng and flight test h,sror; of cor
formal fuel rank design and deve!opmenr 



changes to the CFT air-to-surface 
weapons configuration interface, and 
the original contract was amended to im
mediately begin production of the -3 
CFTs This configuration included air-to
surface weapon interfaces for both MSIP 
and non-MSIP aircraft 

Todav, F-1 SCIDs currently assigned to 
the 5 7th FIS at Keflav1k, Iceland, 1st TFW 
at Langley AFB, V1rgm1a, 18th TFW at 
Kadena AB. Japan. and the flight test 
centers at Eglin AFB, Florida and Edwards 
AFB, California are presently flying -2 or 
-3 CFTs All F-15Es will be equipped with 
the latest version, the -4 with tangential 
\\'eapons carriage, slated to go into pro
duction In the near future. 

WEAPON CARRIAGE CAPABILITIES 
CFTs are designed with both air-to-air and 

air-to-surface stations. as shown In figure 1. 
This gives the aircraft equipped with PACS 
five air-to-surface stations, all capable of 
various single and multiple store loadings. 
During the AFC (advanced fighter capability) 
demonstration program in 1982, a test air
craft equipped with CFTs was loaded with 
five BRU-26A bomb racks and twenty-two 
~,1K-82 bombs. Although (refer to the top 
photograph on previous page) this was cer
tainly an ImpressIve load, the aircraft suf
fered from the effects of a 198 drag index 
1127 after bombs dropped), contributed 
primarily by the BRU-26A bomb racks 

Therefore. the best load for an air-to
surface mission with current production 
CFTs has been determined as the MK-84 
family of bombs utilizing direct pylon car
riage With a maximum load of five 
bombs. the drag index rs greatly decreas
ed to 63 (42 after bombs dropped} 
These drag indexes include four A/M-9s 
In comparison, the drag index of a four 
AIM-7/four AIM-9 configuration Is 33, 
and adding a centerline tank increases 
the total to 58 

TANGENTIAL CARRIAGE 
The name of the game during the com

parative evaluation for the F-15E Dual 
Role Fighter (DRF) was range and 
payload The operational analysis people 
favored tv,elve MK-82s; but as you can 
guess, this weapon load was far from op
timum (drag index of 116). In order to 
reduce the drag (thus IncreasIng range), 
fl1CAIR funded the "tangential" bomb 
carriage test on the CFTs This method of 
carrying various bomb configurations 
greatly reduces the amount of drag 
associated with current CFT multiple and 
single carriage 

In a program that took only six weeks 
from go-ahead to fir'St flight with bombs, the 
tangential carriage concept was evaluated 
.4rrangement of the bombs and the 
dr amat1c decrease in frontal area (refer to 
the bottom photographs on previous page), 
plus add1t1onal external fuel which can be 
earned provides a 28% range improvement 

for a MK-82 bomb toad Remember, the 
name of the game Is combat radius and/or 
time on station CFTs aren·t suited for ACM 
missions 20 miles from the field but are ideal 
for deep interdiction or long range 
CAP/escort missions. 

Now that I have provided you a peek 
into the improved capabilities of the next 
generation of CFTs, let's get back to what 
Is at hand - a discussion concerning the 
basic, non-tangential carnage CFTs, com
monly referred to as -2 and -3 versions 

AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE 
How do conventional CFTs affect the 

capabilities of the F-15? The best way to 

tank. Above 1.0 Mach, the drag of the 
CFTs Is somewhat more than that from 
the centerline tank In any case, drag from 
two CFTs is much less than that produced 
by two or three external tanks. 

Figure 2 shows the top speed at
tainable in level flight at 10,000 feet MSL 
with 97.7% thrust engines The first con
figuration (pylons and one AIM-9) is one 
typically employed In training; the second 
1s a full up air-to-air load. For comparison, 
top speeds were calculated for these con
figurations with a centerline tank and 
with CFTs. As you can see, ,n a training 
conf1gurat1on an aircraft with CFTs will 
reach 615 KCAS, and with only the 

FIGURE 2 • F•15C MAXIMUM SPEED 
Maximum Velocity at Acceleration Rate of 1 kt/sec 
Altitude=10,000 tt 97.7% Engines Standard Day 
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answer that question is in terms of speed 
and turn performance. 

centerline, 626 KCAS 1n full afterburner. 
(Incidentally, these speeds should be 
representative of the real world since 
they were determined by calculating 
what the speed would be at an accelera
tion rate of one knot/second. That level 

Speed 
In level flight, the total subsonic drag of 

a (FT-equipped airplane is significantly 
less than one carrying a centerline external 

FIGURE 3. F-15C TURN PERFORMANCE 
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of acceleration was chosen since it will 
seem to most pilots that the aircraft is no 
longer accelerating at that point.) In mil 
power, you can expect to see 522 knots 
with CFTs onboard, and because of 
slightly more drag, 512 knots with the 
centerline tank alone. 

Speed by itself doesn't tell the whole 
story; the time required to reach these 
speeds is also critical. In max power at 
10,000 ft, it takes 19 seconds to go from 
300 to 500 knots when configured with 
CFTs, pylons, and one AIM-9 at 50% fuel 
weight. Dropping the CFTs and adding 
the centerline tank re3ults in 17 seconds 
at 50% fuel weight. If however, we look 
at the CFT configuration at the same 
weight as the centerline tank loading, we 
would see a time of 16 seconds. Since 
aircraft acceleration is highly dependent 
on weight. the basic difference is due to 
the additional weight in fuel and struc
ture for the CFTs. In mil power, the time 
is about 56 seconds for both the CFT and 
centerline tank configurations. 

Altitude also has some effect. For exam
ple, in max power at 20,000 feet you can 

. expect to see 553 knots with CFTs, two 
pylons, and an AIM-9, or 569 knots if you 
drop the CFTs and put on a centerline 
tank. In mil power, both are about 445 
knots. Times to accelerate in max power 
from 300 to 500 knots at 20,000 ft with 
50% fuel weight are 26 seconds for a 
centerline tank, 30 seconds for the CFTs. 

All these numbers demonstrate that 
conformal fuel tanks will not materially 
change speed and acceleration 
characteristics when compared with a 
centerline tank equipped F-15. And 
remember, the centerline only carries 
3,965 pounds of fuel, whereas the two 
CFTs carry a total of 9,630 pounds. 

Turn Performance 
Configuration differences have essen

tially no effect on instantaneous turn 
rates. It is only the change in gross 
weight or load limits (stores remaining on 
board) that actually affect instantaneous 
turn rates. However, sustained turn per
formance will be affected by both gross 
weight and configuration differences. 

Figure 3 is a comparison of sustained 
turn rates for low and high airplane gross 
weights at various airspeeds. The solid 
line shows a 37,400 pound aircraft (a 
fairly low gross weight) with four AIM-7 
missiles onboard. Its maximum sustained 
turn rate is about 15 degrees per second 
at 500 knots. The dashed line is for a 
gross weight of 43,460 pounds also with 
four AIM-7s onboard (loading really 
doesn't matter a great deal at this speed; 
the weight is more significant). The best 
sustained turn rate drops to approx
imately 13 degrees per second, but it still 
occurs at 500 knots. 

Since sustained turn rate is a function 
of how many g's the aircraft can with
stand, we need a chart that shows how 
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sustained g changes with werght and 
spe~d Figure 4 relates load factors (or g 
levels) to aircraft gross weights and 
amount of fuel on board. The constant 
airspeed curves, from 200 to 500 KCAS, 
represent sustained g levels at various 
gross weights. A specific example is 
shown on the chart. an F-15 at 40,000 
pounds gross weight and 400 KCAS will 
sustain 5 5 g's at 10,000 ft 

The most Impcrtant point concerning 
figure 4 Is the s1gn1f1cant decrease in sus
tained g capab1hty with an increase in air
craft gross weight. Add1t1onal weight and 
drag reduce sustained g capabllrty, 
especially at higher speeds. The step 
change in the g sustainable on the 500 
KCAS line when changing configuration is 
caused by the added drag of the AIM-9 
missiles and centerline tank.. Below ap
proximately 300 KCAS. the drag of these 
configuratron changes has little effect on 
sustained turn performance, above 300 
KCAS, the effects become more and more 
s1gn1f1cant This Is why rt helps to Jettison 
the e:icternal tanks - lower weight means 
higher sustained g's and less drag means 
higher speeds with better acceleration. 

Figure 5 Is identical to figure 4 except that 
the conf1gurat10n includes CFTs. At 40,000 
pounds gross weight. the aircraft still sus
tains 5.5 g's at 400 KCAS but the fuel on
t:oard Is 5400 pounds, compared to the fuel 
onboard In figure 4 of 7800 pounds. 

Figure 6 Is included for comparison 
with figure 5. The two charts are iden
t1ca! except that the values in figure 6 are 
calculated at mil power As expected. the 
sustained g level at 40,000 pounds gross 
weight and 400 KCAS drops to 4 g's 
from the 5 5 g's sustained with max 
power Higher altitudes have a similar ef
fect. At 20.000 feet, the sustained g at 
40,000 pounds will be 4 g's at 400 KCAS 
In max power and 3 g's In mil power. 

Another InterestIng point on this chart Is 
that the 500 KCAS sustained g capab1lrty is 

about the same level as the 400 KCAS. This 
Is explained by the fact that at 500 KCAS, 
most of the available thrust ts required for 
level flight, leaving very little for sustained 
turns Sustained turn performance Is highly 
dependent on weight, therefore, at the 
high fuel weights possible wrth CFTs, sus
tained g capability will be significantly 
lower than for a basLC F-1 5 

HANDLING QUALITIES 
Handling quaht1es of a CFT-eq:.J1pped 

airplane are not noticeably different from 
those of a clean airplane. The maior ef
fect Is, again, the added weight. Because 

shouldn't be a problem. The CFTs are 
designed to never exceed 500 pounds 
imbalance during normal system opera
tion, and they will feed before the inter
nal wing tanks to minimize any im
balance pass1b1l1ty. 

In summary, the price which must be paid 
for conformal fuel tanks in terms of perfor
mance is relatively small when comp;lred 
wrth the tremendous increase In range they 
provide. Figure 7 sho"NS the deployment 
capability of the CFT -equipped F-15 aircraft, 
wtuch is unequaled In the world today. CFTs 
full of fuel are not appropriate for daily train-

FIGURE 7 - f.15C WORLO OEPLOYMENT WITHOUT TANKERS 

of the higher weights and inertia, the 
airplane may be perceived as being 
slightly less responsive. At high angles of 
attack., the only notrceable difference is a 
slightly higher angle at full aft stick. This 
results from a reduction 1n the basic 
nose-down pitching moment of the air
craft due to the CFTs. 

Additional ballast isn't required when 
CFTs are added, and fuel asymmetry 
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ing flights to a restricted area or MOA 50 or 
60 miles off the end of the runway. They're 
definitely a hindrance if you're trying to 
shoot the dan or fight DACT right alter 
takeoff. But if you've got to go to war 
tomorrQIN - without tankers - then they're 
indispensable. You need CFTs to provide 
prolonged air cover for ground forces, 
AWACS protection, or airfield defense. ■ 
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The article you have Just fm,_;r.<c,: 
reading presented some ad·11ce ac,'; 
guidance by a MCAIR/St Lou,~ '..;.:' 
pilot on flying the F· 15 Eagle e0u'~
ped with conformal fuel tan~s ICFT:, 
The article beginning on the r.0;: • · 
page takes you to Keflav1k AB. lceiar,G 
for some comments and opinion~ t, 
aircrews and maintenance per~o"'.r,~ 
of the 57th Fighter lntercept-=.r 
Squadron - the first all·CFT Eag'':' 
squadron. However, many of y0u 
probably have yet to see one of the:e 
new creatures head-on. so this page 
presents views of the F-15 with ar,d 
without conformal fuel tanks. he,. 
conformal tanks are ground tra"S· 
ported and attached to the a1rcrot: 
and the tanks themselves 

.. 
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Aileron/Rudder 
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Al"iomcs C,"mup 

mance (feet-on-the-floor) throughout the 
maneuvering flight envelope of the air
craft. Roll maneuvers at negative AOA 
(nose down) result 1n the opposite effect -
proverse yaw and excessive roll rate This 
problem was also corrected by the ARI 
mechanization. 

ARI OPERATION - The ARI works in 
conjunction with the PRCA (pitch and roll 
channel assembly) to provide acceptable 
roll performance over the useful AOA 
range. This is possible even though there 
are no AOA inputs to either the PRCA or 
the ARI because the PRCA pitch output 
position {which 1s basically the same as 

_"":""!'!":!"fflffl!l!i"'l~"':'!ll~ .... ■ :~::~:i~a~~~e~;o;61_aiso a reasonable 

Ever since the first Eagle took to the 
air, on 27 July 1972, discussions con
tinually center around the flight control 
wizardry of the F-15 Eagle. In past issues 
of the DIGEST are several articles 
presenting different aspects of the 
system: its purpose and mechanization in 
the flight control system; ways to check it 
during pre-flight; and how the system 
functions 1n flight. In this article, we con
tinue our discussions, once again, with 
the directional control system. 

I'm going to assume that you're 
somewhat familiar with the F-15 flight 
control system. In this article we are go
ing into more detail concerning what the 
rudder control system, and particularly 
the ARt system, is desrgned to do. AU rud
der pedal inputs go through the Aileron 
Rudder Interconnect (ARI) unit, a part of 
the Control Stick Boost/Pitch Compen
sator The ARI combines rudder pedal 
signals with functions of roll and pitch, 
providing turn coord1nat1on over the 

range of prtch and roll maneuvers. Rud
der linkage malfunctions downstream 
from the ARI can adversely affect the 
ability of the rudder control surface to 
function prpperly. 

Several questions from aircrews have 
surfaced: What are the corrective actions 
for ARI rudder interconnect cable failure 
modes? What are the results of such 
failures on aircraft handling qualities? 

After discussions with Dave Thompson, 
F-1 5 Director of Engineering, our com
pany's test pilots, and engineers in our 
Engineering Technology Division, here's 
their advice on various characteristics of 
the ARI system 

AIRCRAFT ROLLING MANEUVERS -
At positive AOA (nose up), aircraft rolling 
maneuvers commanded by the pilot 
result in adverse yawing motion - left 
yaw when attempting a right roll and 
vice versa. This phenomenon (which is 
characteristic of conventional aircraft), 
causes roll hesitation at moderate AOA 
and roll reversals at high AOA. Incorpora
tion of the ARI system corrected the 
adverse yaw characteristics of the F-1 5 
and provided acceptable roll perfor-
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The PRCA sends this (pseudo) AOA in
formation to the ARI by way of the inter
connect cable, which in turn drives a yaw 
rat,o changer inside the ARI box. Yaw 
ratio 1s the ARI gain, which varies as a 
function of PRCA pitch output. Roll coor
dination 1s accomplished by driving the 
rudders in the direction of the lateral 
stick when AOA 1s pos1t1ve and in the op
posite direction when AOA is negative. 

This is quite a sophisticated function in 
that the amount of rudder deflection per 
inch of lateral stid~ increases with aft 
stick displacement. At large aft stick in
puts (positive AOA), the ARI gain 1s - 15 
degrees of rudder per inch of lateral stick 
(right stick gives nght rudder). At large 
forward stick inputs (negative AOA), the 
ARI gain 1s + 7.5 degrees per inch (right 
stick gives left rudder). Near neutral stick 
(small AOA), the ARI gain is near zero 
and lateral stick movement results 1n little 
or no rudder deflection. 

The ARI system can deflect the rudders 
to their extreme of travel (30 degrees left 
or right, which equals 16.5 inches deflec
tion at the rudder lower closure rib) 
whether yaw CAS is on or off. Rudder 
deflection v,a the rudder pedals is + 15 
degrees (8.25 inches) yaw CAS off; + 30 
degrees yaw CAS on. Total rudder 
available 1s + 30 degrees, and actual rud
der displacement within these limits will 
be the result of rudder pedal displace
ment. ARI, and yaw CAS all adding (or 
subtracting) their demands. 

INTERCONNECT FAILURE MODES 
ANO EFFECTS - Aircraft handling 
qualities can be affected by various inter
connect failure modes which can cause 
the ARI function to be mis-scheduled: 

• If the cable jams in a pos1t1on that 
corresponds to full forward stick, aircraft 
roll response at low and positive AOA 
would be very sluggish since stick deflec
tion would produce rudder which would 
oppose the commanded roll. (For exam
ple, right stick deflection would yield left 
rudder.) At negative AOA, the response 
would be near normal. 

• A Jammed cable in the direction that 
corresponds to aft stick deflection would 
have the opposite effect - aircraft roll 
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response at low and negative AOA 
would be too sens1t1ve because proverse 
yav ... , would be generated by the ARI, 
which would aid roll rate (Roll sens1t1v1ty 
would be further increased 1n this s1tua 
t1on 1f the aircraft were carrying three full 
e•ternal tanks, or 1f the yaw CAS were 
off.) At high positive AOA, the response 
would be near normal s1nce large rudder 
motion in the d1rect1on of the lateral stick 
1s the desired result. 

• Breaking or disconnecting of the ARI 
interconnect would most likely result in 
the ARI gain moving to the - 15 degree 
per inch value, which would cause in
creased roll sensit1v1ty at low and positive 
AOA (Although maintenance records 
show that Jammed interconnect cables 
have occurred, there has never been a 
report of an actual broken cable.) 

PILOT CORRECTIVE ACTIONS - It ;, 

Aileron Rudder 
Interconnect 

important to remember that there are 
two distinctly different classes of prob· 
lems that can result 1n lateral control dif
ficulties· 

• The aircraft departs controlled flight 
at high AOA. This can occur with a 
perfectly normal flight control system, 
and pilot corrective action is described 1n 
the "Out-Of-Control Recovery" pro
cedures of the DASH ONE. 

• The aircraft experiences a flight con
trol system malfunction Corrective ac
tion is described in the "Flight Control 
System Malfunction" procedures of the 
DASH ONE, and amplified here 

If the malfunction occurs in the ARI, it 
will be evident to the pilot as abnormal 
lateral control of the aircraft and should 
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be treated in the same way as any ap 
parent roll control malfunction 

If the aircraft 1s difficult to control, 
select emergency position of the roll ratio 
switch. This action immediately defeats 
all of the ratio changing and boost func
tions in the ARI and roll portions of the 
PRCA. Do not disengage CAS because 1t 
is helping to control the aircraft If CAS 1s 
off when the control problem occurs, 1t 1s 
even more imperative to select roll ratio 
emergency. Maneuvering at AOA above 
30 CPU should be avoided with roll ratio 
in emergency. The same 1s true if pitch 
ratio 1s in emergency since that also deac
tivates the ARI 

If the yaw rate warning tone is on, the 
aircraft is definitely in a departure situa
tion and roll ratio emergency should NOT 
be selected. With roll ratio in emergency, 
roll control authority will be significantly 

reduced and may degrade spin recovery. 
The warning tone comes on as an mter
rupted 900 Hz tone at 30 degrees/sec
ond yaw rate. The interrupt rate in
creases with increasing yaw rate and 
reaches a steady 10 Hz interrupt rate at 
60 degrees/second and above 

Pitch, roll, and yaw CAS are pro
grammed to d1sengag~ at approximately 
42 degrees/second. This 1s normal and_ 1s 
intended to prevent the CAS from m
troducing control surface moveme~ts 
that could detract from the pilot's ab1hty 
to recover the aircraft from a spin. After 
recovery from a departure/spin situation, 
all CAS should be reset by the p1lot 

BEFORE TAXI FLIGHT CONTROL 
CHECKS - It is very easy to determine 
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satisfactory operation of the ARI s1stert1 
dunng normal checks of the flight con 
trol system before ta•1 It 1s important 
that the pilot visually confirm actual 
flight control surface positions during 
these checks· 

• With the stick 1n the full aft position. 
full right lateral stid: should produce full 
right rudder 

• While holding the stick full right. 
slowly move the stick full forward Near 
the neutral fore and aft stick pos1t1on. the 
rudders should return to neutral and 
then deflect full left as the stick ap
proaches full forward 

Atl deflections would reverse 1f these 
checks are made with left stick "Full rud 
der deflection" m these checks ,s the 
same position that should be observed 
with stick neutral and full rudder pedal 
displacement with yaw CAS on 

Editor's Note: See the Product Support 
DIGEST reprint collection PS 951 ("F-15 
Flight Control System"), which discusses 
the ARI both as an integral part of the 
directional control system and as a 
related system; or see DIGEST reprints PS 
1 257 ("Eagle Talk," Volumes I and 11). PS 
951 articles are included in "Eagle Talk" 
Vol. I; Vol. II contains a reprint of "F-15 
Preflight Control Checks," which 
discusses additional steps beyond those 
in the DASH ONE to verify operation of 
the ARI system. MCAIR reps on base 
have, or can get, extra copies of any of 
these reprints. 



Electrlclty can do lhlnp for you .•• 
or It can do lhlnp to you. In the form of 
Hcurrent," electricity flowing throuah 
condudor cables ti harnessed and obe
dient - 1Witch on the li1ht In your 
room and you are seeina: the immediate 
retult of current electrlcity. An actual 
and controlled movement of electrical 
energy has occurred through the wires 
and into the bulb - your light goes on. 
In the form of "1tatic," electricity 11 
completely unharnessed and disobe
dient - on a cold, dry winter day, wi,lk 
acrou the carpet in your room, put 
your hand on the metal doorknob, and 
you will most likely feel the immediate 
result of static electricity. A faint blue 
IP<)rk, zaaap, ouch! Build up a bi1 
enouah collection (charae) of these 
disobedient electron,, and your 
"liahb" may well 10 out! 

It is not our purpose here to 
"explain" electricity (especially since 
we really don't undent.nd it all that 
well ourselves), except to Ny that it is, 
in the words of Webster, "a fundamen
bl entity of nature.'' Suffice for us to 
uy that it exisb, and in the ••harnessed" 
form of current, electricity is vital to 
operation i,nd ma.inlenance of fiahter 
i,irpli,nes like the Phantom, Eaale, Hi,r
rier, and Hornet. Current electricity 

helps our aircraft do i,II sort, of 
wonderful thinas. In the unharnessed 
form of shritic, electricity can cause 
them (and you) to do all sorts of decide-

Static Electricity ••• 

ly unwonderful thinp. Therefore, to 
help promote the former and prevent 
the latter, it is our purpose here to 
discuu 

UNWANTED WONDER! 
Two recent events prompted us to 

decide that a DIGEST article on the 
natural phenomenon of "static elec
tricity" misht be worthwhile -

• Event No. 1 - An F-15 returned 
from flight with a pilot report of uncon
trolled fuel ventins. Durins trouble
shootins, it was discovered that six to 
eight inches of the fire suppression 
foam was burned in the top of No. 1 
fuel cell (photograph above was taken 
looking into this cell and shows condi
tion of foam). In more than 600.000 
flight hours. this was the first reported 
incident of such a fire in the Eagle, and 
naturally generated sreat interest. 
Facts uncovered during the ensuing in
vestigation indicate that the fire was 
not caused by a failure in the fuel tank 
pressurization system or in any elec
trical component in the tank. It was 
concluded that the most probable 
cause was static electricity discharge in 

_ the vicinity of the four vent lines 
located in the forward portion of tank 
1. The fire was successfully contained 
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by the suppression foam in the tank, 
damase was minor. and there was no 
apparent impairment of fuel system 
operation. Customary anti-static ad
ditives were not being used in the JP-4 
fuel supply at this aircraft's home base 
at the time of the incident. 

The static electricity accumulation 
was most likely a product of abnormal 
fuel and/or vapor flow through the vent 
system tubes, as a result of a failure in 
the feed tank level control system. 
Several fuel lines in tank 1 showed 
unusually hish resistance across some 
couplinss, with questionable static 
srounding into tank 1. The poly
urethane foam in this tank. though a 
known contributor to static charge 
generation, did protect the aircraft as it 
was desisned to do, by preventins fire 
propagation and the build-up of ex
plosive over-pressures. Anti-static ad
ditives are now being used in the jet 
fuel supplied at this base; and careful 
checks are now being made to ensure 
correct electrical bonding paths after 
fuel system maintenance. 
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• Event No. 2 - A. message arrived 
in St. Louis from one of our field serv
ice engineers. His message stated that 
the squadron he was supportins ques
tioned the need to "static sround" their 
aircraft during maintenance. He went 
on to say that he had given them some 
basic reasons for doing so, but they 
wanted documentation, justification, 
etc. They wanted to know how much 
static electricity could be built up in an 
aircraft and what it took to get a 
discharse. After consultation with the 
MCAIR Electrical Engineering Depart
ment, here were the words passed back 
to the field by our Home Office techni
cal specialist. 

"MIL-E-6051 D requires aircraft 
grounding jacks to be installed to allow 
static grounding of the aircraft during 
servicins. Under certain conditions (for 
example, very dry, snappy cold, high 
windy weather, while hangins external 
tanks or ordnance, refueling with a 
hish refuelins rate, or adding anything 
to the aircraft that will increase its elec
trical capacitance), difference of 
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50,000 volts or more, structure to 
grou~~, can e,iist Operations in high 
humrd1ty/warm weather conditions will 
normally not produce charges this high, 
but there is always a possibility that a 
sufficient difference may e,iist to shock 
personnel as they install ladders or 
touch the aircraft Not enough of the 
charge will be dissipated through the 
rubber tires. Even if the charge can be 
dissipated. for e,iample, by ta,iiing over 
a wet runway, the potential can be rein
troduced through fuel flow into the air
craft, hanging of ordnance, LOX servic
ing, etc." 

"We do not want to spell doom if 
static grounding is not provided. It is 
possible to go for a long time and never 
encounter a shock hazard to personnel 
or aircraft. However, it is a specifica
tion requirement as well as a common
sense. precautionary procedure, and 
we can see no operational or mainte
nance considerations to justify other
wise." 

These two events, one involving an 
inflight incident probably resulting 
from static electricity and one in
dicating a probable lack of knowledge 
concerning static electricity, tell us 
that perhaps the "documentation and 
justification" requested by that 
squadron would be worth offering to 
the rest of our readers. 

DOCUMENTATION 
Military Specification Mll-E-6051 D 

{Systems Electromagnetic Compatibili
ty Requirements) outlines ". . overall 
requirements for control of electro
magnetic environment, including .. 
static electricity, bonding, and ground
ing." This is an Air Force specification, 
also applicable to other US services. 

This specification requires that 
grounding jacks shall be installed on 
the {aircraft) system in sufficient quan
tity to permit connection of grounding 
wires for fueling, weapons handling, 
and other servicing operations, Servic
ing and maintenance equipment that 
can cause electrical shock, or sparks in 
areas prone to explosion or fire 
hazards, shall be provided with a per
manently attached grounding wire suit
able for connection to an earth ground 
rod. Static dischargers shall be install
ed on the aircraft. System designs shall 
include provisions for protection of 
personnel from R-F {radio frequency), 
electromagnetic, electrostatic, and 
shock hazards. System designs shall 
also include provisions for protection 
of ordnance from any form of elec
tromagnetic or electrostatic energy. 
The compatibility testing required by 
this specification can involve literally 
hundreds of equipment relationships 
and conditions, and produce "criticali-

ty" category ratings ranging from an
noyance to loss of vehicle or life. 

MIL-E-6051O is a general contractual 
"design" specification. but there are 
numerous military manuals and reports 
relating to working level considerations 
of static electricity, its hazards, and its 
prevention. For e,iample, AFR 127-101 
{Cround Accident Prevention Hand
book) and T0-00-25-172 {Cround Serv
icing of Aircraft and Static Crounding/ 
Bonding} contain flight line and 
maintenance shop rules to follow. 
AFAPL-TR-78-56 {Static Electricity 
Hazards in Aircraft Fuel Systems) is a 
200-page USAF technical report 
describing results of extensive con
tracted studies on the subject. Every 
document concerning static electricity 
(including the one you are reading now) 
comes to the same simple and basic 

In routine 
aircraft operation 
and maintenance, 

static sparking 
can ruin 

your whole day! 

conclusion - this is nothing to play 
games with! 

The point we wish to imbed in your 
mind here is that, without careful and 
conscientious attitudes on the part of 
maintenance people. all of these 
specification requirements, technical 
reports, and magazine articles are just 
so many words - and the word has not 
yet been written that can prevent a tiny 
blue spark of static from jumping a 
poorly bonded fuel system gap into a 
tank full of jet fuel. Static electricity is 
variable and unpredictable; spark 
energies can vary greatly according to 
the manner in which they are generated 
and the medium into which they flow 
- what may be insufficient to set 
anything off one time may ignite a 
catastrophe the next. Again, the 
technical documentation tells you all 
this, but you must be a believer. Leav
ing a fuel nozzle ground wire uncon
nected during refueling, failing to 
maintain designed-in bonding paths 
during aircraft systems maintenance; 
ne1lecting to static ground yourself 
where the maintenance manual warns 
to do so - just three examples of a 
"failure to believe" that could hurt 
both you and the airplane. 

So, the "documentation" the 
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squadron asked our RPp for 1s there, 
and it's clear How about 
"justification"~ Facts and figures have 
been accumulating on airplanes ever 
since the Wright Brothers, and they are 
just as clear - static electricity 1s not 
going to go away. It is a phenomenon 
that's been around since the begmnmg 
of time and in all likelihood will be 
around until the end of time It can af
fect the accuracy and reliability of con
trols and instrumentation. It is a cons
tant source of danger to both equip
ment and personnel, particularly when 
generated near fuel or flammable 
vapors. In order to enjoy a long and 
happy life around fighter airplanes 
static electricity is obviously something 
we must learn to live with, respect, and 
counter 

JUSTIFICATION 
What is static electricity and how 1s 

it created1 In reviewing data to prepare 
this article. it became clear to us that 
static electricity, while a fascinating 
topic, is a not very well understood 
phenomenon. Scientifically speaking, 
there is still a great deal of mystery 
concerning exactly why and how 1t 
forms; why its occurrence can be so 
variable; and why its seventy can be so 
inconsistent. Here is one possible 
definition of it -

" A negative or positive charge of 
electricity that an insulated object ac
cumulates, which creates a spark when 
that object comes near another object 
to which it may transmit its charge or 
from which it may receive a charge." 

The static spark itself can be defined 
as "a luminous disruptive electrical 
dischar11:e of very short duration " 
Disruptive indeed, for it is the occur
rence of that "spark," as minute as it 
might be, that brings on all the subse
quent problems. We really don't have 
to agree upon a definition for static 
electricity, or fully understand all the 
scientific properties and comple,iities 
behind it, but we had all better belle\e 
that that little blue spark is for real! In 
routine aircraft operations and mainte
nance. static sparkins can ruin your 
whole day; understanding the 
phenomenon is not really important, 
controlling it is! 
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Around an aircraft, static electricity 
can be created in many different ways: 

• By fuel, other petroleum products, 
and low conductivity consumables 
flowing through aircraft tubing, hoses, 
pumps, etc. 

• By the flow of air containing dust 
particles, snow, ice crystals, etc., over 
an aircraft surface (aircraft can be 
parked, taxiing, or flying). 

• By liquids dropping through space. 
• By ionized contaminants (rust, 

mill scale, water, air) in petroleum pro
ducts. (Contaminants become ionized 
during inactive settling in storage tanks 
and drums. fuel cells. etc.) 

• By ionized contaminants suspend
ed in fuel vapors. 

• By atmospheric inductive coupl
ing (lightning storms). 

• By the contact and separation of 
two unlike substances 

• By almost any sort of motion of 
people or material 

• By personal clothing made from 
rayon, wool, silk, nylon, 100% syn
thetic materials, and certain plastics. 

Electrostatic discharges, resulting 
from static electricity build-up, have 
been highly suspected as the cause of 
numerous fires and explosions involv
ing fuel trucks, bulk tanks, and other 
fuel handling equipment, both in the 
military and civilian sectors. Also, over 
the past few years, several aircraft have 
been destroyed or damaged by fuel 
system fires caused by electrostatic 
discharges within the fuel tanks. 

Because turbine fuels (jet fuels) are 
poor conductors of electricity but good 
generators of static electricity, their 
movement through pumps, plumbing, 
and particularly filtration equipment, 
causes generation of electrostatic 
charges. Also, tests have demonstrated 
that reticulated (open pore} urethane 
foam provides a surface for charge 
generation and retention with move
ment of fuel through the foam. Spark 
energy (charge transfer) measurements 
made with an oscilloscope at a fuel in
let have shown that blue polyether 
foam is more electrostatically active 
than red polyester. Blue foam energy 
discharges are 10 to 100 times greater 
than red foam discharges.• 

If fuels contain a high electrostatic 
charge, sparks or "corona discharge'' (a 
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luminous discharge due to ionization 
of the air surrounding a conductor, 
around which exists a voltage gradient 
exceeding a certain critical value) may 
occur. If these discharges have suffi
cient energy to be "incendive" 
(capable of igniting a flammable 
fuel/air mixture), an explosion or fire 
can result. Electrostatic discharges are 
short-lived, but it doesn't take much 
energy from the charge to cause a 
problem. Laboratory tests have shown 
the electrical energy required to light a 
one watt light bulb for one thousandth 
of a second is sufficient to ignite a fuel 
vapor mixture at normal temperature. 
If prevailing weather conditions are 
cold and dry, electrostatic build-up and 
the chance of ignition are increased 
significantly A startling fact not too 
well known is that during refueling 

-'---operations, measured electrostatic 
charges exceeding 50,000 volts have 
been developed In addition, during air
craft servicing, especially during over
the-wing refueling, fuel has been noted 
to glow and crackle. If this ever occurs 
while servicing your aircraft, suspend 
all operations immediately until the 
phenomenon is no longer evident 

Improvements in aircraft capabilities 
and servicing techniques have also in
creased electrostatic buildup prob
lems. For example, fuel system 
capacities have been increased to ex
tend aircraft range, and single-point 
refueling has been developed to 
decrease turnaround time. Since both 
of these improvements involve more 
fuel passing through more system 
plumbing, there is also more potential 
for electrostatic buildup. And now that 
J P-4 and J P-8 fuels contain an anti
static additive, you may think it is un
necessary to statically ground your air
craft. Not so - these additives are very 
valuable in that they increase the elec
trical conductivity of the fuel and thus 
improve charge relaxation time, but the 
only way the decreased charge can be 
fully bled off is by the bonding path to 
ground. 
•USAF T«hnlcaf R~porl AFAPL-TR-18-Jd 
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Up to this point we've confined 
ourselves to the generation of static 
electricity as it relates to jet fuels; 
however, fuel movement is not the 
only source of electrostatic buildup 
within an airplane. It can also be pre
sent (and is just as dangerous) when 
hanging ordnance or servicing an air
craft with other consumables such as 
oil, hyduulic fluid, liquid oxygen, 
and/or water/alcohol mixtures. With 
the exception of hand operated 
hydraulic and oil servicing carts, all 
other aircraft servicing equipment 
must be grounded prior to making serv
icing connection. 

SIMPLIFICATION 
By now you may have come to the 

same inescapable conclusion we have -
that static electricity is everywhere Its 
generation is inevitable and complete 
elimination is impossible It is especial
ly dangerous in that it cannot be seen 
until it occurs and its potential hazards 
are not commonly understood Even 
so, as infamous and complex as static 
electricity is, it can be effectively con
trolled by just two simple measures -
bonding and grounding. While there is 
considerable debate on the "nature" of 
static electricity and why it occurs, 
there is complete agreement on how to 
control and minimize it. "Bonding" 
keeps the electrical charges moving 
(prevents them from accumulating in a 
structure or system to the energy 
development point where they can 
spark or ignite); "grounding" carries 
them away to a safe place (earth) for 
disposition. without using you or the 
airplane as a dangerous "middleman." 

Bondina 
Bonding eliminates the differential 

in electrical charge which may exist, or 
be generated between two objects 
Bonding is accomplished by connect
ing the two objects with bonding wire, 
soldered connections, bolting, or 
clamping Before being joined 
together, metal parts at the connecting 
point must be free of all protective 
coatings such as tape, paints, lacquers, 
and oxidized finishes, since these 
substances insulate the connecting 
points. Particular attention must be 
paid to anodized aluminum parts as 
anodizing affords a high electrical 
resistance and must be removed prior 
to the installation of bonding wire. 

During fuel system maintenance, 
good bonding practice requires that 
conductivity checks with use of an 
ohmmeter be made of reassembled 
plumbing to ensure that electrical con
ductivity to ground exists. Although 
bonding allows the charge between 
two electrically charged objects to 
equalize, the objects themselves may 
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still be highly charged with respect to 
other object5 or ground. In order to 
dissipate this charge, electrical con
tinuity to ground is necessary. 

Grounding 
The earth is a constant source of 

electrical potential By providing an 
electrical path between an aircraft and 
this source, all bonded aircraft com
ponents are brought to the same 
ground potential, thus "rela,dng" the 
electrostatic charge. Grounding is the 
most practical way to control static 
electricity since, through a low resis
tance wire path, all components can 
then be brought to the same ground 
potential. 

Another significant reason for 
grounding your aircraft is to provide 
lightning protection. There have been 
several cases where lightning has hit 
parked aircraft which were electrically 
grounded. The grounding connection 
provided a conductive path for the 

electrical energy to travel without 
creating sparks and arcing, thus pre
venting extensive damage to the air
craft. 

As mentioned previously, electrc> 
static build-up and an ignition hazard 
are more likely in cold, dry weather 
than during warm. humid conditions. 
Aircraft surfaces coated with a film of 
moisture make good conductors and 
aid in drawing off static charges. Since 
there is not much one can do to control 
outdoor weather conditions, it is even 
more important to statically ground an 
aircraft, indoors or outdoors, in cold 
dry weather. 

At long last, how might we sum up 
everything presented to this pointl 
Perhaps in two ways -

• Aircraft bonding and grounding do 
not eliminate the static electricity 
hazard. However. they greatly reduce 
the hazard by providing paths for op
posite charges to recombine without a 
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spark . and all the bad things that 
can happen begin with a spark. 

• NOT bonding or grounding your 
aircraft does not automatically 
guarantee an accident • you could go 
for a long time and not encounter an 
electrostatic hazard You "could." but 
the odds are you won't 

Explosion and fire are the two things 
jet fighter pilots least like to encounter 
in flight; and those two hazards are 
hardly more tolerable on the ramp or in 
the maintenance shop Static electrin 
ty is a recognized cause of aircraft ex
plosions and fires, so on behalf of 
pilots and ground personnel every• 
where, let's "S 0 .. 5 - "Stamp Out 
Static!" 

This discussion has concentrated on 
the "big" picture with respect to static 
electricity and its effects upon aircraft 
and personnel However. we would like 
to end this article by reminding you 
that the DIGEST has also examined the 
"little" picture Back in Issue 2,179, the 
equipment electrostatic caution label 
illustrated below was used as the title 
of an article concerning the effects of 
static electricity on transistors. resis
tors, integrated circuits, and other 
small electron1e devices Now. as then, 
the thought we would like to leave you 
with is that almost everything about a 
fighter aircraft is in some way "'electro
static sensitive" - equipment, systems, 
components. bits & p1eces, even the 
people who fly and mamta,n ,t Come 
to think of it, perhaps every new air
plane should leave the factory en
closed in a huge antistatic polyethy• 
lene bag and marked 

~" / ~{J "',, 
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Rollout 
If you have seen one of the thousands 

of photographs taken of the MCAIR F-1 5 
Eagle since 1t first began flying nearly fif
teen years ago. the F-1 SE "dual role 
fighter" version pictured here during one 
of its first test flights doesn't appear much 
different However, appearances are very 
deceiving. While all of the 850 
F-1 SA/8/C/D Eagles delivered to U.S and 
allied air forces thus far have been excep
tronally capable and important to defense 
of the free world, the "DRF" 1s ,n a class 
by itself. There 1s simply no other way to 
describe 1t - and we think that 1s what 
each of the guest speakers had ,n mind 
with their remarks at the officiai unveiling 
of this latest model 1n the Eagle series. 

Introduced with pomp and circum
stance on the 18th of December 1986, 
the F-1 SE dual role (air-to-air/air-to
ground) Eagle made its first public ap
pearance "half-and-half" It won't ever 
fly that way of coursP., but this one-trme 
conf1gurat1on offered a vivid display of its 
dual-role capability From the right side, 
guests at the rollout ceremony saw the 
newest Eagle displayed with the AIM-7 
radar and AIM-9 infrared missiles of the 
air superiority conf1gurat1on that has 
been the primary F-15 capability since in
ception of the design Viewed from the 
left, the display aircraft carried armament 
and equipment {indud1ng conformal fuel 
tank) of the long-range 1nterdict1on con
figuration that makes this design brand 
new and the most formidable weapon 
system of its time. 

Eagle serial number 86-183, the first of 

392 F-1 SE"s scheduled for delivery to the 
United States Air Force, was officially in
troduced before a gathering of more 
than 1700 MDC employees and invited 
guests assembled in MCAIR hangar 
building 42. The Scott Air Force Base 
honor guard, color guard, and Military 
Airlift Command band (under the direc
tion of SSgt Tony Chapman) provided a 
colorful and 1mpress1ve accompanrment 
for the opening ceremonies. The au
dience included officials from the Depart
ment of Defense and Department of the 
Air Force; congressmen from the State of 
Missouri, military personnel from 
HQ/USAF, Tactical Air Command, Air 
Force Systems Command, Military Airlift 
Command, and the St. Louis Naval Plant 
Representative Office, and aerospace in
dustry off1c1als of the McDonnell 
Douglas, Martin Manetta, Hughes, and 
Pratt & Whitney corporations, plus sup
plier and vendor representatives 

Sonford N ,\1cDonnell 

Sanford N McDonnell, Chairman and 
Chief Executive Officer of McDonnell 
Douglas, was the official spokesman for 
MDC. In introducing the newest version 
of the Eagle, he recalled the performance 
and safety accomplishments of earher 
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versions. "The F-15 has an air-to-air com
bat record of 62 wins and no losses. Its 
reliability 1s higher than Air Force stan
dards. It has the finest safety record of 
any Air Force fighter in history. The Eagle 
has brought pilots safely back home and 
landed with major pieces of structure 
missing - a nose, wing t,ps, half the tail, 
and once after an entire right wing was 
sheared off 1n a midair collision " 

The F-1 SE ORF will provide aircrews 
with even more safety features, plus pro
tection from the ground-based threats 
they can expect to encounter 1n the inter
d1ct1on role. In this vital area of aircraft and 
crew surv1vab1lity, Mr. McDonnell noted 
that "the most modern electronic systems 
and sensors will enable this newest Eagle 
to carry pilots safely through darkness, 
poor weather, and hostile territory. Its 
cockpit 1s the most advanced in existence 
and the best suited to the needs of air
crews of today and tomorrow." 

The MDC chairman promised his au
dience, and the free world, that the vital 
partnership between our corporate team 
and the United States Air Force would 
continue. "Together, we have developed 
several of the world's best fighters - the 
F-101 Voodoo, F-4 Phantom II, and the 
Eagle A/8/C/D series. Together, we are 
determined to prepare for the future, 
with such new programs as the F-1 SE 
dual role fighter; and through support of 
government efforts at streamlining the 
procurement system, 1mprov1ng guide
lines for contractors and customers, and 
increasing compet1t1on.'' 

Mr McDonnell concluded his remarks 
by emphas1z1ng that "MDC has products 
which we want to be the core of our na
tion's military strategy That 1s, we want 
to be the designers and builders of pro
ducts of such high quality that no enemy 
of our country w1!1 ever think it possible 
that they can gain from an attack on the 
United States or its allies. The F-15 Eagle 
is such a product." 

The Honorable Edward C Aldndge, Jr., 
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Ed..-ard C. .-1 Id ridge, Jr 

Secretary of the Air Force, was the first 
guest speak.er, representing the entire Air 
Force. The roflout ceremony that had 
brought so many visitors to St. Louis this 
bright December day was, in his words, 
"a landmark. event in the modernization 
of our tactical air forces. Our tactical air 
force commanders have identified the 
need for an aircraft capable of theater air 
defense and arr field attack.. It must have 
the range and payload to perform in the 
vast reaches of the Pacific and Southwest 
Asia theaters, as well as in Europe. It 
must perform deep interdiction, and find 
and attack. fixed and mobile targets at 
night and under the weather. The F-1 SE 
dual role fighter answers that need. 

"This program is the latest chapter in a 
real success story, a story of collaboration 
between the Air Force and the aerospace 
industry to meet national secunty require
ments in the most cost-effective way. The 
F-1 SE will make a true contribution to 
aerospace power for peace. and we all 
very much hope that its deterrent value 
will be successful throughout its lifetime." 

General Robert D. Russ, Commander 
of the Tactical A,r Command, spoke on 
behalf of the worldwide tactical air 
forces, and as an individual who had par
ticipated in the actual development pro
cess for the F-1 SE during earlier duty as 
USAF Deputy Chief of Staff for Research, 
Development, and Acqu1sit1on. "When 
the F-1 S made its maiden flight some 15 
years ago, it immediately gave the United 
States the upper hand in air-to-air com
bat. Its maneuverability, avionics, and 
thrust-to-weight ratio combined to make 
it the very best air superiority fighter in 
the world. Our day-to-day training and 
actual air-to-air combat statistics contin
ue to demonstrate its quality. Even with 
current state of the art airframe, engines, 
and avionics, the Eagle has one of the 
highest available-to-fly rates of modern 
times, and it has become the safest 
fighter we have ever had in our history." 

The general noted the great pride felt 
throughout the Tactical Air Command at 
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General Robert D. Russ 

acceptance of "yet another very fine 
McDonnell Douglas aircraft. The F-1 SE is 
indeed on the leading edge of technolo
gy" with navigation systems, radar 
capab1hties, ordnance load capac1tIes, 
and other features of the new weapon 
system guaranteeing it "a great future m 
the tactical air forces " 

Final speaker at the rollout ceremony 
was LtGen William E. Thurman, Com
mander of the Aeronautical Systems Divi
sion of the Air Force Systems Command 
ASD is the primary and immediate 
customer for aerospace industry pro
ducts, and Is responsible for providing 
weapon systems such as the F· 1 SE to the 
operational and support commands 
After acknowledging the distinguished 
lineage of the F-1 S fighter aircraft series. 
the general turned his attention to the 
people and organizations involved In the 
program. "An aircraft is more than just a 
piece of mac:1inery - It is also the sweat 
and the hope and the commitment of an 
army of contractor engineers, factory 
workers, industrial planners, supporters, 
and managers. It includes all the sup
pliers and subcontractors. It includes the 
members of our Systems Program Office, 
which is the buying activity for the Air 

L/Gen W11/1am Thurman 

Force. A fighter aircraft couldn't do what 
it does without the inputs of people from 
Tactical Air Command, to get the cockpit 
layout right and the performance right 
The Air Force Logistics Command, Air 
Training Command, and the Plant 
Representative Office personnel are all 
vital to making a program such as the 
F· 1 SE successful." 

General Thurman's concluding re• 
marks were particularly appropriate for 
the Christmas period in which the Eagle 
rollout ceremony occurred; and had add
ed relevance for the senior employees 1n 
the audience who had often heard the 
late James S. McDonnell, founder of our 
company, present the same point of 
view. In expressing his personal apprecia• 
tion to the personnel in the program. the 
general said, "You have all made a s1gn1-
ficant contribution toward an obJect1ve 
that we are especially aware of at this 
time of year - peace on earth. General 
John Vessey, former chairman of the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff, said 1t well - "-/Je 
can be weak and hope for peace or we 
can be strong and be sure of 1t 'As build 
ers of the F-1 SE, you are giving us tr,e 
strength that will ensure the peace for 
years to come. Thank you very much ■ 

USAF .\-f,/11ary .. ~ir/1/1 Command Band 155.~t Tun_1· Ch.irm.in d,re,·1,,ri 
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IMPROVEMENT 

PROGRAMS 

F·IS EAGLE 
By PETER J. VONMINDEN/.wanage,. F.15 SupporrPrograms 

and 
DAVIDE. NOTHST1NE/Ch1,f Program Engineer. F-15 

In the conclusion to h,s article on the 
Eagle 1n FLYING magazine. Lieutenant 
Colonel Durocher noted that "chan
nelized 1pilot) attention cost us in 
1981 While aF\ airplane manufacturer 
has no direct influence upon that par
ticular aspect of military flight opera
tions (except to design and plan 
cockprt cont1gurat1ons to m1mm1ze the 
probab1htyJ, MCAIR considers e\l'ery 
other aspect of F-15 actrvity to be part 
ot its prime respons1b1hty to the 
customer 

The F-15 began its US Air Force 
career in 1972 Now. approximately 11 
vears later more than 680 Eagles are 1n 
the USAF tactical inventory and the 
airplane Is considered the world's top 
air superiority tighter Because ,ts serv
ice hfe Is programmed until welt into 
the ne!lt century .. \'1CAIR Is continuous
ly preparing mod1f1cat1ons to improve 
capability and rel1abd1ty of the Eagle 
Here Is a synopsis of several ongoing 
programs designed to enhance the 
safety and effectiveness of the aircraft 
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FACT FINDING VISITS 
Last vear M(AIR representatI,es 

tram the F-1; program otfice engineer
ing. and product support "1s1ted e,el'\ 
LSAF Eagle base In the United 5tates 
and overseas The intent of our \.IsIts 
was to discuss dav-to-dav problems 
that operations and maintenance oer• 
sonnel mav have been e,:periencing 
with the airplane Although our time on 
each base was brief. we found eHrv 
stop to be beneficial and enlightening. 
both from our standpoint and the A..ir 

Forces Because we know that In rnme 
instances our vIs,ts caused d1srupt1ons 
of work schedules. we·d like to take this 
opportunItv both to apologize and to 
el.press our appreciation for the e,
cellent reception we got at all loca
tIons We noted an @l.cept1onallv tine . 



·---~ /mle the F-15 -It does an excellent Job for us. 
but we want It to be even bettert· 

ColoMll 11~d N. Ho«Ur, (I,.ffll DCM, latll "W, KtUWPI• Aa, J•fM" lt1 ,.,,,.,t, o,-,.;,.. F-JJ Flitld S11ppa,r Co,./trtflrt, Moy 1961 

attitude and real enthusiasm for the 
F-15, by both officer and enlisted per
sonnel. as well as in-depth knowledae. 
When aiven an opportunity to describe 
problems or sugaest improvements, 
both Eaale Drivers and Eagle Keepers 
offer~ excellent ideas which we 
brouaht back to St. Louis for considera
tion. 

Technical questions and SUHestions 
from the field applied to almost every 
area of F-15 en1ineerin9, operations, 
and mi1intenance; therefore, it took 
some time back here for everybody 
concerned to absorb and respond to 
all the detailed points. However, we 
eventually succeeded in compilina all 
the inputs and all the responses into a 
"letter report" addressed to F· 1 S com-
m and headquarters (AFLC, TAC. 
PACAF, USAFE, AAC); Air logistics 
Centers and Aeronautical Systems Divi
sion; Wini-level operations and 
maintenance commanders; and all F-15 
MCAIR Field Service Enaineers. It was 
a 37-paee letter coverina structures, 
landina aear, armament. secondary 
power, ECS, fuel system, crew station, 
avionics, controls. hydraulics, elec
trical, propulsion, 1round support 
equipment, AIS/TITE, and even a 
couple "miscellaneous" items that we 
couldn't include anywhere else! This 
was our first total F-15 "fact findina" 
expedition. and the letter report was 
our best effort at respondina to all of 
your concerns. Since we obviously 
couldn't include everythina discussed 
durin■ our base visits in this DIGEST ar
ticle, what follows is 1. representative 
samplina of topics; if you don't find a 
response to your specific question as 
posed durina our visit to your base. 
please see your commander or the 
local MCAIR Rep - they've aot the 
whole nine yards . . or the whole 37 
pa1esl 

STIIUC·TUIH/VEITICAL TAIL GIOUP 
Based on F-15 Sianal Data Recorder 

(SOR) data received from the field for 
the 1980/81 time period, MCAIR 
en1ineerin1 has developed a new 
fati1ue spectrum. This new spectrum 
has been used for an analysis from 
which several improvement chnaes 
for the vertical tail ■roup have evolved. 
More recent SOR data has just been 
received and is bein■ evaluated to u~ 
date our analysis. 

Production chanaes already bein1 i~ 
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corporated include laraer fasteners for 
tip pod attachment. thickened forward 
box skin at the upper end, stronaer 
honeycomb in the forward box and tor
que box, and improved sealing and 
drainin1 provisions for the tip area. 

ECP 1701 has been approved to 
retrofit 1n6 inch diameter flush head 
fasteners in the 2 and 6 inch support fit
tinas with protrudin11 head fasteners 
(TCTO 1F-15-8SS). These new fasteners 
have a better torquing capability to 
provide areater joint stren11th and 
tiahtness to minimize water intrusion 

ECP 1597. a production and retrofit 
change. has been submitted to provide 
through fasteners for the 2 and 6 inch 
tip pod support fittinas and replace
ment of the upper portion of the for• 
ward box with titanium structure. 

CREW STATION 
(Jos$1t Cre,MreclvUnit Cltiel) 

When Jet Fuel Starter (J FS} in-flight 
startina capability wu incorporated in 
the F-15, the circuitry which required 
the pilot to cycle the engine master 
switch prior to re-4!nga1in1 the J FS was 
removed. This was done to minimize 
pilot actions and the possibility of pr4> 
cedural errors dur1n1 an emer■ency 
situation. Currently this circuitry 
chanae presents a potential problem. 
brouaht about because the main 
en1ine start switch is activated by the 
same finaerlifts that must be raised to 
retard the throttles to cutoff. lnvestiaa• 
tions have shown that this switch is fr~ 
quently unintentionaliy "made" when 
the throttles are moved full aft. 

As Ion■ as there is electrical power 
on the aircraft, the en1ine start circuit 
will remain energized with engine rear 
compressor s~d (N2l below starter 
cutoff speed (S0'6 N2). This mea~s th~t 
as soon as the JFS is started, 1t will 
automatically enaaae that en1ine 
without any further pilot action 
because the start• circuitry is already 
activated. This presents no problem 
under normal circumstances because 
the J FS is either not operatina {normal 
shut down), or en1ine N2 is above 50% 
(JFS infli1ht start Acceptance Test Pr~ 
cedure). 

However, the one time this situat_ion 
cannot be tolerated is the one time 1t 1s 
most likely to occur - when an infli1ht 
dual enaine staanation takes place. In 
this situation, it is very probable that 
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one or the other of the ens1ne start cir
cuits will be inadvertently eners1zed. 
resultina in a failed decoupler shear 
section and making a IFS restart of the 
enaine 1mposs1ble. In addition. this 
condition would be "ery difficult to 
diagnose from the cockp1t as there 1s 
no positive feedback to tell the pilot 
why the engine 1s not accelerating, 
even though all other ind1cat1ons say 
that 1t should be 

To correct this potential problem. a 
proposal has been made to add a 
fingerlift "stop" between the IDLE and 
OFF throttle positions to prevent in
advertent actuation of the engine start 
switch. The F-15 liahting mock-up throt
tle quadrant was modified to include 
the proposed fingerlift stop. The 
System Application Panel (SAP) re'liew
ed the mock-up installation in July of 
1981 and recommended that the desi11n 
be adopted. ECP 14%--0 was submitted 
to the SPO in November 1981, and 
technically approved 1n December 
1981. TCTO 1f-1S-831 go-ahead is e•
pected in early 1983. and full retrofit is 
proposed. The first production deli,..erv 
will not be until early 1984, and retrofit 
will continue into 198S. Therefore, 
operators must continue to be aware of 
the current condition and use caution 
when retarding the throttles to cutoff 

HYDRAULIC ACTUATORS 
(Paul T. Centle/Untt Ch,ef) 

There have been numerous instances 
of hydraulic switching valves failing to 
switch. This occurs primarily during 
single-enaine taxi and results 1n loss of 
either aileron or rudder function 
Failure of the "al"e to switch is caused 
by a leaking relief valve, which the 
switchin& valve interprets as a system 
leak. Relief valve leakage is caused by 
severe wearin11 of the poppet where 1t 
contacu the seat. This wear appears to 
be caused by excessive cycling, but 
why the valve cycles excess1..,ely has 
not been determined. The fix to this 
problem is to change the relief. valve to 
a "spool and sleeve" configuration 
which is less subject to wear from cvcl
ina. The supplier has been authorized 
to proceed with redesign of the val'le 
but, because of tests required before 
production beains. it will be June 1984 
before the new switchin1 valves appear 
in service on production aircraft. 

Leakin■ and dama1ed splines are 
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causing many rudder actuator 
removals. Endurance tests at MCAIR 
have shown a new seal material, 
phosphonitrilic fluorelastomer (PNF), 
to be superior to presently used Buna N 
material for holding shape and elastici
ty after long exposure to high 
temperature. A Class II change has 
been initiated to change all static seals 
and seals under cap strips in both the 
rudder and stabilator actuators to the 
PNF compound. Actuators with new 
seals should be in service in the third or 
fourth quarter of 1983 

Damaged rudder actuator drive 
splines and rudder drive fittings have 
been causing removals for some time. 
Tests at MCAIR of a new drive fitting 
made of lnconel X have shown a large 
improvement in the life of both the 
splines on the drive shaft and in the life 
of the fitting. This new fitting is inter
changeable with the present titanium 
fitting, has an interference fit with the 
splines on the drive shaft, a 5/16 inch 
crossbolt, and an added vertical 
"pinch" bolt to prevent relative motion 
across the split in the fitting. These new 
fittings are now available as spares and 
will appear on new aircraft about June 
1983 

ARMAMENT 
(Larry C. Scott/Unit Chief) 

Field experience with the LAU-114A/A 
AIM-9 Sidewinder launcher on the F-15 
indicates poor reliability of the 
60K-W008 head slaving relay. The wing 

pylon-mounted launcher is located in a 
high vibration environment. The relay, 
currently rigid mounted to a bracket in
side the launcher, is sensitive to the en
vironment and is failing prematurely. 
The classical failure mode of this relay 
is breakage of the glass beads around 
the solder joint "J" hooks which allows 
either movement of the hook(s) and in
termittent relay operation, or moisture 
intrusion around the breakage area of 
the hooks. 

Various relay mounting configura
tions have been vibration tested to 
evaluate a more acceptable means of 
supporting the relay. Removing the 
relay from the mounting bracket and 
folding it back to lie secured with a 
wrapping of silicone tape to the main
branch of the launcher wire bundle 
proved to be the most effective con
figuration. This "soft mounting" 
reduces relay sensitivity to the vibra
tion environment, and by allowing the 
relay/wiring to move as a unit, reduces 
the strain on the "J" hooks. This con
figuration has been further improved 
by the addition of rigid potting around 
the relay "J" hook and wire solder 
joints. 

This change is in production, begin
ning with launcher S/N BG43-2276 
which is scheduled for delivery in 
March 1983. The simplicity of this 
change lends itself to field rework of 
launchers already delivered. This will 
be covered in Warner Robins Air 
logistics Center Change 5 of launcher 

TO 11L1-2-14-2 which is not presently 
scheduled. In the mean time, see your 
local MCAIR Rep as he has all the in
formation needed for immediate imple
mentation of this change. 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL 
(Miltcin A. Freiert/Unit Chief) 

The ejector shutoff valve, which con
trols the flow of engine bleed air to the 
primary and secondary heat exchanger 
ejectors, has been experiencing rela
tively high failure rates, resulting in 
supply shortages in the field. This has 
prompted an extensive investigation in
to causes of failure, with resultant in
terim changes being made to the valve 
and further recommendations to the 
Air Force for a long term solution to the 
problem. 

The valve is a sleeve type, normally 
(spring loaded) closed, and electrically 
energized-open. The primary causes for 
removal from the aircraft are defective 
solenoid coils and mechanical failures 
which prevent the valve from opening 
or closing. Teardown examination and 
analyses of several valves have reveal
ed failure modes, many of which have 
subsequently been addressed by 
changes being implemented by the 
valve supplier effective in future pro
duction units. However, it is not ex
pected that these improvements will 
provide the degree of reliability 
desired, particularly in the primary heat 
exchanger ejector application. In fact, 
MCAIR believes that the environment 

·~·~7~~ . ""' ~. 
Air-10-oir configured F-IJA of 32nd TFS takes of/from SrwsterMrg AB, tht Netherlands, for training mwion in 1980. The "Wolfl,ounds" and :wi>eral olhtr 
uniu now fly CID modtf aircraj1 containing many produc:tion impro~tmenrs over original &gla. Howver, o:tensive rrtrofit programs on AIB models asswrt 
1h01 thue oldtr a,rcraft conlain /alts/ comba1 capabihlits. 
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Flight a,rd ground crew rewew aircraft forms before F-1 j flight at Langley AFB, Virg,n1a. Eagle improvement program! are vital to bolh pilots and /me person
nel s,ncr contractor modifif:arions IO lhe airplane usually effect both groups in varymg degrees. S1gn1flcan1 mpurs were made by many pi/ors and mauHenance 
spec1afists during recent ''fact findirtg" visltS by ,\,fCAIR to F-JS bases. 

is severe enough that a sleeve type 
valve could not tolerate 1t even with ex
tensive redesign; therefore, a recom
mendation was made to the Air Force 
in October 1982 that MCAIR be 
authorized to submit a proposal for 
replacing the sleeve-type valve with a 
new butterfly type valve which would 
be much more tolerant of such an en
vironment Authorization to proceed is 
presently pending 

FUEL SYSTEM 
(Roger H. SpethlUmr Chief) 

One htgh maintenance item on the 
F-15 Is the Fuel/Oil Heat Exchanger It 
is both a difficult and time consuming 
unit to replace. The usual mode of 
f a1lure is a shift in the thermal by-pass 
valve openmg/closing temperature, 
causing premature by-pass flow to one 
or both wmgs of the aircraft and 
resultmg in wing fuel asymmetry Im
provements in the reliability of the 
thermal element that drives the valve 
have been made in the past; however, 
their impact is still uncertain and fur
ther improvements to the present 
design (such as a thermal element car
tridge that can be replaced with the 
heat exchanger remaining m the air
craft) require substantial time for 
development and qualification and 

would result in changes to other air
craft systems and tube routing. 

The MCAIR fuel group has devel
oped and tested an alternative Hot 
Fuel Recirculation system with a 
number of advantages over the present 
system. The proposed system removes 
the thermal element and shutoff valve 
from the heat exchanger and incor
porates a solenoid-operated valve m 
each of the recirculation lines The 
valves are controlled by temperature 
switches mounted in the boss for the 
Engine Electronic Control (EEC) by-pass 
flow on each engine feedlme. The 
switches sense engine mlet fuel 
temperature, and when either switch 
senses fuel temperature above its set 
point. both recirculation valves open. 
thus maintaining equal fuel to the 
wings and balanced fuel loading Con
trol logic will also open both valves 
when the Secondary Power System Is 
placed in limited duty. All parts of the 
system are F-15 qualified design and 
are located for easy access when 
replacement or repair is necessary. The 
system was installed on F-1 SA S/N 
71-288 in August 1982 and has been 
successfully tested both on the ground 
and m flight The F-15 SPO has granted 
authority to MCAIR to submit a pro
posal for this improvement change 
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SECONDARY POWER 
(John M. Killoran, /r,Unit Chief) 

Although field data indicates that 
the overall Jet Fuel Starter pertorm
ance Is meeting specification re
quirements of 2000 starts. turbine 
wheel burning has been. and continues 
to be. a major contributor to F-15 
Secondary Power System maintenance 
workload and downtime Investigations 
have led to the conclusion that 
performing J FS starts with low energ\ 
levels In the hydraulic start ac· 
cumulators is the primary cause for tur
bine wheel burning Even though the 
JFS will start with low accumulators. 
the wheel blade tips sustain pIttIng and 
erosion damage to some degree This 
begins an 1rrevers1ble, unstoppable pro
cess which eventually results In ,...,, heel 
destruction. The number of starts this 
process takes before final burn-up Is a 
function of accumulator servicing le\el 
after the m1t1al blade tip damage 1s in
curred 

After extensrve investigations into 
possible solutions to this problem 
MCAIR has determined that the mos~ 
practical approach Is to pro\ 1de add1-
t1onal energy for JFS starting This \\,II 
result ma S~'stem which requires ser\
Icing much less frequent!\ than the cur 
rent system. Is much more tolerant or 
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servicing, and will also permit simplif~ 
cation of the current servicing chart to 
a single line graph. ECP-1563 is being 
prepared to add additional nitrogen 
bottles to the hydraulic accumulators 
and to install a hydraulic pressure in
tensif ier in the circuit to bring the accu
mulator working pressure up to 3500 
psi. 

These changes are expected to solve 
the JFS turbine wheel burn problem; 
however, the first production delivery 
is still over two years away so we must 
continue to stress the importance of ac· 
cumulator servicing in accordance with 
the maintenance manuals. Periodic 
reviewing of the special ten minute 
servicing film (#CVT-F15( }-01340-1) 
created as a result of this problem is 
also worthwhile. MCAIR is currently 
preparing another film which explains 
how the secondary power system and 
the hydraulic start system works. This 
film should be available for distribu
tion early in 1983 and will provide addi
tional insight into the JFS wheel burn
ing phenomenon. 

LANDING GEAR/BRAKES 
(Glen D. Kirkland/Unit Chief) 

Recently procured by the Defense 
Electronic Supply Center (OESC), new 
weight~n-wheels (WOW) and landing 
gear proximity switches have been in-

traduced to the F-1 S fleet. These new 
switches look the same as the old ones 
but tests have shown that they are vast
ly improved. The specifications for 
both switches have been revised to in
crease testing for electr~magnetic 
interference (EMI) resistance. 

Improvements to the brake system 
have been made in the area of anti-skid 
"off" braking. A "pulser'' system has 
been added as a primary back-up for 
anti-skid. Aircraft relay logic has been 
added to provide automatic change
over from anti-skid to pulser when the 
skid system detects a fault. One-way 
restrictors have also been added to the 
normal and emergency brake lines to 
improve manual control of the brakes. 
These changes have been incorporated 
in F-15C 60-0002 and 60-0039 and up; 
also F-150 80-0058 and up. Full retrofit 
of the pulser system is to be accom
plished by TCTO 1 F-15-763 (Improved 
Braking System) with kit delivery begin
ning in January 1983. This TCTO is to 
be worked concurrent with TCTO 
1F-15-791 (landing Gear Control and In
dication Circuit Improvement). Further 
information on these changes can be 
found on page 28 of this issue. 

FUTURE PROGRAMS 

Efforts are currently underway, via 
the "Multi-Stage Improvement Pr~ 

gram" (MSIP). to enhance F-15 
capabilities over those that exist today. 
As we heard from many people during 
our base visits, the Eagle is doing an ex
cellent job, but everybody wants to see 
it even better. That is the whole pur
pose of MSIP. 

Beginning in June 1983, conformal 
fuel tanks will be delivered to the 
USAF. The tanks will provide the F-15 
with an increased fuel capability with 
little drag penalty. In addition, the 
tanks will also provide two additional 
weapons stations for future air-t~ 
ground use. Also in early 1983, the 
BRU-26A/A multiple ejector rack will 
enter the fleet. This rack is an improve
ment to the MER-200 rack which was 
demonstrated on the F-15 during CAT II 
testing in the early 70's. 

Development is underway for the 
F-15 to carry the Advanced Medium 
Range Air-t~Air Missile (AMRAAM) 
with a multi-shot capability. In addi
tion, a new programmable armament 
control set plus a larger, high-speed 
computer is in development. With 
these additions, the F-15 will have the 
enhanced software to employ many 
configurations of air-to-ground arma
ment while retaining air superiority 
capability. Electronic warfare equip
ment will also receive an upgrading in 

(Continued on Page 27) 

Con/orflllll/wl tanks now sdedwlrd/or drli~ry to USAF in Jwnt JINIJ, ha~ nuiYtd extensiYt tw1lwa1ion and dtmonstralion. Pltotasraph abo~ shows F-IJB 
SIN 71-191 in 1974 dwrin1 OM of fim tul flishts with tank.s inslalfed. Eoglt improYtmtnt programs an continwoM.J, and this p#lrticvlar airpkliw lua bttn tlw 
"Int btd" far many of tlwm. It is flyi111 today as tht fint F-15 co11~rtrd to tlrt "ORF" (Dwal Rolt Fislrttr) ronfi1wro1ian (/Jiff~ /J. 
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' 4For a turbojet engine to operate at 
peak efficiency, there can be no doubt 
whatsoever regarding the soundness of 
its fuel supply system; its components 
must be installed correctly." 

R -

-
--~.g 

A Check Valve 
"STICK· UP'~ .. ) 

By PHIL ROYER/ Field Service Engineer, Nellis AFB, Ne11ada 

Recently we here in the Fuel Shop at 
Nellis AFB, learned the wisdom of the 
above statement the hard way. 
Although our problem turned out to be 
self-inflicted, we did come out ahead in 
the long run by finding a sure way to 
check the integrity of the internal fuel 
supply of the Eagle. I'd like to pass on 
the knowledge we gained from this in
cident because it could prove helpful 
when troubleshooting the F-15 fuel 
system, and at the same time you might 
avoid "shooting yourself in the foot" as 
we did. 

The problem started following 
replacement of an emergency boost 
pump and a 3A fuel cell. Naturally, 
when replacing the cell all components 
within it were removed. After comple
tion of the job and while functionally 
checking out the fuel supply system, 
we found that with the emergency 
boost pump operating, the BOOST 
SYSTEM MALFUNCTION light on the 
master caution light panel illuminated. 

During troubleshooting, with a direct 
reading gage tied in at the emergency 
boost pump pressure switch connec
tion (located beneath door 66), we 
found the emergency boost pump had 
a pressure output of only four psi. That 
scant amount of pressure was not 
enough to close the emergency boost 
pump pressure switch, let alone feed a 
thirsty jet engine. When checks of the 

voltage supply to the pump and pump 
electrical phasing proved to be normal, 
the solution to our problem appeared 
to be quite simple - the fuel system 
had a bad boost pump. But it wasn't 
that simple and it wasn't a bad pump. 
Here's how we proved it. 

A direct reading gage was tied into 
the engine electronic cooling control 
flexible fuel line. (This is the one with 
the quick disconnect, and it's located 
in doors 85 L&R.) With the gage tied in
to the system, and with the switches on 
panel 48l, the output of any of the 
three boost pumps (left, right, or 
emergency) can be checked Using this 
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68A.58JJIJ-/()()J elbow a.wff'lbly as ii is irult1/lttJ OIi" 
1141.514 """"if old. Nore llrt1I clrec:k va/w slop is in 
~rlict1I posi/1011" wMII" elbow is colffC/ly t11/ac:li«J to 
mt1ru/old. 

hook-up, we confirmed that the 
emergency pump did in fact have an 
output of only four psi. However, our 
big surprise was the output of the main 
boost pumps, which read between 
12-1/2 and 13 psig. (This incidentally, 
was enough pressure to illuminate the 
test lights on panel 48, indicating "nor
mal" boost pressure since pressure 
above 11 (±) 1 psig will illuminate the 
test lights. Thus in our particular case, 
these usually helpful test lights only 
helped to confuse and cloud the issue.) 
With this additional information in 
hand, it was quite evident that 
somewhere in one of the feed tanks 
there was a very large "hole" (internal 
leak). 

Because the 3A cell was just install
ed and it is the easiest one to open up, 
we decided to look there first. A visual, 
internal inspection revealed nothing 
out of the ordinary. In a further at
tempt to locate our leak, the system 
was pressurized using air pressure. This 
proved futile, so our next effort was to 
hook up a refuel truck to the defuel 
receptacle of the aircraft. Maintaining 
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a constant 20 psi, we were successful 
in locating the leak, and quite surprised 
to learn that it was an open, left hand, 
boost pump canister discharge (flapper 
type) check valve This is where we had 
"shot ourselves in the foot" (our self
inflicted problem), and here is how it 
happened, 

When the left boost pump was 
removed, the elbow containing the 
check valve was also removed (for 
what at the time was thought to be 
ease of maintenance). Now there is 
nothing wrong in trying to ease 
maintenance, but our whole problem 
stemmed from the fact that removal of 
the elbow is not called out in the Job 
Guide we were following (for removal 
of the 3A fuel cell). Consequently, we 
missed the caution note in the relevant 
Job Guide (covering left boost pump 
canister removal/installation) to assure 
that the check valve is in the down 
(closed) position when the elbow is 
reinstalled in the pump. 

The logic behind this caution is that 
a check valve stop is contained within 
the elbow to prevent the valve from 
opening overcenter and possibly re
maining in that position. If the valve is 
in this overcenter position (as it was in 
our case) when the elbow is connected 
to the boost pump, the pump attempts 
to pressurize the feed line but fuel is 
escaping (by-passing) back into the cell 
via the open check valve. Operating 

under this "run-around" condition, the 
emergency pump can only maintain 
about four psi and the main pump~ 
their 12-1/2 and 13 ps, 

,· • . - ',aa •·- ~-t-:'f:; . 
Boost pMmp with 2UJ52-J ma11ifold a11d 
6/JA58/JIJ./(J()/ elbow attaehed. The 114967•1 
S"Uetio11 by•pos;5. rhttlr. va/W! eo,,ta111td ill the 
mamfofd is 1101 spri"g /oadtd to the rfosed positio"; 
tlrerefore, if elbow is remoW!d, rei,utalfatio" mMSt 
be made with pMmp a"d ma11ifold in positio" 
shown. Otherwise, w,f~ can hang "Pon elbow w,h>e 
stop. 
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After finding and corrP.ctinR nur prr► 
blem (removing the Plbow and r.:lr,<.tnR 
the check valve) and swallowmg a hit 
of our pnde, we again hooked up thP 
refueling truck to the defuel recepta,_IP 
to conf1rm thal the system w,H nrJ 

longer leaking. However there was a 
"creep" on the refuel trud fuel 
totalizer. looking at the schematic we 
found that this was caused by fuel 
flowmg into the wings via the thermo 
by-pass valves located on the fuel/oil 
heat exchangers. To stop this flnw wP 
disconnected the two return lines from 
the thermo by.pass valves and capped 
them off (there is one connected on 
each side of the tank). With the line~ 
capped off. the refuel truck totalizer 
will indicate "dead head" (not creep) 
With these two lines not capped otf, 
even though the system is tight. there 
will be approximately 1/4 gallon of fuel 
per minute passing through each of the 
thermo by-pass valves of the fuel,101[ 
heat exchangers. (This fuel is feedmg 
into the wing tanks, then gravity 
feeding into the feed tank.) This slow 
flow could possibly confuse your 
troubleshooting, plus create a fire 
hazard if the cell was opened 

If you suspect an internal leak in the 
fuel supply system of your Eagle. we 
urge you to use what we now call the 
"Nellis Check" to prove or disprove 
your suspicion. It's a proven check that 
we learned the hard way 



a short safety lesson on popped ... 

Fuel System Circuit Breal{ers 
Experience is a areat teacher. Unfor

tunately, her teachin1 methods are 
often very expens1ve and accompanied 
by loud noises and bright liahts, but that 
seems to be the only way she can really 
1et our attention. Her teachina techni
que seems to ~ to offer fir1t. a lesson; 
then, a moral; and last, auidance for th@ 
future. A real-life example follow,. 

A few months aao, a very larae and 
many-motored aircraft went up in 
smoke and flames while innocently sit· 
tin■ on the ramp. Ms. Experience cer
tainly aot e\leryone's attention with 
that one, for there was an awful lot of 
noise and bright lights and 1t was excep
tionally ellpensrve -

• Lenon - Resetting popped circuit 
breakers when those breakers control 
ele-ctrical system circuits invol..-ina an 
aircraft fuel system. The subject 

breaker popped because of a short cIr
cuIt In the system; an explosive poten
tial (fuel vapors) existed in the fuel 
tank; resettin1 the breaker dur1n1 
maintenance produced an i1n1t1on 
source (spark). Arithmetically, the 
lesson m11ht look like this: l1nition 
Source (short circuit spark)+ Explosive 
Potential (fuel vapor)=lost Airplane. 

• Moral - When brouaht toaether 
in a situation like this, spark.1 and fuel 
vapors will only do what comes 
naturally; i e. produce briaht liahts, 
loud noises, and 1reat expense. 

• Cuidance for the Future - We 
shouldn't let this happen anymore. 

The be.It way to describe the experi-
ence would be to quote from the USAF 
messaae analy11n1 the accident 

"Recently an a,rcrah was destroyed 
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by fire while parked on the ramp. This 
mishap contains some important 
lessons that could be of value to others. 
During the mishap investigation, the 
board detected a common maintenance 
and fli1ht crew procedure which could 
produce a hazardous situation. This 
situation must be brought to the atten
tion of all who are associated with the 
operation or repair of electrical co~ 
ponents that are within the fuel cells on 
any aircraft 

"When a short circuit associated with 
an electrical component exists, the cir
cuit breaker will open {pop} when cir
cuit is energized. If the fault is in the 
tank/fuel cell, reenergizin1 the circuit 
by resettin1 breaker can produce an i,
nition source, which may be either hiah 
temperature or arcin1- When condicions 
inside a fuel cell are present for i1nirion 
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of fuel vapors. only an ,gnition source is 
needed to cause an e11p/os1on. 

"Any individual who resets circuit 
breakers must ensure that an explosive 
condition is not present. This may be ac
complished by ensurins that fuel in any 
rank or bladder covers the electrical 
component." 

Shortly after the incident described, 
the Air Force released DASH ONE Safe
ty Supplements on the F/RF-4 series air
craft which provided ai,crew pro
cedures for elect,ical fuel transfer 
pump malfunctions. Again, a quote 
from the safety supplement 

"There have been isolated incidents 
where circuit breakers for the No. 4 and 
6 electrical fuel transfer pumps have 
popped in flight due to faulty electrical 
connectors located in the fuel tanks. 
Although evidence thus far is in
conclusive, there is a possibility that ar
cing at these connectors could be a fire 
hazard. Therefore, until testing has been 
completed to determine the seriousness 
of this problem and the appropriate 
modification of the connectors and/or 
pumps, a procedure for electrical 
transfer pump malfunction has been 
developed." 

The remainder of the safety supple-

"When conditions Inside a fuel 
cell ere present for Ignition of 
fuel vapors, only an Ignition 
source Is needed to cause an 
explosion." 

ment enumerates the aircrew pro
cedures but the most important one 
relates to circuit breakers E-3. F-3. C-3. 
E-4. F-4, C-4 (fuel transfer pumps) on 
No 2 panel Step 1 reads - "Circuit 
breakers ii popped - DO NOT RESET ... 

Just as the Air Force took stock of its 
overall procedures as a result of ,ts own 
experience, MCAIR fuel system engt• 
neering design personnel reviewed our 
own local maintenance practices 
While company shop and test fac1l1ties 
were found to be following acceptable 
troubleshooting procedures, there was 
no formal guidance in the matter Writ
ten safety procedures were therefore 
developed for in-plant use in the event 
of a popped breaker or suspected short 
in the electrical circuits inside fuel 
tanks, as follows -

1. Remove electrical power from air
craft. 

2. Refuel aircraft fully (Ensures that 

electr,cal components ,n t,mh or hldd
ders are covered with fuel and el1m1-
nates poss1b1l1ty of fuel ··vapors'") 

3. Using a multimeter ~et to Rx 100 
scale and appropriate system sche
mdtlC. check for short to ilround on 
power pm of system components serv
ed by popped c1rcu1t breaker (Multi
meter must be on Rx 100 scale to en
sure low current draw.) 

JA If short exists. defuel aircraft 
and replace defective component or 
repair wiring 

3B If no short eiusts. reset c1rcu1t 
breaker and retest 

Our shop and flight maintenance 
groups are following the above pro
cedures on all of our aircraft, and we 
would recommend their application 1n 
the field also In modern dav aucraft. 
circuit breakers are the "life savers'· of 
their respective electrical c1rcu1ts, and 
when one has popped. it's a normal 
reaction to immediately reset 1t 
However, think twice before resettinil 
one that 1s connected to the fuel 
system when power is on the aircraft -
a fuel system c1rcu1t breaker which has 
popped durinil maintenance presents a 
potentially dangerous and e11:plosrve 
situation Too fast a reaction could ruin 
your whole day and your aucraft 

Eagle Crew Chief "Change of Command" 
MIiitary "change of command" 

ceremonies are normally held when unit, 
base. or other top leaders move on and 
pass responsibilities into the hands of 
their successors. However, a most 
unusual "change of command" 
ceremony was held at Luke AFB recently 
when Staff Sergeant Robert E. Morrison 
passed the title of crew chief, the aircrah 
logbook, and the responsibility for F- lSA 
73-098 on to Senior Airman Kevin 
Augustine. This ceremony marked the 
end of SSgt Morrison's tenure as a crew 
chief with the 461st AJTcrah Maintenance 
Unil as he Is now assigned as an instruc
tor with the 527th 1TW. 

During his three-year stlnl as crew 
chief for this F-15, the expertise and 
dedication displayed by $Sgt Morrison 
was recognized by 405th TTW com
mander Colonel Daniel Sherlock who 
selected 73-098 to be his assigned air
crah and to be painted with the wing 
colon. Chosen because of overall ap
pearance, dependability, and least 
amount of preventive maintenance re
quired, SSgt Mc.rr1son's F-15 was also 
selected frequently as a static display for 
open houses at other bases and made 
the 405th 1TW "high flyer" (most houn 
flown) list several times 

405th T7W command•• C;I Doniel Sh•rlod and 46Jst TFTS ,ns#'!Jctor p,lor L/Col f.f,h FatTQ (Jo, Jefrand 
nghtJ observe as SrA Kevin AugusDne rece,vH Ille logbOQt fo• F-l5A 73-098 /,om SSgc Robtrr Moms-on 
(pholog,aph bv AIC Bnan Fnday/ 
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Contractor Case Study ... 

F-15 Fuel Tank Foam Degradation 
By JOHN M. KILLORAN/unit Ch,ef. Design and JAMES H. POUSSON/Lud Engineer, t:Msign 

Several Issues ago, we pub• 
llshed an article tltlecl "F-15 
Engine Fuel Conlamlnatlon - a 
conlractor case study," In 
which the author presented a 
technlcal discussion to a depth 
not usually attempted In this 
magazine. There was consider• 
able Interest and poslllve reac• 
tlon to this approach to analy• 
sis of a current problem In the 
field ol mutual Interest to both 
contractor and customer. 
Some of our mllltary readers 
complimented the author tor 
his careful eumlnatlon of lm
portanl bul often obscure 
aspects of a typical contractor 
engineering Investigation Into 
a customer problem; and as a 
result felt they had better In• 
sight Into various causes for 
F -15 engine anomalles possibly 
resulting from fuel contamlna• 
tlon. These same readers sug
gested that we consider con• 
tlnulng this approach for other 
"problem topics." 

We appreciate this level of 
Interest, and are pleased to re
spond with the followlng artl• 
cle on F-15 luel tank foam. This 
Is a partlcularty logical "problem 
topic" since the foam, used as 
fire and Hploslon suppressant 
tiller material In the F-15 fuel 
tank&, was analyzed In the 
earlier article to be one of the 
possible contributors to fuel 
contamination. Thus our sec
ond "contractor case study" Is 
actually a continuation of a 
sort of the first, allhough the 
two were not concurrent MCAIR 
engineering efforts. 

Reticulated polyurethane 
loam. a proprietary product ol lhe 
Scot! Paper Company. has been 
used in aircraft fuel systems 
since 1966 to suppress explosive 
overpressures caused by luet 
tank !ires This material rs a lully 
re11culated, flexible polyurethane 
loam composed ol a skelital net· 
work ol tiny. lightweight, 1nlercon
necting strands which acl as a 
three-dimensional lire screen 10 
prevent luel lank explosions. It 
defeats lhe flame lront caused by 
an explosion by removing energy 
lrom the combus11on process by 
absorbing heat It also tends to 
quench the explosion by 
mechanical interference The 
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smaller the loam pore size. the 
more elfective the material 
becomes and the less lhickness 
is required to stop a !lame lront 
Another benefit ol !he loam 1s to 
attenuate fuel slosh 

When used tn aircraft fuel 
sys1ems. the foam possesses two 
undesirable characteristics. It 
displaces and absorbs fuel, thus 
reducing the usable fuel quantity 
while adding its own weight to lhe 
total we1gh1 ol the aircraft. It w1II 
eventually degrade in a hot and 
humid environment, requiring 
costly replacement 

POLYURETHANE FOAMS 
There are two kinds of 

polyurethane loam (polyester and 
polyether) manufactured under 
Military Spec1l1cal1on M1l•B· 
83054B. Both are provided in 
coarse and fme pore sizes. There 
are live "lypes" of loam material 
and each 1s color coded to 1den
t1ly type and pore size. Physical 
proper11es and character1sl1cs ol 
the materials, as listed in Mil-B-
830548. are presented m Table I. 

Duririg 1967-68. lhe U.S Air 
Force began 1nstall1ng Type J 

(orange) polyeste, loam m a lully 
packed conf1gura11on m 1ac11cal 
aircral1 fuel lanks. lns1alla11on 
resulted 1n a reduchon of usable 
fuel of approx1male!y 5%. and it 
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was also found that useful hie ol 
the loam was only two to three 
years m the hot, humid environ
ment in Southeast Asia. Foam 
deterioration resulted from a pro
cess called hydrolysis (decom
position of the material by reac
t ion with water) Higher 
1emperatures accelerate this pro
cess Hydrolysis causes a 
change m material structure. 

which results 1n weakening ol 11s 
polymer network (cross-linkage) 
and an eventual breakup into par
ticles. The loam becomes friable 
and easily breaks m10 small 
"dogbone" and ··y" shaped par
ticles usually larger than 400 
microns m size Figure 1 shows 
the effect ol waler and elevated 
temperalure on loam hfe. Ob
viously, water is required !or 

FIGURE 1 - EFFECTS Of RELATIVE HUMIDITY ON POLYESTER 
POLYURETHANE FOAM 
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hvdrolys,s to occur. but elevated 
temperatures greatly accelerate 
the process While both physical 
and chemical changes occur. the 
most consistent and obvious 
change 1s loss of tensile strength 
Foam installed 1n a1rcrall luel 
systems will usually turn 10 a dark 
brown color as 11 deteriorates, 
al1hough some foam has been 
found to be bad w1lhoul a s1grnfi
can1 change in color 

Providing more cross-linkage 
can ,mprove hydrolyhc stability ol 
the loam A urea group was add
ed to Type 11 (yellow) and Type Ill 
(red) polyester loams to increase 
cross-linkage. producing an im
proved resistance lo hydrolysis 
as shown in Figure 2. The Type Ill 
red foam was developed into a 
smaller pore size (25 pores per 
inch) to permit coring and voiding 
(versus fully packed) configura
tions This reduces the amount ol 
loam reQuired and thus the 
amount ol fuel displaced and ab
sorbed. However. even with an in
crease in hydrolyhc stabilily. lhe 
hie of polyester type foams in fuel 
tanks 1s still substanhalty less 
than that of the a1rframe ol USAF 
aircralt, thus reQuiring freQuent 
and costly replacement. 

Therefore, 1n 1974, the USAF 
1n conjunction w1lh Scott Paper 
Company, initiated development 
of a longer Ille loam. As noted 
above. an ester type urethane 
has good physical properties but 
1s poor in hydrolytic stability. 
Ether type urethanes have ex
cellent hydroJytic stability but ex
h1b1t eKcess1ve swell and loss of 
tensile strength when placed in 
hydrocarbon luets. Scott was 
able to modify a polyether 
urethane to reduce swell and 
strength loss to acceptable levels 
while retaining its good hydrolytic 
stability. The chemistry ol the 
ether based urethane does not 
contain any ester linkages and 
has a benef1c1al compleKily of 
cross-linkages Comparative 
testing showed polyether 
urethane to have five to ten times 
longer life than polyester 
urethane (Figure 3) 

Tests were also performed to 
determine the ertects of fuel ad
d1!1ves on loam Ille. since JP fuels 
contain a variety ol additives to 
improve performance. It was 
found that in normal concentra
tions there were no adverse el
feels upon foam life. When sub-
1ec1ed to concentrations 50 to 
100 t1mes above normal. the 
loam detenorated and el1h1bited 
many ol the same characteristics 
as hydrolysis - turning a very 
dark brown and crumbling. lt also 
showed a higher acid content and 
more embri1tlemen1 

Both fhe USAF and USN fund• 
ed slud1es to develop methods for 
determining the hie of installed 

FIGURE 2 - HYDRDLYTIC STABILITY TEST AT no•f/95-t. RH 
(Showing Effttl olAddltlon1I UrHI 
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foam. No consistent, "easy-lo
use" method resulled. and the 
study concluded that the stan
dard pull test is the only reliable 
indicator of loam condition. Un
lortunalely, the rate of strength 
loss is dependent on somewhat 
uncontrollable variables (additive 
concentrations, humidity, 
temperature), so that precise in
spection interval recommenda
tions cannot be made. Foam 
strength could be unchanged or 
reduced to zero between inspec
tions, depending upon the en
vironment to which the foam is 
eKposed. Under conditions of 
high temperature/hum1d1ty, the 
loam can eKperience some 
deterioration in a lew weeks. In 
addilron. the tear strength of the 
ether based (blue) loam is 
substantially less than that of the 
polyester (red and yellow) foams. 
Therefore, the pull test is not a 
recommended procedure for the 
blue loam, since even a new 
piece tears easily after wetting 
with fuel. 

F-15 EXPERIENCE 
The F-15 Air Vehicle Specifica

tion listed a reQuirement !or an 
eKplosion suppression system in 
the aircraft internal tankage. 
MCAIR selected Type Ill (red) 
polyester polyurethane loam to 
satisfy this requirement since ,1 
accommodated the loam voiding 
techniQue newly developed by 
the company. Tank 1 was 50% 
voided; tanks 2 and 3A had foam 
only in their ullage spaces; tank 
38 was 34 % voided. and the wing 
tanks were 80% voided. 

The ellpected service lile ol 
this loam was a minimum of five 
to seven years and possibly 
longer since the F-15 vent system 
was closed and would therefore 
minimize atmospheric elfects 
upon the foam. Also, since the 
vent boxes were packed with 
foam and open to the at
mosphere, ii was believed that 
this foam would be the first to 
show deterioration and could be 
used to determine the remaining 
life ol the internal foam. 

FIGURE 3 - HYDAOLYTIC STABILITY TEST AT 1&0•ft95% AH 

Blue Polyether 
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late 1n lhe F-15 deve10pm<=>nt 
program 1t bec.ame ev,dent Tl':i• 

tank 1 roam was c;ollapsmq ar,cJ 
scrambling 1n ·g· r,:u"!'r-;::i, 
maneuvers Early IJSAF <>1 

pe11enci::~ showed the r,;;_irr, 
scrambling 1n tank 1 to b"!' 3 

maintenance headache b•Jt ,n 
1978 the problem nas soI·,ed t,·1 
changing tank 1 loam to .a T /D"!' 11 
(yellow) polyester in a tully r;;ac~
ed conl1gurat1on T ,oe II 11;:is 

chosen because or ,ts low"!'' d"!'r·
s1!y, larger pore. and l0•11er ru"!'I 
retention ctiaracter1st1cs 

MCAIR became aware of the 
longer hie polyether polyurethane 
loam in 1975 and determined 1t 
should be used in the F-15 wing 
Following qual1l1ca!ion of T•1pe \/ 
(hght blue) loam, 11 was placed ,n 
production F-15CID models 
beginning with SIN 79-0059 and 
scheduled for retrofl! on an at1ri
t1on basis. Tti1s change would 
give the ""hard to replace" wing 
loam a life expectancy at least 
equal to that of the a1rt1ame 
Warner Robins Air Log1st1c 
Center (WAALC). the designated 
repair depot tor the F-15. was to 
prepare !or wing loam replace
ment with Type V loam, based 
upon the live to seven year ex
pected life span cl the Type 111 
loam. Polyether Types 1V or V 
foams were not used in replacing 
fuselage foam since change-0ut 
or deteriorated fuselage foam Is 
relatively easy and 1t was believ
ed that the stronger polyester 
loam was needed to overcome 
the scramble problem. 

Late 1n 1980, WAALC reported 
finding severely deteriorated 
wing loam in F-15A SIN 76-0021. 
an aircraft with only four years 
service Ille. two ol which were a! 
the Center in hangar storage Tne 
vent bOK foam was in ellcellent 
condition. Before storage. its 11.,el 
tanks had been purged w11n 
Phillips Soltrol 220. and !011ow1ng 
discovery of the deteriorated 
wing foam. a substantial an-,ount 
of water was found 1n the purg,rg 
fluid. F-l5A 76-0073 was a so 
placed in storage at the same 
time, and examined at the sarr.e 
time; no deteriorated foam 0' 
water-contaminated purging llw a 
were lound 

In late 1981 and ear:y 1982 
Holloman AFB began to e•
perience augmentor ligh! ;,r:~
lems resul!1ng from augme"'.·Y 
wash filters clogged .~,:., 
deteriorated loam part,c es 
Substantial amounts (as muc" as 
two gallons) ol loam oar:Ic'es 
were found rn the feed tan:.:.s ~, 
some aircraft Wing !cam 1\3S 
deteriorating much ear 11 er tr'a~ 
eKpected 1n these a1rcrar1 scrre 
ol which had as I,tt1e as :~·e-:? 
years service Whne r,ere .1'"5 
much speculation ara :0n:·3_;: -:
tory evidence tor cai..so? a 
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primary contributor was deler
m1ned 10 be the practice of refuel
mg a1rcrall several hours after 
flight. which allowed the foam to 
be unwelled with fuel and heated 
by the sun !or substantial periods 
o! time It should be noted that a 
damaged aircrall at Luke AFB 
had its tanks purged and was 
then placed In storage for one 
year completely void of fuel 
Foam in this aircraft was found to 
be in excellent condition. 
However. there was no evidence 
of water in the 1anks and the aIr
cralt had been stored in a shelter. 

In 1982. aircraft at Luke also 
began to show signs of 
dete1IoratIng wmg loam, mostly 
m the center section of the wing 
As at Holloman, these aircraft 
had good wing vent boK loam and 
little or no deteriorated fuselage 
loam. While Luke and Holloman 
are situated in the same very dry, 
hOI ctimate. the foam failures at 
these two bases were very 
similar 10 the ones at Warner 
Robins (where !he foam had been 
subJected 10 a llu1d containing 
substantial amounts of water) 
EKam1nat,on ol deteriorated wing 

foam by ScoH Paper Company 
confirmed thal hydrolysis had oc
curred m all ot these cases 

A small piece (approximately 
2 x 2 x 3 inches) of Type II 
(yellow) foam horn tank 1 ol a 
Holloman aircralt was found to 
tear easily. Tests of this weaken
ed sample by Scott suggested 
some of the characteristics of 
loam that had !ailed al1er eK
posure to high concentra1Ions of 
fuel additives Because the actual 
presence ol addIt1ves could not 
be confirmed m this analysis and 
the remainder of the tank 1 loam 
was unallected This is con
sidered at this time as an isolated 
and unexplained occurrence. 

Foam deter1orat1on in both 
wrng and fuselage tanks Is 
becoming evident in the ten-year 
old aircraft bailed to MCAIR and 
NASA. and m some of the older 
aircraft at Langley AFB. No other 
bases. mclud1ng those in hot, 
humid regions such as Eghn and 
Kadena, have reported problems 

PROBLEM RESOLUTION 
WRALC has been replacing 

wmg foam as part of routine 

depot TCTO incorporation since 
September 1982. As a result of 
the accelerated deterioration of 
foam at Holloman AFB. a second 
line was ImtIated al Warner 
Robins to handle foam replace
ment only. This effort was called 
"Foam Express," and was in 
operation lrom June 1983 until 
October of this year. Foam 
replacement is now being done 
on an "as required" basis as part 
of the routine Speedlme opera
tion at WRALC. 

There are several conclusions 
to be drawn lrom our experiences 
wIfh F-15 fuel tank foam degrada
tion over the past few years 
Water Is the primary cause of the 
problem. through the process of 
hydrolysis. Water must be pre
sent for hydrolysis to occur, and 
although the process may occur 
at any normal ambient temper
ature. it is greatly accelerated al 
high (above 100°F) 
lemperatures Ambient humidity 
conditions alone are not suffi
cient to cause rapid hydrolysis. 
as evidenced by the absence of 
vent box loam problems. Partially 
filled tanks ("unwelted" foam) 

TABLE I 
COMPARISON OF PHYSICAL PROPERTIES AND CHARACTERISTICS 

(FROM MIL·B-83O548) 

Property 
Polyol Type 

Color 

Density Range (lb11t3) 

Po,os11y. Pore s,ze (PPI) 

Air Pressure Drop (inches ol waler) 

Tensile S1renglh (PSI) Minimum 

Tensile Slrenglh at 200% Elongation (PSI) Mm1mum 

Ultimate Elongahon (%) Minimum 

Tear Res1slance (lb per inch) Minimum 

Conslant Deflection Compression Set(%) Ma1umum 

Compression Load Deflection al 
25% Dellechon (PSI) M1n1mum 
65 % Dellect1on (PSI) M1n1mum 

Fuel Displacement (Maximum Volume%) 

Fuel Retention (Ma-.imum Volume%) 

Flammab1hty 1inches/minute) Maximum 

Ext1actable Malertals (Weight %) Maximum 

Coarse Pora Types• 
Typo I Type II Type 1v· 

Polyester 

Orange 

1 70-2.00 

7-15 

0 190-0.285 

15 

10 

220 

30 

040 

0.60 

3.0 

2.5 

10 

3.0 

Polyesler 

Yellow 

1.20-145 

8-18 

0.140-0.230 

15 

10 

220 

35 

0.30 
0.50 

2.5 

2.5 

15 

3.0 

Polyether 

Dark Blue 

1.20-1.45 

8-18 

014-0.230 

10 

100 

30 

0.35 
0.60 

2.5 

2.5 

15 

3.0 

permit a higher temperature en
vironment which accelerates 
hydrolysis Fuselage tank loam is 
relatively unallected because 
these tanks are m a cooler en
vironment and spend less hme 
unwetted. Water is being rou1ine
ly in1roduced into !he aircraft a1 
some locations. This could be 
from the fuel itself or through the 
vent system durmg descents in 
flight. The ··ciosed" vent sys1em 
retains this moisture. and if then 
combined with high amb1en11em
peratures, early hydrolylic de
gradation of the foam can occur 

MCAIR has several recommen
dations to offer units m 1he 
field which woutd assist m resolv
ing 1he problems which have 
been eKperienced wilh deteri
orated fuel tank foam First. take 
all reasonable precautions to 
mmimtze the amount ol water in 
the tanks Second, a1rcralt on the 
ground should spend as little time 
as possible m an unrefueled or 
partially fueled state. Fmally, 
when aircraft are going into ex• 
tended storage. check very care
fully to assure that no water Is In 
the tanks • 

Fina Pore Types• 
Type Ill Type V 
Polyester 

Red 

1.20-1.45 

20-30 

0.250-0330 

15 

10 

220 

35 

0.35 
0.50 

2.5 

4.5 

15 

30 

Polyelher 

llghl Blue 

1.20-145 

20-30 

0250-0330 

15 

100 

3 

30 

0.35 
0.60 

2.5 

45 

15 

3.0 

Low Temperature Flexibility (- 55°F) No cracking or breaking ol strands 

Entrained Solid Contammallon (m111igramsllt3J Ma:,11mum 11.0 11.0 11.0 11.0 11.0 

Steam Auloclave Exposure(% Tensile Loss) Ma-.1mum 
Type 1. II. 111 5 hrs at 250°F 40 40 40 

Type Iv and v 10 hrs at 25o•F 30 30 

"Sequence ol Types (I, II. IV, 111. V) provides easIe1 compa1ison ot Es1e, and E1her lypes 
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F · I 5 Ovorwlng 
Fuel Transfer Host 

~-:-·· 

Upload1n1 of the external fuel tanks 
onto the F-15 aircraft requires that the 
external tanks be leak and transfer 
checked •fter installation at the 
Or1anizational level To perform these 
checks, approximately 2,000 pounds of 
fuel must be loaded into each tank to 
be tested. 

In order to prevent hav1na a defuel 
truck remove 2.000 pounds of fuel 
from the a1rcri.h and a refuel truck add 
2.000 pounds of fuel to the external 
tanks, a means of trandemna the fuel 
directly from the aucraft to the ex
ternal tank 1s required A transfer hose 
to accomplish this task was first 
fabricated and used at Holloman AFB 
,n 1979 One end of the hose ,s made 
up of a s1n1lt>-po1nt nozzle which con
nects to the aircraft defuel receptacle 
and the other end is a 5tandard over• 
wing nozzle which 15 inserted into the 
external tank fill receptacle 

12 5 

Sever,11 other F-15 bases al,o locall•f 
fabricated this hose with tt'M! draw1n1s 
provided by Hollom,1n AFB o1nd th@'V 
were pleased w,th 11! OP4!ro1t1on In 
March 1979. Holloman MB submitted a 
suuest,on to MCAIR recommend,na 
the u~ of th1s hose MCAIR concurr~ 
and submitted the hose to tt'M! USAF 
under ACERO 3756 A hose manufac· 
tured and demonmated at MCAIR was 
off,c1allv appro,..ed bv the USAF 1n Oc
tober 1984 >,,..ailabil1ty of this hose to 
the customer has been classed as local 
manufacture Use of this hose ts shown 
1n TO 1 F-1 SA/C-2-0SJC-00-2. work 
package 05-00-24 The hose 1s listed 1n 
TO 1F-15AIC·2-00CV-00-1. Table 25. u 
Tool Number &8029(()53-1001 



Back in 1974 when the F-15 
Eagle became operational, 
MCAIR design engineers conceiv
ed the idea of "conformal fuel 
tanks" (CFTs). Equipped with 
these low-drag fuselage
mounted tanks, the F-15 air 
superiority fighter would have 
additional capabilities and a high 
degree of mission flexibility. The 
aircraft could be quickly con
verted for various missions and 
tasks without compromising its 
basic air superiority role or caus
ing loss of armament stations 
because of external fuel tanks. 

MCAIR, with its own funds, 
designed and buih a prototype 
set of conformal tanks (originally 
called "Fast Packs") and con
duded limited flight testing. In 
the summer of 1980, the U.S. Air 
Force and a foreign military 
customer jointly funded the pro
ject for more extensive testing 

) 

?~15C/D COl'IYOR17lf11 
My initial view of F-15 conformal fuel 

tanks reminded me of a cross between 
sponsons on an outrigger canoe and the 
pontoons on a seaplane. However, on 
the Eagle, CFTs serve the purpose of 
neither a sponson or pontoon. Conform
ing to the shape of the aircraft fuselage 
and nestled beneath the wings, each CFT 
can carry approximately 750 gallons 
(5000 pounds) of extra fuel. This addi
tional fuel gives the Eagle a diversity in 
mission capability; extended range; in
creased combat time; additional 
weapons stations; and sustained after
burner operation. 

TANK DESIGN AND OPERATION 
The tanks are semi-monocoque, 

aluminum structures using conventional 
skin, frame/bulkhead, and longeron 
build-up techniques. Each tank is approx
imately thirty-two and one-half feet in 
length, and weighs approximately one 
thousand pounds. A tank is divided into 
three fuel compartments - forward, 
center, and aft. The compartments are 
wet (no bladders) and to reduce 

vulnerability and increase survivability 
from overpressures caused by fuel tank 
fires, contain type V polyether, light blue 
reticulated foam. 

The forward and center compartments 
are connected by flapper check valves 

and the center and aft compartments by 
a gravity interconnect valve. A transfer 
pump (similar to the F-15 wing transfer 
pump) is located in each of the center 
and aft compartments. An ejector pump 
which gets motive flow from the center 

Inboard 11Ww of a /efl CFT mounlffl on I~ 68D19<J04J./OOI CFT Handling Dolly. Tire dolly pro11icJa a com• 
bitllllian of roll, yow, pilclr, lalfflll, and /on1i111dl11al mofflfttnl IO all111 11 CFT lo Ille airrrq/1. 
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and production of the CFTs. To 
enhance their capabilities in the 
Rapid Deployment Force, the 1st 
Tactical Fighter Wing at Langley 
Air Force Base, Virginia. received 
CFTs in July 1983. Shortly 
thereafter, FOT&E (Follow-on 
Operational Test & Evaluation) 
was conducted at Langley by per
sonnel of the 57th Tactical 
Weapons Wing from Nellis AFB, 
Nevada. 

MCAIR Field Service Engineer 
Russell Roy has been working 
with CFTs since the first produc
tion set went through a test pro
gram at Edwards AFB. California. 
He is now assigned to the 1st 
TFW and has assisted the wing in 
initial phase-in of the tanks. The 
DIGEST invited Russ to describe 
his CFT experiences, with the aim 
of making the task easier when 
these new tanks arrive for in
stallation on your F-15s. 

t~UEL TA_I\[CS By RUSSELL E. AOYIF~td ~rvice Engmeer, 
Langley AFB, VirginiD 

compartment transfer pump is located in 
the forward compartment. Normal fuel 
transfer into the aircraft internal tanks is 
accomplished by transfering fuel into a 
common transfer manifold to the aircraft 
refuel manifold The two sump pumps 

i:,: 

are also connected by the gravity inter
connect valve; if one pump fails, this 
valve allows the other pump to transfer 
all CFT fuel. Foiward compartment fuel 
will gravity flow through the ejector 
pump if the center compartment transfer 

Vlf'w of 1hr oullxx,rd s1dr of a It/I CFT s«1.1rtd"' a hand/mg dolly Tht lhrtt nlb/xr-ltrtd casltr whttls on tM 
dolly art pro111dtd with indmdual /0<>1 brakes. 
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pump fails. The ejector pump is used to 
keep the center compartment full until 
the forward and aft compartments are 
empty. This aids in maintaining the air
craft center of gravity (CG). 

During refueling operations, the CFTs 
will refuel through the aircraft refuel 
receptacle. Refueling can be accomplish
ed with or without aircraft electrical 
power. However, just as with the basrc 
aircraft, in order to lock out the CFTs dur
ing refueling, it is necessary to apply elec
tric power and set the CFT switch on the 
fuel control panel (cockpit, left console) 
to STOP REFUEL. One fuel level control 
valve, a fuel level control pilot valve, and 
one overpressure protection shuto~ 
valve are located in the forward and aft 
compartments of each CFT. During aeria 1 

refueling, if the fuel level in the CFTs 1s 
below 2280± 310 pounds, the CFT att 
compartment refuel level control pilot 
valves are electrically energized dosed b} 
a float switch located 1n the center com 
partment. This action prevents fuel fron, 
entering the aft compartment until the 
fuel level increases above 2280 ± 31 0 



the aircraft (and retained for later in
stallation in the CFTs). Located inside the 
CFT forv,,,ard fairing are four special laun
cher attach bolts for each launcher. 
These bolts have a longer grip length, 
and must be used because of the dif
ference in the CFT missile fairings. (Store 
the shorter grip-length bolts peculiar to 
the normal launcher-to-aircraft installa
tion in the CFT for.Nard fairing area.) 
Because of the size of some of the in
stallation hardware, we developed a 
special tool box for CFT and external tank 
installations, which saved time from run
ning all over the base for special size 
sockets or wrenches. 

UsUlg 1/lt handling do fly, 11fi'!¥ m11n CITW moves a CFT tnlo post/Ion for mounling 10 /ht aircraft. TIit dolly LS 
ra~d or low.trtd by a hand-optralttl hydraulic POWf!r pack. 

With each tank you'll find a box of 
"CFT kit parts," including CFT attach fit
tings, inlet louver cover plate, en
vironmental control system exhaust duct 
extension, and attaching hardware. In
stall the CFT attach fittings on the aircraft 
bulkheads at F.S. 509 and F.S. 626. After 
these fittings are properly torqued and 
saftied, the remaining "kit parts" can 
then be installed. At this point, you are 
now ready to mate and install the CFTs 
on the aircraft. The tanks mate to the air
craft at the following points -

pounds. This weight control prevents an 
aft CG shift. Above 2280 ± 310 pounds, 
refueling continues until the fuel level 
reaches the pilot valves, which causes the 
shutoff valves to close. This entire opera
tion is very similar to the fuel tank opera
tion in the aircraft. 

The CFT pressurization and vent 
systems are independent of the basic air
craft systems. but function similarly to, 
and use the same components as, those 
in the aircraft Both systems are made up 
of climb and dive vent lines, dive vent 
check valves, pressure relief and vent 
valves, ram air inlet control, and pressure 
relief valves. Only ram air is used for 
pressurization. which enters a flush inlet 
on the side of the CFT and then into the 
ram air control valve (same as that used 
in the aircraft) and vent plenum. This 
valve regulates air pressure from 0.2 to 
0.7 psig below 27,000 feet and 3.5 to 
4.5 ps1a above 27,000 feet. Venting of 
this fuel tank is controlled by the pressure 
relief and vent valves and exhausted 
through the CFT vent outlet, located on 
the underside aft end of the CFT. This is 
the same pressure relief and vent valve 
used in the aircraft. Just as you must 
check each aircraft vent outlet during air
craft refueling, you must also check each 
CFT vent outlet dunng CFT refueling. 

TANK INSTALLATION 
Before installing your first set of CFTs, 

you must be familiar with TO 1 F-15C-2-
05JG-00-3 (Aircraft General Mainte
nance) and TO 33D2-3-101-1 (Operation 
and Maintenance Instructions -
68D290045-1001 CFT Handling Dolly). 
The Job Guide contains procedures for 
tank installation, removal, and functional 
checkout. It also identifies the numbers 

and locations of several small doors and 
panels that must be removed from the 
aircraft to provide access for the CFT 
mounting points. Many of these doors 
are located in the area of the CFT inboard 
fairing. (Incidentally, it is very important 
to keep all loose items, such as aircraft 
doors, jumper bundles, launcher bolts, 
etc., stored in their proper place. If you 
don't, sooner or later these items will end 
up missing, just when you need them 
most.) TO 33D2-3-101-1 describes opera
tion of the CFT handling dolly. In my 
opinion, mastering operation of the dolly 
and learning its handling procedures are 
the secrets to problem-free tank installa
tion/removal. 

Before CFT installation, the LAU-106 
missile launchers must be removed from 

• CFT pin fitting at F.S. 416. Pin 
engages a slotted bushing on the air
craft. 

• CFT pin fitting at F.S. 509. Pin 
engages a monoball bearing on the air
craft fuselage. 

• CFT fork fitting at F.S. 626. Fitting 
engages an extended lower wing attach 
bolt. 

• CFT lower forward attach fitting at 
F.S. 509. Fitting engages the previously 
installed "kit parts" fitting. 

• CFT lower aft attach fitting at F.S. 
626. This fitting also engages the 
previously installed "kit parts" fitting. 

When positioning the dolly for align-

0~!tt+<i~(~4er~i·::,£~ ;t~'.;' ~:~:w~/~ 
F-15 tq111pptd with CFTs and 1angtnl1al mounttd armamtnl racb. Bringing lht armamtnl racks in doxr 10 
the a,rcra/1 moldline (longtntially moun1ed) 1mpro~d lht F-15 drag characltrisli.S C011S1dtrably. This Eaglt is 
carrying twelve MARK-Bl "Snakeµ" f>ombs. 
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ment with the aircraft, we found it best 
to approach the aircraft from the front 
When the tank is properly ahgned, raise it 
into position and install, torque, and 
safety the two special CFT attach bolts. 
Then connect the cable assemblies and 
the electrical bonding wires 

After lowering the handling dolly, 
move it clear of the aircraft and carefully 
inspect the entire tank installation. All ac
cess doors can then be closed. With the 
exception of the CFT operational check 
and the AWM-72 checks on the LAU-106 
missile launchers, you have Just installed 
a conformal fuel tank on your F-15! 

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 
In addition to the handling dolly, there 

are several other AGE items required to 
support the CFTs, both on the flightline 
and in the fuel shop. When It becomes 
necessary to store empty CFTs, two 
lightweight storage stands (P/N 
680290057-1001) are used for each 

tank. A CFT Is easily transferable from 
these stands to the handling dolly or vice 
versa. When running in-shop fuel system 
checks, use only the heavyweight 
68D29005-1001 maintenance stand 
Please remember, this Is the only stand 
authorized for fuel system checks with 
CFTs off the aircraft. For in-shop CFT 
system component functional tests, the 
68D290052-1001 test rig Is used This ng 
has a one-thousand gallon holding tank 
(dubbed the "mother tank" by fuel shop 
personnel) for fuel system purging fluid. 
For checking the CFT weapons wiring, 
the 68D150077-1001 armament cir
cuitry test set is used. 

The CFTs have several ground protec
tive covers, which I classify into two 
groups - ON aircraft and OFF aircraft 
The ON aircraft covers consist of the fuel 
vent plug, environmental control system 
exhaust cover, engine vent plug, and ram 
air inlet plug. The OFF aircraft covers in
clude those just mentioned, and the am-
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b1ent sense port plug and two duct 
covers 

After reading all th,s, you may come to 
the conclusion that the whole CFT m 
stallation process ,s quite complicated. 
but It really isn't. After becoming ac 
customed to the procedures, reducing 
your learning curve, and developing effi
cient techniques w,th the handling dolly, 
you'll find CFT installation to be a normal 
maintenance procedure Dunng FOT&E, 
we found that a five-man crew (con
sisting of three APG and two weapons 
specialists) was able to complete the en
tire Job 1n three and one-half hours 

Not all F- 15 units will receive these new 
conformal fuel tanks, but some day, 
many of you Eagle Keepers will be involv
ed in CFT installation and operation. If 
you have any questions, feet free to talk. 
to your local MCAIR rep or give me a call 
at the 1st TFW AGS (Autovon 432-3615 
or 2750) 



lRDUBllBHDDIING 
the 

F~S Fuel vent System 

By JAMES POUSSONILNd £,i1m«r, 0es,,,. 

Tho F-15 flightline photograph 
above was taken right after a 
rainstorm, and the ramp is only 
covered with water. However, to 
some frequently frustrated Eagle fuel 
systems maintenance specialists, it 
might often seem as if that liquid is 
JP, and widespread enough to reflect 
the world! If you've had such a feel
ing a time or two younelf, spend a 
few minutes with the article below -
it might help "dry up" the situation. 

The F-15 Eagle has a "closed" fuel 
pressurization and vent system. Most of 
the system plumbing 1s inside the fuel 
tanks for maximum surv1vab1ltty. 
However, when the fuel tanks are full, 
the maJonty of the plumbing and com
ponents are submerged and thus expos
ed to the problem of "nuisance" leaks 
when the aircraft Is In a static condition 

The airplane has chronically e)(perienc
ed fuel venting and fuel vent leaks out 
the vent exits. Most of these occurrences 
are not serious and do not present 
hazards to either personnel or equip
ment. However, they do cause aircraft 
downtime and are often difficult and 
frustrating to troubleshoot and correct. I 
hope the 1nformat1on presented in this 
article w,11 help you understand the 
system better and reduce both your 
maintenance frustrations and the time an 
aircraft may be out of service for pro
blems of this type (see editor's note). 

Let's start wtth a couple defin1t1ons 
which will clarify exactly what I'm going 
to talk about. "Fuel ventmg" Is the term 
most often used to describe the sItuatIon 
In which fuel exits from the aircraft vent 
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masts. However, It ts helpful to differen
tiate between large and small fuel losses 
from the vent masts, so for purposes of 
this article, "fuel venting" will be used to 
describe larger fuel losses under pressure 
and "fuel vent leaks" to describe the 
dnppers. "Fuel venting" involves a fault 
rn the refuel, dump, or transfer system; 
"fuel vent leaks" involve faults In the 
vent system plumbing and/or com
ponents, and/or thermal expansion. 

Circumstances under whrch a problem 
occurs are important factors in determm
ing the cause. Ounng troubleshooting 
for any vent squawk, you need to know 
whether the problem occurred dunng 
refueling, some time after refueling, or In 
flight. If possible, a detailed sequence of 
events and a thorough account of all 
conditions surrounding the venting 
should be recorded. 

"Fuel venting" most often occurs 
under the following condit1or,s - during 
refueling (ground or inftight); during fuel 
transfer (ground or inflight, external or in
ternal); or dunng fuel dumping. "Fuel vent 
leaks" will occur only when the vent lines 
are submerged (tanks essentially full). 



FUEL VENTING 
Venting During Refueling 

As fuel enters the aircraft and a tank 
fills, the pilot valve will close the shutoff 
valve and the tank ceases to take fuel. If 
this does not happen, the tank pressure 
will rise until it is relieved through the 
pressure relief valve, which cracks open at 
about 7.0 psig. As th~ valve opens, fuel 
enters the vent manifold, opens the wing 
vent valves, and then flows out the vent 
exit in either or both wings. This flow is a 
very heavy stream from both exits, much 
as it appears when command fuel dump
ing is selected from the right exit only. This 
condition may occur either on the ground 
or during inflight refueling, and refueling 
must be tenninated immediately. 

To troubleshoot this fault, the aircraft 
should be defueled and then set up for a 
"power on" refuel. Refueling should be 
done at normal pressure (approximately 
50 psig deadhead), using the ground 
check panel. All tanks should be pre
checked by using the master check 
switch. Any tank that does not pre<heck 
and continues to take fuel has a failed 
pilot valve or a failed shutoff valve. (The 
only other possible cause would be a 
failure of the associated plumbing In the 
refuel and transfer system.) 

Venting During Transfer 

During fuel transfer (normal aircraft 
operation, not during refueling). the exter
nal tanks (or conformal fuel tanks 1f the 
aircraft is so equipped) transfer first. They 
empty directly into the refuel/transfer 
manifold which supplies all tanks. Next, 
the internal wing tanks and tank 1 
simultaneously transfer into the feed tanks 
(2 and 3). Fuel venting can occur by the 
same sequence of events as described for 
"Venting During Refueling" except that 
the pressure source is from the external 
tanks or the transfer pumps. Trouble
shooting is also the same. 

If venting occurs before the elrternals 
or CFT's have completed transferring, 11 
could ntsult from two conditions. There is 
a problem in one of the internal tank fuel 
level control valve (LCV) assemblies (pilot 
valve or fuel shutoff valve), or there is a 
leak m the associated plumbing. If the 
venting stops by discontinuing external 
tank or CFT transfer, the problem Is in 
tank 1 or the wings. If discontinuing ex. 
ternal transfer does not stop the venting, 
the problem is in one of the feed tanks. 

If venting occurs after the externals or 
CFT's have completed transferring, the pro
blem Is in one of the feed tank LCV assem
blies and/or their refuel/transfer manifold. 

Venting During Command Dumping 

When the pilot commands fuel to be 
dumped, fuel should exit from the right 

- side only. While a small quantity of fuel 
exiting from the left dump mast at the 
beginning of dump is normal, any steady 
flow from the left dump exit indicates a 
problem. If this occurs, the right pressure 
relief and vent valve (which has a check 
valve feature to prevent reverse flow) has 
failed. This permits fuel to travel to the 
left side and out the left vent mast. 
Replacing the right vent valve resolves 
the problem. 

FUEL VENT LEAKS (DRIPPERS) 
A vent box is located in each of the 

outboard wing sections to collect small 
amounts of fuel leakage in the ve.,t 
system which occur during aircraft 
maneuvering and fuel thermal expansion 
Each box has a four-gallon capacity, which 
equals the amount of fuel which the vent 
system lines would contain if the vent 
system were completely flooded. This fuel 
is pumped back into the wing tanks by an 
ejector pump which operates whenever 
the wing transfer pumps are running. 

Total fuel system expansion space 
available is approximately 30 gallons, and 
will accommodate a fuel temperature rise 
of approximately 240f without venting. 
Above a 24°F rise, the vent box will fill. 
and fuel will subsequently drip from the 
vent exit. 

Fuel vent leaks are usually the result of 
fuel entenng the vent system plumbing and 
causing the line pressure to exceed operat• 
Ing pressure of the pressure relief and vent 
valve. Design fuel system air pressurization 
level is nominally 0.9 psig after refueling. 
Some of this pressure may bleed off after 
an aircraft has been parked for some 
period of time; however, it is normally 
pressunzed to some level up to 0.9 psig. An 
additional 0.5 psi pressure head is available 
from a totally flooded vent line. Any fuel 
temperature rise would add another incre
ment of pressure. All of these factof5 come 
together to cause the pressure relief and 
vent valve to open, which pem,rts the fuel 
in the vent lines to leak into the vent box 
and eventually overboard. 
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leaking dive vent check val"~-; 
emergency pressure rehef 'lalves, ,inr:I 
plu_mb1ng couplings (w1gg1ns f1tt1r-,g-:., 
O•rIngs) are common sources of flO'"Jlj~r:I 
vent lines. All of these teaks are 1:hH1r:•Jlt 
and time consuming to resolve r.-,~ 
troubleshootmg procedure ,s Intenlj~d tr:, 
trace a leak to a particular tank It r~

quires making a "power on" refuehng, 
filling one tank at a time, and waItIng ao
proximately one.half hour between tan, 
fillings to see if a leak develops. The ne-it 
step Is to go into the affected tank an1 
check the valves and plumbing TO pro
cedures should be carefully followed 

Vent leaks can also occur as a result i:,f 
"normal" thermal expansion, althougn 
this is not as common as the s1tuatIor,s 
just described. If the bulk fuel 
temperature rises about 2S°F, thermal i:x
pansion will cause fuel to overflow tni: 
tank 1 standpipe and flood the vent 
plumbing. This will again open the ,,ent 
valve and permit leakage out the vent 
There is no troubleshooting required, but 
unfortunately there is also no way to 
distinguish this vent leak from any other 
without troubleshooting. However, there 
are some clues to help decide 1f therrral 
expansion is the culprit. lf an aircraft. has 
been fueled with "cool" fuel and then 
permitted to sit out in the sun for an ex
tended period, "normaI·· thermal expan
sion should be suspected. In this case, 
the vent box may be drained to relieve 
the immediate problem. 

A leaking check valve in the vent box 
ejector pump will also cause !eaklng out 
the vent. This can be diagnosed by drain
ing the vent box and visually observ1rig 
the source of the fuel into the vent box 

Editor's note: The F· 1 5 fuel system 
troubleshooting information you have 
just read was originally presented as oan: 
of an internal technical memoranaum 
prepared for company engineering per
sonnel on the f.15 project. Copies of this 
memo were sent to all MCAIR field ser
vice reps•m-charge at Eagte bases 

Although its general contents may ce 
beyond the interest of many mau·•· 
tenance specialists. the memo contains a 
wealth of descriptive information ano 11• 

lustratIons on specific components of ~'"e 
F•lS fuel pressurization and vent S)Ste,... 
A particularly valuable sectIor, s 
Enclosure 4, a tabulation of fa1I:..re 
modes of various system components -
valves, regulators, pumps, plumcIng. 
connectors, etc. Knowing how tl"'ese 
components work and the cond1t,YS 
most conducive to their malfunet:cr,,.,g 
is bound to make you a better tecM 1c a!"I 
and a more skilled troubleshooter 

While too detailed for inclusion ,n ~"'e 
DIGEST, the complete memo can oe ~cr
rowed from your MCAIR rep Ask M1m •~r 
JM. Killoran Memo 199-14674 - ..l 

discussion of fuel venting In the F-' 5 ■ 



A TSgt Byron K. Hodges, fuel system 
specialist. 32 TFS Camp New Amsterdam, 
the Netherlands, is always looking for 

... l ways to improve the relrabihty of the w'ery Eagle's fuel system. A seemingly never• 

S• 1 ending painstaking problem with unp e malfunctioning fuel ftow transmitters 
plagued the fuel shop and appeared to 

Idea ... /J11pmr:es the 
n:li11bility of the 

F-/5 

rht CllP ,,, des,gried 011 ,u, 
.-rigme fttd mamfold. 

be tied to the removal of engines requir• 
1ng maintenance. While searching for 
what was causing the h1gh failure rates, 
he discovered that the fuel was drained 
from the transmitter when the engine 
feed manifold was disconnected, allow
ing the transmitter to dry out. 

~ (US AlfFo,ceoho!oDyA1CJ1mesG Sr,1m 

F-15 Conformal Fuel Tanks 
~ Whit~ all of our auign~d aircraft are 

CID model.s, there are some AIB model 
inlet duct ramps in our fleet. We have 
sel-·eral questions relating to this situa
tion K·ith respect to conformal fuel rank 
installations. What are the consequences 
of nor installing the 66A]5OJ00-2()(JJ 
variable inlet ramp covers when confor
mal fuel tanks are not aboard? If the 
,·ariable inlet /ou,·er is not needed .... -hen 
conformal fuel tanks are aboard, is it 
needed any time? Is an aircraft flyable 
without the l-'Ortex generator., Finally, 
can .418 model ramps be modified for 
use with CID model CFTs_, 

□ The variable inlet bleed air louver covers 
are installed when conformal fuel tanks 
are aboard to prevent possible reverse air 
flow through the louver and into the inlet 
during high mach flight, and to prevent 
damage to the tank seals Air flow 
through the ramp louver has slight 
theoretical effect upon engine perfor• 
mance In the supersonic range Oegrada• 
tIon Is minimal In the subsonic range 

The aircraft Is flyable without the 
vorte:ii generator. but to prevent struc• 
twral damage. bolts must be installed In 
the generator mount bolt holes The 
vorte:ii generator was installed to prevent 
the aft m1sstle from going inboard during 
separation. therefore. missile launch Is 
not recommended unless the generator 
,s installed The F-15 A/8 model ramp 
cannot be modified to allow 1nstallat1on 
of the F• 15 CID ramp inlet louver covers 

\Norm Tupper 
Engineer - APG Group) 
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Looking for a solution to the pr::iblem, 
TSgt Hodges designed and manufac
tured a cap for the engine feed manifold. 
This helped to retain any residual fuel ,n 
the engine feed mari1fold and prevented 
the engine fuel flow transmitter from 
drying out. The results: a greatly reduced 
number of transmitters being replaced 
(29 the year prior, to 9 the following 
year). He then submitted h,s idea to the 
USAF Suggestion Program, and received 
a $4,000 award. 

The DIGEST asked Jim Pousson, our 
MCAIR engineenng resident expert on 
the Eagle's fuel system, 1f he had any 
comments. The use of a cap on the 
engine feed manifold Is a great idea, he 
said. It guards against foreign ob1ects 
entering the fuel manifold and massive 
fuel spills 1f someone would inadvertently 
open the fuel shutoff valve by turning on 
the engine master switch 

Our hats ott, here at MCAIR, to TSgt 
Hodges for a Job well done. ■ 

F-15 Fuel Cell Activation 
~ ThU squadron has just cxperi,nctd ill 

second fut/ cell actiYation, and cells in 
two other aircraft awaitin1 maintenanct 
ar, nupect,d. Strvict lift on th, flnt 
cell wa.s fivt years. whilt the s,cond on, 
lasted six years against th, tstimattd 
service life for F-IJ fuel ct/Ls of 10 yearJ. 
We hav, a couplt gen,ral qu,srions on 
tht subject. What do your ,,cords show 
has b,en th, avtra1, 1,rvice lift of ctlls 
removed for activation to date: and U 
thtrt any pouibilily that rh, type of jet 
fuel ustd could have an effect upon 
prematur, cell activations., 

lJ The average service life for F· 15 fuel 
cells removed for actIvatIon Is six - seven 
years. so the ones you've had to take out 
are fa1rty typical. The self-sealing type fuel 
cell material ("Vitane") used In the Eagle 
Is compatible with all Jet fuels, 1nclud1ng 
JP-4 and JP-5, so a change from one type 
to another should have no effect. There 
are several military and commercial air
craft that use these types of cells with all 
types of fuels and report no problems. 

Act1vat1on of the self-seahng material 
normally results from two causes: 

• Damage to the fuel barrier matenal 
itself. This ,s a nylon-type material which 
Is crushed on the 1ns1de of the cell to pre
vent fuel from reaching the sealant rub• 
ber. Fuel cell activations from 1ns1de the 
cell ,tself are almost always maIntenance-
1nduced - improper handling, a dropped 
tool, etc, 

• Leak.age around a tank. fitting which 
allows fuel to gather In the tank. cavity on 
the outside of the cell. There Is no fuel 
barrier material on the outside of the cell, 
so fuel there can penetrate the rubber 
sealant and activate the cell. If a f1tt1ng 
leaks and fuel Is allowed to collect 1n a 
cavity area, thus continuously soaking 
the outside of the cell. cell act1vatIon can 

be expected 1mm1nentl\y TOM GIMBEL 

Technical Speciahst - APG Group 



tf aircraft parts could only talk, the tub
ing assembly pictured below would prob
ably have said more than "ouch!" Most 
likely, it would have screamed bloody 
murder because it was literally - and 
unnecessarily - destroyed. Our first 
photograph is a "picture-perfect" exam
ple of how not to perform maintenance 
on aircraft hydraulic tubing installations 
(or anything else which requires the ap
plication of torque, for that matter). Com
pare the mangled results here with the 
situation presented in our second 
photograph at right which illustrates the 
old, common, and highly recommended 
procedure known as "double wrenching." 

The damaged component shown here 
is a 2200617-1 heat duct tube assembly 
used in the F-15 environmental control 
system. When installed, it attaches to an 
AN 815-12D union. The aircraft was 
undergoing modification at Warner 
Robins ALC, and when technicians 
discovered this wrecked stub tube, they 
checked other Eagles on the mod line. Of 
fourteen inspected, they found three 
more tubes just as unserviceable as the 
one shown here! Now, the F-15 ECS is a 
sophisticated assembly, and it is made up 
of a number of parts which require simple 
but properly applied torque to function 
properly. This damage could have occur
red as a result of pure overtorquing or 
from not using the double-wrenching 
technique. Either way, the result was the 
same ... more time, more cost, more 
parts - and less availability of Eagles for 
mission accomplishment. 

The f. 1 5 is not our only fighter to suf
fer at the hands of inappropriate tool 
procedures. A Phantom experienced 
demise of a centerline fuel tank. 
pressurization line and a time-consuming 
No. 2 fuel cell replacement when a 
technician failed to hold a B-nut with a 
second wrench when torquing a hot air 
check valve with another wrench. Still 
another F-4 was downed for erratic 
operation of the nose gear steering 
system - the result of a crushed roll pin 
which was itself the result of not using 
two wrenches on the feedback shaft and 
collect during replacement maintenance. 
We don't have any bad examples right 
now to offer on our F/A-18 Hornet or 
AV-8B Harrier II, but is there anybody out 
there who thinks it hasn't happened? In
cidentally, the cost of the damaged F-15 
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1 he most 
sophisticated 
assembly can 
not function 
without 
simple but 
properly 
applietf 
torque. 

(foxblark) 
heat tube assembly was several hundred 
dollars. There are lots better places for 
that kind of money. 

When you are removing or installing 
tubes or shafts, use two wrenches - one 
on the tube or shaft, the second on the 
assembly to which attachment or removal 
is being made, as shown below. Even 
though much system tubing and many 
components used in aircraft today (B-nuts, 
unions, collects, etc.) are made of titanium 
or stainless steel, a combination of brute 
force and incorrect wrenching techniques 
can destroy them. As they (might) say ,n 
the chewing gum commercials - "double 
wrenching is double good." 

( 



By MIKE CAEECH/F-/5 SvnlfJr Tec:bmrnl D<.,ta Engmeer 

Most Eagle maintenance personnel are quite familiar with tow
ing an F-15 aircraft. However, when it comes to towing a -2 or -3 
configuration conformal fuel tank (CFT) installed on a 
68D290048-1001 handling dolly (32 feet long plus the length of 
the tow bar) for the first time, one may find it somewhat 
awkward and cumbersome to handle. Towing techniques for 
CFTs are not quite the same as those for towing an aircraft. 

Now let's add in the unfamiliarity of CFT towing, plus the com
bination of a CFT handling dolly with an unlocked aft wheel, and 
look out! In all likehhood, you'll wind up with the tail end of the 
CFT passing the front end of the vehicle doing the towing, 
especially when cornering or stopping. This situation could and 
probably would ruin your whole day. 

An explicitly detailed procedure (05-00-33) has been added to 
T.O. 1 F-15C-2-05JG-00-3 to clarify towing procedures for single 
and dual towing of dollies with CFTs installed. Let's explore some 
of the tasks listed in this technical order. 

Screw and Turnbuckle Assemblies 
Two screw and turnbuckle assemblies are used to secure the CFT 

to the handling dolly. Check that each screw assembly is properly 
seated in the CFT forward and aft attach points, and the screw 
assembly lock is snugged down against the cradle arm. 

Next, inspect the turnbuckle assembly links. The lower edge of 
the links must be snugged up against the CFT forward and aft 
lower attach fittings. If the turnbuckles will not snug down, the 
CFT may be sitting on the dolly incorrectly. This could have been 
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caused by the dolly cradle roll adjustment not being locked prior 
to loading the CFT onto the dolly, or the turnbuckle assemblies 
being reversed. The shorter turnbuckle assembly attaches to the 
aft attach point and the longer to the forward attach point. 

Roll Movement 
Roll movement is provided in the dolly cradle assembly to aid in 

installation of the CFT onto the aircraft. To prevent shifting of the 
CFT during towing, lock out the roll movement of the cradle 
assembly. To lock the roll movement in the neutral position, in
sert steering bars into the forward and aft cradle arms attach 
points, and loosen the friction locks. Rotate the cradle arms (up
ward or downward) until the quick release pins lock into posi
tion, then snug the friction locks down. 

Alignment Marks 
Alignment marks on the tube and frame assembly provide a 

center of gravity (CG) reference point for the CFT and dolly. To 
align, slightly raise the CFT, loosen the handwheels, then reposi
tion the CFT and dolly frame. Once aligned. tighten the hand
wheels, and lower the CFT. 

Hydraulic Control Valve 
Before transporting the CFT, slowly open the hydraulic control 

valve and lower the CFT/tube assembly until the tube assembly is 
seated in the bottom of the V-shaped plate. Leave the hydraulic 
control valve in the full open position. 

Trailing Aft Wheel 
All three dolly wheels caster, but only the aft wheel has a 

swivel lock. One of the most important check list items before 
towing is to ensure that the aft (trailing) wheel is locked out. This 
prevents the CFT/handling dolly from pivoting around the tow 
vehicle whether towing in a single or dual tow configuration 

MCDONNELL AIRCRAFT COMPANY 



(also see Dual Towing Differences) The Jock will only engage 
with the aft wheel m the trail pos1t1on When the wheel 1s not 
properly aligned, the quick release pin will not engage the swivel 
lock Using a steering bar, rotate the alt wheel until the lock 
engages (wheel will not swivel) 

Dual Towing Differences 
Dual towing of the CFTs means towing one sh1pset, 1 e, a left.and 

right-hand CFT side•by•side, not two left. or two nght•hand CFTs 
Two CFTs, when properly positioned for dual towing. are nested 

together so the one being towed by a vehicle 1s facing forward and 
the other (slaved dolly) 1s facing in the opposite direction Dual tow 
ing towbars (shorties) are used to connect the dollies together. The 
unused V.shaped towbar for the slaved dolly 1s stored 1n the brackets 
of the dolly cradles that are not adJacent tO the other dolly being 
towed. (See illustration Dual Towing Poss1b1l1t1es.) 

The dual towing handling dolly conf1gurat1on requires that on
ly the rear wheel of the dolly actually beiny towed 1s to be locked 
out (not allowed to swivel). The rear wheel of the slaved dolly w:11 
be facing forward and must be allowed to swivel {track) with the 
forward facing dolly wheels 

F-15E CFT Dollies Differences 
The newest addition to the Eagle family, the F-1 SE, will be fly

ing with -4 configuration tangential CFTs, which will require the 
use of 68D290048• 1005 handling dollies. The -1005 dolly can 
also be utilized to handle •2 and .3 conf1gurat1on CFTs, however, 
the -1001 handling dolly cannot accommodate .4 configuration 
CFTs. Towing procedures for both the •1001 and -1005 dollles 
will be almost rdentical 

The keys to safe CFT towing are keep your speed below 1 0 MPH, 
lock the rear wheel of the towed dolly, and watch your turning 
radius. This will keep the CFT and its handling dolly behind you. 
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Eagle's 
HotFuel 
Recirculation 

Improvements 
By EDWARD A.DIGIROLAMOIJ<HF.,, _,. Denp •--

E4 DiGfro/Qmo received a BS in AerospaU 
Engillffringfrom tbe Uni~lty of~ A fuel 
~•stem design engineer witb MdJormell AlrC'raft 
Compa,ty :sin.Ce 1987. be bQs been inlJOltwl In the 
developnumtlrrlrofit of the bot recirculaJion system 
for the F· I 5 Eagle. E4 bas a private pilot's license and 
lsamemberoftbe.-tmerlcanlnstituteo/Aerr,mautla 
and .utro-urics (Ahl.4.) 

When the word comes into the fuel shop 
from maintenance control that an Eagle 
1s returning from flight with a write-up 
for an internal wing fuel imbalance 
discrepancy, prior to time compliance 
technical order (TCTO) 1 F-15-901, one 
can almost see fuel specialists grimace 
with pain, maybe utter, "Not another 
one." With a fuel imbalance comes a 
high probability that the malfunction will 
be traced back to the thermal bypass 
valve, requiring the removal and repair of 
the fuel/oil heat exchanger 

Improvements to the hot fuel reor
culation system (production 
incorporation per ECP-1723 on F-15( 
85-0093, F-15D 85-0129, and F-15E 
86-0183 and up, and other F-15A/B/C/Ds 
retrofined per TCTO lF-15-901) will 
provide a significant increase In the 
overall reliability and mainta1nabil1ty of 
the fuel system. This redesigned hot fuel 
recirculation system will make heat 
exchanger repair/replacement for a 
malfunction of this nature a thing of the 
past 

This article will discuss the system's 
original design, how it functions, its 
improvements, and some pointers on 
troubleshooting and maintenance 

System Function 
The hot fuel recirculation system Is 

designed to keep engine fuel from 
0i,-c0m1ng too hot. It accomplishes this 
b1 r.,r0v1ding extra fuel flow through the 
fuel oil heat exchanger whenever the fuel 
temperature rises above 185 ± S"F pnor 
10 TCTO 1 F-15-901, or 170°-190°F after 

incorporation of ECP-01723 or TCTO 
1 F-15-901. It is important that the fuel 
entering the engine is kept below 200°F 
to meet engine requirements 

Fuel in the F-15 Is used to cool hydraulic, 
integrated drive generator (IDG), and 
airframe-mounted accessory drive 
(AMAD) fluids. Heat transfer from these 
fluids to the fuel takes place within the 
fuel/01! exchangers Figure 1 shows the 
effects of heat transfer on engine fuel 
temperature The AMAD, IDG, and 
hydraulic systems (power control- PC- 1 
and PC-2, and Utility) all contribute to 
the heat input level. 

The temperature of fuel exiting the 
heat exchangers is dependent on the 
heat input level, the fuel flow rate, and 
the temperature of the fuel in the internal 
tanks During ground idle (especially on 
a hot day) or at low power settings, the 
fuel flow rate through the heat 
exchangers may not be sufficient to keep 
the exiting temperature below the 
required 200°F. The hot fuel recirculation 
system is designed to allow more fuel 
flow through the heat exchangers by 
recirculating additional fuel to the 
internal wing tanks for cooling. With the 
flow rate increased, the temperature of 
the fuel entering the engines will be kept 
within acceptable levels. 

Original Design 
The original hot fuel recirculation 

system in the Eagle incorporated a 
thermal bypass valve to control 
recirculation flow. The bypass valve 
consisted of a temperature sensitive 
pellet, called a thermal element, and a 
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plunger-type valve. As the temperature 
of the fuel rose. the pellet expanded, 
pushing on the valve plunger, which 
opened the valve. The amount that the 
valve would open (modulate) depended 
on how hot the fuel was within the heat 
exchanger (the valve started opening at 
a fuel temperature of 185°F and was fully 
open at 200°F). 

Problems presently being encountered 
in the field usually originate in the 
thermal element. Fuel seeps past the seal 
in the element, contaminates the wax 
pellet, and causes the thermal element 
to actuate at a lower temperature level 
(i.e., the valve experiences loss of 
calibration resulting in incorrect 
temperature scheduling). With one valve 
open and the other closed, wing fuel 
imbalance occurs. The rate at which the 
fuel imbalance grows 1n this condition is 
the same as the recirculation rate and can 
be as high as 32 pounds of fuel per 
minute 

Through the years as these problems 
became more apparent. various design 
changes of the bypass valve were 
incorporated in an effort to improve its 
reliability. None of these changes 
significantly improved the reliability of 
the hot fuel recirculation system. It was 
decided. therefore, to redesign the 
system The design philosophy was 
centered on creating a system that used 
off-the-shelf F-15 qualified components 
that had already demonstrated high 
reliability. 

Heal Inputs From _. ... 
AMAD, and 

IOGSysterne 

Improved System 
The redesigned system eliminates the 

thermal bypass valve in the fuel/oil heat 
exchanger. The thermal bypass valve is 
the high failure item in the system. This 
new system was extensively tested in the 
laboratory and proved that the system 
worked exceptionally well and kept fuel 
temperatures below the 200°F 
requirement. Tests were done on the hot 
fuel recirculation valve and temperature 
switch for up to 100,000 cycles to assure 



Left Feed Tank 
('lilnk No. 3A) 

Figure 2. Hot Fuol Reclrcul1llon System 

the system would be highly reliable once 
it was put into service. Some of the 
aircraft with this system installed have 
surpassed 500 hours with no failures- a 
very good indication that the system will 
provide the reliability expected. 

Left Engine Hot Fuel ~ 
Recirculation Temperature Temp 
Switch (Closes 170"F-190"F Switch 

:Hot 

Nonnal 

outer probes in the tank, a sudden 
imbalance may appear 

During troubleshooting of the 
redesigned system always check both hot 
fuel recirculation valves; a heavy wing 
does not always mean that the hot 
recirculation valve ·is stuck open. It could 
be the opposite valve is stuck closed. or 
power Is not getting to both valves The 
fault isolation procedure requires 
operation of the boost pumps and 
monitoring fuel quantity as this Is the only 
way to ensure both valves are opened or 
closed. Also remember to make sure the 
aircraft is level in roll_ A couple of degrees 
of roll, due to a low strut. low tire, or 
sloped ramp, can induce an apparent 
wing fuel imbalance. A key element in 
solving an imbalance problem is a clear, 
concise write-up from the pilot. During 
the debrief, ask the pilot to provide you 
with such details as: when the imbalance 
occurred, how quickly 1t developed, a 
record of fuel readings, and flight 
condrt1ons prior to the imbalance 
developing 

Figure 3. Hot Fuel Reclrc1l11Jon Scllematlc 

Two hot fuel recirculation valves 
(electrically operated solenoid), shown in 
Figure 2, replace the thermal mechanical 
bypass valves. They are located in doors 
144 UR, providing ease of accessibility 

L28VDC --~~-+-----+---+---<,..... 
Hot .... 
RecirculatiOn 

These hot fuel recirculation valves are 
controlled by hot fuel temperature 
switches installed in the engine feed 
lines. These switches function In a 
rr.anner similar to the "Hot fuel" light 
temperature switches. 

Recirculation flow is now controlled by 
the recirculation valves which are fully 
opened or closed. Whenever either 
temperature switch senses a hot 
condition, it will activate both the left and 
right hot fuel recirculation valves, routing 
fuel back to both wing internal tanks 
simultaneously. 

Power is provided to the system by the 
left hand 28VDC bus, shown in figure 3, 
which is available during engine 
operation, limited duty mode operation. 
and when external power is applied for 
system checkout or troubleshooting. 
When either hot fuel recirculation 
temperature switch senses an engine 
inlet fuel temperature between 170°-
1900f, the switch contacts will close 
allowing 28VDC to energize the hot fuel 
recirculate control relay. With the control 
relay energized, 28VOC will be applied 
to both the left and right hot fuel 
recirculation valves 
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Normal 

' 'Hot 

R~ht E,g;,,. Hot F"81 ~ 
A.circulation Temperature 
Switch (Closes 170"F - l90°F) 

Whenever hot fuel is recirculated 
simultaneously, it will flow from both 
fuel/oil heat exchangers at equal flow 
rates back to the internal wing tanks at 
approximately 32 pounds per minute. 
This will help to ensure balanced fuel 
loading between the left and right 
internal wing tanks. 

SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AFTER TCTO 
1F-1S-901 

Troubleshooting 
Don't be fooled into thinking that only 

one component within the system can 
cause a wing imbalance. One of the often 
overlooked sources of imtialances is the 
fuel gauging system. At times, due to 
intermittent grounding and loose wires 
or grounding between the inner and 
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Engine Starting 
System Limited 
Duty Mode (LDM) 

Righi Engine HO!: Fuel 
ReeirculaliOn Valve 
(EnergitedOpenJ 

In any case, troubleshooting for any 
imbalance should always include 
following the fault isolation procedures, 
which provide a step-by-step analysis to 
help identify the malfunctioning 
component. 

ln•Tank Maintenance 
During in-tank maintenance in tank 

No. 3A, make sure if you replace the 
engine feed line interconnect valve that 
the part number (MCAIR 68-580115-103) 
is correct. This fuel manifold has been 
modified to provide a vent function that 
was originally incorporated in the thermal 
bypass valve prior to TCTO 1 F-15-901. Thts 
vent function is needed to remove 
trapped air following maintenance on 
the engine feed lines • 



Seven "Eagle Keepers" from the 405th 
nw at Luke AFB, Arizona recently had a 
chance to ask a lot of questions about 
the F-15. They were the first group of 
military aviation maintenance specialists 
to vIsIt the manufacturing fac1lit1es of 
McDonnell Aircraft Company in St Louis 
- as part of the new TAC "Technician 
V1s1tatIon Program" which has been m-
1t1ated under the co-sponsorsh1p of the 
Tactical Air Command and MCAIR 

't1Eun 
VISIT 

fighter aircraft. into the way thmgs are 
done that affect product ma1nta1nab1lity 
and reliability, and into the reahzat1on that 
to the maximum extent possible, fighter 
aircraft are built with the user m mind 

After a brief 1ntroduct1on which out
lined the purpose and plan for the pro
gram from the contractor's point of view. 
the six enhsted men and one officer mat
tendance were quickly immersed In a 
first-person look at construction of a Jet 
fighter - from bit & piece fabrication to 
final flight acceptance. Their tour in
cluded stops m the composite materials 
production area, wire bundle assembly 
and manufacturing, machine shop. small 
parts assembly, sub-assembly, paint 
shop, final assembly, pre-flight, and flight 
test. They saw the extensNe handwork 
that Is strll a part of aircraft manufacture 
as well as the computer controlled/ 
robotics processes that are becoming m
creasmgly important Throughout the 
program, company specialists provided 
explanations and answered questions at 
each area v1s1ted. Later, they received 
orientations on the overall F-15 pro1ect 
and an in-depth review of the Eagle sup
portability program, again from experts 
In the subjects. There was even time for a 
quick trip through the MDC "Prologue 
Room" - a fascinating and colorful 
presentation of the contributions of the 
McDonnell and Douglas aircraft com
panies to aerospace history 

Luke participants in this ground• 
breaking v1s1t were Captain Timothy 
Ryan, a maintenance officer with one 
year's experience on the F-1 5 and seven 
years total maintenance time; Sgt Darrell 
Clark, fuel systems, SSgt Richard 
Houchens, phase dock chief; SrAmn 
Pride Johnson, crew chief; TSgt Jon 
Mandeville, AIS shop chief; SSgt Perry 
Ply, weapons; and Sgt Martin Talbert, 
structural repair specialist 

They were able to see for themselves 
how their Eagles are put together; and 
they could get first-hand, authoritative 
answers to their questions why was a 
particular system designed this way 
exactly how are these bulkheads con• 
tructed why was this or that type of 
fastener used. . when is such and such 
a TCTO going to be in the field why Is 
EMI so critical on new aircraft? Questions 
they may have puzzled over for a long 
time, but had no opportunity to ask 

For two days last November, these 
seven troops had unrestncted access to 
contractor manufacturing facilities and 
personnel - to all the expertise responsi• 
ble tor the F-1 5 weapon system - and 
from their comments, they returned to their Jobs at Luke much 
more familiar with and knowledgeable about the airplane. The 
same opportunity may be available to you, and we would welcome 
your partJC1pation in the program. MCAIR has agreed to make 
these vIsIts available on a periodic basis to groups of military per 
sonnel numbering approximately five to seven 1nd1v1duals, who 
have specific technical respons1b11it1es on our aircraft 

During their time in the St. Louis factory, the v1s1ting techn1• 
cIans spent most of their time on Eagle•related topics and the 
F-1 5 MSIP and F-1 SE dual-role fighter assembly Imes However, 
they also got a look at Manne AV-8B Hamers and Navy F/A-18 
Hornets under construction, and were able to observe typical 
parts fabrication and build-up procedures from a detail item 
through final assembled component Each member of the group 
received valuable insight into the complexities of manufacturing 

Most importantly, the v1s1tation program 
provided an opportunity for our m1lrtary 
guests to come face-to-face with MCAIR 
:echnical manage~, engineers, and manu
facturing specialists Both contractor and 

customer personnel noted that the informal discussions which were 
constantly taking place were exceptionally benef1c1al to both sides -
an important link In improved communications between builder and 
user Future vIsIts will be tailored as much as possible to each Eagle 
Keeper's area of expertise and interest 

(Information regarding participation m the TAC Technician 
V1s1tat1on Program should be obtained from HQ TAC/LGMF-15 at 
Langley AFB, Virginia V1s1tmg groups must provide their own 
transportation. meals, and lodging arrangements from local unrt 
funds While no plans currently exist for the establishment of 
s1m1lar programs for the Navy F/A-18 Hornet or Manne AV-8B 
Hamer II, mquInes as to their feas1b1lity are welcomed and may be 
directed to MCAIR Product Services, Department 092 ) 

MCA JR ~r.;cn~/ and Luke AFB guests pose for group photogruph durmg fXlw.! m/i~I eis11 oJ mJfflory personnel to St. louuj,xrorv m TAC '"Ta:hmc,an Vis1/afl011 Program. '' {It/I 
to right) Fltld Sn--,,,a /JepartrMnt hosts Art Hydt and Dick Niehoff; Sv Durrell Clark. SSgt Richard Hou,·hen.s. SS,:1 Perry· Ply. Cop! Timothy Ryan. SRA Pmk Johnson, TSg1 Jon 
Mande..dlt, Sgl Man111 Talbert; Way~ Rogt~. Suptnnttndtm of In.spec/Ion. and Emit D,ckey. c .. n .. ral Foreman. Fltghl Trsl lnsp«tion. 
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High-Pressure 
Air Charging 
Valves 
High-pressure air systems are used in 

several places on all fighter aircraft. On 
the MCAIR F-4 Phantom. F-15 Eagle, 
F/A-18 Hornet, and AV-8 Hamer, you'll 
find them on such components as ac
cumulators, tail hook actuators, landing 
gear shock struts, pneumatic canopy ac
tuators, pneumatic storage bottles, etc. 
When properly maintained and handled. 
these systems give httle trouble and are 
highly reliable and safe to operate 
However, as with any other part of a 
complex weapon system, components of 
high pressure a,r systems can cause pro
blems when incorrectly maintained. 

The MS 28889 high pressure air charg
ing ("Schrader") valve has been a com
mon but vital part of aircraft pneumatic 
systems for years. Externally, it looks 
much like the valve stem on an auto
mobile tire. and the threads on both are 
exactly the same. However. the s1m1lari
tIes end there The aircraft-type air valve 
1s composed of a body and nut assembly, 
swivel nut, and stem, and ,s designed for 

MSIP RETROFIT PHASE I - f.15C/D FY 
82-13 (ECP 161•) 

Certain MSIP (multi-stage improvement 
program) capabilities are being retrofit
ted into F-1 SC/O aircraft, and this change 
covers the non-recurring effort, valida
t1on/verif1cat1on. and TCTO preparation 
The changes described here are ap
phcable to all F-1 SC/O aircraft, but 
another document will cover valida
t1on/venf1cat1on for earlier FY (fiscal year) 
aircraft due to block differences. 

Among the capabiht1es to be incor
porated are a programmable armament 
.control system; improved central com
puter; AIM-7M, 9M, and 120A hard
ware, data transfer module set. split
screen video-tape recording set, improv
ed avionics control, non-cooperative 
target recognition (NCTR) capability in 
the radar; AIS pod; tactical information 
system; enhanced radar warning 
receiver, enhanced internal 
countermeasures system (F-1 SC). 
countermeasures dispenser, and the use 
of air-to-ground weapons on f1"Je sta
tions 

operating pressures up to 5000 psi. It 
does not have a "core" for a,r pressure 
retention. Air enters and Is discharged 
through a dnlled passage in the valve 
stem. This passage 1s opened and closed 
with a rotating swivel nut, and a valve 
cap keeps the valve clean The typical 
assembly contains two "O" -rings and a 
tenon back-up nng 

Improper installation of the Schrader 
valve through over- or under-torquing 
can lead to "Jalve leakage And 1f treated 
carelessly or incorrectly, the cap, nut. and 

valve itself can suddenly become a high
velocity proiect1le aimed at anything or 
anybody (such as you) that unfortunately 
happens to be in its way. Never turn 
{loosen or tighten) the swivel nut hex 

MSIP RETROFIT PHASE II - f.15A FY 
76 ASAT (ECP 1615) 

The ASAT (anti-satellite) configuration is 
defined as the FY 76 F- 1 SA model aircraft 
This change cover!. the non-recurring ef
fort, vahdat1onlverif1cation. and TCTO 
preparation for those a,rcraft only 

Enhancements to be incorporated in
clude ASAT missile carnage, launch, and 
training capability, programmable arma
ment control system. data transfer module 
set; 1mpro'ved central computer; program
mable signal processor (PSP) radar with 
high pulse repetItIon frequency, NCTR 
capability; improved av'.onIcs capability; 
weapon system compat1bilrty wrth AIM-
7M, -9M, and -120A provisions and wrth 
the airborne 1nstrumentatIon subsystem 
(AI5) pod, splrt-screen videotape recording 
set; partial mos ijoint tactical 1nfo~t1on 
d1str1but1on system) prOV1S1ons; tailored 
MIL-ST0-1760 weapon electncal interface 
prov1s1ons, and high-frequency com
munications provisions These aircraft w,11 
also include the increased capacity en
vironmental control system dl"'IE!loped 
under ECP 1610, wrth minor mod1f1cat1ons 
to accommodate the ASA T capability 
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with val"Je cap installed - an ,nstar, 
taneous decompression can occur in the 
air chamber 

You can pre"Jent valve air leakage by 
do,ng a careful and quality Job of Installa
tIon Checli:: the O•rings for n1cl's, cuts, or 
other flaws. and lubricate w,th MIL
L-4343 grease To avoid 0-r,ng damage 
from valve threads or sharp corners. use 
a threaded metal protector or a piece of 
plastic tubing over the valve threads 
When valve 1s properly seated in boss, 
torque the body he,:: 100 - 110 1n-lb and 
safety wire. Loosen the swivel nut hex to 
the free swivel position (using a second 
wrench on body hex to keep It from 
loosen,ng). and then retorque swivel nut 
SO - 70 in-lb. To prevent damage to 
valve, never loosen swivel nut more than 
two turns Install valve cap finger t1glit 

When leakage of an installed valve 
through the stem or body nut Is suspec
ted. cautiously toosen (do not remove) 
the valve cap to allow any trapped air to 
escape. Then remove valve cap and verify 
existence of a pneumatic leak with an ap
proved leali:: detector fluid Torque swivel 
nut hex to 125 ± S in-lb. then loosen to 
free swivel pos1tIon (zero torque) without 
discharging system pressure. Do not 
allow body hex to turn during this pro
cedure Retorque swivel nut he,:: to SO -
70 1n-lb. If leali:: continues, replace valve 
assembly, being sure to totally discharge 
system before removing valve as~mbly 
from boss 

MSIP PRODUCTION CHANGES - FY IS 
(ECP 1604) 

These changes add new capabilities to 
F-1 SCIO aircraft and gI"Je pilots a new fire 
control system Mod1f1cat,ons include a 
new AN/APG•70 radar, improved a1r-to
air displays, a mod1f1ed central computer 
operational flight program. a mod1~1ed 
radar tactical flight program, and a new 
interlace between the radar and central 
computer. To accommodate the new 
system. GFE software changes must be 
incorporated in the ANIALR-S6C radar 
warning receiver and AN/ALQ-135 inter
face control Sy-item 



Anti-icing, defrosting, and de-icing aircraft 
are hard, cold, and unpleasant tasks. 
However, to keep aircraft operational in 
winter weather, they are tasks that from time 
to time must be done. A clean aircraft free 
from Old Man Winter's accumulations is man
datory for aircrews flying Phantoms, Eagles, 
Hornets, and Harriers. The old saying, "Keep 
It Clean!", is true because accumulations on 
flight control surfaces not only cause Joss of 
aerodynamic lift, but unpredictable handling 
characteristics as well. If your aircraft is 
operating under subfreezing weather condi
tions and is not sheltered, this article can aid 
you in keeping those frozen deposits off your 
aircraft. If Old Man Winter's deposits have 
already built up on your jet, you 'JI learn how 
to remove them safely, speedily, efficiently, 
and economically. 
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Frost, snow, ice, and freezing ra,n have 
never been compatible with any flying 
machine - be it propeller- or jet
powered. If the accumulations of these 
natural deposits are permitted to con
tinue and go undisturbed on the surfaces 
of an aircraft, they will degrade the hft 
characteristics of its airfoil surfaces. This 
is a major "safety-of-flight" hazard that 
results in loss of lift and increases stall 
speeds Added weight of these deposits 
on the control surfaces can cause dan-
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gerous changes in aircraft trim In add1 
t,on, ice in the engine air intake ducts 
and/or an iced.up compressor can result 
in engine Foreign Object Damage (FOD) 
and degraded performance and opera• 
b1hty. Any airplane with an accumulation 
of frozen slush all over its brake 
assembhes Is not going any place. Also, 
every tactical aircrew member rightfully 
insists upon and deserves a canopy and 
w1ndsh1eld that can be seen through 

There are several methods to fight the 
adhesron and proliferation of frost, 
snow. ice, and freezing rain on an 
airplane's surface while 1t is still on the 
ground. Of course, the oldest. easiest, 
and ideal way ,s to maintain the aircraft's 
surface temperature above 32°F in a 
heated hangar where the elements and 
cold temperatures can't get to ,t. 
However, because of operational com
mitments, hangaring your aircraft 1s not 
always possible 

If compelled to maintain an aircraft 
white exposed to freezing weather, other 
methods must be used These include 
manpower (the "Broom Brigade"); ap• 
proved ground heaters, covers for wing, 
tail, pitot tube, ta,lp1pe, intake duct, and 
canopy; plus fluid chemicals. Each meth
od has its advantages and disadvantages 
Depending upon weather conditions at 
the time, they can be used indrv1dually or 
m combination 

Never, under any orcums"!.ances, use hot 
water for the removal of deposits of frost. 
ice, or snow Above all, do not use any type 
of impact to remove any deposrts 

The most widely used means of f1ght1ng 
the freezing elements is the use of fluid 
chemicals. The following fluids are currently 
approved for use on military aircraft: 

• Mll-A-8243: Ant1-1cing and De-icing 
Defrosting Fluid. This is basically a 3-to-1 
mixture of etyhlene glycol and propylene 
glycol with corrosion inhibiting and wet• 
ting agents added. 

• Federal Spec TT-I-735: lsopropyl 
Alcohol. This rs 1sopropyl alcohol contain
ing a maximum of 0 4 percent water 

• FED O-E-760 Ethyl Alcohol 
(Ethanol), denatured alcohol, proprietary 
solvents, and special industrra! solvents 

Taking frost, snow, ice, and freezing 
rain separately, let's take a look at the 
best methods to prevent their adherence 
and removal from the surface of an air
craft, its canopy, windshield, and 
wheel/brake assemblies 

FROST 
A coat of unheated undiluted Mll

A-8243 fluid apphed to the aircraft sur• 
face will prevent frost build-up How 
long this protection lasts depends entire
ly upon local weather conditions. If your 
a1Tcraft has to make an early morning 
departure, a good rule of thumb to 
follow Is to apply the fluid as an anti-1cer 
after the last flight of the day, or as close 
to m1dn1ght as possible 
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In areas where as much as a quarter 
rnch of frost accumulates, 11 has been 
known that a single coat of fluid applied 
between 2000 and 2400 hours will keep 
surfaces free and clear of frost 
throughout the night and the aircraft can 
take off m the morning without further 
de.frosting (de-1eing) 

If frost has been allowed to build up on 
the a,rcraft"s surfaces, It can be eas,ly 
removed by spraying with either cold un
diluted, or hot (not boiling) water-diluted 
MIL.A-8243 fluid The table on the next 
page gives the recommended rate of 
flucd dilution Keep ,n mind that de-icing 
fluid is very expensive Coverage will go 
further, be more effective and 
economical, 1f hot diluted fluid Is used. 

SNOW 
When snow Is forecast, the best pro

tection for your aircraft is the use of 
wing, tail, pitot tube, tailpipe, intake 
duct, and canopy covers Ant1-ic1ng fluids 
should not be used when snow is 
predicted except in conJunction with th.e 
covers If used by itself, the fluid will 
become diluted by the melting snow, 
forming a slushy mixture that freezes In 
place and is very difficult to remove. Also, 
slushy mixtures can seep into control sur
face hinges and freeze 

If your aircraft must get off the ground 
as quickly as possible, diluted heated and 
sprayed MIL-A-8243 fluid will remove 
thm layers of snow. The heat from the 
fluid and force of the spray will remove 
the slush as it is formed However, 

ll,l 

removal of large quantItres of sr.ow •.-v1th 
heated fluid Is cost proh1b1t1ve 

In cases where covers ,He not available. 
the best method to prevent heav1 ar: 
cumulations of snow on the aircraft Is by 
constantly brushing or sweeping 11 dur 
ing the snowfall or by blowing heated air 
on aircraft surfaces in accordance with 
TO 35E17611 

When a large accumulation of -:.nov, 
has been unavoidably permitted trJ build 
up. ,ts remova! can best be accomplished 
with the use of brushes and brooms 
However, It Is not unusual to find that 
after its removal. a thin. rough, frozen 
crust of ice remains underneath This can 
easily and quickly be removed by using 
heated, undiluted MIL-A-8243 fluid 

ICE AND FREEZING RAIN 
The vanous covers mentioned previous• 

ly offer excellent protection from ice and 
freezing rain. However, if covers are used, 
it's a very good idea to apply a light coat 
of MIL-A-8243 fluid to the aircraft surfaces 
before their installation. This will prevent 
the covers from freezing to the aircraft's 
surface, making their removal a simpler 
task Care should be taken to ensure that 
the covers are secured and closely con
form to the a1Tcraft If rain Is permitted to 
get between the covers and the surface of 
the a1Tcraft, It will dilute the de-icing fluid. 
render It 1neffect1ve, and cause the covers 
to freeze to the aircraft. 

If covers are not available. sprayed un 
diluted MIL-A-8243 fluid will protect air 
craft surfaces 11 applied as often as ► 
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necessary during preopItatIon The ap
of the fluid should be repeated 
not. the amount of protection 
by the fluid will be dependent 

upon the amount of freezing ram It must 
be rep'. ,n mind that at some period of 
t,rr,e tne rarn v11il dilute the fluid and then 
,·.ash the surface clean 

If v,eather cond1t1ons get to the point 
,,/here 1t is 1mposs1ble to fight the forma
tion of freezing rain this way, then hot 
diluted de IcIng fluid solutions should be 
used Again, mixtures should be made In 
accordance ',v1th those shown In the 
table below 

Applying hot diluted fluid for ice 
removal Is best performed by spraying a 
solid stream of fluid (at a pressure as high 

For Ambient Temperature Percent Fluid 
al Fahrenhtil Degree by Volume 

30" and Above 20 

20· 30 

10· 40 

o· 45 

-10° 50 

-20° 55 

-30° 60 

as possible, but not over 300 psi on metal 
surfaces and not over 15 gallons per 
minute) to flood the surface and wash 
away loose pieces of ice. Special atten
tion must be paid to clearing all ice from 
the hinges of flight control surfaces 

Spraying large amounts of de-1c1ng flu
ids into operating engine inlets should be 
avoided because they are poteot1al fire/ 
explosion hazard. With the engine shut
down, care must be taken to ensure that 
puddles of de-1ong fluid In the inlet duct 
area are removed prior to engine start 

Cold undiluted fluid will do the job 1f a 
hot de-1c1ng fluid solution cannot be 
used and It Is absolutely necessary to 
remove an accumulation of ice. To assure 
complete coverage without excess/Ve 

80 w 
70 o· 

60 -15° 

55 -25° 

50 -35° 

45 _45• 

40 -55° 

REC0MMEN0E0 FLUID DILUTIONS FDR MIL-A-8243 FLUID-WATER SOLUTION 
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drainage, the fluid should be sprayed on 
the surface at intervals approximately 
15 - 20 minutes apart Again, removal of 
heavy accumulations of ice using cold un
diluted fluid Is a very expensive and slow 
operation 

GROUND HEATERS 
The primary intended use of approved 

ground heaters Is for the engine air in

take ducts, on the engine compressor/ 
turbine sections, and for melting frozen 
slush from wheel brake assemblies The 
heaters can be used, however, to help 
remove frozen deposits from aircraft sur
f aces, canopies, and windshields But use 
of a heater Is proportional to the ac
cumulated amount of frost, snow, ice, or 
freezing rain The larger the amount of 
frozen deposits, the longer It will take to 
melt them In add1t1on, once melted, the 
residual moisture must be dried up Im
med1ately or It will refreeze 

CANOPIES AND WINDSHIELDS 
Before using any de-icing fluid on a 

canopy or windshield or any other un
painted {non-metal) surface, be sure to 
check the 1nd1v1dual aircraft maintenance 
manuals Solvents. such as de-1c1ng 
fluids, can be harmful to some types of 
plastics. In the case of the F-15 Eagle, 
MIL-A-8243 fluid can be used on the 
canopy and w1ndsh1eld but their surfaces 
must be cleaned 1mmed1ately with 
Federal Spec TT-I-735 lsopropyl Alcohol 
to remove the de-icing fluid residue 

Hot air from a ground heater can be 
used to melt frozen deposits off a canopy 

MCDONNELL AIRCRAFT COMPANY 



and windshield. However. do not apply 
heat directly to the canopy or w1ndsh1eld. 
and make absolutely sure the hot atr sup
ply 1s below 200°F Overheating a canooy 
or w1nasn1eld will bring on its ruination. 
such as causing the acrylic transparencies 
to stretch and eventually cracio:: 

HEALTH AND SAFETY HAZARDS 
Certain nealth and safety precaut,ons 

must be observed dunng the handling 
and use of the consumables. and de-1c1r,g 
fluids are no exception 

Mll-A-8243 - These glycols are mildly 
toxrc. therefore avoid contact with !he 
skin and eyes When applying fluid or 
fluid mixtures. protective clothing and 
adequate eye protection must be worn 

• Keep this fluid away from all sparlcs. 
fire. and ox1d1z1ng agents The fluid f1ash 
point 1s above 200°F, but caution should 
be used when spraying it around heaters 
or engine exhausts 

• Do not apply fluid to aircraft sur• 
faces when L1qu1d Oxygen (LOX) con
tainers are 1n the v1cin,w of your aircraft 

Contact of the fluid with LOX. a powerful 
ox1d1z1ng agent, may result 1n a fire or ex
plosion Pnor to LOX servicing, remove 
any residual fluid from around LOX filler 
and overflow outlets 

• Avoid eJ1:cess1ve use of flurd around 
:11rcraft cabin heaters and/or ventilator air 
,ntalce ducts This is essential ,n order to 
:1vo1d toxic fumes from entering the 
cabin or cockpit wn11e tax11ng to ta.::eoff 

• During spray or brush applications 
of •1u1ds. lceep your back: to the wind
ward side 

• Oo not apply fluids by spray method 
unless all personne1 are c1ear of the spray 
area 

• E.11:erc1se extrerne caution when us
ing glycol-water solutions 1n and around 
silver tor silver-coated> direct current (DC) 
~1ectr1cal/electron1c circuitry. com• 
ponents such as oare or poorly 1nsuiated 
wiring. switches. c1rcu1t breakers, etc 
Glycol-water solutions coming 1n contact 
,,-.,th the above can cause short circuits. 
rapid OK1dat1on. and fire 

;:ED Q.E.760 and Federal Spec n.1.735 -
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These alcohols have dn rrr 111 r- 1 '='H'=',:• 
on the eyes. throat. n,3sa1 pas~agl:'s 1r,j 
mucous membranes Avoid l:'1ces:;,,e 
breathing of the 1doors ard ,se :,,e 
fluids only 1n ,,,ell ,en11,ate,j a'i:ias 

• These 11::1n1s 0f a,c0ho1s are po1~0n• 
ous ano -;r,o•J"O r,r:.t Qe •a"e" ,.•-:·~a ·1 • 

This article does not tell it all. If 
your aircraft is assigned in an envt
ronment that is subjected to the 
harshness of freezing weather, we 
highly recommend th•t you read 
NAVAIR 01-1A-520 if you are in the 
Navy or Marine Corps, or TO 42C-1-2 
if you ar• in the Air Force. These tech
nical manuals will provide you with 
some effective techniques to keep 
Old Man Winter's frost. snow, ice, 
and freezing rain off your aircraft. 

3y DAN CRC-iO'/JSKI 
rl:et1rea Staff E.d1t,r 

?•educ: S .. ;:::c:irt: ):GEST 



f-15 SPARE PARTS REQUISITIONS 
By DAVE POWELUSe111or Field Logi.mcs Representative. Warrrtr Robms ALC. Georgia 

For the specialists in the fint photo
graph above to accomplish their jobs, 
so that the specialist in the third 
photograph can accomplish his job. 
there must first be a great many 
other specialists accomplishing jobs 
of the types shown in the second 
photograph (and on our outside back 
cover). A roundabout way of saying 
that ''supply is a vital part of the pic
ture." This article discusses ways by 
which logistics and maintenance per
sonnel can keep that picture bright 
and clear through closer attention to 
the processing of spare parts. 

Several years ago, I wrote an article 
which discussed some of the then cur
rent problems in the F-1 5 weapon system 
supply system. Many of the problems 
then are still problems now, and the 
senousness of the situation justifies 
another look at It. again from the point 
of view of F-15 System Management at 
the Warner Robins Air Log1st1cs Center 

Back then, the USAF Inspector 
General's office had also JUSt published 
some advice on the situation, and several 
paragraphs from the IG article were 
quoted, one of which Is repeated here 
because the truth of It Is so Impartant It 
bears repeating (often) 

··supply prov,des the resources 
Maintenance depends on. There
fore, the berrer everyone under
stands rhe interaction berween 

maintenance and supply. the more 
effective rhe entlfe maintenance 
organization w,/1 be With more 
knowledge of supply procedures, 
we can expect to see less fmger
po1ntmg, more cooperat,on, and 
more people gerr,ng down to the 
business of mamrammg aircraft." 

Being on the "supply" side of the pic-
ture here at Robins ALC, but working 
closely with MCAIR Field Service 
Engineers and the "marntenance" side; it 
Is clear to me that the two organizations 
are absolutely inter-dependent. Main
tenance people need not become 
logistics e.11perts, but an understanding of 
the basics of supply operations w1U help 
insure that "the right part Is In the nght 
place at the right time " (log1st1cs 
respons1b11it1es) " in the hands of 
the nght people to do the right Job" 
(maintenance respons1b1lities). Because 
everybody's ultimate report card, 
whether assigned to the maintenance or 
the supply orgarnzatIon, Is the aircraft 
FMC (full m1ssIon capable) rate, It makes 
good sense (and 15- self-preserving) to 
work together closely And because 
many at you 1nd1cated the advice ottered 
In my last article was worthwhile, here Is 
a little more, along that same line of 
ma1ntenancellog1stic interface. 

UNDERSTANDING THE SYSTEM 
Of the more than 241,000 total parts 

required for a complete F-15 weapon 
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system, only 90,000 or so are stock-listed 
with good National Stock Numbers 
(NSN) And even when good NSN's are 
established, It does not always mean that 
material Is readily available at the 
"wholesale" (depot or storage site) or 
"retail" (squadron/base level supply) 
location - a point I will expand upon a 
little later The balance of these non
stock listed items (some 150,000) can 
create an enormous 1dent1f1cat1on and re
quIsItIonIng problem for an operating ac
tIvIty Before these raw numbers over
whelm you, please note that J said non
stock listed items "can" create problems; 
they do not have to 1f there Is suffi
cient understanding of the concepts 
behind the F-1 SIUSAF supply system 

AFM 67-1 Is the USAF supply "bible." 
Everybody who works with airplanes has 
a "need to know", and everything you 
.-,eed to know is spelled out somewhere 
In 67-1 and the manuals prepared In ac
cordance w1th its requirements, such as 
the Dash Four IPBs (Illustrated Parts 
Breakdowns). An understanding of the 
SMR (SourcelMa1ntenance/Recoverab1li
ty) codes In the -4 handbooks will hetp 
the requ1s1tioner determine the different 
steps that must be taken to satisfy a re
quirement for a non-stock listed item -
one coded other than PA (Procurable
Stocked) having no NSN. More effort, 
research, and actions are required by the 
requIsItIoner to order these 1tems, but 
the proper guidance is available 1f you 



know how to interpret the manuals 
Wrth respect to SMR coding, without 

knowmg what the system 1s telling you in 

detail, there 1s just no way to understand 
why every single item required and 
ordered by maintenance personnel 1s not 
always "on the shelf," ready for issue 1m
med1ately as needed While rt is beyond 
the scope of my 1ntent1ons with th,s arti
cle to discuss SMR coding 1n detail, the 
coding breakdown tabulation itself (from 
USAF TO 00-25-195) rs presented to 
show m general how supply manage
ment decisions have been reached for 
any comb1nat1on of spare parts situa
tions In the original planning for assign
ment of spec1f1c item codes, several fac
tors were considered, including main
tenance capab1lrt1es, the predicted main
tenance action itself. base fac1lrt1es and 
capabilities. and the economics (cost) of 
each s1tuat1on It 1s important to 
remember that SMR codes have also 
been assigned to bulk items (nuts, bolts, 
screws. washers, etc,), with assignment 
reflecting the lowest level of main
tenance authorized to remove the item 

One of the points I stressed back m 
1980 was the importance on the part of 
the requ1s1t1oner (the person who 
"needs" the part) to research the require
ment Just ""dumping" a requirement in
to the supply system rs a guarantee of 
trouble, of non-delivery If other in
d1v1duals m the pipeline have to second
guess or spend non-productive time 
researching your requirement because 
you spent too little time providing 
sketchy (or"no") technical data, your 
order can end up being reiected or 
cancelled for lack of good, correct infor
mation And you may not even know 1t, 
especially 1f follow-up action 1s equally m
eHect1ve - you will be waiting for supply 

PROOUCT SUPPORT DIGEST 

to fill an order on which no pos1t1ve ac
tion rs m process This self-induced defi
ciency of the system can be ehm1nated 
through better research at the squadron 
level before requirements are passed to 
the base supply organ1zat1on, and 
through better research there before an 
off-base requ1s1t1on 1s passed to the 
managing agency 

" . . . Because everybody•s 
ultimate report card, whether 
assigned to maintenance or 
supply, is the aircraft FMC 
rate, it makes good sense to 
work together closely." 

If you say that there rs not enough time 
to properly research or to follow up on 
lower priority items because of heavy 
work loads created by MICAP re
quirements. I certainly understand and 
sympathize, but also have to say that rt 
writ be you who has to suffer the most 
and wait the longest for that spare part 
If your only action after subm1ttrng a 
poorly researched requ1sit1on rs to 
register an eventual complaint for non
receipt of material, you and the supply 
system are on a coll1s1on course1 Guess 
who will receive the most damage from 
such an encounter-:> 

The maintenance specialist usually 
1dentif1es the required part 1n the Dash 
Four tPB series or the Dash Three Struc
tural Repa1r series manuals Don't be shy 
about passing these T O references 
along to the ne)(t person 1n the process
ing cycle, too much information 1s always 
better than not enough when the part 
you need rs Just one of a quarter-m1llion 1 
And when 1dent1f1cat1on or source of 
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supply problems cannot be overcome at 
squadron or base level, then assistance 
should be requested from the F· 15 
System Program Manager (5PM) d1v1s1on 
here at Warner Robins ALC In October 
1982, the 5PM d1v1s1on assumed the en
gineering responsibility for the weapon 
system, engineering and technical per
sonnel are assigned to the organization 
here for resolving problems beyond your 
local capab1!1tres 

USING THE CLUES 
Let's turn now to the po1'lt made 

earlier concerning NSN's (Natrona· Swck 
Numbers) - even when a good NSN ex 
Ists for ordering material. that r'later1al 
may or may not be available In stock. at 
the base or depot supply levels Part of 
this situation stems from the decen
tralization of various managing agencies 
for spare parts, which has aoded to 'e
qu1s1t1on1ng problems of supp1y11og,st·c 
support personnel Knowledge of the ,n. 
teract1ons among the Air Logistics 
Centers (ALC), Defense Logistics Age,ic, 
(OLA), which provide the military se",Ices 
with depot-level supply support, and t'1e 
General Services Admrn1strat1on 1GS~\ 
would be helpful 1n understanding SOl""e 
of these NSN problems Each of ~"e ~LC 
DLA., and GSA organizations has 3 
customer support unit which can be CY'· 
tacted for assistance on anJ 911,er requ:sI 
t1on loaded into the supply s:,·stern T>1ese 
units can provide current status of 'e
qu1s1t1ons, asset availability ,nfor-·1,at 2" 
and the item manager or tecl-H""C·3" s 
name and telephone number :f a iec" 
nical problem needs addressing 

The NSN 1s a "structured nur,-,::-er 
whose elements contain and pro, ,oe ._e, 
1nformat1on which help the requ,s t 0"E'' 
quickly 1dent1fy the age00, resN~s t' '2 



1560-01-056-4842FX IT-rTMMAC (F-15 aircraft) L LNIIN 
NCB (United States, after 30 September 1974) 

FSC (airborne structural component) 

for managing the required item. There 
are thirteen "pos1t1ons·· (spaces) 1n a Na
tional Stock Number -
XX.XX - FSC (Federal Supply Class Code): 

A four-d1g1t number which 
groups similar items into 
''classes." Examples are 1650 -
aircraft hydraulics; 5305 -
screws; 5310 - nuts and 
washers. 5841 - airborne radar 
equipment. (All FSC numbers 
are listed in AFM 67-1, Volume 
I, Part II) 

XX - NCB (National Cod1ficat1on Bureau/ 
NATO Code): A two-d191t number 
which designates the NATO coun
try which catalogued the item. 
United States code numbers are 
"00" (for stock numbers assigned 
before 30 September 1974) and 
"01" (after). 

XXXXXXX - NIIN (National Item Identifi
cation Number): A seven
d1g1t number assigned by 
the cataloguing agency of 
DLA - the Defense 
Logistics Service Center 
/OLSC) at Battle Creek. 
Michigan Numbers are 
non-significant in them
selves and are assigned in 
straight numerical se
quence dunng t~,e cata
loguing process. 

In add1t1on to the standard 13-dig,t 
number, the Unrted States Air Force adds 
a two-position alphabetrc code series to 
the e~d of the NSN. Used to identify 
spec1f1c equipment or arrcraft models, 
this 1s known as the MMAC (material 
management aggregation code) Ex
amples are FX - F-15 aircraft; BF - F-4 
aircraft; PT - Pratt and Whitney jet 
engines and components. An example of 
a typ1~al USAF NSN is presented above (in 
v1su~J presentations ~nd catalog system 
pubhcations, a dash 1s inserted between 
segmerJts of the number) -

t1f1cat1on of managing agency effort. For 
example, FSC "1 S60" and MMAC "FX" 
1dent1fies 1mmed1ately to the researcher 
that the subject at interest 1s an airborne 
structural component for the F-1 S and 
managed here at Warner Robins ALC. 
Similarly, the correct managing agencies 
within DLA for hardware items can be 
Just as quickly tracked down. For exam
ple, FSC 5305 screws, 5306 bolts, and 
5310 nuts and washers are managed at 

" . . . If your only action after 
submitting a poorly researched 
requisition is to register an 
eventual complaint for non
receipt of material, you and 
the supply system are on a 
collision course I" 

Defense Industrial Supply Center (S91); 
FSC 5930 switches, 5935 electrical con
nectors, and 5945 relays are managed at 
Defense Electron1e Supply Center (S9E). 

STOCKS ON HAND 
It appears to me that some locations 

still do not do a good job of identifying 
and obta1mng sufficrent stocks of stock 
list~ . hardware items. S~me sample 
stat1st1cs will illustrate my pomt. 

We sampled a few items over a typical 
six-month period some time ago. During 
that time, we found four hardware items 
that accounted for nearly twenty-seven 
thousand F-15 MICAP hours - a collar 
(FSC 5320), a coupling (FSC 4730), and 
two screws (FSC 5305). These parts rang
ed m price from 61 cents to 18 dollars, 
but I can assure you that the MICAP time 
cost a little more than the (non-stocked) 
parts themselves! Random sampling of 
requisitions from any given base durmg 
that same period showed that approx
imately 20 - 22% of their daily requ1si
t1ons were for nuts, bolts, screws, wire, 

pack.mg, etc. I'm pleased to note that 
much improvement has been made in 
this area over the past year. Currently, 
the DLA-managed hardware items are 
only contr1but1ng approximately 1 5% of 
the total MICAP hours against the F-1 S 
fleet. It 1s 1mperat1ve that we maintain 
this downward trend; what with all the 
planning, pro1ect1ons. computer listings. 
and hard work by many people 1n d1f. 
ferent organ,zat1ons. there 1s no reason 
that these nickel and dime hardware 
items should be allowed to degrade the 
overall F-15 program. 

Now let's take a brief look at another 
type of s1tuat1on - items that are SMR 
coded other than "P" (procurable) hav
ing no NSN. Items source coded "MF" 
(manufacture - field level) or "AF" 
(assemble - field level) often create the 
biggest problem when a requ1s1t1oner 
tries to obtain a needed spare 1 do not 
understand why some bases have never 
attempted to get proper stock on hand 
at raw materials for the local manufac
ture of "MF" coded items or other con
sumables called out 1n the maintenance 
books to support the weapon system. 

1tems of this type require a totally dif
ferent approach to obtain In some cases 
the -3 and -4 series TO s will 1dent1fy ali 
bits and pieces or raw materials needed 
for manufacture or assembly, but 1n 
many cases this data 1s not provided. In
depth research must then be accomplish
ed, records and documentation must be 
screened, and m some cases drawings 
must be obtained to 1dent1fy raw 
materi~ls. If drawings are necessary, the 
operating act1v1ty should request them 
thr?ugh their tocal engineering data unit, 
which will in turn order directly from 
MCAlR on an open Warner Robins BOA 
(Basic Ordering Agreement) contract. 

My conclusions from all th1s? The same 
ones arrived at in my article of four years 
ago - more research and better follow
up on spares requ1s1tions entered into rhe 
supply system are absolute musts.• You 
can help yourself by doing more "home
work.'' It's like going to school - do 
your homework weH and 1t will produce 
better grades. Do your parts research 
well, track your requirements in a timely 
manner, and the bottlenecks that others 
always seem to experience will disappear 
for you. Guaranteed! ■ 

Recognizing and identifying the cor
rect managing agency saves time and 
assures that the proper managing agent 
1s contacted during any follow-up effort. 
AFM 67-1 contains charts which cor
relate the FSC and the material required 
with the responsible inventory manager 
and the appropriate DLA supply center 
and serviceable supply site. The four-digit 
FSC and the two-letter MMAC are the 
two most readily used elements for 1den- WRALC track1 doily siotiu of ports w,llr form 1/rown obow. 
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Protecting our aircrah against Old Man 
Winter's accumulations is of vital importance. 
But first and foremost is how we field service 
engineers, maintainers, and aircrews protect 
ourselves. If we ignore the rules or don't use 
good common sense in protecting ourselves 
when physically facing bitter temperatures, 
who's going to protect our aircrah? It's our 
personal responsibility to be prepared to 
meet the winter elements on their terms. 
Here are some lessons I've learned out of 
necessity during assignments in those cold, 
harsh environments. 

Protecting 
Against 

OldMan 
Winter's 

Eagle creu.•cbiefs are preparing to marshal 
tbeir aircraft out a/ tbe choclls .!50 m1lf'ljrom 
tbe A.retie Circle 1n Deadbnrw .. ◄ laska 

TSGT EDWAPO 3Ct<-

In maintaining and operating high per
formance aircraft, cold weather, not the 
aircraft, becomes your biggest challenge 
to overcome. Therefore, when the 
temperature 1s well below freezing. your 
first priority is not that splendid fighting 
machine you maintain, but mainta1n,ng 
yourself so you can do your JOb to get 
that Phantom, Eagle, Hornet, or Harrier 
ready to fly. 

Whether the temperature 1s - 65° or 
+ 1 o0 , your aircraft may not make it to 
the runway 1f you haven't taken the t1rr~ 
to dress properly or 1f you're sno\'.OI --a 
or half-frozen 

Bulky clothing, such as glo~es 3" J 

parkas, 1nteriere with your ability t0 reca r 

MCDONNELL Al ACRAFT CO\tP..:i.N ~ 
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a system. The easiest Jobs, such as a 
system checkout, servicing, or changing a 
tire. become challenging - 1f not nearly 
1mposs1ble You still must be able to reach 
through those small bulkhead openings to 
install a component or repan a wire 
bundle You'll find yourself spending 
twice as much time making those routine 
inspections and repairs A dnv1ng wind 
and snow only complicate the situation 

FROSTBITE 
Several years ago on a base in the land 

to our North, a young technician was 
troubleshooting a system on an F-4 Phan
tom which was essential to the mission 
Not only was it snowing, but the wind 
chill factor had been 1n the minus double 
d1g1ts for several days. In his eagerness to 
repair the aircraft, he took off his gloves 
and other protective gear with the 
thought, "This will only take me a couple 
of minutes." He didn't realize that the 
wind chill factor was - 65°, and he didn't 
know that his flesh would freeze within 
about a minute. Old Man Winter's harsh
ness quickly took its toll on his hands and 
fingers before he could repair the Phan
tom Not only was the aircraft not 
repaired, but the technician was also out 
of commission, not to mention the pain
ful frostbite to his fingers and hands 

Fr1g1d temperatures alone can cause 
frostbite. hypothermia, and even death 
Almost any chill factor will chill you to the 
bone. but to make matters worse, any ex
posed body parts, such as your face and 
hands, will be frostbitten much quicker 
The average time for bare skin to begin 
freezing varies with the temperature/ 
wind cond1t1ons (see chart). 

For safety's sake, WATCH for frostb1tel 
Whether working or playing in frigid 
weather, use the "buddy" system 
whenever possible and occasionally 
check your partner's face and exposed 
skin for the gray or white evidence of 
frostbitten skin Have your partner do the 
same for you If you remotely suspect 
frostbite, get medical attention as soon 
as possible 

Take frequent breaks to rest, properly 
secure your clothing, and warm up ex
posed flesh for good blood circulation 
Exhaustion causes deep breathing that 
results 1n a greater poss1bil1ty of frigid air 
being inhaled into the throat and lungs 
This can quickly cause throat frostbite As 
wind speed increases, the freezing time 
of exposed flesh rapidly decreases 

The most important rule to remember· 
when working on aircraft in subfreezing 
weather 1s to "protect yourself and know 
the warning signs " I've met several peo
ple throughout my travels who thought 
that frostbite could not happen to them 
They unknowingly overlooked the warn
ing signs until 1t was too late 

The first indication of frostbite 1s the 
feeling of pins and needles, followed by a 
pnc~ly feeling, and then numbness. which 

PAODUCT SUPPOAT DIGEST 

An F·l~ {11/ul d1s,11u1·.1 ,.ur,ruft rt'/ldlllt'H u·ith a mamtenance lf'ch111oa11 in /ht· hosfllt' ,old U'tOlber 
e111·1rrmme11I r,J Dt',HJh,,ne. Alaska 

can range to a complete loss of feeling 

CLOTHING 
The most important weapon against 

frostbite 1s wearing proper clothing and 
protective devices, such as a face mask 
Wearing warm clothing that fits well and 
doesn't restrict your movements 1s essen
tial when working around aircraft 

Always wear at least two pairs of 
socks, but don't put on a third pair 1f 1t 
makes your footgear too tight This could 
stop blood circulation, thus making your 
feet more susceptible to frostbite Use 
only winter issued footgear when the 
temperature 1s hovering around or below 
the freezing mark 

Wear thermal underwear beneath your 
normal clothing and a parka with a hood, 
or an overcoat and pile cap. for your 
outermost layer against the elements 
Protect your face, ears, and hands from 
the wind and snow by wearing a mask, 
ear muffs. and gloves Wearing 
sunglasses will protect your eyes from 
the bright glare of the sun's reflection off 
a blanket of snow 

For maximum warmth, wear dean 
clothing and gloves Dtrt and grease make 
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fabncs stiff and cause them to lose their in
sulating qualities. Stiffly starched and 
pressed fatigues look great, but excessive 
starch closes the pores 1n the matenal and 
acts hke a conductor of cold temperatures 

Remember that your heavy boots, 
parka, and gloves make you clumsy You'll 
have trouble with normally simple tasks, 
such as holding tools and small parts. To 
make the problem worse, goggles and 
earmuffs 1mpa1r your vision and hearing. 
Merely accepting the fact that these extra 
layers of clothes and various protective 
items will impair your agility and efficiency 
1s winning half the battle Pat1ence1 

VARIOUS OTHER PRECAUTIONS 
Walking and working on an icy flight 

ramp or an aircraft wing are especially 
hazardous Climbing icy steps can also be 
tricky Watch out for icy patches and 
other spots that freeze quickly, such as 
painted areas 

A special warning when working 
around cold soaked aircraft" don't touch 
cold metal surfaces or ·tools with your 
bare hands. Even 1f your hands feel dry, 
they still may freeze and possibly stick to 
the cold metal surfaces Keep your tools ► 



co:,vt'red anti clear of blowing snow 
\\h1ch could later freeze to your touch 

If you get fuel on your bare hands. 
ev.:1porat10n ol the fluid may cause in 
stant frostbite Remember. de.icing llu1d 
1s toxrc and can be harmful ii you breathe 
1n the fumes or get the fluid 1n your eyes 
or on your skin (For a discussion of safety 
practices while using de•1crng fluids. see 
the preceding article. "Removing Old 
Man Winter's Accumulations ") 

Stay alert around aircraft with engines 
running You're work.mg under serious 
handicaps, so you Just can't afford to get 
careless Your gloves, goggles. or tools 
can easily be ingested into the engines 

Danger at the rear of the aircraft 1s 
even greater on icy ramps because Jet 
blast can loosen chunks of ice and hurl 
them at great velocities Loose ice also 
may be ingested into the engine intakes 

An add1t1onal danger exists 1n front of 
aircraft parked on icy ramps Aircraft can 
move unexpectedly with much less 
engine power than on dry ramps 

AIRCRAFT PROBLEMS 
Air and hydraulic fluid leaks are amplified 

WINDSPEED 

KNDTS MPM 

CALM ClLM 40 35 JO 25 20 15 10 

,_, 35 JO 25 20 15 10 

7-10 10 30 20 15 10 

11-15 " 25 15 10 5 -10 -20 -25 -30 -40 -45 -50 -60 -65 -70 -80 -85 

16-19 

20-23 

24-28 

29-32 

33-36 

10 20 10 0 -10 -15 -25 -30 -35 -45 -50 -60 -6:J -75 -80 -85 

" 15 10 -5 -15 -20 -JO -JS -45 -50 -60 -65 -7!> -80 -90 

JO 10 0 -10 -20 -25 -JO -40 -50 -55 -65 -70 -80 -85 

JI 10 

40 ,, 

- • .. 1_,,_.,.. '\ 
as the temperature plummets Hydraulic 
cylinders and actuators may leak fluid 
because O-r1ngs, seals. and gaskets are less 
pliable and become deformed at lower 
temperatures. In add1t1on. ice crystals 1n 
hydraulic fluid may cut seal matenals Air 
leaks develop as seals and line connections 
contract at different rates 

~ \~\. •\· ... 
~''. 

Mechanical and hydraulic controls 
become sluggish m cold weather Using 
unauthorized lubricants that seemed to 
work properly m warm weather will stiffen 
up as the temperature drops and cause 
bearings to require added force to move 

Moisture condensation causes water to 
accumulate 1n fuel tanks, especially 1n tanks 
that are not kept filled If the water freezes. 
1t may clog filters. fuel lines. and valves 

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS 
You can avoid most aircraft problems 

and personal survival problems during 
frigid temperatures by following some 
simple. basic rules 
• Be aware of current weather cond1 
t1ons and keep updated on 1mmed1ate
and long-range weather forecasts. then 
dress accordingly 
• When making frequent trrps from the 
outside cold to an 1ns1de ,_.,,arm area. be 
sure to remove outer clothing upon 
entering the warmer area. Put them back 
on iust prior to going back outside to 
brave the cold weather This helps pre 
vent persp1r1ng 1n warmer areas with too 

much clothing on ar-,J 13•er ;:,: ,..~ ::::::, 
out into the :.u••.--,;: jarrc: - .... -~ 
• Keep ~our 
footwear 

Finallv. rea1 :e '.'lar e>.e',•:"-: e se :. 
also be Jn•J~' .r~ s~~-=-

t1ons 1\ili be s o•:.er ar•J :"e' ·es~-c-s:-s 
may try 1our pat,er..:e S,:,, ·--e ~:-.•:Su· 
v1val patience and c:,,.,.,r-cr' s:- ... se " a 
that ~au do And "'-1th •r:- or•:C'e ::-·,2::,_ 
t1ons, both you and ,ovr J 'C' :,,,e : :::e 
around 1,\hen the ",.-:,-.-.ers t,i . .:-,,:, ... - J;JJ .. ■ 
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CRAM Pf D OUAHIIRS IN IHI GlAR WillS 
Pretend that you are an F-15 "nose 

landina aear!" 
If you can convince yourself of that. 

the view in the photo here is what you 
would see •s you were about to be 
catapulted up into the nos.e aear wheel 
well, just after the Eaale pilot has 
selected Gear Up. Pretty tiaht fit and 
not much room for you in ttYt hole. is 
therel Same thina with the re11I NLC. 
and there have been some recent pro~ 
lems associated with that situation. 

For instance, an Eaale driver tried to 
drop the aear once, twice, and only on 
the third try did all ,ear indicate down 
and locked. Ourin1 the taxi Nn, he wu 
informed that there appeared to be 
IOffl4! wires hanaina loose from the 
nose aear are.. Post-fliaht check 
rft'ealed extensive wirina damqe in 
the well, several cable damps were 
bent and torn loose, and there was • 
dent in the antenna cover on the aeu 
door. There was ,also evidence of 
wirina rubbina on the outside lower 
portion of the nose ,eu strut. All m aJI, 

• mess, but one thAt fortunately did 
not uuse any serious problems on this 
RTB. Let's lookot whot hoppened. 

While ~ce, 0< rother the lack of It. 

F-15 Hydraulic System 
C!J This win1 maintains a continuous 

tducational process to minimir.t air in tht 
aircraft hydraulic systtm. Thty naturally 
look to tht MCAIR rtp for ad11ict and 
guidance, but somtthing is puu./in1 oU of 
w- how. Is ii tn" thot oJr can 1w intra. 
duc«I into tht hydrauUc 1ysttm by 
manuol movon,nt of tht spudbrakt or 
horlr.ontal stablkztors? Ptrhops this could 
occur if oJr is sucktd past tht stab. but if 
this is 10, why don't Wt stt a hydraulic 
kak.' Airo, I hav, htard thal II nq11tiv1 
prnsur, ui.sts in tht systan 11/tw sJ11~t
down. Trw or /alu? 

rJ There used to be a return air sensing 
valve ,n the speedbrak:e system which 
could induce air into the hydraulic system 
when the brake was manually moved. 
This valve has since been removed from 
all aircraft. 

Today, air ts only introducible into the 
system by servicing or by system 
maintenance. A,r 1s normally compressed 
into the hydraulic fluid, where it 1s 
known as ''air 1n solution." When a 
speedbrake or other surface is manually 
moved, it causes a negative pressure in 
the actuator/lines, which allows the air 
that 1s already 1n the fluid to come "out 
of solution" and cause bubbles or air 
pockets. "New" air has not been in
troduced 1n this situation, even though 
you may be seeing bubbles in the sight 
glass on the hydraulic mule. Air levels m 
the system of up to 20%, measurable on 
the manometer, are acceptable. 

Finally, a negative pressure does not exist 
1n the system after shutdown. A positive 
pressure e111sts until the pressure is bled off, 
then the system should be at ambient. 

Bv TOM GIMBEL 
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is critic.I in all ttvee landin■ 1e.u 
wheel wells, there is • place for 
everythina. but everythina mun be in 
its place! On this fliaht. the no$@ aear 
strut had cauaht on wirina that had not 
been securely clamped in place 10me 
time previously. Maintenance looked 
in the wheel wells of some other air· 
craft on the line, and found the poten
tial for more problems of this type -
loose, improperly mounted, or wrona 
1ize ct.imps; and incorrect routine of 
wirin1 in the are,, in question. Unlike 
you, the no$@ aear does not hn·e eyes; 
it's 1oin1 to 11am up into the well 
reaardless of what may be in the way 
- your job i1 to mUe sure nothin1 is 
in the ,nyl Since this problem can oc• 
cur anywhere alona the line, from irt
itial manufacture throuah irHel"\'ice 
repair and maintenance, we are takina 
• dose look at the situation here at the 
plant we suuest you do the same out 
there. Ea1les have three wheels - I.a• 
din1 with less is not .a pilot's ide.a of 1 
fun time. • 
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First of all, I would like to clarify why the return 
pressure sensing (RPS) valves were removed from 
the F-1 S's hydraulic system, and I would also like 
to discuss a previous statement made concerning 
negative pressure in the hydraulic reservoir after 
shutdown. In the DIGEST, Vol. 34, No. 3, 1987, the 
Product Support Technical Support Group 
answered a question on this particular subject. 
This information was contained in the article, 
"Home Office - Notes From Our Technical Sup
port Group. " 

In addition to my discussions on the whats, 
whys, and therefores behind the RPS valves, I will 
continue with some additional thoughts on how 
to more effectively maintain your Eagle's 
hydraulic system. 

MCDONNELL AIRCRAFT co-.1P~, .... ) 



Why the Removal of RPS Function 
The speed brake selector valve, along with other utility system 

selector valves, had a return pressure sensing feature commonly 
called RPS. Whenever the return pressure fell to 23 ± 8.5 psi, the 
return device would shut off the valve and isolate that particular 
subsystem if the failure was downstream of the valve. Also, all 
the valves with the RPS function had an external button that. 
when manually activated, disarmed the RPS function completely. 

After the aircraft were in service for a short time, it was decided 
to remove the RPS function from the selector valves. The RPS 
valves associated with the speed brake and horizontal stabilator 
were blamed for air being introduced into the hydraulic system 
whenever the speedbrake or horizontal stabilators were moved 
manually. In reality, the RPS device was too sensitive for the nor
mal air content levels in the system. 

It was found that dunng start-up and ground maintenance 
operations, after the system had been at rest, the air which had 
been dissolved into the hydraulic fluid during system operation 
came out of solution and formed bubbles. These bubbles had to 
be compressed before the RPS device could be armed Because of 
the low internal leakage (allowable) rate through the RPS valve, it 
took considerable trme to compress the free air (acceptable 
amount) in the subsystem and build up sufficient pressure to arm 
the RPS valve. Depending upon the amount of free air in the sub
system, it would take considerable time before the subsystem 
RPS function would operate. 

Every hydraulic start-up gave the impression that there was a 
gross leak or failure In the system. Because of so many false in

dications, the RPS feature was removed. This was accomplished 
in two stages. Fcrst, a collar was placed under the RPS disarming 
button to hold It rn the full out position, thus disarming the RPS 
feature Second, the RPS device was completely removed from all 
the selector valves 

System Negative Pressure 
This is an area that I need to expand upon, as to how a 

negative (less than atmospheric) pressure exists within the 
hydraulic system 1mmed1ately after shutdown. 

The question was asked. Can a negative pressure exist in the 
hydrauhc system after shutdown? The answer: Yes, due to the 
bootstrap feature of the reservoir. When the 3000 psi input to 
the reservoir is interrupted (engines or external hydraulic source 
shut off) and the system starts cooling down, the reservoir piston 
will not fully follow the oil volume change due to seal fnct1on. 
This causes a shght negative pressure of approximately 2 psi that 
eventually dissipates as the system remains at rest 

How Much Air Is Too Much? 
Air in hydraulic systems is an age-old problem Both people and 

aircraft have circulatory systems. While they carry different fluids 
for several different purposes, they both are subject to serious 
problems when "air" is allowed to enter their system. The human 
body's blood stream and the airplane's hydraulic system are 
similar - more than an acceptable amount of air and both are in 
serious trouble. Getting air out of aircraft hydraulic systems, and 
keeping it out, is an old and unfortunately recurring problem. 
While problems caused by air are often troublesome to prove, ef
fective removal of air from a hydraulic system Is vitally important 
to sate and successful aircraft operations. 

Arr ,s normally compressed into the hydraulic fluid, where it Is 
known as "air in solution." When a speedbrake or other high 
flow rate surface is manually moved, it causes cavitation in the 
actuators and lines, which allows the air that is already in the 
fluid to come out of solution causing bubbles or air pockets New 
air has not been introduced In this situation, even though you 
may be seeing bubbles In the sight glass on the hydraulic mule. 
Air levels in the system of up to 20%, measurable on the 
manometer, are acceptable 

The key to maintaining an acceptable air level ,n your hydraulic 
system 1s knowing how to properly use your external hydraulic 

cart. Carts have two primary methods of operation: OPEN LOOP 
and CLOSED LOOP. 

In the OPEN LOOP configuration, the return fluid from the air
craft is directed to the reservoir in the hydraulic mule. OPEN 
LOOP is the most effective way to bleed air from your hydraulic 
system. During this operation, all the aircraft fluid is routed 
through the cart reservoir where the air can come out of solution 
and be separated. Remember, when you are operating In the 
open loop mode, the reservoir must be refilled and the reservoir 
level sensing (RLS) circuit reset upon completion of the 
maintenance action. 

However, in the CLOSED LOOP operation, the external 
hydraulic cart uses the aircraft reservoir. Fluid rs routed from the 
aircraft suction line directly to the external hydraulic cart pump 
and from the pump to the aircraft pressure connection. The ef
fect of closed loop bleeding is that it will distnbute large air 
pockets into smaller bubbles 

The F-1 S's hydraulic system cannot self-bleed, so don't tet 
anyone talk you into thinking air is not a problem. Don't you ever 
believe it! Excessive amounts of air in a system can play havoc 
with it, especially when a bubble of air finds its way into a pump 
suction line. One bubble of air can immediately render a system 
ineffective - in other words the system pressure goes to zero It is 
very important to know how to properly use your external 
hydraulic cart effectively. 

For more in-depth information on this sub1ect, contact your Field 
Service Engineer (FSE) and ask him for a copy of PS 979 "An age 
old problem. . Air In Hydraulic Systems " If there is not a FSE at 
your base, contact the DIGEST in writing (see inside front cover), 
and we w1U be glad to forward a copy of the PS report to you. 

Bootstrap Hydraulic Reservoirs 
Each hydraulic system - PC-1, PC-2, and Utility - contains a 

reservoir which provides hydraulic fluid for d1fferent1al volumetric 
displacement of actuating cylinders, thermal expansion and con
traction of fluid, hydraulic line e11:pansIon, and seal deflection due 
to pressure and fluid leakage. The reservoir also has a feature 
that shuts off portions of the system in the event external leaks 
occur. Recently, field reports have mentioned problems 
associated with this particular end item 

Incorrect servicing seems to be the primary reason for malfunc
tions associated with this component If, In servicing a reservoir, 
the hydraulic fluid flow rate Is too fast and the pressure too high, 
over-pressurization and reservoir damage will result. The servic
ing information in the technrcal orders is adequate and not dif
ficult to follow Merely complying with the procedures will 
resolve servicing problems 

Titanium Fittings 
When installing a titanium line onto a ''T'' f1tt1ng, there are 

some important things to keep In mind When a ''T'' f1tt1ng ap
pears misaligned, loosen both ends of all tubes connected to that 
'T' This may also require loc-sening support clamps to allow for 
ad1ustment in the bracket slot. Always tighten each tube end f1t
tIng hand-tight, as this will provide the best way to align the lines ► 
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and fitting Next, go around lo each fitting and partially tighten 
rt, and continue this process until full torque 1s achieved. 

Durrng 1nstallat1on of a tube connected to a bulkhead f,tting, 
you should always loosen the bulkhead fitting Jam nut to allow 
the fitting to "float" 1n the bulkhead hole Loosen the support 
clamps to allow for adjustment 1n the bracket slot, when re
quired First, tighten the tube end fitting hand-tight, moving 
bulkhead fitting around for the best fit Then, torque support 
clamp bolts and bulkhead fitting Jam nut. Next, torque the tube 
and fitting 

Remember, "double wrf'nd11ng" 1·, a mw,110 pr,-,,:,r,t ,l,irnnr:J<> 
to assooated lines and fittings Th~re s nrJth1r11 rr,r,r,:, rJ1c,rr,iJf,VJ 

mg than to crimp a line which you 1u>! •n•,t..-Jll<'d bl:'r:d•Jc,,, ;r)u 
didn't take the time to u~e tw,) wrf'nrhv, tr, r,~mrh•t<'! thr, ,n 
stal\at1on. 

Seal (0-Ring) Usage 
Usage of the wrong size seal. diameter, vr r:ross -;eel10n rJ1men

s1on should never. repeat never, be allow':'rl 10 rJr:.-ur .-,n 
hydraulic component or fitting A standard rule r~f thumb 
always be that there be no dev1at1ons from the a1rr:ralt manufa,: 
lure designated part number - m other words use only what 1s 

4 spec1f1ed in your technical manuals The sl,ghtest change 1n seal 
sizes can rum your day - especially 11 the pilot has to declare an 
IFE (in-flight emergency) because of a hydraulic sy~tem failure 

Never, under any circumstances, use seals that are not pac~aged 
Always make 1t a point to verify the part number an,j cure date 
Beware of suitable substitute seals from supply unless technical 
data authorizes their usage 

Seals are designed to function with certain t1pes of fluids Their 
~• £.. • material characteristics ma thermal environment are some of the 

_£__ Ti 4llt:.:: ~ df'I factors which dictate engineers· selection Use only designated 
,-·. · · ~ seals called out in the technical orders This will ensure you are 
~ gettmg the correct size and type needed to prevent leakage from 

the component. 

. --'. Conclusion 
Hopefully these general tidbits of 1nformat1on on the F-1 S's , .. \, .•-r hydraulic system will help you keep your Eagle flyrng I would like 

i!!!!!ll ... -1,..~---_.__,, ~~~~l~~rn°: ;~~a~~~ :~~~~:t~;~~~na a~j~~~~n~1!~1~~: ~;~~~~~ 
• So the next time you're repamng, servicing, or functional check

ing your hydraulic system, "do 1t by the book ·· 
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• •If We Didn't 
fiet Them, 
They Didn't 
Come Our Way.'' 

The 57th Fighter Interceptor Squadron 
has been stationed at Keflavik Interna
tional Airport in Iceland since 1954. They 
be-gan to fly the McDonnell F-4 Phantom in 
1973, and in November of 1985 converted 
to the MCAIR F-1 SC/O Eagle equipped with 
conformal fuel tanks (CFTs). "Bear Hunt
ing" is exceptionally good in this part of 
the world, and CFTs are making it even 
better. Here is a first-hand report by the 
people who are accomplishing. , . 

Conformal Fuel Tank 

_Operatio1 
1n , 
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The "Iceland Defense Force" (IDF) 

was created in 1951 when the United 
States and Iceland signed a defense 
agreement. However, lJ,S. forces first 
arrfred on this island nation strategically 
located in the l\'orth Atlantic halfway 
betM-·een New York and MoscOM-' in July 
of 1941. In addition to their direct 
defense role, American military person
nel constructed the l<eflavik airport as a 
refueling point for aircraft delfreries and 
cargo flights to our European allies. 

After the conclusion of WW II, all 
troops K'ere withdrawn from Iceland but 
in 1946 a special agreement penni1ted con
tinued use of Kejla,·ik airport for flights in 
support of occupation forces in Europe. In 
/949, Iceland became a charter member of 
NATO (North Atlantic Trealy Organiza
tion), and in /951 lhe JDF was established. 
As a /\'A TO member, Iceland has prOl•id
ed an effectfre base for anti-submarine 
warfare patrol aircraft and communica
tion facilities, for search and rescue opera
tions, and for stationing air defense forces 
which include A U · ◄ CS, ground-based 
radars, and a fighter-interceptor squadron, 

COLONEL ROBERT G. JENKINS 
Commander 
Air Forces Iceland 

Last year, we more than doubled our 
previous year's level of activity. or 
more correctly I should say that the Rus-

sians more than doubled their previous 
year's level of activity, since what we do 
up here is in direct response to what they 
do out there! 

When I use the word "activity," I'm 
referring primarily to the entrance into 
Icelandic air space of the Soviet TU-95 
bomber series of aircraft with the NATO 
code name of "Bear;" our identificatron 
and surveillancl? of them; and our subse
quent escort of them out of our zone of 
responsibility We get act1v1ty almost 
every day of the week. out of the Rus
sians, and the trend each year has been 
for more rather than less 

They are flying several versions of this 
airplane - anti-submarine, a1r•to-ground 
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stand-off missile earner, and recon 
na1ssance/electronic 1nte!l1gence gather 
ing types We've had them all come 
through here, on their way into the 
North Atlantic, or completing a training 
run against the Norwegian coast or the 
UK., or heading on over to the North 
American coast for pract1.-:e with their 
long range missile carrier~ 

A qu1ck-react1on alert 1s ma1nta1ned at 
Keflav1k at all times with two F- 1 Ss The 
AWACS is also on the same alert. as 1s the 
tanker. Most of our intercepts are ac
complished after coming off the ground. 
but sometimes during CAP It's a combina
tion of these capabilities - ground and air• 
borne - that has produced the results The 

motto up here 1s - "If we didn't get them. 
they didn't come our way,'' and there are 
releasable intelligence figures to prove rt 
In 1985, there were 170 intercepts and 
last year was about the same 

The feeling here at Keflav1k 1s that we 
are really on the leading edge of air 
defense operations around the world 
First, because we are closest to the Rus
sians, and second, because we intercept 
more Russian aircraft than the re~ of the 
Air Force put together. With Just 20 
fighters. Sometimes we have two in• 
tercepts running simultaneously; it's not 
at all unusual to have a couple sets of 
Bears airborne in our area And 1n my 
opinion, we couldn't do what needs to 
be done here without the F· 1 5 Eagle iet 

As you know, the F-4 series (first the C 
and then the E) was used here for more 
than 12 years. until late 1985 I fie"" the 
Phantom myself for years, loved e,..er,, 
mmute of it, but what we are doing ""1th 
the Eagle in Iceland Just could not be 
done by the F-4, or an; other airplane 
You have to think about Iceland - 1,-.nere 
1t 1s, what 1t 1s - in order to understar.a • 



the capability the F-15 provides for the 
mission up here 

This island sits out in the middle of the 
North Atlantic, smack dab in the middle of 
some of the harshest weather In the 
world. It's not always harsh, but it can 
turn that way almost instantaneously The 
closest alternate place to land Is Scotland 
- over 700 mites away That simple state• 
ment has some qwte profound imphca
tIons 1f you're a fighter pilot; it dictates a 
lot of things, and is a necessary part of 
everybody's thinking. The extra on-station 
time possible with the F-15 and its 
capability for going to a distant alternate 
as circumstances may require, make a 
tremendous difference in operational 
planning - not only m the active mission 
but In the training mission as well 

With the F-4 for example, with three 
bags of fuel, you could take off from 
here on an intercept mission, go out 
about 200 miles to the edge of the 
MADIZ (m1l1tary air defense 1dent1f1cat1on 
zone), and have about 15 minutes of 
playing time before coming home or call
ing up a tanker If an alternate was need
ed, you had to refuel almost by the time 
you got airborne. With the F-15, with 
conformal tanks, there is an hour forty
five of orbit or CAP available to wait out 
there for whatever may be coming in 
And for training missions, weather does 
not down the Eagle very often. We have 
been able to lower weather minimums 
way below what had to be maintained 
for the Phantom because we always 
know exactly how much fuel Is aboard -
there Is plenty of time/fuel for good traIn
Ing sorties, come back to Keflcv1k for a 
low approach, and divert to Scotland if 
the weather has suddenly closed Iceland. 

What with everything I'm saying about 
the Eagle versus the Phantom, don't 
underestimate the F-4. It can carry the 
same basic ordnance as the F-15, and par
ticularly with the slatted wing, it's still a 
top aIr-to-a1r machine. And tough as hell -
I remember Phantoms being practically 
shot to pieces in Vietnam and still bringing 
people home safely. So what I'm talking 
about now Is pure technology and state
of-the-art capability. In my opinion, there 
ar(:- two basic areas in which the Eagle 
shows to great advantage in this tactical 
environment. We've already talked about 
one of them - its on-station time capabili
ty - and the other is avionics. Especially 
the pulse-doppler radar. 

Up here we have two ways to detect 
and track IncomIng unidentified aircraft. 
Ground radar sites are at both ends of 

the island, and we use the E-3A for air
borne surveillance Every once In a whrle, 
something w,11 happen to our AWACS 
Not often, but occasionally, and we'll 
have to put the F-1 Ss out there on com
bat air patrol by themselves to find the 
Bear They don't have a problem. That"s 
not to say the Eagle Is a mini-AWACS, 
but its radar is very good and a great ad
vantage to us 

You mix the technology of the F-15 
with the skills of our aircrews and the 
result Is an unbeatable comb1nat1on 
Without a doubt, the most experienced 
pilot group In any one squadron In the 
Air Force today Is assigned here The 
average pilot In our squadron Is a senior 
captain with 1200 - 1 500 hours of 
fighter time - most 1f not all In Eagles 
Every one of these guys falls under the 
Air Force definition of "experienced" 
with respect to previous tours The en
vironment here and the nsk factors are 
such that we need highly qualified air
crews. Certainly, we do training missions, 
but we do not fly In a quote training un
quote atmosphere. In Iceland, things are 
about as real as they can get. __ _ 

The 57th Fighter Interceptor Squadron 
activated as a fighter training unit in 
January /941 at Hami/Jon FU!ld, California. 
Their fust aircraft were P-39 Airacobras 
and P40 Warhawks. After a short tour to 
Alaska, the unk returned to Hamilton, 
transitioned to the P-51 /Wustang, and con
tinued training new fighter pilots until deac
tfration in April 1944. 

Reactivated in 1953 in .\1aine with F-89 
Scorpions, the squadron moved to 
Iceland in November /954 (as the only 
fighter unit assigned to the Military Air 
Transport Command), converted to the 
F-101 Delta Dagger in 1961, and in the 
ensuing I I years made more than one 
thousand intercepts of Soviet military air
craft. By now a part of ADC (Air 
Defense Command), the Black Knights 
picked up the F•4C Phantom II in /973 
and greatly increased their mission 
capabilities. Four years later, they 
upgraded to the F-4£, and in July /985 
began conversion to the McDonnell F•/5 
Eagle. In their time with the Phantoms, 
the 57th FIS flew 151 consecutive months 
without a Class A mishap, intercepted 
more than I 100 Soviet intruders, and 
received numerous awards (including the 
Hughes and Baker trophies) for ex
cellence in operations and maintenance. 

The mission of the squadron is to be 
prepared at all times to intercept, iden
tify, escort, and if required, destroy 
unauthori:ed intruders that penetrate 
sovereign airspace su"ounding Iceland. 
This requires tactical planning and train
ing for fighter operations required by the 
Commander of Iceland Defense Forces in 
Jo/fillment of USCINCLANT (United 
Stotts Commander In Chief Atlantic) 
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directfres. The 5 7th FIS is assigned direct
ly to Air Forces h'eland (AFI), the joint 
air component command of /OF and is a 
subordinate unit of 1-"irst 4ir Force and 
Tactical Air Command at /.an~leJ' 4ir 
Force Base, Virginia, 

F-15 pilots and maintenance perrnn
nel are on alert 14 houn- a day tr, prol"ide 
immediate response. Aircraft can be air
borne within minutes of a "scramble" 
order to intercept and identify unhnoH"n 
aircraft. The squadron has a secondary 
mission during peacetime to photn,:raph 
intercepted Sodet bloc aircra}i in rnp
porl of continuing intelligence re
quiremenls. The Blach l<nigh1s are in 
constant training to heep personnel and 
equipment al peah effidency -
demonstrated by an a,·erage of more 
than If.HJ Sodet imercepts each year. 

At the present time. the 57th FIS is the 
only L"SAF squadron flying all F-/5s 
equipped with conformal fuel ranhs as 
the standard operating configuration. 
Tanks are not downloaded for any mis
sion, but a CFT fueling "lochout" pro
cedure is used when a complete fuel load 
may not be desired - during sortie surges 
and special exercises for example, and on
ly H"hen local wealher conditions indicate 
full Juel reser~·es will not be required. 

LIEUTENANT COLONEL LEIF R. OUNN 
Commander 
57th Fighter Interceptor Squadron 

I took command of the squadron here 
in February of 1986, and the JOb has pro
ven to be a lot more interesting than with 
a standard state-side FIS While we are 
getting fairly well into Eagle flying now, 
there Is still something new every day that 
reminds all of us that this is a pretty spee1al 
situation. We are operating as an Air Force 
tenant at a Navy base located on a remote 
island nation subJect to some of the 
wildest weather imaginable. And those 
are JUSt a few of the differences! 

Our supply Is basically by military air 
and sea lifts with lateral support Imes five 
to six thousand miles long. If we run out 
of parts - F-15 parts, typewnter ribbons, 
cans of pa,nt - we can't run down to the 
air logistics center, the K-Mart, or Ace 
Hardware. If it isn't on the island, we 
either do without or sit at the end of a 
mighty long supply chain. There Is no 
Federal Express to Keflav1k - lcelandair or 
standard military airlift gets our MICAPS 
tn and out - and such a log1stcc stream Is 
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always more demanding on the planning 
process, and often frustrating But when 
something works right, it really feels 
good. and most things are working pret 
ty well today - espeoally for an organiza
tion still undergoing the effects of rnn
version from one aircraft to another 

We have been producing steady in
creases in our ma,ntenance capability 
Our program 1s maturing slowly. Defer
red discrepancies have been going down. 
cannibalization rates are coming down 
slightly - though it's important to note 
that our "cann" rates are still higher then 
we'd like, which really reflects the long 
logistic tail up here. Our scheduling effec 
t1veness has been going up; MC rates are 
climbing slowly but surety; NMCM and 
NMCS rates are coming down 

Something else to consider when look
ing at the numbers hung up so far by the 
Eagle in the 57th FIS is "sortie duration." 
Our average sortie is about 80% longer 
than one in a standard TFS. An average 
mission up here lasts about 1.9 hours -
state-side is about 1.26 for a TFS, 1.5 for 
a FIS. So we fly fewer sorties but many 
more hours than most comparable units 
And time in the air is what burns up tur
bines, what burns up aviomcs 

Our average active air mission is almost 
five hours - at night, in weather, daytime, 
you name it During a recent combat sor
tie surge exercise, we had a guy log a 3.3 
unrefueled. That's worth saying twice -
3.3 hours unrefueled! Those are things 
that do not normally happen and are out 
of the ordinary for your standard fighter 
unit to do. Our longest active air mission 
to date is over six hours. That's a long time 
in the a,r, considering an average tactical 
deployment mission - CONUS to Europe -
1s about 9½ hours. Several times a week, 
we make four, ftve, six hour tnps to work 
in the MADlZ - military a,r defense iden
tification zone - defined for Icelandic 
mihtary aircraft operations. Those missions 
will take the Eagle out to an operating 
radius of 500 miles or so. That's excep
tionally demanding on both aircrews and 
airplanes, and 1s unique to activities in this 
small branch of the Air Force 

The "Black Knights" are the only unit 
that routinely flies the a1r-to-a1r mission with 
CFTs (conformal fuel tanks). These tanks 
make a significant difference in both the 
capabihty and performance of the F- 1 5 
The capability improvement 1s why we've 
got tanks They provide lots more low-drag 
onboard gas - aerodynamically speaking, 
rt's basically internal tue1 

All of our Eagles are equipped with 
CFTs, and we always fly that way because 
our nearest alternate is over 700 miles 
away We need that gas on board in order 
to get any kind of productive training mis
sions accomphshed We take off with all 
this fuel, accompltsh the m1ss1on, and 
recover with almost as much gas as I 
would take oft with at Eglinl We'll get 
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back to the f1)( with around l0,000 pounds 
of fuel on board and that allows us to 
shoot the approach, take a look at the 
weather, decide to come drrectly on 1n 
with all that gas or stay in the pattern. 
burn down a bit more, and then land We 
don't like to land with over about 8,500 
pounds on board, especially when the 
weather 1s poor and the runway 1s less 
than optimum, which it often times 1s 

The weather here 1s probably no worse 
than at B1tburg or Soesterberg or any of 
the continental bases in terms of ceiling 
and visibility, but what we get here are 
the combined effects - wind, rain, snow, 
ice, reduced ceiling and viz - and al\ 
those things are synergistic You wind up 
very often 1n flying conditions that any 
one of which wouldn't be uncomfor
table, but the combination makes 1t 
tough Up here, flying 1s done in a region 
where you want everything going for 
you that's possible 

You want lots of gas to get someplace if 
you need to go there; you want the hook 
to work, you want the cables up; you 
want the runway swept; you want the 
urea down; you want the GCA up, and 
you want the ILS working. Percentages are 
not that high to begin with, and every ad
ditional deomal point helps. If there 1s to 
be a failure 1n any system, you want the 
whole thing up front - and that's one of 
the pluses for the Eagle; it's such a good 
systems airplane and most everything on 
board works all of the time 

We have very few hard avionics 
failures Something goes out on occa
sion, but 1t usually doesn't happen all at 
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once It degrades gradually, anr:l whPn 1t 

does start to die on you. therP 1s ttw 
redundancy of the flight control systPrr1',, 
the hydraulics and everything else 1() take 
up the slack All of these good thirigs 1.,.1 
us operate with no alternate. with 800 
miles of water on all four sides, and still 
feel as though we are in a fa1rl1 saff:' er, 
v1ronment Remember, there 1s no place 
to land e)(cept right here When you 
come back with less than 8,000 pound~ 
of gas, you've got two options - you can 
either land here or hit a tanker Other 
than that, there 1s no place to go 

The threat up here for the 5 7th FIS Is 
presently a bomber and air-launched 
cruise m1ss1le threat. That may change 
and we may be relocated, but for the 
time being we have a defense m1ss1on 
and a basic air sovereignty mIss1on, and 
both are very amenable to the F-15 con• 
figuration currently assigned to us. We 
are happy wtth the performance of the 
(FT-equipped Jet in those respects. and 1t 
is well suited to the m1ss1ons here 

Any time you add to the basic weight 
of an airplane, you are going to suffer a 
corresponding loss in performance 
somewhere. CFTs add about 2.500 
pounds of structural weight to the Eagle. 
shift the CG around a bit, and increase 
starting fuel weight by close to five tons 
Naturally the cost shows in 1n1t1al 
maneuvering performance The benefit 
comes in a tremendous increase in 

capability 1n terms of range/payload -
how far we can go and what we can do 
when we get there That's why CFTs 
were originally bought, that's how we're ► 



using them. and we are getting magnif1-
c1ent ut1l1ty out of them in that respect 

Pilots who come to this configuration 
of the F-15 find the initial difference 1n 
terms of maneuvering performance to be 
striking I know I have It rs not the plain 
"A" model by any stretch of the imagina
tion. It 1s not a clean A: 1n fact, it's not a 
clean anything - it's a much more rough 
handling airplane, much more sensitive 
than the clean A model. The biggest dif
ference right off the bat is when you 
have 22. 23.000 pounds internal and an 
operational O\ierload warning system -
the transonic allowable G is very low. We 
keep very good tabs on our Level I OWS 
activations, to make sure the guys are 
aware that when you get into a transonic 
thumbprint with a heavy Jet, 1t can be 
over-G'd 1n a heartbeat. We are very 
careful of that 

The payoff comes very quickly - as 
soon as the gas burns down, gross 
weight 1s reduced and you've got perfor
mance similar to a non-tanked C or D 
model It's Just a matter of how much the 
airplane weighs at any given time; initial
ly, the difference is str1k1ng, but CFT 
Eagles overall perform about hke any 
other F-1 5 Low speed handling 
characteristics, available G, thrust-to
weight, are all far superior to the F-4 
And of course, the weapons systems are 
way above anything else flying. If 
nothing else. we could just go 350 miles 
away, wait for the other guy to run out 
of gas, and then shoot him in the tail. My 
only point is that with a Jet that can get 
as heavy as this one, unless a pilot sits 
down and thinks abou( it, tries to an
ticipate it, he can get surprised. And up 
here, the fewer surprises the better!_ 

MAJOR RONALO R. OUFRESNE 

~1f[t:1ifth~:;e:nf!r~~~~~1quadron 
What makes flying the F-15 in the 57th 

so unique 1s that the squadron has a war
time and a peacetime mission. While most 
fighter squadrons spend their time in con
trolled tra1nrng for their wartime mission. 

this unit must manage its wartime training 
around its relentless peacetime air 
sovereignty mission over Iceland. Couple 
this with Iceland's dynamic operating en
vironment and the myriad of other 
defense actrv1t1es here at the Naval Air Sta
lion, and you've got a real challenging 
and interesting assignment 

Being part of the cadre to convert the 
unit from F-4s to F-1 Ss was a real 
pnvilege. Strategically speaking, equipp
ing the 57th FIS wrth the F-1 SC with con
formal fuel tanks has made a quantum 
improvement in the overall US/NATO 
defense comm11ment to Iceland and the 
Greenland/tceland/United Kingdom 
(GIUK) gap. I think the CFT/F-15 is the 
perfect weapons system for this unit's 
peacetime and wartime missions 

A lot of Eagle drivers may scoff at 
hanging CFTs on the F-15, but I don't 
know of a pilot in this unit who hasn't 
come around to recognizing how much 
they add to the jet's capabilities -
especially here in Iceland. Sure, every guy 
wishes all he did was fly clean A-models, 
day, VFR, two v two, VID required - but 
that's not reality. And true, the CFTs 
reduce Eagle performance by a few 
degrees per second or by a few Gs, but a 
good pilot doesn't employ the airplane 
such that he depends on those few extra 
degrees or Gs - if he does he needs to sit 
down with his squadron Weapons Of
ficer for a little chat about tactics. 

Up here, the weather can change 1n a 
heartbeat and your nearest alternate is 
over 700 miles away. I don't know of any 
other fighter squadron in the Air Force 
that must gear all of its operations to 
such a simple fact. The CFTs allow us to 
get reasonable day-to-day training. yet 
provide sufficient fuel reserves to deal 
with Iceland's weather - a major limiting 
factor. What the CFTs add to the Eagle's 
capabilities are what's important -
especially to us in the 57th FIS. 

First. as I've already alluded, is the add
ed endurance. Because we can carry more 
gas, we get to fly longer and more often 
than would otherwise be possible up here 
in Iceland. And as a Training Officer I can 
say that there is no substitute for flying 
training - not a simulator, not ground 
school. The fact is that 57th F-15 pilots are 
getting twice the flying training that its F-4 
pilots were getting - and that's because 
of the CFTs. 57th FIS pilots are better train
ed today than they've ever been - and 
that's a fact, Ivan! 

Second, CFTs have added significantly 
to our ability to conduct our peacetime 
air sovereignty mission. It used to be that 
Soviet TU-95 Bears would come 
meandering around the Icelandic MADIZ, 
to be greeted by three-tanked Phantoms 
who could stay with them so long as 
there was a tanker near by. Now, CFT 
Eagles meet them, with the gas to keep 
an eye (and weapons) on the situation as 
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long as Ivan wants (feels safe) to hang 
around. Personally, during the many in
tercepts I've been on, I detect a wise 
sense of respect from the Bear drivers 
towards the presence of the 57th's F-1 Ss. 

Finally, CFTs have added immeasurably 
towards the execution of our wartime 
mission. The added endurance they pro
vide equates to added station time in 
maintaining air superiority CAPs over 
Iceland - a real force multiplier! I believe 
the Soviet Icelandic planners have their 
work cut out for them 

In my opinion, equipping the 57th FIS 
with the F-1 5 configured with conformal 
fuel tanks was a super decision. I'm pro
ud to serve in this outstanding and vital 
unit. If anyone ever had any doubts 
about how vital the 57th's mission is. 
they should read Tom Clancy's books! 
The Black Knights of the 57th FIS are 
ready and able - in peace or in war - to 
provide air superiority in the GIUK gap._ 

"We're sleeping in the barn after hav- ' 
ing gone out in the afternoon and ) 
hacked a couple Bears. The horn goes off i 

in the middle of the night, so the two of . 
us take off into the weather, and after _; 
awhile we're night air-refu~ing our over ~ 
the Norwegian Sea in the middle of ; 
nowhere. A little later we pass the j 
AWACS on its way home because it's i 
been working all night. There goes our ! 
'big picture,· but we know from in-l 
telligence that there is traffic out there 
somewhere, so with plenty of gas on- i 

b0;3~e W:n~: u!h~ ~p kJok generally, J 
but that's all the guidance there is. So we 1_1 
try to locate our own Bears in autono- ·J 
mous long range search. After a little i 
while, sure enough . .. hit! Let's see what ! 
we've got here. Looks good. Hold it an'! t 
go see what it is. D~ up and check it ~ 
out. He's all blacked out, but it's a hack - 1 
another Bear that won't get an unacconr I 
panied tour of Iceland! 

'7here is still fuel to spare, so after he 
leaves our zone, we pick up the CAP 
again. About three hours later, there 
comes another hit on the radar. What.) 
have we here? Go check it out - another~ 
Bear! Tums out it was the same one; he ~ 
had gone way out of the Icelandic MADIZ, 
and came back in from another direction. 
So our four-Bear day tums out to be two, 
plus one twK'e. Eagles on Bears - not a 
bad way to make a peacetime living in a 
peacetime Air Forre! 

(Major Dufresne} 
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MAJOR RALPH G. AGUIRRE 
(former) Assistant Director of Operations 
S7th Fighter Interceptor Squadron 

(Everybody knows me as "Slick" so 
please don't put my real first name in the 
article!) I've been fty1ng the F-1 5 since 
1976 and have around 1 700 hours m it 
now. This 1s the first place I've been 
where they've used conformal fuel tanks 
as the standard configuration, but I've 
gotten so used to the feel of the airplane 
with CFTs that I never think about them 
anymore Except to be glad they're there! 
But yes. an Eagle with those bulbous ap
pendages not only looks different, it flies 
different - in part of the regime 

It is necessary to maintain a 
"heavyweight" fuel awareness not 
necessary at other places because we are 
taking off with 24,000 pounds gross fuel 
weight, every time and all the time. 
Abort speed with airplanes weighing as 
much as ours do is pretty low, so when 
the runways are wet and icy that 
possibility has to be firmly in your mind 
Another aspect is that 1f you have a pro
blem after getting airborne, you're not 
going to be able to land right away 
unless you accept landing very heavy and 
take the cable. 

One night, I took off single ship into an 
800 foot ceiling to chase down an ele
ment that had left frfteen minutes 
before, so I was by myself when I got a 
bleed air light shortly after takeoff. This 1s 
the kind of emergency that says get back 
on the ground ASAP because you have 
no idea what that bleed air may be doing 
inside your airplane However, it was 
close to 20 minutes before enough fuel 
had dumped to get me down to a weight 
comfortable for landing on a wet, slushy 
runway So on CFT takeoffs, you always 
need to be cognizant of weight, and on 
landings, you would hke to have 8,000 
pounds of fuel or less 

Then, when you hit the work area - and 
ours are fairly close, hke 50 miles or so -
with any other Eagle Jet you are good to 
go for ACT, you're ready to fight even 
with fuel in the centerline. Not so with 
CFTs When we hit the area, there 1s prob
ably still 3,000 pounds of fuel in each CFT, 
and we don't fight until ,t gets below 
1,500 ,n each We need to do something 
else for awhile to reduce the weight, so 
we practice intercepts on the first few 
passes - typically supersonic intercepts, 
and we get good training out of 1t 
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There are some other things to watch 
for that are CFT related For instance. 
you've got to check the balance in them 
because the F-15 doesn't like an 1m• 
balance there any more than 1t does out 
on the wings. Another example 1s the 
heavyweight flying characteristics One 
of my first flights here was to try doing 
some roll shdes on a guy, and as I was 
just rolhng up with about 3 Gs on the 
departure to put my nose on him I was 
getting the low rate beeper on the OWS 
So sure, it's a heavy jet at first and ,t 
doesn't fight the same at first. Once the 
CFTs are empty, it's almost hke a vanilla 
F-15. And without all that fuel, we 
wouldn't be able to do our job here ,n 
Iceland as well We'd be on the way back 
to base, or hitting a tanker, or not even 
out there m the first place. With empty 
tanks, the airplane doesn't want to ac
celerate supersonic as well as other 
Eagles, but as far as turning performance 
and nose rate go, they seem to be fairly 
full up for the C model once the tanks are 
empty. I've certainly got no complaints. 

If we didn't have CFTs. we'd be flying 
around in a three-bag configuration which 
would limit us in many ways. We couldn't 
do ACT at all or BFM with those things on 
our airplanes. So much of what we do is 
driven by our alert commitment and the 
tactical situation here. When Soviet activity 
increases, we may not be flying just the 
two alert birds; we might have to take four 
of the training lines and turn them into 
alert birds and put them out on Bears too 
You have to have your fleet configured the 
way it's going to be employed, which 1s to 
chase down Soviet airplanes 

To me, an Eagle is an Eagle is an Eagle. 
All the models you've manufactured 
have been great! It's the only jet I want to 
fly. I've had some catastrophic things 
happen and it's still brought me home. 
Once an engine compressor section blew 
up about 100 miles out over the Atlantic 
- knocked holes in the top and bottom 
of the airplane and took out a lot of the 
hydraulics. It was doing uncommanded 
aileron rolls and stuff, but that Eagle got 
me back. I guess I've had three-fourths of 
the emergencies in Chapter 3, but have 
landed them all with no sweat. __ _ 
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r ''It's a moonless night and we're m the 
, murk We dr,ve nght up next to him and I can barely see his outline. During the in

tercept, he's afl blacked out, but he knows 
1 we're there - he's got a radar warning 
~ receiver just like we do. Once we start get
\ ting up close of course, he turns the anri
l coflision beacons on 'cause he's afraid 
t we'll hit him! This close, we feel the v1bra-

~ tio~D~ri~~ ct~~n:;;or:.~ini:,;:~~at too 

' We fly right next to the Bear because paf1 ,
1 

of our job is taking pictures of them. An. 
. F4 is better as a camera platform be
. cause the WSO can take the snapshots 
while the other guy just flies the airplane 

I But anyway, sometimes the Russians are 
not too cooperative with our intelli

" gence--gathering efforts. They'll abruptly 

~ ::!:a~~-g~;g f::ts:::~ot~e~rg:c:~~ 
! position, pick up the camera again - and t a// the time they're doing the same thmg 
J to you. Guys in the blisters on the back of 
, the Bear are waving and taking pictures 
fright back! They are just as interested in 
t us as we are in them, and they must have 
~, a really great collection of Eagle photos. 
i "/ haven't done things like this since 

( ~~!:;~ L~;e2;;g, ;~~e~n d:t~r 18:;::, 
1, landed at 0445, had some coffee while 
[ the jet was tumed, and flew again until 
t-" 0800. I mean I was out all night long 

t ~::: !;• :;: :,;:::YE~r;:;.~he day they 

l. (Major Aguirre) 

Arctic Circle. For .that mission, the Eagles 
have been just supefb. The conf1gurat1on 
we fly is two CFTs wrth two AIM-7 missiles 
No external tanks. That gtVes us plenty of 
gas to scramble out of here, afterburner 
takeoffs, chmb to a medium flight level. 
cruise out to our stop point which may be 
300 - 400 miles away, set up a CAP and 
stay on station for quite some time in the 
maximum endurance mode, and then 
recover You get a lot of cockpit time dur• 
1ng scrambles up here The F-15 has a lot of 
endurance advantages over the F4s that 
were here before. 

We always fly in pairs, so add the en
durance factor and the two APG-63s. 
and things Just can't get much better 
than that• Two Eagle radars both lool.1ng 
at the same piece of sky, include GCI and 
an AWACS. and it's a very capable team 
both day and night and in the v,eather 
Not much gets by us 

There certainly could be times when l"d 
rather have a different Eagle fuel tanl.. ► 



configuration, but not up here and not 
as the opposition here exists today. We 
have a rather benign threat as far as 
maneuvering capability Is concerned, and 
all that extra gas and on-station time is, 
very important. 

I also flew the F-15 at Langley, but in 
an entirely different mission situation -
there it was against similar-performing 
airplanes and in a counterair type mis
sion. Lots of gas was not as important as 
maneuvering potential, so it was better 
to have the extra fuel available in jet-
t1sonable tanks. ______ _ 

~- ~,. 
(~ ~ "e'a 
MAJOR ALLEN B. DECKER 
Chief of Maintenance 
57th Fighter Interceptor Squadron 

This is my third F-15 unit and my ninth 
year of association with the Eagle Jet. This 
mission, this F-1 5 configuratron, and this 
place present by far the greatest challenges 
I've experienced thus far In my Air Force 
career The mission is absolutely fantastic. 
Nowhere else In the Air Force can the "alert 
hype" be felt as often as here. There ,s 
often plenty of alert traffic on weekends or 
In the "wee hours" of the morning. And 
that means as much to us in maintenance 
as rt does to the ops people. 

The adrenaline really flows when our 
alert lines launch, and especially if addi
tional alert lines must be generated from 
w1th1n our resources or off the dally fly
ing schedule. When the "hype" is over, 
however, the maintenance phase curve 
and scheduled maintenance plan are 
often fractured and we have to pick.up 
the pieces and get back on track. It's 
often a tough pnce to pay in terms of 
"Nork hours. non-mIssIon capable time, 
and nerves. but the "m1ss1on" sets the 
pace and everything and everybody fol
lows In step 

Our F- 1 Ss with conformal fuel tanks 
also present a tremendous challenge 
The 5 7th FIS has more CH experience 
than any other A1r Force unit. and that's 
a source of pnde even though we spend 
a lot of time working with them. The 
original idea was to 1ust put them up and 
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leave them up, but there are many times 
we have to remove them to f ac1htate 
other maintenance or for repair action on 
the tanks themselves There have been a 
few problems with fuel leaks, fire ducts, 
and skin cracks. and we've been asked to 
test some CFT parts to solve some of 
these problems. We enioy the opportuni
ty to 1dent1fy areas for improvement; and 
as our experience with the system grows 
we find that the main thing CFTs require 
Is to understand them Maintenance 
needs to adjust and adapt to the chal
lenge they present, because there's no 
doubt that they are a valuable asset to us 
and worth the effort. Iceland has the 
perfect mission for an aircraft configured 
this way, and the F-15 Is the perfect air
craft for the mission. 

There's no single way to describe 
working on the F-15 In Iceland. I've been 
stationed at Bitburg and have been to 
Bodo, Norway and Aalborg, Denmark 
with the Eagle. but this Is like nowhere 
else• The combination of wind, wmd, and 
more wind, blowing snow, snow pellets 
(a big difference when they hit you up
side the head), cold, long days, short 
days, lots of light and no light at all, 
make this a difficult place to work on air
craft - any aircraft. 

With the arrival of the F-15, NATO has 
provided for hardened shelters, which 
give some relief from the elements. 
However, just the simple tasks of towing 
aircraft, AGE, or CFTs, or just plain walk
ing from one place to another are often 
burdensome and can sometimes present 
equ1pment-damag1ng or life-threatening 
situations Within twenty-four hours of 
arrival at Keflavik, everybody learns to be 
weather-wise and cautious. Happily, 
there is a big surge In facility im
provements that will alleviate aircraft 
maintenance problems up here. 

lcefand is a "remote" tour for mainte
nance personnel, so we come under MPC 
(military personnel center) at Randolph 
rather then being directly under TAC. 
Therefore, selections for assignment are 
based upon elig1b1lity for overseas tours 
and the result Is that we don't necessarily 
get a large number of F-15 expenenced 
people Incoming maintenance person
nel are often highly experienced on other 
aircraft, but their actual time on Eagles ts 
usually low or non-existent. They are also 
frequently unfamiliar with TAC mainte
nance or supply concepts. Couple all this 
w1th the fact that Iceland is a one-year 
(soon to be 18 month) unaccompanied 
tour means that there Is a continuously 
ongoing mamtenance training program 
People up here have to learn F-15 main
tenance by doing It for the first time m 
the weather, In the dark. That's not easy, 
and people who complete a tour in 
Iceland are ready for anything their 
future may have to offer 

We certainly get productive work from 
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all of our maintenance personnel, but In 
a fuel systems troubleshootmg situation 
for example, someone with two to four 
years as an F-15 spec1ahst would have a 
head start because they've already seen a 
certain problem many times They would 
know pretty qu1ekly whether it's an old, 
repetIt1ve problem or something brand 
new In our case, maintenance specialists 
often have to go to the troubleshooting 
tree and work the T.O. word-for-word 
from the beginning. Nothing wrong with 
that, of course, but It does take time, and 
skews into the "maintenance indica
tors." In light of emphasis upon those in
dicators, our relative experience level Is 
high on the list of recurring problems we 
need to solve. 

All in all, I'd have to sum up my ex
posure to maintaining the F-15 rn Iceland 
with "it's been a real experience!" I've 
learned more about the Eagle, cold
weather maintenance procedures, main
tenance people, and myself than at any 
other time or place m my career --• 

It isn't just the 57th Fighter Interceptor 
Squadron pilots and their Eagles who are 
affected by the weather in Iceland. 
Civilian flights also face the possibility 
heading for an altemare landing field. 
For example, last December, MCAIR , 
service engineer Tom Cline was being 
transferred from Elmendorf AFB · 
Alaska 10 Keflavik, in what might have 
been termed a "f,ying pan 10 the fire 
move except that the analogy is totally in
appropriate to the dimates at both· 
places. While his comme«:ial flight h 
departed late from the States, it was now 
back on schedule, and the weapon 
sy,tems specialist was ready for his of
ficial introduction to Iceland. In more
ways than one. 

As the aircraft arrived 0""1' Keflavik In
ternational Airport that morning, so did a 
sudden snowstorm. After drcling the 
area for two hoUl5, the flight was 
diverted 10 Scotland, and Tom didn't 
make it back 10 keland until /are tha 
evening. That's the same potential sitUr 
tion faced by every "Black Knight" · 
when taking off in an F-15 for a sortie· 
from Keflavik. Scotland 752 miles away 
may suddenly and necessarily become· 
the nearest alternate landing field. 

Ona bade in /ce/and, Tom said he didn 
really mind the divfflkJn - he'd never 
- Scotland before, And, in the wctds 
of h~ ,_ boss at l<t!IINk, field . 
enginee,-in<harge Lamy Duchien. ir 
been '11 17u¥ fanUtsDc day." 
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SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 
(GLYN BOWEN/£,,.,...,) 

Equipment Maintenance Manuals 

There are numerous pieces of general 
AGE CSE for which no specific main
tenance manuals are provided. We 
often receive ,nQumes from the field 
regardin1 periodic inspection, lubri
cat1on. proof loading. and maintenance 
instructions for these items. One of the 
most common requests is for data on 
hoisting equipment. 

USAF T.O. 36-1-58 (General Require
ments for Repair. Maintenance. and 
Testing of Lifting Devices) contains 
information of the type requested. In 
general, on hoists not covered by 
specific maintenance manuals, MCAIR 
Ground Support Engineerina recom
mends that they be proof tested every 
six months and inspected before each 
use Proof load data on individual 
items can be provided upon request to 
the Home Office. 
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AIR INDUCTION SYSTEM 
(JOE HAYS/s...., £,,,...,) 

Don't Get 
Stuffed in F-15 Door I0L 

The F-15 has very lar1e first ramps 
which move to the full down posItIon 
when the enaines are started. 
Normally, the ri1ht en1Ine is started 
first, and the riaht first ramp moves to 
the full down position. The left enaine 
Is then started, and if the left first ramp 
does not move down for some reason. 
the pilot usually shuts down the left 
en1ine with the fin1er lift and throttle 
full off. The around crew then checks 
the air inlet controller (AIC) circuit 
breaker in door 10L. All the elements -
both human and mechanical - for an acci
dent are now present, as discussed below. 

The le~t en1ine run relay is energized 
by a hold1n1 circuit even with the engine 
shut down by the throttle. As soon as 
the mechanic pushes the AIC circuit 
breaker in. the first ramp moves rapid!-., 
to the full down position. With hydrau• 
lie power supplied from the riaht utility 
pump and electrical power from the 
right generator. the ramp hits and 
forces door 10L closed with the 
mechan1c·s head and arm still inside 
the door' Injury is almost inevitable 

Could this accident have been 
preventedr Certainly If the pilot had 
placed the left engine master switch 
"off." the engine run relay would de
energize and the ramp would not move 
down when the circuit breaji;er is reset: 
or the pilot could place the left inlet 
ramp to "emergency·· position and the 
ramp won·t move down 

Airplane mechanics remember - if 
the ri1ht engine is runn,na. 00 NOT 
open door lOL and push the air inlet 
control circuit breaker in UNLESS it has 
been verified with the pilot that the left 
engine master switch 1s ·•off," or the 
left inlet ramp switch is in 
"emergencv " We know of several 
instances where a mechanic was 
cau1ht in this situation - don·t you be 
the ne•t 



Cargo Care is Critical 
While the material for our presentation 

on dielectric heat transfer fluids was be
ing researched and evaluated, an article 
beanng the above title appeared in the 
May 1985 issue of APPROACH magazine 
(U S Naval Safety Center). The article 
1dentif1ed the Navy's "ten most hazar
dous marer1als reported in 1984" and ex
panded upon an incident involving cargo 
aboard a transport aircraft. A liquid 
substance identified dunng the incident 
as "coolanol" leaked from a pallet con
ta1mng a fill and bleed unit. One flight at
tendant and a passenger lost con
sciousness from the fumes, eyes were ir
ritated. and several people eKperienced 
nausea, headaches, and weakness. 
Subsequent to the incident, a Safety 
Center inquiry into the chemical proper
ties of "coolanol" indicated the 
substance to be "a s1hcated ester - a 
powerful anesthetic." While the article 
used the term "coolanol," the hqu1d was 
not specifically 1dent1f1ed as either 
Coolanol 25R {Monsanto) or Flo-Cool 180 
(Chevron) 

Since the unfortunate and potentially 
catastroph,c results of this cargo aircraft 
1nc1dent did not seem to square with pro• 
duct information our own research had 
obtained, we sohc1ted the op1n1ons of 
Monsanto Company, St Louis-based 
manufacturer of the brand of heat 
transfer liquids known by the registered 
trademark name "Coolanol." We were 
naturally concerned because Coolanol 
25R 1s one of the two cooling fluids ap
proved for use in the radar systems of the 
MCAIR Eagle and Hornet. 

According to Monsanto chemists and 
product engineers, a study of their own 
files and a computer search of medical 
and toll1cology hterature turned up no 1n
format1on that would associate any 
silicate ester with "powerful anesthetic" 
properties They noted that people in 
product manufacturing, product testing, 
and aircraft maintenance have been ell
posed to Coolanol fluids for over 25 years 
without ellperienc,ng mhalat1on pro
blems. The predominant medical pro
blem associated with these flurds has 
been dermat1t1s of the hands due to ex
traction of protectrve fats and oils from 
the skin by repeated or prolonged con
tact. Contact with paint thinner.i and 
strong detergents could produce similar 
results Wearing protective gloves would 
prevent this potential problem 

,,ioouCT SUPPOAT DIGEST 

After responding to our inquiry, Mon
santo contacted the Naval Safety Center 
for more information on the incident in 
question. The incident summary noted 
that the fill and bleed unit contained ,m. 
proper parts and had been stored open 
to the atmosphere in a hot and humid 
climate for at least two weeks prior to 
the incident. Navy investigators 
speculated that the silicate esters decom
posed under these conditions to form 
2-ethylbutanol ,n sufficient concentra
tion to explain the irritation and central 
nervous system effects reported. 
Chemical analysis by the Navy did show 
the presence in the fluid of 0.2% 
2-ethylbutanol, an alcohol used in fluid 
manufacture (and a by-product of 
coolant moisture contamination and 
high voltage exposure) which can pro
duce moderate inhalation effects, in
cluding central nervous system depres
sion at high concentrations. However. at 
0.2% (a volume of approximately one 
teaspoon of the liquid alcohol 1n the 3/4 
gallon fill and bleed unit), effects such as 
those noted on the occupants of the air
craft could not have been produced. 

In an attempt to duplicate the condi
tions of the incident as speculated, Mon
santo engineers "dosed" Coolanol 2SR 
fluid with ten times the amount of 
2-ethylbutanol found in the fluid samples 
taken from the Navy aircraft. At eleven 
thousand feet m an unpressurized air
craft cabin (the Navy aircraft was 
pressurized), controlled simulated spills 
of the dosed fluid produced no ill effects 
or discomfort to those present. Based on 
this experiment, Monsanto concluded 
that while a heat transfer fluid may ha11e 
spilled during the flight reported in AP
PROACH, it could not have caused the ir-
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ritation, nausea, headaches, and 
weakness reported In order to produce 
these effects (which occurred within 10 
minut_es after takeoff), the offending 
chemical either had to be present in very 
large quantity or had to be very 11olatile 
- far more volatile than any chemical 
associated with dielectric heat transfer 
fluids. From the 1nc1dent record, 1t 1s not 
clear if the possibility of such a chemical 
being aboard the aircraft 1n another con
tainer was addressed during the 1n

vest1gat1on. 
While the material that caused the per

sonnel problems aboard the Navy 
transport may have been heat transfer 
fluid or some other unknown chemical, 
the eight recommendations the author 
(Commander David L Gracie, Chief of 
the Air Operations Branch at the Naval 
Safety Center) makes as a result of the in
cident are good ones, especially the one 
concerning liquids being only in ong1nal 
and unopened containers. We suggest 
you read his article for the other seven 

Our own conclusions from the entire 
incident and s1tuat1on7 Common sense 
(that old fashioned quality nobody can 
do very well without) says to treat heat 
transfer fluids like any other chemical 
compound - with care and respect 
They must be stored in closed conta,ners 
to prevent moisture p,ckup and possible 
loss of product quality. As received from 
the manufacturer and when stored 1n 
closed containers, they will not present 
vapor 1nha!at1on problems during 
storage, transport, or actual use cond1· 
t1ons in properly operated electronic 
equipment. Which 1s to conclude tha!, 
like the APPROACH article says, "cargo 
care ,s cnt1cal," whatever the cargo 
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Since an ejection seat does not 
have a redundant system, 

aircrews must depend upon 
technicians to repair and 

install system components 
correctly the first time. 

..... 

"'* 

Editor's note: After considerable in-depth research on ejec
tion seat maintenance for the Eagle, Hornet, and Harrier. 
u·e found that a discussion of this nature U'CIS not as simple 
as first thought. After looking into all aspects of seal 
maintenance. it U"as decided that the most critical part of 
the ejection system slmuld be the focal point of our discus
sion - how to properly inspect. replace. and insMII S.UDC 
lines. Writing this article u·as made possible only with con• 
tributirms ofset·eral members of the .HCAIR team. Apprecia• 
tion is expressed to Dick Chinnery, FIA·IB Unit Chief 
Design; Stet•e Herhl•rholt, F-15 Design Engineer,- John 
Pietroburgo, AV-8B Lead Design Engineer,- .Hike Creech. 
F-15 Senior Technical Data Engineer. and Ed Reynolds . 
. HCAIR Site .\lanager at Beaufort .lfCAS. SC. Our thanks to 
them for their pt1tience und careful rel'ieii• of multiple drafts 
of this article for accuraq. 

Eiection system technology in the F-15 Eagle, F/A-18 Hornet, and 
the AV-88 Hamer II represents the latest advances rn performance, 
reliability, and maintainabihty. As with any new type of technology, 
technicians must learn to do things differently, while berng con
stantly aware of proper maintenance practices and procedures 

According to several held reports from MCAIR's field seNice 
engineers, improper maintenance practices and procedures have 
resulted in damage to shielded mild detonating cord (SMDC) lines 
and booster tips. A damaged SMDC line or booster tip can cause 
degraded system performance or even a total malfunction of the 
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escape system when 1t 1s desperately needed by the aircrew 
Before we get rnto a discussion about maintenan..:e on SMDC 

assemblies, let's look at what the SMDC actually does during the 
escape sequence so that you will have an apprec1at1on of how 1m• 
portant SMDC 1s to the overall operation of the escape system 

SMDC OPERATION 
An SMDC assembly (Figure 1) consists of a mild detonatrng 

cord surrounded by a plastic extrusion that supports this 
assembly within a stainless steel tube Permanently attached to 
each end of the SMDC assembly 1s a booster tip with a threaded 
fitting for attachment The escape system network 1s comprised 
of numerous preshaped segments of SMDC, which are intercon• 
nected with in-lrne, elbow, and 'T' connectors for transfer of 
SMDC ignition and pyrotechnic t,me delay/non.delay devices. 

When the ejection system 1s initiated (by pulling an eJecMn con
trol connected to an initiator), the initiator immediately produces a 
pulse of hot gas pressure, which will trigger (fire) the gas•to-SMDC 
initiator. The initiator converts the hot gas stimulus to a detonating 
stimulus causing the component's booster tip to fragment. 

The fragmented metal particles from the donor booster tip will 
in turn cause an immediate detonation of the acceptor booster 
tip on the adjoining SMDC hne. Once the detonation explosive 
stimulus has propagated into the SMDC, 1t passes through a net
work of SMDC transmission lines until it has actuated all of the 
components required during the escape sequence 

BeC:ause the SMDC explosive stimulus travels at approximately 
6,000 meters or 20,000 feet per second, the escape sequence 1s 
almost instantaneous. In today's escape systems, SMDC provides 
the vital link for proper operation of the escape system. 
Maintenance practices can and will ensure that the system will 
work as advertised. 

Sheath 

Stainless 
Steel Tube\ 

FIGURE 1. BOOSTER TIP FITTING AND 
SMDC LINE CROSS SECTION 

\/lllrl//••11 dtn111glJ1, /Iii 

th,,«1!1<1.'/11,,l 

EJECTION SYSTEM MAINTENANCE TIPS 
Care, handling, and marntenance techniques prior. during. and 

after installation of SMDC lines are critical tasks that must be per 
formed with no margin of error. During mstallat1on or removal ot 
an escape system component, do not take shortcuts. such as 1r11 

proper line positioning. clamping, or routing A bent or dented 
SMDC hne or booster tip may have a severe detnmenta! effect or 
the escape system operation 

SMDC Imes should not be dropped, bumped. Jarred. or al 
lowed to come in contact with moisture, organic sol,ents, or 
acids. Also, lines handled incorrectly may affect the ab1iitJ of the 
escape system to 1n1tiate 

BOOSTER TIP DAMAGE 
Prior to SMDC line installation. check the booster tips fo, 

evidence of damage No damage ho1Vever slight, 1s allm-.·ed o-
the booster tips or skirted ferrule Damage to a booster tip re 
quires replacement of the SMDC line rf 
• Damage, such as cracks. splits, dents, scratches, or corros1cr. 1s 
evident, 
• Foreign ob1ects, lubricant. or paint contamination canno1 be 
easily wiped off; 
• Any radical movement of skirted ferrule occurs ,·,hen slight 
hand pressure 1s applied, or the ferrule 1s loose or S>\1.e:s. aro 
• The booster tip shows any ev1d-=:rKe of being oui of rou"d O' 

cocked 
A detonating cord inspection gage set (Figure 21 car. be ut1' 1zed 

to determine 1f the booster tip 1s beyond accep~ab:e 11m,ts Th,s 
msp·ect1on will determine if the booster tip exceeds m1r,1r-r-,ur' er 
ma;,.:1mum length, or concentric al1gnmer.t t,:,iera.,ces i'"'e 
booster tip must not e;,.:ceed concentric tolerance 1f :he b::-::-s:e· 
tip exceeds the allowable tolerance, the inspec\1or 100 bs· 
not rotate around the booster tip 

Lastly, always chec~ the booster tip sea 1s fo, dar,a;ie :• a" 
seals are damaged replace them m accorda.,ce ,._ "' P·e so:=2 
replacement section 1n 1our maintenance n1anual 

INSTALLATION TECHNIQUES 
In cenam areas 1ns1allat1on of S~JDC l,nes 1s no eas\ :as" t,,.: -" 

little preventive action on your pan v, di ensure the :1r:e ,s "'5'.a ec 
correctly and without any damage Prior tc1 the ,r'sta1::1: 2" r,:-..,: •·g 
of a lme, ma~e sure pr01ector caps are on the bo0s!e• t'L'S P•c:<:..:: 
t1ve covers should be left on until vou are read1 !,""' cor'"E'('. '"<? ·-,; 

(except for tip 1nspect1onl Rout111g 01 the 1,ni:- s1,,,,,J j C'e O.:'"t' c. 
the most direct route. consistent ,-.,th \Our md ntt""'.'l ,~,:- ,.,_,. ... 1, 

To mm1m1ze the poss1b1il11 of damaoe cc1nr11'u,1• ', ,1,.:•·,~ .,;:3 · · ► 
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Skirted Ferrule 
Bottoms Out Here 

Gage 

Installation of Shielded Mild Oetonahng 
Cord Tip m the Inspection Gage 

These Surlaces Used lo 0~":'"',:"-·'•-4n~ 
~Jil 

TipCheck~,mLeaglh _,~~--

Th,s Surface Is Used to Check 
Alignment ol Booster Tip 

= 
T,p u 

,,? Tip Alignment Check 

Booste,~Bac 

-✓ ~ 

G)'?. u~TheseS"'tacesA,eUsed 
lo Check Maximum Tip Lenglh 

u 
Tip Check - Maximum Length 

FIGURE 2. SMOC BOOSTER TIP INSPECTION 

the line being dragged, scraped, or gouged while routing the line 
through the aircraft structure 

Prior to discussing the connecting or d1sconnectmg of a SMDC 
booster tip, let's look at potential problems which can also con
tribute to a deficient system. Field reports have 1dent1fied that 
booster tips can be bent as far as they will go and still seat in the 
pyrotechnic component mating port. This type of damage Is caused 
by allowing the SMDC line to be rotated sideways before the fer• 
rule sleeve clears the threaded portion of the mating port. If the 
escape system Is actuated with a damaged booster tip installed, 
the booster tip will probably detonate, but propagation to the 
next booster tip In the escape sequence may not occur. Recent 
laboratory testing of damaged booster tips 1nd1cate: 
• In-line booster tip will allow propagation and detonation of 
the SMDC components; and 
• End-to-side or side-to-end booster tip propagation Is very 
marginal at best 

Presence of foreign objects on or near the booster tip can also m
h1brt the successful propagation to the ne)(t booster tip. With that In 
mind, and the line in the appropriate position, remove the protector 
cap Inspect the booster tip and fitting for any signs of contamina
tion, then check the booster tip ahgnment with an inspection gage 

set. Remove the mating component protective cap and inspect for 
damage, foreign ob1ects, lubricant or paint, then insert the booster 
tip into the correct pyrotechnic component mating port 

All pyrotechnic components should remain capped prior to 
booster tip installation and dunng idle periods to preclude ac
cidental introduction of foreign objects (FOs). FO, damaged 
booster t,ps, and/or dinged, nicked, or crimped lines are your 
greatest concern during 1nstallat1on of ejection seat components 
Inattention will result in a catastrophic failure of an eiectton 
system. Never leave any component uncapped even on the 
cleanest work bench, as a small insect can crawl 1ns1de a fitting 
and hide there A small insect, such as a spider, could possibly 
stop the propagation to the ne)(t booster t1p 

Using care, hold the booster tip ,n close alignment with the 
mating port centerline until the booster tip assembly is fully 
seated Using finger pressure only, thread the end fitting into the 
pyrotechnic mating port at !east four complete turns Occasional, 
ly. booster tip and mating port ahgnment cannot be achieved 

Structural and fabncat1on tolerances may necessitate 
• loosening the pyrotechnic component, along with the adja
cent SMDC assemblies and clamps until proper alignment and 
clearances can be obtained; and 
• The fle)(1ng (not bending) of SMDC lines, which Is permissible, 
to obtain the correct alignment. 

A minimum amount of fle)(1ng may be done by opening or clos
ing e)(isting bends only If a bend requiring alignment Is within four 
inches of the SMDC booster tip, fle)(tng must not e)(ceed five 
degrees. Alignment of other established bends must not e)(ceed 
ten degrees. SMDC tines can be fle)(ed only, NOT bent, to provide 
clearance for alignment, as bending may fracture the e)(plosive 
cord resulting in damage within the SMDC !me. 

Foreign objects, d"magetl booster lips. and/or dinged. 
,,icked. or £·rimped lines are your gl'eatest concern tlu,-ing 
inste1/lalirm of ejec:tion system components. Inattention 
td/1 result in a catastrophic /t1ilure of au ejectirm system. 

Once the SMDC hne is properly installed, check for sufficient 
clearance between the line and any moveable installations such 
as cables or bellcranks. Then torque booster tip fitting nuts per 
your maintenance manual. Do not apply e)(cessive torque to the 
booster tip fitting nuts, as this may result in deformation, flatten
ing, or wrench cutting of the nut. More important, overtorquing 
will lead to hidden damage-ruptured booster tips or swollen fer
rules which make removal difficult, if not impossible Improper 
torquing could prevent stimulus transfer. 

CLAMPING 
After torquing the booster tip fitting nuts, the line must also be 

properly supported using clamps to prevent SMOC damage. 
Clamping is as important as the installation of the SMDC 
assembly itself Correct clamp spacing must be maintained be
tween SMDC components, structure, and any other operating 
mechanism to prevent damage associated with vibration, ther
mal changes, or structural deflections 

To maintain the proper clearances between any supported sec• 
tion of SMDC line and structure, the use of washers or spacers 
under the clamps is acceptable. To ensure proper support of 
SMDC lines: nine inches is permitted between clamps on a line; 
11 inches is permissible between a clamp and pyrotechnic com
ponent; or 13 inches between any two components Always 
refer to your maintenance manual for the clearances that must 
be maintained between lines, structure, wire bundles, and any 
operating mechanism. 

BONOING 
A maintenance requirement often overlooked during buildup 

and installation of an ejection system - but just as important as 
any other maintenance accomplished - is "bonding" of SMDC 
components. Bonding is the key to eliminating a differential 
static electncal charge between the aircraft structure and ejection 
system devices. Maintenance manual procedures must be followed 
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INSPECTION 
Once the 1nstatlat1on Is completed, mspect all 

lines and fittings for unacceptable v1s1ble 
damage. such as corrosion. cracks. d1scolorat1on. 
flatness. mcorrect bends, kinks, splits, swelling. 
or wrinkles. Smooth dents or slight depressions 
In the 5MDC lines are perm1ss1ble 11 they do nc,t 
exceed maximum limits. There must be no dents 
or depressions within two inches of the ferrule 
at either end of the 5MDC assembly Smooth 
dents or depressions, beyond two inches of the 
ferrule must not exceed 20 percent of the out• 
side diameter or exceed one mch in length For 
other sl)c'ofic tolerances, which apply to the air• 
craft you are maintaining, refer to your 
maintenance manual 

•.•An;iii:: ;,t'~a::·W:}ilni·-t: 4:i~'-;r«J.:~•~---, 
system there Is absolutely .no room fol'· 
error: Alrcrew,!lves depend on tbe ~''X. 
oJ yo-::;!;~;a~\}i!~=Kv~fb\~ijf~Hifri~-se . 

<j1/}1m < ,,,,,.,., 1.< ,1>,·,~·1111< ,,.., rd,•t1.<t' 1c,"1"11 "" th,·1·1,•a,,.11 .<eat ,,mt,·n/ IJ<m• 

die' u11 t1 \J<1r/111 Rt1kt••· \ff -'i.◄ t'jl'tfl<>II .,e,111" 1''10/l"t' 11 I.< /J 1111111 IIJt' f<'lflfll"<'tl 
pull t,·1111u11 

explicitly to ensure that a common path (bond) between com
ponents Is accomplished. This will allow static electrical charges 
to be equalized, thus preventing a buildup of static electricity be
tween SMDC components 

Static electrioty, a fundamental entity of nature, can cause all sorts 
of decidedly "unwondertul" thmgs around eJection system com
ponents Because it Is unseen, it is often forgotten about, and it Is 
this complacency about static electricity that can cause an inadver
tent fmng of an escape system component or system. For a more in
depth discussion of static electricity, once you have finished this arti
cle, we recommend you read the Product Support DIGEST, Volume 
29, No. 3, 1982, "Static Electricity Unwanted Wonder." 

CONCLUSION 
For maintenance technicians responsible for maintaining an 

escape system, "safety" must always be foremost in mind - not only 
for the maintenance personnel working on the escape systems, but 
for the aircrews flying the aircraft as well. Each technician knows an 
escape system in any fighter aircraft is totally dependent upon their 
gentle hands: it's not only what the individual does. but how the 
task is perlormed that ensures the crew can eject. from their crippled 
plane. As we all know, a mal1unction of an escape system caused by 
careless hands and/or inattention to procedures in maintenance 
manuals leaves the aircrew with no alternatives. With the urgency of 
the situation, the crew has no time to tum back or divert to another 
base. Their destiny is "sealed" in your h<!nds. 

You Stow it WHERE? By DICK KIERTZNER/k11inr Frc•lrl kn·m· l-11.i:111, .. -, 

seat shuddered slightly but contmued 
downward to the position you selected 
Unbeknownst to you, the downward 
pressure exerted against the SMDC lines 
caused extensive internal damage to an 
SMDC component. which could prevent 
a successful ejection 

F/A-18 Hornet fighter aircraft never 
have enough room to stash personal 
items when going across country So this 
calls for a little IngenuIty to try to fmd 
space for items other than a few bare 
essentials 

Someone suggests maybe there's 
enough space behind the seat, and, yup. 
the space Is Just large enough to squeeze 
in the old shaving kit and other little 
necessities and knickknacks for the trip 
There's a little space underneath. tool 

Now that everything is neatly tucked 
awa~· and you have completed your 
walk.around, you are ready to strap in 

Once strapped In, you realize the seat is 
too high and you hit the seat down ad 
Just switch Unknown to you the 
downward movement of the seat forces 
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the shavmg kit against some SMDC Imes. 
bending them ou1 of their normal align 
ment The seat Is st,II not low enough so 
you hit the seat down ad1ust switch 
again, thinking notl11ng about how the 
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Fortunately an eJection seat failure as 
described above has never happened 
that we're aware of But It could Recent• 
ly several field reports have mentioned 
that using the area behind and under the 
seat as storage areas has occurred In the 
fleet Now that you have these "words of 
wisdom," male sure thal neither )'OU nor 
anyone else Is stowing AN) THING 
behmd or beneath any seat Who lnm\S, 
maybe tomorrow you will be fl!1ng the 
aircraft that yesterday carried a sha, :ng 
kit and kn1d-.knad.s behind arj 
undei 



LOK CONVERTERS: 

PHOTO COURTESY OF 
ESSEX CRYOGENICS OF MO 

Critical, 
Delicate 

By BOBBY MOORE/Tffhn,wl \pf'n<11ist - Fif'fd \erTic:e. Hq 

TAC. l<111,<l>'y .lf'B. 1·,4 

Oxygen 1s what permits the operation of 
high performance Jet aircraft at extremely 
high altitudes and 1n a variety of mission 
s1tuat1ons. This oxygen 1s stored as a liquid 
on the aircraft and is converted to a 
gaseous state for use by the aircrew The 
oxygen is stored and converted to a gas 
through use of a LOX converter. 

Mishaps that have occurred with the 
converters usually are in the form of an 
explosion, both on and off the airplane, 
but also with the aircrew not getting 
proper oxygen flow 

Several questions have been asked 
searching for short-term solutions to these 
problems. Long-term solutions have been 
sought through conferences 1nvolv1ng the 
major commands (MAICOM) and the 
system program managers (5PM) 

"It cannot be overemphasized that LOX 
converters must be handled with care . ... 

In d1scuss1ng this problem some short
term solutions are presented The 
phenomenon of LOX stratification, as 
compared to LOX converter venting, also 
bears on the handling and use of the LOX 
converter and must be understood to 
achieve an accident-free environment. 

1 n H11,1er 11"5"'· ,·.~.WC. .ll(.I\ 
llt'm1Jurt ,c fJf•'f}(lfl!S u /I) 1//t'r 
«Jll!"ff/t'r fur /<'SI u11tJ ,·h,,,·I( ,ml 

Treat them as loaded weapons. " ,. 
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LIQUID OXYGEN (LOX) 
L1qu1d oxygen Is a clear, shghtly 

greenish hqu1d which changes from a hq• 
u1d to a gas (boils) at a pressure of one at
mosphere (14.7 PSIG) and at -297° 
Fahrenheit. At higher pressures 1t will re
main in a liquid state at warmer 
temperatures. When kept in a liquid state 
1t can be stored in a much smaller space. 
However, to be useful, the LOX must be 
converted into a gaseous state at a 
pressure and temperature suitable for 
operating aircrew demand regulators 

LOX CONVERTER 
The LOX converter is a device used to 

store liquid 0>1ygen and to convert it into 
a gas. It is a double-walled spherical 
shaped container, in sizes of five liters 
and larger. The space between the walls 
is filled with a lightweight volcanic glass 
called perlite, an effective insulator. Air in 
the wall space is pumped out to create a 
vacuum of 10-6 TORR which is held be
tween the walls of the container to pro
vide a Very high level of insulation. 

The container has a series of tubes and 
valves that limit pressure build-up and 
provide relief in the event of over
pressure. There are usually quick discon
nects that provide for easy installation 
and removal of the converter from the 
aircraft. When the container is fully serv
iced and the service hose has been 
disconnected, the pressure build-up cir
cuit is activated. Liquid from the con
tainer flows into the service line and 
"boils off" (warms up) to generate a 
gaseous oxygen pressure in the system. 
This pressure passes through the 
pressure closing valve and into the serv
ice valve, then to the top of the liquid in 
the container. This gas creates a head 
pressure on the top of the liquid that 
forces more liquid from the container in
to the lines to ''boil off," thus increasing 
the gaseous oxygen pressure until the re
quired system pressure is achieved. The 
normal relief valve then relieves the 
gaseous oxygen pressure to maintain it 
within the desired operating range 

LOX CONVERTER PROBLEMS 
In 1984, an unexplained explosion of a 

LOX converter occurred while installed in 
an F-4. This caused a good deal of con
cern among maintenance managers. The 
converter had been serviced and installed 
about an hour before the explosion 
What at first seemed to be an isolated in
cident turned out to be not so unusual 
after all when research revealed that sev
eral mishaps s1m1lar to this had occurred 
over the past several years. It was 
discovered that within TAC two similar 
incidents involving an F-15 and an F-111 
had occurred The F-15 converter had ex
ploded outside the aircraft. The F-111 
converter was installed in the aircraft 
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Some important questions: 

Are the majority of our LOX converters 
reaching the end of their service hfe? We 
don 'I lblnll ao. 

Can the vacuum container seal be 
broken without being apparent? No. 

Could it explode if the seal is broken? 
ProbablJ• not. 

If the converter relief valve is jammed 
or blocked, can the converter build up 
enough pressure to explode? Maybe. 

Can the relief valve be checked for 
jams before servicing? Yes, but Jam
ming can occur during servicing. 

when it exploded and the aircraft sus
tained some structural damage. Both 
converters had been serviced within two 
hours before the explosions occurred. 

The same type of LOX converter is used 
in most of our high performance jet air
craft. Answers to these converter prob
lems were needed in a hurry. Although 
we had aircraft damage from these ex
plosions, no one had been hurt yet. It 
was determined that the explosions that 
occurred in the TAC aircraft were caused 
by: 

1. Ice and/or metal particles prevented 
the pressure controlling valve from 
closing when operating pressure was 
reached. This left the converter in a con
tinual build-up mode with a rapid gas 
pressure increase as more and more LOX 
was converted into a gas 

2. Moisture froze in the converter relief 
valve and prevented it from opening. 

During recent testing, under these 
simulated conditions, the converter ex
ploded after the pressure reached about 
1700 PSI. The explosive energy blew the 
top and sides off a 3/8 inch steel bunker 
It has finally been concluded that the 
problem of ice in the converters was the 
result of moisture being inadvertently in
duced during LOX serviong 

As the LOX in the converter begins to 
convert from a liquid to a gaseous state, 
the pressure can increase to as high as 
12.000 PSI if not relieved. If a damaged 
converter (with vacuum lost) also has a 
malfunctioning relief valve, the converter 
bottle can become a potential bomb with 
over six tons per square inch of pressure It 
cannot be overemphasized that LOX con
verters must be handled with care - they 
are cntical, delicate vacuum containers 

As mentioned earher, the vacuum be
tween the walls of the container provides a 
very high level of insulation Frost may in
dicate that this vacuum has been lost Ex• 
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cept for minor frosting around the servIc 
inglvent valve 1mmed1ately afler ser1IcIng. 
the bottle should not frost up If a bottle 
does frost up, especially at the top, or It Is 
much colder to the touch than the air 
temperature, then the vacuum may have 
been lost and the bottle should be emptied 
and returned to the depot for repair 

Care must also be used to pre·,ent 
moisture (most likely rain) from In. 
advertently entering the relief or service 
valves and freezing because later the 
valves may not relieve any excessive 
pressure build-up 

STRATIFICATION AND VENTING 
Due to an early mIsconceptIon of the 

phenomenon of LOX stratification. an ar• 
bitrary two hour stab1l1zat1on require
ment after each LOX converter servicing 
was established. Additionally, It was 
decided that a vent cap would be in
stalled immediately after servicing to pre
vent the LOX converter from building up 
pressure and to allow stabilization to oc
cur. A better understanding of the need 
to vent the converter immediately after 
servicing has developed and has little to 
do with stabilization. An immediate five
minute venting period for the converter 
after servicing is more than adequate 
time to expel any moisture build-up 
within the service valve. Any longer vent
ing period is a waste of LOX and delays 
the beginning of the build-up cycle 

If a fully ser.,iced converter Is placed In 
the build-up cycle and left undisturbed, the 
head pressure will build up to the operating 
pressure and stabilize at that pressure. Now 
that the LOX is pressurized and 1f its 
temperature increases slightly, it will remain 
in a liquid state. The only heat reaching the 
liquid now Is that radiating across the 
vacuum space. The bulk of the LOX in the 
center of the converter is somewhat colder 
than the surface layer. Therefore. convec
tion thermal currents are generated 
throughout the hqu1d which causes It to be 
thermetically stratified 

If the LOX converter is intentionally 
vented with a vent cap 1mmed1ately after 
servicing, the build-up cycle Is delayed 
The pressure build-up will begin only 
when the converter Is placed in a non
vented condition. After the converter has 
completed the build-up cycle and the liq• 
uid Is agitated, as would be the case with 
an aircraft taxiing or taking off. the 
warmer layer will mix with the colder 
layer and the overall LOX temperature 
will decrease As a result, some of the gas 
will revert into a liquid. decreasing the 
head gaseous oxygen pressure A sudden 
drop in pressure will generate a momen
tary pause in the oxygen flow to the arr• 
crew member's regulator 

To overcome this strat1f,cat1on 
phenomenon entirely, a LOX converter 
should be servJCed and set undisturbed 1n 
bu1ld•up for a long period of trme It can ► 



CPL .UfJstr mukt's minor adjustments to lbe cm11·erter before nlet1se for sen•ici11g. 

require as much as 12 hours for LOX in a 
container to reach a stabilized uniform 
temperature throughout. Obviously, such 
a lengthy stabilization period is impractical 
when dealing with aircraft flying 
schedules and exercises. However, if time 
permits, LOX converters should be given 
as much time as practical to stabilize after 
servicing and before installation of the 
converter In the aircraft, or taxiing and 
taking off. This is to minimize as much as 
possible the gaseous oxygen pressure 
drop when the LOX is agitated during 
converter movement 

SYSTEM PURGE 
Hot purging is a procedure designed to 

flow hot air through the converter to 
drive out moisture and particles in the 
converter and valves. However, recurring 
hot purges must be accomplished at fre
quent intervals in order to be assured 
that converters are kept free of moisture 
and particles that can cause relief and 
service valves to malfunction. 

We are all faced with the complications 
of complying with LOX converter purge re
quirements. Each aircraft model has a 
slightly different set of requirements, but if 

followed, all will achieve basically the same 
satisfacto,y results. 

A LOX converter conference was held 
at the Oklahoma City Air logistics Center 
during May 1984 to discuss these prob
lems. It was decided that each aircraft 
model would have its own hot purge re
qulfement interval instead of one general 
purge requirement interval for all aircraft 
as it had been in the past. All of the 
MAJCOM and 5PM representatives 
unanimously agreed that rndividual 
purge intervals should be established 
that would not impair the mission 
responsibilities of the MAJCOM and to 
preclude imposing any undue hmiting 
factors on one aircraft that were not ap
plicable to other aircraft. 

A one-time hot purge requirement was 
levied on all TAC F-4 units in order to be 
assured our LOX converters were again 
servKeable. During this special purging 
requirement, It was learned that hot 
purge units were m short supply and 
some of those were inadequate to do the 
job. It was suspected that many of the 
converters had not been adequately 
purged for several years. 

New hot purge units have been pro
cured by OOALC and are being issued. 

Our specific problem with converter 
purging is that we do not have a 
standardized method of tracking the 
purging due dates of converters. During 
the 1987 System Safety Group con
ference, a decision was made by OCALC 
that the maintenance servicmg technical 
data be changed to include a require
ment to attach an inspection stick.er to 
the converters. The stick.er is to be similar 
to the type in use by the US Navy. It is a 
simple stick.er that indicates the day, 
month, and year the next hot purge of 
the converter is due. 

Unfortunately, LOX converter prob-
lems won't go away by themselves. Dur
ing this past year another five-liter con
verter exploded. The converter had been 
sitting empty for a month. It was serviced 
without being hot purged first. Shortly 
after servicing, it exploded while still in 
the LOX servicing area. Fortunately, 
again no one was injured. 

Exercise extreme caution when han
dling LOX converters. Treat them as load
ed weapons. Never, repeat never, service 
m an open uncovered area during rain or 
when excessive moisture is in the air. The 

. bottom line is to follow all technical 
order precautions and procedures when 
handling LOX, LOX servicing equipment, 
and LOX converters. ■ 

. "'""";~~~,-.,-.""".'?-•·~--=·"''~~-·~lfT-'IT'• ""'" o:;; iJ , ,>fflrl'I",,,....: _-51t_J. $f:, Piip i ~--~-~-

Remember: LOX Means Safety and 
Caution Must Be Exercised at All Times, 
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USAFE Safety Achievement Award 

Teumu. orlr hi" thl' l'fl}(lnl' nl<IIJ/ft''1/lllC<' frew .1,11 ed "" F-1 ~ <lt/d hri.,h h,,1H<' J,',,, r{)1t'nl, n/ 1hr I"\ ~FE 1,1ft'l1 

-lcbtl'I !!ml't1f .ju<1rdllt'{I /u rrxh11 art' IIJ,!I \11<hud T H,•r-r1o11 V< T"d<I {) -t,1her1 1\fsl ThunuH ll L,·,· \"I 
R(,lr,d\ lJrr,u n T\1(1 Jumes H fJ1.nu11 <111d V< l/,1ri., < up/,•11 

Quick reaction by six technicians of the 
32 TFS, Camp New Amsterdam. The 
Netherlands, prevented the loss of a 
vciluable F-1 5 and hush house This crew 
was 1n the hush house. prepanng to 
dynamically test an F. 100 engine 1n 
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stalled in an Eagle Their task was to 
troubleshoot the engine and determine 
what was causing 1t to surge 

Upon the 1n1t1al engine stan attempt. 
when the engine failed to light-off, the 
start was 1mmed1ately aborted During 

1 71 

the aborted start. fuel collected in the 
tailpipe of the engine and suddenly 
1gn1ted 

When the ground crew saw smoke 
coming from the tailpipe area, they ad• 
vised the engine run technician in the 
cockpit of the potentially serious s1tua• 
t1on Emergency procedures for fire on 
stan were 1n1t1ated However, motoring 
the engine didn't produce enough air 
flow to blow out the fire 1n the tailpipe 

While the engine run technician 
secured the engine and Jet Fuel Staner 
the ground crew doused the fire wrth a 
Halon ext1ngu1sher Although nauseated 
by the fumes. they put out the fire before 
the fire department arrived 

As a result of their quick thinking and 
actions, damage was limited to a small 
heat crack 1n the tailpipe of the F-100 . 

- Courtesy USAFE AIR SCOOP 
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System 
By MIKE CREECH/f".f'i ,.,,,iur T.-(h/1/(<J/ f),11<1 /:.11~11/t't'r 

"'"' ',. T AL CARY/,,,.,"',. F1..td kn"" t.·11~"'""'r '"t'</t'rht'r)!. Hi. ,.,owr/mu/5 

¥ "fhat if the accident investigation board's never happened, but it could. Why? Because 
report read: "F-15 pilot could not eject there have been several occurrences of pilots 
because the cockpit safety pin in the canopy "unknowingly" flying their Eagles with the 
actuated initiator was not removed, and even cockpit safety pin installed in the canopy ac
if the safety pin had been removed, improper tuated initiator and/or improper attaching 
attaching hardware used to attach the canopy hardware (pin, bushings, washers, and collar) 
~~ed initiator lanyard. switch 'to the installed in the canopy actu~ted initiator 
c.iiiqpy would have prevented a successful /any.rd switch. So, to all you pilots and main
ejection . .. accident resulted in pilot fatality." tainers out there, listen up and pass this 

Fortunately, an accident of this nature has message along. 

FIGURE 1. EJJCTION SEAT ANO CANlll"f EMERllf,tlCY 
ESCAPE SEQUENCING SYSTEII - F-15C 
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Before any pilot climbs into the cockpit, he should make sure that 
not only the eJection seat safety pin assembly has been removed, 
but the cockpit safety pins are removed from the internal canopy 
jettison handle and canopy actuated initiator, as well. 

Everyone climbing into the cockpit readily sees the ejection 
seat safety pin assembly and its "REMOVE BEFORE FLIGHT" 
streamer lying across the ejection seat cushion. Unfortunately, 
removal of this safety pin assembly is not enough. 

The cockpit safety pin has to be removed from the canopy ac
tuated initiator in order for the ejection seat sequencing system 
to complete a full cycle. Trying to eject with this safety pin in
stalled is impossible. With the cockpit safety pin installed, pulling 

tuator. On F-1 SB, F-150, and F-1 SE models the canopy actuated 
initiator is located just ah of fuselage station No. 377 in the 
canopy actuator well next to the canopy actuator. 

Using the Correct Attaching Hardware 
An aircrew, during their walk-around checks on an F-150. 

were inspecting required pre-cockpit entry items when it was 
discovered that the canopy actuated initiator lanyard sw,tch was 
disconnected from the canopy and dangling by its two electncal 
leads. On the two-seater B, D, and E model aircraft the area 
where the canopy actuated initiator and associated components 
are mounted is difficult to see, thus unfortunately often 
overlooked. Aircrews and maintainers must take time to check 

Pin, Washer, Bushings, 
Washer, and Collar 

FIGURE Z. EMERGENCY ESCAPE SYSTEM COMPONENTS 

the ejection control handle merely positions the arming pin 
within the SMDC sequencer; m other words, the ejection 
sequence would terminate at that point. (See Figure 1.) 

With the satety pin removed, the ejection seat sequence would 
be. ejection control handle pulled; repositioning of the SMDC 
sequencer armmg pin; canopy jettisoned; firing of the canopy 
actuated initiator ; ignition of the rocket catapult, and ejection of 
the ejection seat. 

Always, before climbing into the cockpit, look rearward for any 
evidence of a "REMOVE BEFORE FLIGHT" streamer dangling 
from the canopy actuated initiator (see Figure 2). If installed, have 
the crew chief remove it. On two-seater aircraft, it cannot be 
seen by Just looking rearward, so have the rear seater make sure 
the cockpit safety pm Is removed On the F-1 SA and F-1 SC the 
canopy actuated 1nrtIator is located on fuselage station No 377 
back in No 5 equipment compartment ne11t to the canopy ac-

not only this area, but any area that is not out in the open 
A point of interest. the canopy actuated 1nit1ator lanyard 

switch is a key element in an ejection sequence. It activates the 
canopy actuated m,tiator (as long as the coc~p1t safety pin 1s 
removed) when the canopy is Jettisoned. This will allow the eiec• 
tion seat sequencing system to complete a full cycle. 

It appears that sometime in the past the lanyard switch (see 
Figure 2) was fastened to the canopy with the wrong attaching 
hardware, which eventually fell out. After checking two addi
tional F-1 SDs, it was discovered that incorrect attaching hard
ware had also been used to attach the lanyard sv-.·1tch to the 
canopy on one of these aircraft as well. (It was felt that both 
rebuilt canopies were received with the wrong attaching hard
ware.) As a result, an interim urgent action TCTO lF-15-1044 \\as 
issued by the Air Force requiring a thorough Inspectron of the at
taching hardware on all F-1 SB/Os. ■ 
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1l<1J"" .",/Jan Rtt'd {stundmfl.) und Lr r:,,/ lt1rr;· 
(\cr,r,p) ,,,,,ptr-,,ftbt' f'UF6'i/O Test lJ "'11.Pttr
int" tbe ,1.-ar-ly c"mpl.-ted F•l~E ._.,, 2 n,dtpit 
11."b1le tm,r-111,< lbt' II< .HR /ma/ ussemh~r t1r-ea 

-.f_·•~r:;- ··:--: -~-· -- ., 
'' Tit• United States Ai, Force at Edwards AFB, California received the first 

F-15E Eagl.:'- Net.;_ 1, 86-0183; ott 1 March 1981, followed by F-15E No. 2, 
86-01114. on 1Z August 1981. Since then, aircrews from the 6510th Test Wing 
:hav• been< conducting an extensive-, flight· test program to develop andf. 
· evaluate the flight characteristics, avionics; and weapons systems of this, 
• state-of-the-art dual role (air-to-air/air-to-ground) F-1 SE - the latest addition• 
tQ the Eagle tamilf4,0- .• • '· 

)~:-~· J: _(. 
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From the Front Seat: 

"I immediately got the impression that there's a lot of potential 
just waiting to be unleashed ... It gives the crew a 
flexibility that's unique, which the USAF doesn't 
have in any other fighter aircraft." .llajo, Allan Reed 

t the F-l5E Eagle 
From the Back Seat: 

"The F-15E will provide aircrews with a tremendous amount of 
flexibility . .. Its flexible and complex systems must be 
sophisticated and simple; a simple system is a very 
sophisticated system." LI Col Lan-y(Swop) Coope, 

At Edwards AFB, California there's a 
new Eagle - the F-1 SE. Outwardly - com
pared to its famous F-15 predecessors - it 
appears to have only a darker shade of 
gray paint. But underneath the cosmetics 
is a very different airplane 

It Is so different - considered to be in a 
class by itself - that throughout the flight 
test program USAF aircrews are coming 
to MCAIR's facilities for in-depth simu
lator trainrng on the latest refinements to 
the newest Eagle's systems. The simu
lator allows flight test crews to work out 
sw1tchology and display procedures, plus 
save valuable flight test time, not to men
tion the safety factor 

Aircrews are able to familiarize them• 
selves with changes 1n cockpit layout and 
displays, and gain much needed profi
ciency in both crew coordination and 
techniques This type of tra,ning provides 
USAF flight test aircrews with the add1-
t1onal skills needed to properly evaluate 
the F-1 SE's systems 

A1rcre,•,- teams presently flying the new 
Eagle are pilots, Lt Col Steve Stowe, 
Commander of the Combined Test Force 
ICTFJ, fv1a1or Allan Reed, and MaJor 
Charles Precoun, and Weapon Systems 
Off.cers (WSOs), Lt Co! Larry (Scoop) 
Cooper, Deputy CTF Director, Ma1or Tom 
Toltz1en. Ma1or Jim Heald, and Capt Dave 
1/i/alker MCAIR aircrews which are also 
part of the Combined Test Force team 
pil')ts, Gary Jennings, F-1 5 Proiect Pilot; 
Fred lvladenwald, Experimental Test PIiot; 
and VJSO, John York 

I /1a1or Reed and Lt Co! Cooper were in 

St Louis recently for some on-going 
srmulator training They granted an 1nter
v1f!/.' to 1he DIGEST and toured the assem 
bl:, area. where the:, gamed insight into 
hc,,1, lhe newes1 Eagles are manufactured 

Be(ause of their e:w:tens1ve bad-
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grounds (Major Reed, F-111 deep inter
diction, and Lt Col Cooper, F-4 and F-111 
operational, training, and test and 
evaluation roles), they are eminently 
qualified to comment on the F-15E with a 
hrgh degree of perception. The DIGEST 
would like to share with you some of 
their conversations: 

AIRCRAFT POTENTIAL 
First and foremost, the role of the 

F-1 SE is to fulfill a mission role of deep 
strike interdiction. The Air Force is seeing 
the need for what 1t calls a "dual 
capable" airplane whrch, in NATO and 
European terms, means an airplane that 
can perform both mission roles In terms 
of capability across the tactical spectrum, 
the F-1 SE 1s expected to have the poten
tial to do it all. 

Major Reed, on flight test: 
"The initial phase of the test program 

1s where, for the first time, the actual 
potential of the an airplane ,s realized 
Just sitting in the cockpit of F-1 SE No 1, I 
immediately got the impression that 
there's a lot of potential just wairmg to 
be unleashed. So my JOb as a member of 
a flight test aircrew 1s to go out there and 
fly the airplane to determine its perfor
mance and hand/mg characrerist1Cs, and 
evaluate the integration of the avionic 
and weapon systems 

''Probably in a lot of ways we seem to 
be the bad guys because we're out there 
findmg things rhar aren't qwte r,ght, as 
well as what ,s working as designed 
That's our JOb, but m the end, both rhe 
MCA/R and USAF teams win We're fly-
1ng the plane to evaluate and rate ,rs 
systems - some of which may be margin
al or unacceptable The low alr,rude 
warning system. for example, in1t1ally 
kept giving false altitude warnings 
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"Once the prr;:,blems were 1dentd1ed m 
flight test, MCA!R engineenng im
plemented refinements to improve sys
tem performance Upon completion of 
this intensive flight test program, the 
F-1 SE wiH better be able to perform ,rs 
long-range, all-weather mission, plus 
complement the F-111." 

AIRCREW COORDINATION 
The Eagle was initially designed for 

growing room, so when the newest addi
tion to the Eagle family arrived with a back 
seat, reserved for the WSO, aircrews 
began to ask an all-important question 
What about aircrew coordmat1on, par
ticularly handing off duties between the 
front and back seat? Both fv1aJor Reed and 
Lt Col Cooper provide insight as to how 
they feel about aircrew coordination m 
general, including the F-15E 

Major Reed, on aircrew 
workload: 

"The F-1 SE is a verr miss1on
dependenr, tvvo-sear alfpla~e When a 
deep interd1Ct1on mission requires a 10~\'

level, in-the-weather ingress, ducking 
under the weather usmg the FUR, 
targeting pod, etc, in the middle of 
bad guy country, the key eiemenr for a 
successful mission ,s cre1v coc,romati"on 
Several established crev, cooro,nar,on 
standards also apply to the F-1 SE But 
state-of-the-arr av,onrc s1srems na,e 
created some unique cre1, c0o'a1"ar O" 
differences, such as the ab,•,~1 c,• e,Ll'Je· 

crew member to raA.e conrrc, 1 o• a"1 se..,
sor m the airplane I'm nor sa1 ,rr.:; rr,3: s 
bad I thmk thats gooa 1r g,,es rne ce., 
a f/e-.;1b1ht_t' that's unique \\ n,cr> f"re ~ S-F 
doesn't have m an1 c1 ther t:9nrer a rcra-: 

"This unrqu-2ness mt,~Y1:.;:es a ~<:',\ 

ere\\ coordmar1cin matrr, 1,,..,c,, n,a,:, "C''. 

been encounterea m other 1-;J'l~t>' 3,r. ► 



craft. Crew coordmat1on problems and 
interaction between the pilot and WSO 
can best be developed w1thm the training 
arena by using simulators. They're fan
tastic training tools, which afford air
crews the opportunity to work as a team 
to resolve whatever crew coordination 
differences may arise · 

Lt Col Cooper, on the cockpit 
environment being user
friendly: 

· Compared to some of the other air
craft I've flown, I think the F-15E 1s user
fnendly - once you ·ve been in the 
srmu!ator or cockpit long enough to 
frgure out the logic behind it First, It Just 
overwhelms you. The mmal reaction of 
most of the pilots and WSOs is that they 
will be awed by all the system interfaces, 
symbology on the HUD. d1g1tal display 
menus, and how to employ them effec
r,vely 

The best way to get up to speed on all 
the systems is through simulation. which 
pro,,1des aircrews the ability to work as a 
r1;am with the systems ,n normal, degrad
ed, and emergency modes Simulators 
are the J.-ey for aircrews to maxIm1ze their 
:,k 11/s, plus expenence a wide range of 
flr9h1 and system phenomenons. Once 

aircrews get their coordination tech
niques down and start working as a 
team, they'll no longer be awed by the 
state-of-the-art awonic systems incor
porated into the F- 1 SE. 

"Once a crew understands the logic 
within the cockpit environment, it 
becomes user-friendly. User-fnendlmess 
of the integrated avionic and weapon 
systems 1s one of many areas we will 
evaluate as the flight test program con
tinues, and we'll make recommendations 
so that 1t becomes more user-friendly as 
we see that ,t needs to be done." 

Lt Col Cooper, on well 
integrated cockpit: 

"In order to have a welt integrated 
a,rplane. the cockpit environment must 
be very d1soplmed and well regulated. A 
rota/ ream effort with the ability to work 
independently and hand off tasks Is 
necessary because frequently. in the tac
tical environment. high workloads shift 
radically from seat to seat Aircrews must 
force themselves into a disciplined struc
ture, so that durmg an actual engage
ment everything is controlled nghr up in
to the shot. In a combat environment 
there 1s no other way. 

"The F-15£ wdl provide aircrews with a 
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If t 11/ ( ""{'<'ftl,•f/J ,111<{ \l,IJ"' llt',•tl ar,• ~t,u1thn>,t 
111/ro,i/ r,J th,• <1., ... "lh/1 /IX ,uf,p"rltllX f- I 'if- \,, 

.f <<1tltf1// l/>1., rltf(f"jl /I'll/ he.~uU/X /11 /:,_;/111 .~If 

1-;,,,.,Jl<1w N",-"'"''""''"/'"'"'''{"ff<11t1111,md 
T,1,/1<<1/ /:/,•, /r111111 U ,irf,ire \r,l<•m,: If I U \) 
fli,_;hl 1<•,·w1x 
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Buth ,·n•11 mt>mhf,rs tuurwi lb.• .lfC.4 fl( """111f,1t 
''"""'I( t1n•a u·INl"t' f. f 'is arr hr,rfl \t t11t"hllll( J,,.w 
, ""'P"""11ts. such as u·ln• ,,,mdlt•, flt1/1s. 
f,1lllthPt1ds. a11d ,,a,.iuus otht>,. nm1(1u11t>nls a,.1, 
ma,111/t1c1111Td ,md l11stalfed i,i the alr-crt1/t pru
r-idt'd tbts CITU" ll"ith t1 R.-.•11tr,-1tm,u·ledl(<' ,md t1J• 
prwi11tio11 11/ the EORfrs the_J' fly 

tremendous amount of flexibility. But 
flexibility can breed complexity. Cockpit 
complexiry, coupled with complex tar
gets in a tactical environmenr, is very 
non-forgiving of people who are busy 
There are things outside the canopy that 
are going to keep you a lot busier. 

"Through an extensive flight test pro
gram the USAF and MCAIR are flight 
testing the logic and architecture of the 
computer software programs. This en
sures· the flexibility designed into the 
system will allow each task to default to 
reasonable logical streams of task perfor
mance, thus keeping the airplane on-line 
with the mission. 

"These flexible and complex systems 
must be sophisticated and simple; a sim
ple system is a very sophisticated system 
and the basic F- 15 is that way. You get 
in, pull the JFS handle and start the 
engines. Radar comes up with a couple 
of switches and you 're ready. Put your 
numbers in the INS and taxi. That same 
basic philosophy must hold true for all 
the systems, particularly the weapons 
delivery system. 

"For aircrews in combat, a weapons 
system must be sophisticated enough to 
allow them, both front and back, to be 
headup, keep themselves out of the 
rocks, see the enemy SAMS and defeat 
bogeys. To do that, the menus on the 
digital displays and HUD information 
must be logical. Logical means a system 
that is intuitive and easy, enabling the 
crew to tram around them and develop 
habit patterns that will not crumble 
under combat." 

CAPABILITY AND RANGE 
The capability and range of the F-1 SE 

are not only important to the crews who 
fly 1t, but for the commanders who will 
utilize the airplane in a mission role of 
deep strike/deep interdiction Here are 
the crew's thoughts on how they think 
the F-1 SE will complement the F-111 and 
the USAF's mission 

Major Reed, on versatility: 
"The F- 15E will be able to do everything 

that an F-111 can do, prem1on bombing 
and nav1gar1on, but much more accurate
ly Aircrews will fmd the workload a lot 
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lower than it is for similar mission-type air
craft. The bottom line 1s It's go,ng to be a 
safer a,rplane because of the reliability and 
dependability of the systems. 

"Once rhe aircraft is in operational 
squadrons, it will be a tremendously ver
satde battlefield tool for a NA TO planner, 
or Tactical Air Force (TAF) commander. 
They will have the ability ro stuff the air
craft mto a shelter, load it up with con
ventional weapons, and la!Jnch. Come
back, load up for air-to-air in long-range 
combat air patrol (CAP) and, d the need 
aflses for the basic air superoriry mission, 
download the Lantfln pods and give us 
wall-to-wall missdes. It 1s a tremendous 
asset for the USAF to have this kind of 
flex1bi/1ty bullt mto the F-15E." 

Lt Col Cooper, on capability 
and range: 

"The Air Force now has a dual capable 
aircrah wh,ch, ,n NATO's terms, means 
an a,rcraft that can perform both conven
tional and nuclear srnke roles, with the 
added capability of delivering preos,on-
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guided munitions whtle retam,ng all of ,rs 
a,r superJonty munitions So, in the terms 
of capabihty across the tactical spectrum, 
the "E" 1s gorng to be able to do 1t all 

"It will be a very po1verful tool for 
NATO and the tactical alf forces because 
the a,rplane has the abr/Jtr ro be con
figured to ferry to a forward stagmg 
area. drop external tanks, spot load 
munitions, and fly a combat mission 
quickly. If the USAF 1s cal/ea upon ro 
meet a threat anywhere ,n the >\Grid, ths 
aircraft will pro,.,1de us ~...-1th a lot of 
power to do so ' 

The F-15 Eagle Is the safest fighter 1'1 
the USAF history, and this latest add1t1on 
to the Eagle fami1,, vvill increase the aDrl1-
ty of the aircraft 10 survive In an ,ricreas-
1ngly hostile environment lmpro,ed sur 
v1vab1lity through hardening et 1~r1s o; 
the structure. redundant s,s'.erns pIus 
the addition of electronic pr01ect1O"I 1,\ 11 

ensure this aircraft can mee1 the 11-trea! ■ 
BJ· MAR~ FLORE TT 4 

Staft Editor. Product Support D1\JEST 
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Fronr and bad, COl'l"r"$. 1b make safe flying bappen 
for \'F.-l-106 .U Ced/ Field. Flonda, pilots such as LCdr 
Jim Stone . .-u.nsrant Opemtioru Offtcer. <Via ma/nre• 
,aance pe,-somwl n.ocb as PIAM C4pl4in -~ KimW~v 
Pbelps and llrw Dt1'U/011 Cb~/ CW04 Jobn Gillwn. 
obSff'l-e tbe Gladraton' motto of .'i-4. + .'i-t. = P.4. Pbotos 
by Lt .11.iry· Roou. l. "SN. Public -"ff airs Officer .U Cecil 
Field. dramalue tbe confidence of ope,utlons and 
111tms/ty ofmaintena~eat\lFA-106 Combmed u·1tb 
mag11ifica11I flying macbinn. tbe results of the motto 
11.ff'f' celetmJled 011 5 .11.:ry 1988 u'hen tbe \IF.1-106 
became tbe fm;t squadron to acbret-e 50.000accuJent
free fno Class .-l acodentsJ hours flying tbe Fl.-l-18 
Hornets. /'Jcture storv coPerlng tbe et""'t starts on 
page 1. . 
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► 
t•Jn 14 November 1974, the Hrst f-15 for the 
Tactical Air Command was delivered at Luke AFB, 
Arizona. The principal speaker at the ceremony 
commemorating the arrival of the first r:ag1e was then
President Gerald R. ford. At a similar ceremony 
almost 14 years later and at the same base, the 
newest member of the r:agle family; the f-15[ 'Strike 
t:agle, • was welcomed to the Tactical Air Command. 
Thlseventwasheldon 18July 1988and0en Robert 
D. Russ, Tactical Air Command Commander, offlclally 
accepted delivery of the aircraft. 

The 461st Tactical fighter Training Squadron (Trl'S) of 
the 405th Tactical Training Wing (TIW) Is the Orsi TAC 
squadron to have the new f.agle aircraft. The Hrst TAC 
f-15[, tall number 86-186, was on static display for the 
ceremony as well as tall nwnber 86-187, which arrived at 
Luke on the 17th and Just In time to participate In the 
ceremony. 

Jim Spehr, MCAIR Vice President and Oeneral Manager 
of the f-15 program, represented McDonnell Douglas at 
the ceremony and stated that the activation or the f-15~ 
with the 461st TfTS was one of the most important 
milestones In the program. Addressing his remarks to the 
members of the 461st "Deadly Jesters,• Spehr stated, 
"Today's ceremony Is the culmination of years of hard work 
and dedication by many people within the US Afr force and 
the aerospace Industry. It's gratifying for all of us to see 
the product of that hard work put Into service.· 

Oen Robert D. Russ, Commander, Tactical Air Command, 
US Air force, officially accepted delivery of the f'· 15C from 
Spehr and McDonnell Douglas. Oen Russ described the 
f-15[ as the top priority program within the tactical air 
force. He continued, ·1 can say I've never seen the tactical 
forces as ready, as capable, and as dedicated as they are 
today.• . 

The general then compared the capability of the new 
f-15[ with the 8-17 of World War II, stating that the 8-17 
had a payload of ten 500-pound bombs. He said, 'Today, 
the FIS[ fighter, not a bomber, can not only carry more 
bombs - 12 versus 10 - but can cany them 40% farther 
than the 8-17. The 8-17 was expected tony twice a """k. 
The rest of the time It was down for maintenance. During 
war, we expect to fly the f· 15[ around three times a day. 

ahe navigation system on the f-15[ has ten times the 
rellablllty and three times the accuracy of the current f -15 
system. The radar has four times the speed, five times the 
memory, and 25tlmes better resolution than our next best 
system.* 

►, . The general directed his concluding remarks to the men 
andwomenofthe461stsquadronandthe405thwlng. He 
said, "Today, these men and women are some of the most 

1 ='~!~ta~':f:'~~~~~mf~~~:s~=.:.tors 
forward to great things from you as we activate the first 
r-15E squadron.· 

Asmore"StrlkeCagles"arrlveatLukeAf8, the46lstwlll 
be joined by the 550th Trrs "Sliver Cagles" In the training 
mission. for the foreseeable future, Luke Am wlll provide 
all maintenance and crew training for the nearly 4-00 f -15[ 
aircraft that the USAF plans to procure. ■ 

By WHIT WALLACH 
Starr editor, Product Support DIQCST 
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